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REAL POWER AMPUFIER For your car, it has 150 watts output
Frequency response 20HZ to 20 KHZ and a signal to noise ratio
better than 60db Has bulb n short circuit protection and adjustable
input level to suit youe existing car stereo, so needs no pre -amp
Works into speakers ref 30P7 described below. A real bargain at on ly
£57 00 Order ref 57P1

REAL POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo pair output 103w each
4ohm impedance and consisting of 6 12" woofer 2" mid range and
1" tweeter Ideal to work with the amplifier described above Pnce per
pair £30.00 Order ref 30P7

inner tube. Wheels are black, spoked one piece poly carbonate. 13"
wheel £600 ref 6P20. 16" wheel £6 00 ref 6P21

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KIT for c5 motor PCB and all
components to build a speed controller (0-95%of speed).
Uses pulse width modulation £17 00 ref 17P3.

SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER. Charges 4
AA nicads in 8 hours Brand new and cased £6.00 ref
6P3

MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS ETC. 100 wan mosfet

PERSONAL STEREOS Customer returns but complete with a

pair 2S.J99 and 2SK343 £4.00 a pair with pin out info ref 4P51 Also
available is a 2SK413 and a 2SJt 18 at £4.00 ref 4P42

pair of stereo headphones very good value at 13.00 ref 3P83 We

10 MEMORY PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONES. These are 'cus-

also have customer returned units with a buritin FM radio at 16 00 ref
6P34

tomer returns' so they may need slight attention. BT approved. E6 00

2KV 500 WATT TRANSFORMERS Suitable for high voltage

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN 4 1/2" square brand new ideal for

expenments or as a spare for a microwave oven etc 250v AC input
£10.00 ref 10P93

boat, car, caravan etc £8.00 each ref 8P26
acorn data recorder AL F 503 Made for BBC computer but suitable
for others Includes mains adapter, leads and book £1500 ref

MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL Mains operated, with touch
switches. Complete with 4 digit display, digital clods, and 2 relay

each ref 6P16 or 2 for £1000 ref 10P77

15P43

outputs one for power and one for pulsed power (programmable)
Ideal for all sorts of precison timer applications etc £6 00 ref 6P18
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE. Stranded optical fibres sheathed in black
PVC. Five metre length £7 00 ref 7P29

VIDEO TAPES. Three hour superior quality tapes made under

12V SOLAR CELL 200mA output ideal for

-

trickle charging etc 300 mm square Our price
£15.00 ref 15P42

'L

plete with wall brackets, hub holders etc. Brand
new and guaranteed £25.00 ref 25P24
Pack of two PAR38 hubs for above unit £12.00
ref 12P43

VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmit both audio and video signals
from either a video camera, video recorder or computer to any
standard TV set within a 100' range! (tune TV to a spare channel)

12v DC op. £15.00 ref 15P39 Suitable mains adaptor 15.00 ref
5P191

FM TRANSMITTER housed in a standard working 13A adapter
(bug is mains driven) £18.00 ref 18P10

a

MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pair of
wedge talkies with a range of up to 2 kilometres Units
measure 22x52x155mm Complete with cases £30 001,
ref 30P12

£12 00 a pair ref 12P26

complex transmitters 9v operation £4 00 each ref 4P81

pact controlled, responds to claps and shouts and
reverses when it hits anything Kit with complete
assembly instructions £10.00 ref 10P81

100M REEL OF WHITE BELL WIRE figure 8 pattern ideal for

FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE. Small hand held --

t --J

unit with a Ka rangel2 transmit power levels reps PP3 battery. Tuneable to any FM receiver. Our pnce £15 ref 15P42

10 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER. 7 short---,
bands, FM, AM and LW DX/local switch, tuning 'eye mains
or battery Complete with shoulder strap and mains lead
£34.00 ref 34P1

intercoms, door bells etc £3 00 a reel ref 3P107

ULTRASONIC LIGHT This battery operated unit is ideal for the
shed etc as it detects movement and turns a light on fora preset time

(light included). Could be used as a sensor in an alarm system

LASER TUBE. BRAND NEW FULL SPEC
140.00 REF 40P10. MAINS POWER SUPPLY KIT £20.00
REF 20P33 READY BUILT AND TESTED LASER IN ONE

£14.00 each ref 14P8

CASE 175.00 REF 75P4.

ELECTRONIC DIPSTICK KIT. Contains all you need to build an
electronic device to give a 10 level liquid indicator £5.00 (ea case)

SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY (Boshert) +5 at 15A, +12

ref 5P194

at 3A, -12 at 2A, +24 at 2A 220 or 110v input. Brand new £20 00 ref
20P30
SOLDER 22SWG resin cored solder on a 1/2kg reel. Top quality.
E4 00 a reel ref 4P70

UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER. Takes AA's, C's. D's and

600 WATT HEATERS Ideal for ar or liquid, will not corrode, lasts

cable ties only £5.00 ref 5P181
HI-FI SPEAKER. Full range 131mm diameter 8 ohm 60 watt 63-20
khz excellent reprduction £12 00 ref 12P33

for years caltype construction 3"x2" mounted on a 4" dia metal plate
for easy fixing. £3.00 ea ref 3P78 or 4 for £10.00 ref 10P76

5 watts per channel Signal to noise ratio better than 45db, wow and
flutter less than 35% Neg earth £25 00 ref 25P21

LOW COST WAUKIE TALKIES. Pair of battery
,

7 CHANNEL GRAPHIC EOUAUZER plus a 60 watt
power amp, 20-21 KHZ 4-8R 12-14v DC negative earth. Cased £25
ref 25P14

NICAD BATTERYS. Brand new top quahty 4 a AA's £4 00 ref
4P44. 2 x C'sE4 00 ref 4P73, 4 x D's £9.00 ref 9P12, 1 x PP3 £6.00
ref 6P35

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ultimate equivalents book. Latest edition £20 00 ref
20P32

CABLE TIES. 142mm x 3 2mm white nylon pack of 100 £3 00 ref
3P104 Bumper pack of 1,000 ties £14 00

BUILD AN IBM COMPATIBLE

PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 bananas at once. New and cased, mans
operated £6 00 ref 6P36.

ONE THOUSAND CABLE TIES! 75mm a 2.4mm white nylon

GEARBOX KITS. Ideal for models etc. Contains 18 gears (2 of

VENTILATED CASE FOR ABOVE PSU with IEC filtered socket
and power switch £500 ref 5P190

each size) 4x50mm axles and a powerful 9-12v motor. All the gears
etc are push fit £3 00 for complete kit ref 3P93

magnetic card reader, two matrix pnnters, motors, sensors and
loads of electronic components etc (12"x12"x7") Good value at
112.00 ref 12P28
JOYSTICKS Brand new with 2 fire buttons and suction feet these
units can be modified for most computers by changing theconnector
etc. Pnce is 2 for £5.00 ref 5P174

OUAUTY PANEL METERS. 50uA movement with 3 different
scales that can be brought into view with a lever! £3 00 each ref
CAR IONIZER KIT Improve the air in your car! clears smoke and
helps to reduce fatigue Case required £12 00 ref 12P8
METAL DETECTOR. Fun light weight device for buried treasure, 33" long with tune and fine tune controls.
£1000 ref 10P101
6V 10AH LEAD ACID sealed battery by yuasha ex
equipment but in excellent condition now only 2 for
£1000 ref 10P95

12 TO 220V INVERTER KIT. As supplied

it will

handle up to about 15 w at 220v but with a larger transformer it will

handle 100 watts Basic kit £12 00 ref 12P17 Larger transformer
£1200 ref 12P41
VERO EASI WIRE PROTOTY PING SYSTEM Ideal for designing projects on etc. Complete with tools, wire and reusable board.
Our once LE, 00 ref 6P33

MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. Complete with weight

PC !

sensing electronics that would have vaned the cooking time Idealfor
window displays etc £5 00 ref 5P165

£74.00
£74 00
E66 00
E99.00
£270.00
£595 00

£4 00 each ref 4P82

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY. 80mm 0165mm
(PCB size) gives +5 at 3 75A. +12 at 1 5A, -12 at 0 4A Brand new

3P81

operated units with a range of about 150' Our price

£115.00
E55.00
£214.00
£49.00
£115.00

CLAP UGHT. This device turns on a lamp at a finger 'snap' etc

mometer (Celcrus and Farenheit (0-160 deg F) programmable too
hot and too cold alarms Runs for at least a year on one AA battery
£9 00 ref 9P5
Remote temperature probe for above unit £3.00 ref 3P60

ELECTRONIC TICKET MACHINES These units contain a

WHISPER 2000 LISTENING AID. Enables you to hear sounds
that would otherwise be inaudible' Complete with headphones
Cased £5 00 ref 5P179
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIO. Low cost stereo system giving

AT 12 meg turbo 286 mother board
1 meg memory for above board
4 meg memory for above board.
AT keyboard
AT power supply and pc case (complete)
AT controller card with 2 x senal, 1 a parallel
Floppy and hard controller + mono
Display driver
1.2 meg 3 1/2" disc drive
1.44 meg 5 1/4" dnve.
Amber monitor 12"
40 meg hard disc
100 meg hard disc

ALARM TRANSMITTERS. No data available but nicely made

TIME AND TEMPERATURE MODULE A clock. digital ther1

II

£8.00 a par ref 8P50

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER These units were designed
for nurse call systems and transmit any one of 16 different codes
The transmitter is cased and designed to hang round the neck

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP. Sound and im-

PHILIPS LASER. 2MW HEUUM NEON

deg coverage. Manual overide facility. Com-

lcd display 4 1/2 digits supplied with connection data £3 00 ref 3P77
or 5 for £10 00 ref 10P78

licence from the famous JVC company Pack of 10 tapes £20 00 ref
20P20

PASSIVE INFRA -RED MOTION SENSOR.
Complete with daylight sensor, adjustable lights
on timer (8 secs -15 inns), 50' range with a 90

Superhet. Req's PP3 battery 2100 ref BD716
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 9" black and white Phillips tube
in chassis made for OPD computer but may be suitable for others
e20m0 ref 20P26
SURFACE MOUNT KIT. Makes a high gain snooping amplifier on
a PCB less thanan an inch square' £7 00 ref 7P15
SURFACE MOUNT SOLDER. In easy to use tube Ideal for above
project £12.00 ref 12P18
CB CONVERTORS. Converts a car radio into an AM CB receiver
Cased with circuit diagram. £4.00 ref 4P48
FLOPPY DISCS. Pack of 15 31/2" DSDD £10.00 ref 10P88 Pack
of 10 51/4" DSDD £5.00 ref 5P168
SONIC CONTROLLED MOTOR One click to start, two click to
reverse direction. 3 click to stop; E3 00 each ref 3P137
FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x 52mm £1 00 ret BD827

pct

STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY 220v or 110v input

pc2
pc3
pc4
pc5

giving 5v at 2A, +24v at 0 25A, +12v at 0 15A and +90vatO 4A £12 00
ref 12P27

Pc6
Pc7
Pc8

pc9

polo
pc11

minimum system consisting of mother board, 1 meg of memory ,
case, power supply, 1 44 meg floppy, interfaces, and monitor is
£525.00 inc VAT (single dnve mono 286)
pc12
£795.00 inc VAT (40 meg + floppy + mono 286)
pc 13

1991 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW IF YOU DO NOT
HAVE A COPY PLEASE REQUEST ONE WHEN ORDERING
OR SEND US A 6"X9" SAE FOR A FREE COPY.
GEIGER COUNTER KIT. Complete with tube, PCB and all compo
nests to bold a battery operated geiger counter £39.00 ref 39P1
FM BUG KIT. New design with PCB embedded coil. Transmits to
any FM radio 9v battery req'd £5.00 ref 5P158

TV SOUND DECODER. Nicely cased unit, mans powered 8
channel will drive a small speaker directly or could be fed into HI Fl
etc. Our price E12 00 ref 12P22

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. These convert composite video into
separate H sync, V sync and video 12v DC. £8.00 ref 8P39.
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 29A (full load) 3300 rpm 6"x4"1/4"
0/P shaft New £20 00 ref 20P22
As above but with fitted 4 to 1 inine reduction box (800rpm) and
toothed nylon belt drive cog £40.00 ref 40P8
SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS 13" or 16" dia including treaded tyre and

CAMERA FLASH UNITS Require a 3v DC supply to flash. £2 00
each ref 2P38 or 6 for £10.00 ref 10P101 (ideal multi -flash photog-

£12.00 ref 12P39

IN CAR POWER SUPPLY. Plugs into cigar socket and gives
3.4.5,6,7 5,9, and 12v outputs at 800mA Complete with universal
spider plug £5.00 ref 5P167
CUSTOMER RETURNED switched mode power supplies. Mixed
type, good for spares or repair £2.00 each ref 2P292.
DRILL OPERATED PUMP. Fits any drill and is self pnrang £3.00
ref 3P140

PERSONAL ATTACK ALARM. Complete with built in torch and
vanity mirror Pocket sized, req's 3 AA batteries £3 00 ref 3P135

POWERFUL SOLAR CELL ?AMP .45 VOLT! only £500 ref
5P192 (other sizes available in catalogue)
SOLAR PROJECT KIT. Consists of a solar cell, special DC motor,
plastic fan and turntables etc plus a 20 page book on solar energy
Pnce is £8.00 ref 8P51
RESISTOR PACK. 10 a 50 values (500 resistors) all 1/4 watt 2%
metal film £500 ref 5P170

CAPACITOR PACK 1. 100 assorted non electrolytic capacitors
£2.00 ref 2P286

CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 assorted electrolytic capacitors £2.00
ref 2P287

QUICK CUPPA? 12v immersion heater with lead and cigar lighter
plug £300 ref 3P92
LED PACK . 50 red leds, 50 green lads and 50 yellow leds all 5mm
£8.00 ref 8P52

12 " HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. AMBER SCREEN
BEAUTIFULLY CASED NEEDS 12V AT 1A TTL INPUT (SEP
SY NCS). £22.00 REF 22P2.
RADIO CONTROLLED CAR. Sigle channel R/c buggy with forreverse and turn controls, off road tyres and suspension

ward

£12.00 ref 12P40

raphy)

FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channel radio controlled car
with forward, reverse, 2 gears plus turbo Working headlights

TELEPHONE AU TODIALLERS. These units. when toggered will
automatically dial any telephone number Originally made for alarm
panels BT approved £12.00 ref 12P23 (please state telephone no

SUPER FAST NICAD CHARGER. Charges 4 AA nicad's in less
than 2 hours! Plugs into standard 13A socket Complete with 4 AA

req'd)

25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER is STK043 With the addition of
a handful of components you can build a 25 watt amplifier. £4 00 ref
4P69 (Circuit dia included).

MINATURE DOT MATRIX PRINTER assembly 24 column 5v
(smiler to RS type) £10 00 each ref 10P92
UNEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 220v input +5 at 3A, +12
at 1A, -12 at 1A Short circuit protected £12.00 ref 12P21
MAINS FANS Snail type construction. Approx 4"x5" mounted on a
metal plate for easy fixing New £5 00 5P166
POWERFUL IONIZER KIT. Generates 10 times more ions than
commercial units! Complete kit including case £1800 ref 18P2
MINI RADIOMODULE Only 2" square with ferrite aenal and tuner

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE

SUSSEX BN3 5OT DEPT EE
TELEPHONE 0273 203500
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE

WITH ORDER PLUS £2.50 POST
FAX 0273 23077

VISA

£22.00 ref 22P6

nicad battenes £16.00 ref 16P8

ULTRASONIC WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM. Two units, one
a sensor which plugs into a 13A socket in the area you wish to
protect The other, a central alarm unit plugs into any other socket
elsewere in the building When the sensor is triggered (by body
movement etc) the alarm sounds. Adjustable sensitivity. Price per
pair £20 00 ref 20P34 Additional sensors (max 5 per alarm unit)
£11 00 ref 11P6

TOP QUALITY MICROPHONE. Unidirectional electret condenser mic 600 ohm sensitivity 16-18khz built in chime complete
with magnetic microphone stand and mic clip. £12 00 ref 12P42
WASHING MACHINE PUMP. Mans operated new pump Not self
priming £5.00 ref 5P18
IBM PRINTER LEAD. (D25 to centronics plug) 2 metre parallel
£500 ref 5P186
QUICK FIX MAINS CONNECTOR. Ideal for the fast connection of
mains equipment. Neon indicator and colour coded connectors
1700 ref 7P18
COPPER CLAD STRIP BOARD 17" a 4" of 1" pitch "vero" board
£4 00 a sheet ref 4P62 or 2 sheets for £7 00 ref 7P22

STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL 12 00 ref 2P352
3 1/2" disc dnve 720K capacity made by NEC £60 00 ref 60P2
TV LOUDSPEAKERS. 5 watt magnetically screened 4 ohm 55 x
125mm £3 00 a pair ref 3P109
TV LOUDSPEAKERS. 3 watt 8 -ohm magnetically screened 70 x
50mm £3 00 a pair ref 3P108
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER. 24v 5A encapsulated 4" dia £5.00
ref 5P34
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Electronics
JUST A SMALL SELECTION
FROM OUR RANGE OF

DIGITAL LCD METER

OVER 120 KITS
Kit No
1001

1004
1006
1009
1011

1013
1014
1018
1020
1022
1026
1028
1029
1030
1034
1036
1037
1038
1044
1045
1047
1049
1055
1059
1065
1069
1073
1074
1075
1084
1091

1098
1111

1114
1117
1119
1122
1124
1125
1129
1130
1133
1203

Description

Price
£ (ea)

0.2 WATT FM TRANSMITTER
LIGHT SWITCH
800 WATT MUSIC -TO -LIGHT
1 WATT FM TRANSMITTER
MOTORBIKE ALARM
AM -FM -VHF RECEIVER
3x700 WATT WIRELESS MUSIC -TO -LIGHT.
GUITAR TREMELO
0-5 MINUTE TIMER
METAL DETECTOR
RUNNING LIGHTS
4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER
4 SOUNDS ELECTRONIC SIREN
LIGHT DIMMER
CAR BATTERY CHECKER
TRANSISTOR TESTER
DISCO STROBE LIGHT
AM -FM AERIAL AMPLIFIER
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
SOUND EFFECT GENERATOR
SOUND SWITCH
ULTRASONIC RADAR
FM RECEIVER USING TDA7000
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER
INVERTER 12V D.C. TO 220V A.0
12V D.C. FLUORESCENT TUBE UNIT

4.16
5.83
4.99
5.42
8.33
13.33
10.82
7.08
5.42
4.16
8.33
14.16
4.99
4.59
2.92
3.75
11.25
2.92

VOX

DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER
ELECTRONIC DICE WITH L.E.D.'s
TV LINE AMPLIFIER
GUITAR PRE -AMPLIFIER
DIGITAL THERMOMETER WITH
L.C.D. DISPLAY
LOGIC PROBE
ELECTRONIC LOCK
TV PATTERN GENERATOR
TELEPHONE LINE RECORDING
TELEPHONE CALL RELAY
ELECTRONIC BELL
TELEPHONE LOCK
NEGATIVE ION GENERATOR
TELEPHONE "BUG" DETECTOR
STEREO SOUND -TO -LIGHT
MINI FM TRANSMITTER WITH MIC.
(SUPPLIED READY ASSEMBLED)

12.91

6.66
9.58
14.98
12.49
8.33
20.82
5.42
6.24
4.99
6.66
3.34
7.50

20.82
3.75
7.50
9.17
4.16
6.66
4.99
6.66
14.16
3.34
9.52
4.16

All kits contain a Silk -Screened high quality p.c.b.,
components, solder, wire and FULL instruction sheet.
Plastic boxes with silk screened front panels
are available for some of the kits.
Full details are given in our catalogue.

* ALL PRICES *
INCLUDE VAT
UK Orders:
Add £2.00 carriage

Europe & Eire:
Deduct 15% VAT

(divide price by 1.15)
Add £5.00 carriage.

Outside Europe
Deduct 15% VAT

(divide price by 1.15)
Add £10.00 carriage.

46

Major features include:
* Up to 20A AC and DC * 30 position rotary
switch
* DC volts up to 1000V
*
Push
button ON/OFF
,t AC volts up to 700V
switch
* H FE and Diode Testing * Complete with leads,
* 31/2 digit LCD display
battery

M-3800 Digital Multimeter
Price

£32.20

ECONOMY
MULTIMETER
* Up tolOA DC
* Diode Testing
* DC 200V/AC 500V
* 31/2 digit LCD display
* Leads and Battery

EC -METER

£14.38

Economy Side Cutters
Economy Top Cutters
Economy Pliers
Light Duty Cutters
Automatic Wire Striper

Mains Soldering Iron
17W
De Soldering Pump
De -Soldering Braid
6 Piece Screwdriver Set
7 Piece Screwdriver Set

LOGIC
PROBE
* Use on TTL or CMOS
* Detect pulses of 25nS
* LED Indicators
* 2 Tone sounder
LO -PROBE
£9.14

£2.13
£2.13
£2.13

Heavy Duty Long Nose

£1.61

Pliers
£2.60
Butane Gas Pencil Torch £5.00
Crimping Tool
£1.84

£3.34
£6.84
£2.88
£0.58
£5.69
£6.33

8 Piece Screwdriver Set £7.76
PVC Tape (Assorted
Pack of 5)
£1.04
Large Snap -Off Blade
Knife
£0.58
Small Snap -Off Blade
Knife
£0.40
Pack Large & Small Knife £0.83
Tweezer Set (Set of 4)

£3.80
Heavy Duty Side Cutters £2.60

£2.60

Pliers

Heavy Duty Bent Nose

Insulated Crimp Terminals:
(Pack of 20)
Ring
Red
£0.62
Blue
£0.68
Spade
Red
£0.62
Blue
£0.68
Push -on Male
Red

Blue
Push -on Female
Red

Blue

f0.62
£0.68
£0.62
£0.68

Butt Connector
Red

Blue

£0.62
£0.68

** JUST ARRIVED **
Twin 360K 5.25" Floppy Disc Drive complete with
Power Supply. Enclosed in a professional white case
complete with mains lead. Connections are via a 37
Pin "D" Socket. Full connection details supplied.
TWIN FDD + PSU
£68.95

For comprehensive details of all our
tools, test equipment and electronic components please see our catalogue. Please
follow the information given below.

Hobbykit Ltd.
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

X081 -205 7485

"ail

UNIT 19
CAPITOL INDUSTRIAL PARK
CAPITOL WAY
LONDON NW9 OEQ
FAX NO: 081-205 0603

For a comprehensive
Kit Catalogue plus our
new Tools, Test
Equipment and
Component Catalogue
please send an A4
envelope stamped:

UK:

£0.45

Europe & Eire:
£1.00

Outside Europe:
£2.75
Everyday Electronics, March 1991

TRAIN CONTROLLER
A pu/se control unit that provides a high
degree of controllability and is operated
in the same way as the old resistive type
controls. Modernise your train set with
this unit.

32 pages covering a wide range
of excellent products and
their latest bargain list

00
01014
Siet

()0Olt
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TREMOLO UNIT
A simple three transistor tremolo unit that
will add a new dimension to electric
guitars. Although simple the unit has a
good performance with no "Tremolo
Thump''.

ErinEiRcmics
APRIL ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY MARCH 1, 1991
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ELV

Technik fiir Kenner - Made in Germany
We deliver from stock - The fastest way to order Is a fax !
DIGITAL PROFESSIONAL ECHO 1000

ULTRASONIC CAR ALARM

(Heider Electronics June 89)

This low cost echo unit is certain to
impress music lovers - amateur and

ciple on a digital base, delay times up to

one second are possible at full bandwidth and large signal to noise ratio.

professional - everywhere. Excellent

specification and top performance
Complete kit
44.255BKL

make the EU 1000 a winner and despite
meeting professional requirements the
unit will not make too big a hole in your
pocket.

Working on the delta modulation prin-

£

99.50

Ready assembled module
44.255F
£

134.50

Complete kit including ease
44.367BKL

This system is specially designed to
protect yourca rand its contents against
potential thiefs. Low current consump-

tion and high noise immunity are just
two of its distinguishing features.

£

30.40

In addition the system has a voltage
sensing device i.e. the alarm is also
triggered if appliances are switched on

by an unauthorised person (e.g. the
interior lighting when the door is opened).

PC Radio (Elektor Electronics Febuary 1990)

Specification

Input sensitivity:
2 mV
Input 2 : 200 mV
Input 1

:

Dealy Time:
variable from 60 ms to 1 s

Bandwidth :
100 Hz to 12 kHz

Additional features:
inputs mixable
single and multiple echo
- adjustable delay level
- switchable vibrator
- switch -controlled noise suppression
-

This FM radio consists of an insertion card for IBM PC -XTs, ATs and compatibles
and is available as a kit or a ready -built and aligned unit. The radio has an on -board
AF power amplifier for driving a loudspeaker or a headphone et, and is powered by
the computer. A menu -driven program is supplied to control the radio settings.

Complete kit
44.544BKL

VM 1000 Video -Modulator

(Elektor Electronics March 90)

Many inexpensive or older TV sets lack
a SCART or ottlercomposite video input,
and can only be connected to a video
recorder or other equipment via an RF
modulator. The modulator operates at
a UHF TV channel between 30 and 40.
Use is made of a single -chip RF modulator that couples low cost to excellent
sound and picture quality.

Complete kit
44.546BKL

Ordering end payment:
°all prices excluding V.A.T. (french customers add 18.6%T.V A.)

£

36.90

£

82.75

Ready assembled module
44.544F
£

137.30

RFK 7000
RGB-CVBS Converter

computer delivers a vertical sync. of

(Elektor Electronics October 89)

The voltage supply is gained from a
12V/300mA-DC voltage mains adap-

Nearly all computers supply as an output signal for colour monitors RGB signals. With the help of the RFK 7000 it
is possible to record this signals with
a videorecorder or to give them onto a
colour TV (This is only possible, if the

tor.

50 Hz and a horizontal sync. of 15.625
Hz).

Complete kit
44.525BKL

66.50

£

Ready assembled module
44.525F

£

119.50

FRK 7000
CVBS-RGB Converter
With the help of the FRK 7000 e.g. it is
possible to use a cheap clour monitor
with RGB input on a video recorder.

Complete kit
44.509BKL

The voltage supply is gained from a

Ready assembled module

12V/300 mA-DC voltage mains adaptor.

44 5NF

66.50
119.50

send Euro-cheque, Bank Draft or Visa card number with order.
Please add E 3.00 for p 8 p (up to 2 kg total weight)

° postage charged at cost at higher weight Air/Surface

-

°we deliver worldwide except USA and Canada
° dealer Inquiries welcome

ELV France - B.P. 40 - F-57480 SIERCK-LES-BAINS - France - Tel: (33) 82.83.72.13 - Fax: (33) 82.83.81.80

Technik fiir Kenner - Made in Germany
We deliver from stock - The fastest way to order Is a fax !
LPS 8000 / LC 7000 Low Cost Show Laser

( Electronics The Maplin Magazine Dec 88 Feb -Mar 90)

all
VIDEO RECORDING
AMPLIFIER
(Flektor Electronics April 89)

An almost infinite number of
circular patterns can be projected onto a wall or ceiling

Losses can easily occur when copying

video tapes resulting in a distinct reduction in quality. By using this video
recording amplifier, with no less than
four (!) outputs, the modulation range
is enlarged and the contrast range of

with this super laser show
equipment.

The complete project includes a laser tube and accompanying power supply, housed in a metal case, and a

the copy increases.
Two level controllers for edge definition

(contour) and amplification (contrast
range) allow individual and precise

laser controller, LC 7000. The
laser controller drives the ac-

adaptation.

companying deflection unit,

fixed onto the laser power
supply case, which produces

the numerous configurations.
Naturally the laser tube, toge-

ther with the power supply,
can produce beams without
the laser controller and the
controller can be used with
other, similar lasers.

LPS 8000 Laser Power Supply, complete kit
Version 240 Volts AC
44.428BKL220
86.90
Version 220 Volts AC
44.428BKL240
86.90

LPS 8000 Laser Power Supply, ready assembled module
Version 240 Volts AC
44.428F240
156.50
Version 220 Volts AC
156.50
44.4'L8F220

LC 7000 Laser Controller, complete kit
Version 12 Volts DC
44.427BKL
60.80

LC 7000 Laser Controller, ready assembled module
Version 12 Volts DC
44.427F
104.30

H -N Laser Tube 2 mW
44.428LR

Laser Motor -Mirror Set, complete kit
22.95
44.506M

Complete Kit
60.80

IBM PC Service Card

(including Box, PCB and all parts
44.324BKL
£
14.75

(Elektor Electronics May 1090)

0

This card was developed for assistance
in the field of service, development and
test. The card is used as a bus -exten-

Complete kit
44.517BKL

£

77.95

sion to reach the measurement points
very easy. It is also possible to change
cards without having a 'hanging corn outer'.

Ready assembled module
44.517F
£

137.95

TA 1000 Telephone Answering Unit

(Eleklor Electronics January 1990)

This automatical telephone answering

unit uses a 256-kbit voice recording
circuit to store and replay your spoken
message of uo to 15 seconds. Noteworthy features are that it is available as a
complete kit, providesd a battery backup facility and does not require alignment. No provision is made, however,
to record incoming calls.

Complete kit
44.433BKL

£

Ready assembled module
44.433F

45.65
87.25

IC TESTER for IBM-PC-XT/AT

( Electronics The Maplin Magazine Jun -Jul 89
Elektor Electronics December 89)

With the ELV IC tester logic function
tests can be carried out on nearly all

Complete Kit including Tex -tool sok-

ket, connectors, sockets, Flat band

CMOS and TTL standard components,
accommodated in DIL packages up to

cable, PCB, Software
44.474BKL

20 pin. The tester is designed as an
insertion card for IBM-PC-XT/AT and
compatibles. A small ZIF test socket
PCB is connected via a flat band cable.
Over 500 standard components can be

tested using the accompanying comprehensive test software.

I

£

60.85

Ready Assembled Module
4.474F
£

113.00

Software, single
44.474SW

£

17.85

3
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AIR IONISERS
By means of points raised to a very high voltage, ionisers re -structure the air
you breathe, turning ordinary air molecules into potent negative ions. The
effects of breathing in these ions can be quite startling. Almost everybody
reports that it makes them feel good, and there is now strong evidence that it
can also improve your concentration, make you more healthy and alert, make
you sleep better, and even raise your la

IONISER
EXPERIMENTS

THE MISTRAL AIR
IONISER

* The Vanishing Smoke
Trick

The ultimate air ioniser. The Mistral has variable
ion drive, built-in ion counter and enough power to
drive five multi -point emitters with ease. Its nine
main drive stages, five secondary drives and four
booster stages give an immense 15 billion ions per
minute output - enough to fill the largest room in
a matter of seconds.
The parts set contains everything you need to
build the Mistral: components, PCB, case, emitter
and full instructions. If you're keen to increase the
output still further, there's an optional eight -point
internal emitter set to give extra ionising capability,
and an almost silent piezo-electric ion fan to drive
the ions away from the emitter and into the room.

MISTRAL IONISER PARTS SET £32.66
INTERNAL EMITTER PARTS SET

Light up a cigarette and gently puff smoke
into a glass jar until the air inside is a thick,
grey smog. Carefully invert the jar over the
ioniser so that the emitter is inside. Within
seconds the smoke will vanish! This is one
of the best demonstrations of an ioniser's
air cleaning action and with a large jar the
effect is quite dramatic.

(optional) £3.22
ION FAN (optional) £11.27

PROPHET PF3
The Prophet performs its own special miracle on the dashboard of your
car. First reports are most impressive: driving becomes a positive
pleasure, easier to stay alert on long motorway journeys, a child cured
of travel sickness. The ion effect is not to be underestimated. Don't forget
the experiments either: there's the smoke trick, triffids, the living emitter,
and more. The Prophet can be used anywhere with a supply of 9V to
12V DO so don't restrict it to the car alone!

PROPHET PF3 PARTS SET £21.39

THE 0 -ION I>
Check out the ion levels around your house. The 0 -Ion will measure
the output of any ioniser, test the air to see where the ions are
concentrating, help you set up fans and position your ioniser for best
effect, and generally tell you anything you want to know about ion
levels in the air. The readout is in the form of a bar graph which moves
up and down as the 0 -Ion sniffs the air in different parts of the room.
Readings up to 1010 ions per second, positive or negative.

* Triffids
Connect a length of wire from the ioniser
emitter to the soil in the pot of a
houseplant. One with sharp, pointy leaves
is best. Hold your hand close to the plant
and the leaves will reach out to touch you!
In the dark you may see a faint blue glow
around the leaf tips - this works better with
some plants than with others, so try several
different types. The plants don't object to
this treatment at all, by the way, and often
seem to thrive on it.

* The Electric Handshake
Wear rubber soled shoes. Touch the
ioniser emitter for a few seconds until your
body is thoroughly charged up. When your
hair stands on end, that's just about
enough. Then give everyone you meet a
jolly electric handshake. Just think, you
could lose all your friends in a single
evening! (A meaner trick still is to charge
up a glass of water or a pint of beer. Even
your family won't speak to you after that!)

0 -ION COMPLETE PARTS SET £21.16

< KIRLIAN CAMERA
Bioplasmic fields, auras, or just plain corona discharge? No matter how you explain them, the effects are strange and
spectacular. Can you really photograph the missing portion of .a torn leaf? Can you really see energy radiating from
your finger tips? Most researchers would answer 'yes' to both questions.

Our Kirlian photography set contains everything you need to turn the Mistral into a Kirlian camera, your bedroom
or spare room into a darkroom, and to expose, develop and print Kirlian photographs (photographs made with high
voltage electricity instead of light). The set includes exposure bed, safelight bulb, developing and fixing chemicals,
trays, imaging paper and full instructions. A Mistral ioniser parts set is also required.

KIRLIAN CAMERA SET £19.78

ORDERING
All prices include VAT

D)UgUaia
LIMITED
Tel: (0600) 3715
SALES DEPT.. ROOM 111, FOUNDERS HOUSE, REDBROOK. MONMOUTH, GWENT.

UK orders: please add £1.15 postage and packing.
Eire and overseas' please deduct VAT and add
£5.00 carriage and insurance

ACCESS
Phone 0600 3715 for immediate
attention to your Access order.

1991 CATALOGUE

NEW LOW PRICES ON
MICRO PANELS!!

YOU GET A GREAT DEAL MORE WHEN YOU DEAL
WITH GREENWELD!!

Z4209 Panel 360 210mm covered in

high quality chips: 8085AHC, 8255, 8257,
8251A 2, 8253.5, 8275, 8202A, 2732,
2716 all in sockets; 18 4116-2
other
mainly LS chips - min switches, LED's,

oscillator, large tants, 3 50 way double
sided edge connectors. Amazing value
£9.95
at only
24210 Panel 260 210 which could plug

into the above board. Lots of memory

on this one: 36 . 4116-20. Also 8085AC,

8202 & 2716 In sockets

55 other

mainly LS chips, DIL switch, large tants
etc.

£6.95
346 x 280mm
24223 80186 Panel.
'Benchmark 186' panel packed with high
class chips. Just look at what you get!!
80186 16 bit 8MHz microprocessor;
16 . 4164-12 RAMS; 2 6116- 3; 2 - 2732
2 - 8255AP-5; 8259AC- 2:
EPROMs;
6845SP; 146818P; 7201C all in sockets.
Over 80 LS chips, 4 xtals, back up battery,
2 - 25 way 'D' sockets etc, etc!! Total

Price

chip value alone must exceed £150 and

remember all the large chips are in
sockets.
Price

24356

Microprocessor

£25.00

panel

310 - 85r1m with 2 8035 8 bit CPU (64
bytes RAM) in sockets, 2 . 2716 EPROM
5 - P8243 1/0 expanders, also 18 Other
chips, 2

6MHz xtals etc.

£3.00

Price

4 WAVEBAND RADIO

28891 Superb 4 waveband radio by

Ross, model RRS. Covers FM 88-108MHz,

MW 518-1610kHz, LW 150-275 kHz, SW
5.7-18.1 MHz (16 5-52.6m). Nicely styled

case measuring 210 > 145. 70mm with
clear scale markings. Telescopic aerial,
Volume, tone
headphone socket.
ON/OFF switch
and tuning controls.
and waveband selector switch and AFC
(Takes 4 C
Mains/battery.
switch.
cells). Originally retailed at £19.95.
E14.95
Our price

COMPONENT PACKS
LOTS

MORE

CATALOGUE!

IN

K531

OUR

Precision

High quality, close
Resistor Pack
tolerance R with an extremely varied
-

selection of values mostly Y.,W and 72W;

tolerances from 0.1% to 2% - Ideal for

meters, test gear etc.
250/E3.00; 1,000/£10.00
Price
K538 Diode Pack - untested small signal
diodes like IN4148 etc, at a price never
before seen!!
£2.50
Price/1,000
K537 IC Pack - a mix of linear and logic
chips, from 6 to 40 pin. All are new and
marked, but some may not be full spec.
£6.75
Price/100
K539 LED Pack. Not only round but
many shaped LEDs in this pack in

The 1991 Greenweld Catalogue is out NOW!
* Many substantial reductions
* Quantity pricing for bulk buyers

BD types.

Price

50/£7.50

Regular stocks: AAA £1.20; AA 99p;

sells for £8.60.

Our price

worms and
Only £7.95

INDICATOR PACK

All supplied with

VISTEL
II VISUAL TELEPHONE
Total communication for deaf people - this brilliant piece of equipment has a full

TAPE DECKS

28885 Telephone answering machine

OWERTY keyboard and 40 character screen Text editor. 9,500 character memory. believed to have been used as an alarm
Auto answer. Auto dial. Calculator. Printer Interface. RS232 (V24/28) serial system. Steel chassis 245 220. 35mm
interface. Modem support V21;73/25. These are new and boxed but because contains PCB 228 > 145mm and an
the makers are bankrupt, there s no guarantee. Originally sold for over £500. A 8 -track cassette unit. The output from

comprehensive 143 page instruction manual Is provided. (Manual only - send £12,
£10 refunded on return)

BBC SOFTWARE
Special Price to schools
for Classroom Pack !

111.111111.

GREENWELD
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

screw fix. Red, Green, Amber and Clear.
All are 110V, but
Tag & wire -ended.

quad op -amp. The PCB also has 10 CMOS
gates, 3 relays, Isolator transformer,
several transistors, R's, C's, etc. 12 -way
connector for BT line, 12V supply etc also
plug and socket arrangement for
if requested, with every Auto/Manual and Bell delay.
FREE,
£10.00
breadboard sold this month! K574 wire Price
8 -track cassette mechanism.
link pack with about 250 links for use 24307
Sturdy steel chassis 132 ,.126 . 50mm.
with breadboard or PCB's!

BREADBOARDS

G708 Protobloc 1

-

12V motor, solenoid, tape head
400 tiepoints, Size Contains
and mechanical bits to change track.
£2.50
Price
24274 Micro cassette mechanism
100 - 74 - 35mm as used in dictaphones/
answerphones etc. Complete with head,

base Is also provided to accept a variety

of components including switches and
£6.95
pontentiometers, etc

G724 2 of type 6711 mounted onto
rigid baseplate with 3 coloured
for power connections.
terminals
E13.95
Overall size 225 150mm
G736 3 of type G711 and an additional
a

.

strip of 100 tie points mounted onto
base plate with 4 coloured
a rigid

optical sensing and hall effect switch,
solenoid and motor.
Price

£2.00

BULK COMPONENTS

(All + VAT IN THIS

SECTION)
Our 16 page Bulk
Buyers List is out now send for your copy.

Z4353 6 way DIN lead to open end
terminals. Overall size 242 r 195mm.
100 0.104
£19.95
Price
prices include VAT (except bulk Z80 CPUs by 11109
components); P&P £2.00 per order. Min 2 2pF 25V Tants
No CWO min. Official
Credit Card £5
orders from Education welcome; min 5V 5A TO3 Regulator
Invoice charge £10.00.
12V 5A TO3 Regulator
Payment Is accepted by cheque, postal
RAM
order, cash, including foreign currency HM6116LP-4
bank notes, book tokens Access, Visa, 200V 25A Bridge Rectifier
All

Connect.

Our stores have enormous stocks of
components and our trade counter is
open from 9-5.30 from Mon -Sat.
and see us!

Come

Fax: (0703) 236307

27D PARK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, SO1 3TB

Everyday Electronics, March 1991

the tape head Is fed into an MC3301

£150.00

Tel: (0703)236363

suitable resistors for use on mains are
included. Really great value for money!
20/E2.50

NI -CAD BATTERIES

SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLIES

K700 Big variety of neons in this pack!
Round, square and oblong, clip and

`Price

£4.95

Glue sticks - pack of 10 .... £1.00

C E2.20; D £2.30; PP3 E3.95
24150 Ex mobile radio battery.
58 63 - 33mm case (sometimes
contains 8 AA size
Over the years, we've had many We still have good supplies of yet damaged)
This one is rechargeable Nicads. These can be
different switch mode power supplies, another Astec model.
removed
by
breaking
the case open.
partially
cased,
the
overall
size
being
but this latest unit is without doubt one
The PCB measures Each cell rated 1.2V 600mA.
of the finest we've ever seen! Made by 160 104 45mm
£3.00
Price
Astec, it is a totally enclosed steel cased 160 100mm. Input and Outputs are on 24149 As above but 84 66 33mm.
unit measuring 175 136 - 65mm, which flying leads, all colour coded. There is There are again 8 cells but they are
has incorporated in It a switched and also an additional IEC socket to extend longer than AA size, being 73mm long.
fused IEC mains inlet. Inside, the PCB is mains to another unit.
Each cell rated 1.2V 900mA.
E4.50
Price
160 - 80mm with output pins fitted on Specification:
Half AA Wads available in 3 styles.
one end. A connector to these pins to Model Number AA12531
Each cell rate 1.2 V 0.25Ah. Normal
115/230V, 50/60Hz
extend the outputs to the exterior of Input
charge 25mA for 16hr.
, 5V 5A
Outputs
the case Is provided.
21809 Cell with wires attached at both
- 12V 0.15A
Specification,
ends
Model Number: 8,441012
Total Wattage SOW
£1.00
Price
Input:
115/230V, 50/60Hz
£6.95;
100 5.21 21810 Cell enclosed in black heatshrink
Price
+5V 3.75A
Outputs:
with wires attached at both ends.
£1.00
+12V 1 5A
Also still available: An Astec 'bare board' Price
Pack of 4 cells, enclosed in black
-12V 0.4A
model. The PCB is standard Eurocard 21811
heatshrink
with
wires
attached
at
both
Total Wattage: 65W
size, 160 100mm. Input and Outputs
Price
£14.95;
100 11.21 are on right angle PCB pins. This is a ends.
Price
£3.95
very compact model offering excellent Z1830 Saft 40 RF310 back up Nicad
We've also discovered a small quantity value for money.
battery PC mounting on 70 22.5mm
of an Astec model offered previously. Specification:
Rated 3.6V. 10mAH (20mA).
centres.
Regrettably we've had to increase Model Number AC8151-01
Overall size 76 x 28 x 8mm.
Price
£2.00
the price, but they still represent input
115/230V, 50/60Hz
21829 Nicad 25mm dia . 34mm long
outstanding value for money. Enclosed Outputs
5V 2.5A
rated
9.6V
500mA.
PC
mounting
tags.
In a steel case 203 112 60mm is a PCB
12V 2A
£2.00
Price
197 106mm.
Input and Outputs are
21719
Back-up
battery
4.8V
110mA
PCB
12V
0.1A
via pins on the PCB.
mounting. 23.5mm dia 16.5mm made
Total Wattage 40W
Specification:
by
Emmerich.
Normally
£3.76.
£12.95;
100 8.91
Price
Model Number AC9231
£1.50
28887 Made by STC, this 160 100mm Price
115/230V, 50/60Hz
Input
21720 Lithium Manganese coin cell.
PCB
is
attached
to
an
aluminium
chassis
Extremely
thin,
Just
1.6mm
20mm
dia
12V 2 5A
Outputs
165 102 65mm and has a single 5V model 2016. Normally £1.67.
5V 6A
70p
Supplied
with
connection
Price
6A output.
12V 0.5AIror-1
100mA.
details, we can Offer these at fraction of 21409
5V 0.5A I or -Rating made by Memec 30 - 15 27mm.
their normal cost!
Total Wattage 50W
List
£4.65.
£5.95; 10 £4.95; 100 . £3.95 Price
£17.95;
100 13.46 Prices
Price
E1.50

MOTOR + GEAR PACK

90 gears etc; 16-60mm dia
shafts. Amazing value.
Price

long stick of glue when

reply paid envelope E2.50 (UK & BFPO) E5.00 Overseas.

Price to include Catalogue, current bargain list and next 6 lists.

stereo cassette containing 52 tunes and
Pack of 200.
£4.00 handbook. Originally £30.94
Price
K580 Metal Oxide resistors. TR4 0.25W Our price
£7.95
by Electrosil. Wide range of values,
mostly 5%, few closer tolerances. Super Micro Maestro turns computer screen
value pack of 200
into a music stand! Supplied with audio
£2.00
Price
K587 A selection of toggle switches, cassette. Original price £17.25
£4.95
mainly from page 122 of our 1990 24332 Keyboard
Catalogue. Includes single pole to 4 pole 24333 Concert pitch
£4.95
sub min, and min. Pack of 50, £30.00 at 24334 80
£4.95
catalogue prices.
£14.95
Price

This pack contains 10 assorted
battery powered motors (mostly 3V)

heating

element which melts the

inserted.
Trigger feed.
Mains operated. Normally

We
K581 Copper clad board pack.
80 60mm. Takes up to 3 16 pin chips.
have now obtained further supplies of For BBC 'B' Computer. full colour leaflets Price
£2.50
offcuts, all reasonable sizes. May include on request.
6711 Protobioc 2 has a total 840 tie
single and double sided, SRBP and glass 24326 Music Master recorder tutoring points. Will accommodate up to 7 16 pin
fibre. Pack of approx 200 sq ins.
£3.95
devices. Size 172 - 64mm
£2.00 system. was £52.78
Price
G712 As above, but mounted onto a
£14.95 rigid base plate complete with 3 4mm
K582 Polystyrene Caps. An amazing Our price
A
range of values from a few pF to 0.01. 24328 Mupados Recorder Tutor with terminals for power connections.
mounting bracket which clips into the
Voltages to 500V.
Tolerances 1-20%.

K579.

controlled

* 132 pages of value -packed goods
* Next 6 updates plus lists included in price
* Easy to use order form
* 1st class reply paid envelope
* Our famous Bargain List

red, yellow, green, orange and clear. Our special price
Fantastic mix of new full spec devices.

100/£5.95; 250/£11.75
Price
K575 Plastic Power Pack. Mainly TO126
and T0220 transistors, SCRs, Trlacs etc.
All new full spec marked devices
offering fantastic value. Lots of TIP and

GLUE GUNS'

87-0400 Hot melt glue
gun.
Electronically

TIPP31

TIPP32

10,0000F 40V cans
4,700pF 63V cans
BDW93 Darlington

BDW94 Darlington

1k+ 0.07
100+ 0.35
100+ 0.04
1k+ 0.025
100+ 2.00
100+ 2.00

100+ 0.60

100+ 0.75
100+ 0.07
1k+ 0.04
100+ 0.07
1k+ 0.04
100+ 1.50

100.

1.30

100+ 0.20
100+ 0.2,
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MAIL ORDER AND SHOP

EE98

135 Hunter St
Burton -on -Trent
Staffs, DE14 2ST

ELECTRONICS
All prices include VAT
Shop open 9-5 Mon -Fri;
9-2 Saturday
Official orders welcome

Add £2
p&p to
all orders

DIGITAL COMBINATIOIV LOCK

EE MAR '91
Digital combination lock with a 12 key keypad. 4
digit code operates 250V- 16A SPCO relay A
special anti -tamper circuit allows the relay to be
mounted remotely from the keypad without any
loss of security. Can be operated in many modes
(latching /unlatching, manual/automatic setting.
continuous/momentary output, etc.). Article
describes operation as Vehicle Immobilising
security system. Low current drain.
Ail includes drilled case.
KIT REF 840

Tel: 0283 65435
Fax: 0283 46932

HAMEG HM 203-7 OSCILLOSCOPE

Supplying Electronics
for Education,
Robotics, Music,
Computing and much,
much more!
NEW 1990/91 CATALOGUE
NOW AVAILABLE PRICE
1.00 INC. P&P

KIT PRICE £19.44

D.C. MOTOR GEARBOXES
STEPPING MOTORS

Ideal for Robots and Buggies. A miniature plastic
reduction gearbox coupled with a 1.5-4-5 Volt
mini motor. Variable gearbox reduction ratios
are obtained by fitting from 1 to 6 gearwheels
(supplied). Two types available:
SMALL UNIT TYPE MGS
Speed range 3-2200 rpm. Size 37 x 43x25mm

£3.99

£4.55

LARGE UNIT TYPE MGL
Speed range 2-1150 rpm. Size 57x 43x 29mm

A range of top quality stepping motors suitable
for driving a wide range of mechanisms under
computer control using simple interfacing
techniques.
ID35 PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR - 48 steps
per rev
MD200 HYBRID MOTOR - 200 steps per rev.

£16.50
£16.80

MD35 t/4 PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR - 48
steps per rev.
MD38 PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR - 48
steps per rev.

£12.70
£8.95

SUPPLIED UNLESS STATED.

839
838
835

834
833
815
814
812
800
796
790
769
763
739
740
744
734
728
730
724
718
719
722
715
707
700
581

584
578
569
563
561

560
559

152

Price
C19.44

£12.95
£55.95

£16.79
£13.64
£10.17
£31.45

£41.95
£20.98
£14.49

Ref
556
544
542
528
523
513
512
497
493
481

464

f29.95
£27.94
E27.90

Feb 88

£55.61

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Dec 87
ACCENTED BEAT METRONOME Nov 87
ACCOUSTIC PROBE Nov 87 (less bolt & probe)
VIDEO CONTROLLER Oct 87
AUTOMATIC PORCH LIGHT Oct 87
PERSONAL STEREO AMP Sep 87
BURST -FIRE MAINS CONTROLLER Sep 87
SUPER SOUND ADAPTOR Aug 87
3 -BAND 1.6-30MHz RADIO Aug 87
BUCCANEER I.B. METAL DETECTOR July 87
Inc coils, and case, less handle and hardware
FERMOSTAT July 87
MINI DISCO LIGHTS June 87
EQUALIZER (IONISER) May 87
ACTIVE I/R BURGLAR ALARM Mar 87
VIDEO GUARD Feb 87
SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH (no case) Feb 87
SPECTRUM I/O PORT less case Feb 87
CAR ALARM Dec 86
200MHz DIG FREQUENCY METER Nov 86
LIGHT RIDER LAPEL BADGE Oct 86
LIGHT RIDER DISCO VERSION
LIGHT RIDER 16 LED VERSION

£15.66
£23.43
£19.58
£32.58
£19.20
£15.99
£15.17
£42.93
£29.66
£29.58
£13.58
£14.08
£17.37
£39.87
£9.39
£23.39
£10.55
£13.94
£69.95
£11.40
£21.93
£15.25

461

455
453
444
392
387
386
362
337
263
242
240
108
106
101

INFRA -RED BEAM ALARM Sep 86
TILT ALARM July 86
PERSONAL RADIO June 86
PA AMPLIFIER May 86
STEREO REVERB Apr 86
88C MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86
MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar 86
MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85
SOLDERING IRON CONTROLLER Oct 85
STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC
COMPUTER less case Aug 85
1035 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS
CONTINUITY TESTER July 85
ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85
GRAPHIC EQUALISER June 85
INSULATION TESTER Apr 85
BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE
INTERFACE Nov 84
MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84
VARICAP AM RADIO May 84
BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84
BUZZ OFF Mar 83
INTERCOM no case July 82
EGG TIMER June 82
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER June 78
WIERD SOUND EFFECTS GEN Mar 78
ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77

Price
£31.70
£8.75
£12.89
E29.95
£29.57
£31.25

f9.86
£20.95
£46.46
£6.12

£940
C8.95

£5.74

£693
£8.45

f29 98
f 21.89

£39.95
£6.18
£9.70

f14.70
£27.00
£6 35
£6.36
£7.68
£10.53
£8.75
£7.00

TEACH -IN PROJECT 1
591

592
593
594
595
596
597
598

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS &
BOOK PROJECTS
ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
The classic Easy to Follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal
for beginners. No soldering, uses an S -DEC breadboard.
Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16 projects including three radios, siren, metronome, organ, intercom,
timer, etc. Helps you learn about electronic components
and how circuits work. Component pack includes an S -DEC
breadboard and all the components for the series.

REGULATOR UNIT & SAFE POWER SUPPLY
UNIVERSAL LCR BRIDGE
DIODE/TRANSISTOR TESTER
AUDIO SIGNAL TRACER
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR
R F SIGNAL GENERATOR

£5.25
£22.35

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS
From the USBORNE Pocket Scientist series -An enjoyable
introduction to electronics. Full of very clear full colour
pictures accompanied by easy to follow text. Ideal for all
beginners - children and adults. Only basic tools are
needed. 64 full colour pages cover all aspects - soldering

- fault finding - components (identification & how they
work). Also full details of how to build 6 projects - burglar
alarm, radio, game, etc. Requires soldering -4 pages
clearly show you how.
The components supplied in our pack allows all the projects
to be built and kept. The book is available separately.

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS Book
COMPONENT PACK (less book)

£2.95
£17.55

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS

ALL KITS HERE HAVE BEEN FEATURED IN EE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH MAGAZINE ARTICLE REPRINTS.
SEPARATE REPRINTS ALSO AVAILABLE PRICE 80p EACH INCLUSIVE P&P KITS INCLL,,:Ir CASES, PCB's
HARDWARE AND ALL COMPONENTS (UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE) CASES ARE NOT DRILLEL, ,2R LABELS
DIGITAL COMBINATION LOCK Mar 91
with drilled case
ANALOGIC TEST PROBE Jan 9t
MICROCONTROLLER LIGHT SEQUENCER
Dec 90 With drilled and labelled case
SUPERHET BROADCAST RECEIVER Mar 90
With drilled panels and dial
Without above
QUICK CAP TESTER Feb 90
EE 4 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER Jan 90
EE TREASURE HUNTER Aug 89
Full Kit
BAT DETECTOR June 89
ULTRASONIC PET SCARER May 89
SPECTRUM EPROM PROGRAMMER Dec 88
SEASHELL SYNTHESISER Nov 88
EPROM ERASER Oct 88
VARIABLE 25V -2A BENCH POWER SUPPLY

£338

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK (less book)

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS KIT PROJECTS
Ref
840

New model lust arrived. High quality reliable instrument
made in W Germany. Outstanding performance
Full two year parts and labour warranty.
20MHz-2 channels 1mV sensitivity
+£50.70 VAT
Easy to operate and high performance
Next Day Delivery £5.00

£29.95
£28.89
£21.22
£18.73
f 29.31

F ET VOLTMETER

£27.37
£24 02

DIGITAL PULSE GENERATOR

f18.65

A book of projects by R. A. Penfold covering a wide range of
interests. All projects are built on a Verobloc breadboard.

Full layout drawings and component identification
diagrams enable the projects to be built by beginners. Each
circuit can be dismantled and rebuilt several times using the
same components. The component pack allows all projects
in the book to be built one at a time.
Projects covered include amplifiers, light actuated switches,
timers, metronome, touch switch, sound activated switch,
moisture detector, M.W. Radio, Fuzz unit, etc.

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD
PROJECTS Book 1
COMPONENT PACK

£2.95
£27.15

ENJOYING ELECTRONICS
A more advanced book which introduces some arithmetic
and calculations to electronic circuits. 48 chapters covering
elements of electronics such as current, transistor switches,
flip-flops, oscillators, charge, pulses, etc. An excellent
follow-up to Teach -in or any other of our series. Extremely
well explained by Owen Bishop who has written many
excellent beginners' articles in numerous electronics
magazines.

ENJOYING ELECTRONICS Book
COMPONENT PACK

£3.60
£14.31

Note -A simple multimeter is needed to fully follow this
book. The M102 BZ is ideal.

E13.98

A FIRST ELECTRONICS COURSE
A copiously illustrated book that explains the principles of
electronics by relating them to everyday objects. At the end
of each chapter a set of questions and word puzzles allow
progress to be checked in an entertaining way. An S -DEC
breadboard is used for this series- soldering is not required.

A FIRST ELECTRONIC COURSE BOOK
PACK

£4.50
£22.35
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INSULATION
TESTER

PET
SCARER

EE APRIL 85

EE MAY 89

A reliable electronic tester which checks
insulation resistance of wiring appliances etc., at
500 volts. The unit is battery powered simple and
safe to operate. Leakage resistance of up to 100
Megohms can be read easily. One of our own
designs and extremely popular.

DIGITAL
CAPACITANCE
METER

Produces high power ultrasound pulses. L.E.D.
flashes to indicate power output and level.
Battery powered (9V -12V or via Mains Adaptor),
KIT REF 812
Mains Adaptor £1.98

£14.49

EE DEC 85

Simple and accurate 11%) measurement of
capacitors from a few pF up to 1,000 µF. Clear
5 -digit LED display indicates exact value. Three
ranges - pF, nF, and µF. Just connect the
capacitor, press the button and read the value.
KIT REF 493

£21.89

KIT REF 444

Milt/ Al

£46.46

.1.1.11111h.

ILSE IV
WIN
vut If

111

3 BAND
SHORT WAVE RADIO

EE NOV 86

EE AUG 87

Covers 1.6-30 MHz in 3 bands using modern
miniature coils. Audio output is via a built-in
loudspeaker. Advanced design gives excellent
stability, sensitivity and selectivity. Simple to
build.
KIT REF 718

DIGITAL FREQUENCY
200 MHz METER
An 8 digit meter reading from AF up to 200 MHz
in two ranges. Large 0.5" Red LED display. Ideal
for AF and RF measurements. Amateur and C.B.
frequencies.
KIT REF 563

£69.95

£29.66

MOSFET
VARIABLE
BENCH 25 V 2.5A
POWER SUPPLY
EE FEB 88

A superb design giving 0.25V and 0-2.5A. Twin
panel meters indicate Voltage and Current.
Voltage is variable from zero to 25V. A Toroidal
transformer MOSFET power output device, and
Quad op -amp IC design give excellent
performance.
KIT REF 769

ACOUSTIC

4 CHANNEL
LIGHT
CHASER

PROBE

MINI STROBE

EE NOV '87

EE MAY '86

A hand held stroboscope which uses 6 "ultra
bright" LEDs as the light source. Designed lo
demonstrate the principles of stroboscope
examination, the unit is also suitable for
measuring the speed of moving shafts etc.
The flash rate control covers 170-20,000 RPM in
two ranges.
KIT REF 529

£15.50

£55.61

A very popular project
which picks up vibrations by
means of a contact probe

EE Jan '90

and passes them on to a pair
of headphones or an

amplifier. Sounds from engines, watches and
speech travelling through walls can be amplified
and heard clearly. Useful for mechanics,
instrument engineers and nosey parker&
KIT REF 740

£19.58

A 1000W per channel chaser with zero volt
switching, hard drive, inductive load capability,
mic sound sensor and sophisticated 'beat'
detector. Chase steps to music or auto when
quiet. Variable speed and mic. sens. LED mimic
on front panel. Switchable for 3 or 4 channels.
P552 output. Ideal for rope lights, pin spots, disco
and display lighting.
KIT REF 833

£31.45

MICROCONTROL LER
LIGHT SEQUENCER
EE DEC '90

EE

A mains powered Ioniser with an output of
negative ions that give a refreshing feeling to the
surrounding atmosphere. Negligible current
consumption and all -insulated construction
ensure that the unit is safe and economical in
T. Easy to build on a simple PCB.

A superb kit with pre -drilled painted and silk screen
printed case for a really professional finish. This kit
uses a microcontroller I.C. to generate 8 -channel
light sequences.. Sequences are selected by keypad
from over 100 stored in memory. Space for 10 user
programmed sequences up to 16 steps long also
available. 1000 watts per channel, zero volt
switching, inductive load capability. Opto-isolated
for total safety. Many other features.
Complete kit includes case, PCBs,
all components and hardware.
£55.95

KIT REF 707

KIT REF 838

EQUALISER
EE MAY '87

EPROM
ERASER
EE OCT '88

Safe low-cost unit capable of erasing up to four
EPROM's simultaneously in less than twenty
minutes. Operates from a 12V supply. Safety
interlock. Convenient and simple to build and
use.
KIT REF 790

LIGHT RIDERS

EE TREASURE
HUNTER

SUPERHET BROADCAST

EE AUG '89

RECEIVER

KIT REF 559 CHASER LIGHT

£15.25

A sensitive pulse induction
Metal Detector. Picks up
coins and rings etc., up to
20cms deep. Low "ground _
effect". Can be used with
search -head underwater.
Easy to use and build, kit
includes search -head, handle, case, PCB and all
parts as shown.

KIT REF 560 DISCO LIGHTS

£21.93

KIT REF 815

EE OCT '86

Three projects under one title -all simulations of
the Knight Rider lights from the TV series. The
three are a lapel badge using six LEDs, a larger
LED unit with 16 LEDs and a mains version
capable of driving six main lamps totalling over
500 watts.

KIT REF 561 LAPEL BADGE

£27.90

f

Headphones

£41.95

EE MAR '90
At last, an easy to build SUPERH ET A.M. radio
kit Covers Long and medium Wave bands. built
in loudspeaker with 1 watt output. Excellent
sensitivity and selectivity provided by ceramic I.F.
filter. Simple alignment and tuning without
special equipment. Kit available less case, or with
pre-cut and drilled transparent plastic panels and
dial for a striking see-through effect.

KIT REF 835

£16.79

£11.40
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TK FOR KITS
AIM/

GUARD DOG KIT

4;1.1
of

vAlliCAs

Keys could be a thing of

ft

guard dog and this kit provides the
barking without the bite! Can be connected to a doorbell, pressure mat or
any other intruder detector and produces random threatening barks.
Includes mains supply and horn

of

£21.95

DISCO LIGHTING KITS

.4.1.4 COIL

11
PINEINA111.1111

even your home or prevent the unauthorised use

PRINTED CIRCL.,

SENS I T IVE
ELECT -RE-,

fl

doors to sheds, garages,
One of the best burglar deterrents is a

TRANSmiT TER

o ra n
rI r1

the past with this new high
security lock. Secure

speaker.
XK125

SUPER -SENSITIVE
MICROBUG

PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT

LOCI

NAP, iC

ERROR COURIER

OUAL

MEC, SS PCS w1T.
SCE DE. RESIST OE 40..0

OUTPUT DRIVER

computers, burglar
OPEN 110
alarms or cars. One
4 -digit sequence will opPROORIII
erate the lock while incorrect entries will sound an
0.81. LEO
alarm. The number of incorrect entries allowed
before the alarm is triggered is selected by you. Further entries will
be ignored for a time also set by you. Only the correct sequence will
open the lock and switch off the alarm. The sequence may easily be
changed by entering a special number and code on the supplied

-rt

LED

Only 45x25x15mm, including built-in mic. 88-100MHz (standard FM
radio). Range approx. 300m depend-

ing on terrain. Powered by 9V PP3
(7mA). Ideal for surveillance, baby
alarm etc. XK 128
£6.35

keyboard. Kit includes; keyboard, alarm buzzer, high quality PCB and

all electronic components. Supply 5-15V DC. Will drive our Latch
Mechanism (701 150 © £18.98) or relay directly.
£19.95
XK131

REMOTE CONTROL

DIMMER KIT
Imagine controlling the brightness of your
lights or switching them on or off from the
comfort of your armchair! This kit contains all

the components from front panel to the last

DL8000K 8 -way sequencer kit with

built-in opto-isolated sound to
light input. Only requires a box and
control knob to complete ....£39.95
DL1000K 4 -way chaser features
bi-directional sequence and
dimming 1kW per channel ...£23.95

DLA/1 (for DZ1000K)
Optional op -to input allowing audio
95p
beat/light response
013000K 3 -channel sound to light
kit, zero voltage switching,
automatic level control and built-in
£19.55
mic. 1kW per channel
XK139 Uni-directional chaser.
Zero switching and built-in audio
£12.95
input
POWER STROBE KIT

Produces an intenseNaN X
light pulse at a
variable frequency
of 1 to 15Hz.
---Includes high quality
PCB, components,
connectors, 5Ws strobe tube and
assembly instructions. Supply:
240V ac. Size: 80x50x45.
XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT. £17.25

ELECTRONIC WEIGHING
SCALE

'4111

Kit contains a single chip microprocessor. PCB, displays and all electronics to produce a digfital LED readout
of weight in Kgs or Sts/Lbs. A PCB
link selects the scale-bathroom/two

types of kitchen scales. A low cost
digital ruler could also be made.
ES1
£8.25

SIMPLE KITS FOR BEGINNERS
Especially aimed at the beginner. Have tun with your project even after you
have built it and also learn a little from building it. These kits include high
quality solder resist printed circuit boards, all electronic components
(including speaker where used) and full construction instructions with
circuit description.

complete with a pre drilled box. A PP3 9
volt battery is required.

£4.95

XK136 TOUCH DIMMER KIT

£12.95

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM
SK1 DOOR CHIME plays a tune when

XK118 TEN EXCITING PROJECTS FOR

These kits can switch up to 16 pieces of

activated by a pushbutton

BEGINNERS this kit contains a solder less breadboard, components and a
booklet with instructions to enable the
absolute novice to build ten fascinating
projects including a light operated switch,
intercom, burglar alarm and electronic
lock. Each project includes a circuit diagram. description of operation and an
easy to follow layout diagram. A section
component identification and function is
included, enabling the beginner to build
£17.25
the circuits with confidence

equipment on and off or control 16 functions
depending on the keyboard selected for the
MK18 transmitter. MK12 receiver has 16 logic
outputs and operates from 12 to 24V d.c. or
240V a.c. via the transformer supplied. The
MK18 requires a 9V battery and keyboard.
Great for controlling lights. TVs, garage doors

£4.50

SK2 WHISTLE SWITCH switches a
relay on and off in response to whistle

command

£4.50

SK3 SOUND GENERATOR produces

FOUR different sounds, including
police/ambulance/fire-engine siren
and machine gun

£4.50

VOICE RECORD/
PLAYBACK KIT

fact anywhere where a spoken message
is announced and which needs to be changed from time to time. Also suitable for toys

why

not convert your daugher's £8 dot to an £80 taking dot!!
Size

Message time

XK129

Fax: 081-566 1 91 6

etc.

MK12 IR Receiver

£19.55
£8.95
£2.75
£7.95
£2.96

MK18 Transmitter
MK 9 4 -way Keyboard
MK10 16 -way Keyboard

601 133 Box for transmitter

PROPORTIONAL TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER KIT

This simple to construct and even simpler to operate kit will record and playback short messages or tunes. It has
many uses - seatbelt or light reminder
in the car, welcome messages to visitors at home or at work, warning messages in factories and public places. In

13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 081-579 9794
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IR TRANSMITTER KIT
Designed for use with
the XK132 and comes

MK 6

TK ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS

screw to enable you to do lust that and fit the
shallowest wall boxes. Max power 300W (not
fluorescents).
XK132
£19.96

76 x 60 x 15mm
1-5 secs normal speed, 2-10 secs slow speed

£25.95

Uses "burst fire"
technique to
maintain
temperature to
within 0.5°C.
Ideal for
photography,
incubators, wine
making, etc.
Maximum load 3kW (240V AC).
Temperature range up to 60°C.
Size 50x40x25mm. XK140 £8.95

ORDERING INFORMATION. All prices INCLUDE

VAT. Free P&P on orders over £60 (UK only),
otherwise add £1.15. Overseas Customers divide
total order by 1.15 then add P&P: Europe £3.50,
elsewhere £10.00. Send cheque/PO/Visa/Access
No. with order. Giro No. 529314002. Local Authority
and educational institutions orders welcome. Shop
open: Tuesday -Thursday 10am-5pm. Saturday
10am-4pm. Mail Order Monday -Friday 10am-5pm.

V1SA

es s

ORDERS: 081 -567 8910 24 HOURS
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HOLLAND WOOD HOUSE, CHURCH LANE,
GREAT HOLLAND, ESSEX C013 OJS

Phone (0255) 850596

ENTHUSIASM
I

- we regret

that lengthy technical enquiries cannot be answered over
the telephone.

INCORPORATING ELECTRONICS MONTHLY

have recently received the 98th Newsletter from the British

Amateur Electronics Club, along with a letter from Herbert Howard
(Chairman and Editor) inviting me to contribute an item for their
100th edition which will mark 25 years of the BAEC.
While we now carry a small advertisement for the club in our classified pages it may be that a number of readers are unaware of the
BAEC or just what it is or does. The BAEC was originally formed as
the St. Cyres Electronics Group back in 1966 - six of the original
members are still members of the BAEC. Their aims are to promote
and encourage all forms of electronics as a hobby and to this end
they publish an interesting Newsletter on a quarterly basis.

Information on members' interests, abilities and equipment is

available to other members so that they can help each other with any
problems. A data -base of constructed projects and project data is
also being set up for the information and assistance of members.
The BAEC has negotiated discounts with some component sup-

pliers, has a library of books available and provides theory and

project articles in their Newsletter. The Newsletter also often carries
interesting notes and letters from members about their experiences
in dealing with various component suppliers, etc.

GLOBAL
In short it's a non-profit making organisation run entirely by

Editor: MIKE KENWARD
Secretary: PAMELA BROWN

Deputy Editor: DAVID BARRINGTON
Business Manager: DAVID J. LEAVER
Editorial: WIMBORNE (0202) 881749

Advertisement Manager:
PETER J. MEW, Frinton (0255) 850596

Classified Advertisements:
Wimborne (0202) 881749

READERS' ENQUIRIES

We are unable to offer any advice on
the use, purchase, repair or modification
of commercial equipment or the incorporation or modification of designs published n the magazine. We regret that we
cannot provide data or answer queries
on articles or projects that are more than
five years old.

Letters requiring

a

per-

sonal reply must be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope or a
self addressed envelope and international reply coupons.

All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot however
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.

voluntary help which promotes our hobby and the good will be-

COMPONENT SUPPLIES

tween its members, wherever they are in the world - yes, it is open to

ponents or kits for building the projects

members around the Globe. Their present U.K. membership costs
£7 (£3.50 for under 16's) and this seems to me to be excellent value
for money. If you are interested in getting further information then
turn to our classified page for their address.

We do not supply electronic com-

featured, these can be supplied by advertisers.

We advise readers to check that all parts
are still available before commencing any
project in a back -dated issue.

We regret that we cannot provide data

or answer queries on projects that are
more than five years old.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Although the proprietors

and

staff

of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS take
reasonable precautions to protect the

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to
any address in the UK: £17.00. Overseas:

with the next available issue. We can also

(in £ sterling only) payable to Everyday
Electronics and sent to EE Subscriptions

BACK ISSUES

fide, the magazine and its Publishers cannot
give any undertakings in respect of

EVERYDAY
Certain back issues of
ELECTRONICS are available price £1.70

BH21 1JH. Subscriptions can only start

(£2.20 overseas surface mail) - £ sterling
only please - inclusive of postage and

statements or claims made by advertisers,
whether these advertisements are printed as
part of the magazine, or are in the form of

£21 .00 (£39 airmail). Cheques or bank drafts

Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset

EVER

EL

il=simmommo
MARC PHONE -4N Remote Control

via the Telephone

GINGEFtNUT Surface Mount 80m

Amateur Band Receiver

DESIGN YOUR OWN CIRCUITS - 3

Amplifiers

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT FOR

GCSE - 2 starting your Project
VEHICLE VOLTAGE
MONITOR
BENCH AMPLIFIER

accept Access or Visa payments for subscriptions. For back numbers see below.

packing per copy. Enquiries with remittance,
made payable to Everyday Electronics, should
be sent to Post Sales Department, Everyday
Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne,

Dorset BH21 1JH. In the event of non -

availability one article can be photostatted for
the same price. Normally sent within seven
days but please allow 28 days for delivery. We

have sold out of Feb, April, May, Aug,

Sept, Nov. & Dec. 87, March, April,

June, Oct, & Dec. 88, March & Aug. 89 &
March 90.
BINDERS
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are
available from the above address for £4.95
(£6.95 to European countries and £9.00 to
other countries, surface mail) inclusive of post
and packing. Normally sent within seven days
but please allow 28 days for delivery.

Payment in £ sterling only please.
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interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements are bona

inserts.
The Publishers

regret

that

under

no

circumstances will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, or

for late delivery, or for faults in manufacture. Legal remedies are available in respect
of some of these circumstances, and readers

who have complaints should first address
them to the advertiser.

TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT

We would like to advise readers that cer-

tain items of radio transmitting and telephone equipment which may be advertised
in our pages cannot be legally used in the
U.K. Readers should check the law before
using any transmitting or telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of equipment
and/or imprisonment can result from illegal
use. The laws vary from country to country;
overseas readers should check local laws.
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of last winter it became apparent
that despite all the efforts of the
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Drive your gas central
heating or other 240V
appliances during power cuts.
Also useful for sailors,
campers and cara vanners
DURING the storms and severe gales

/fir

--","4,-,----

r:: -----.

With the caravanning season arriving
shortly, now is the time to build this
inverter. Then you can take the food mixer

to TRI collec or and into TI "primary"
(low voltage) winding at A via TRI emitter,
out of the winding at centre tap, C. T. and
to battery negative.

This provides one half of the a.c. sig-

nal on TI "primary". The other half is
provided by transistor TR2 driving current
in the opposite direction, through the other

half of TI "primary" at B when TRI is
switched off.

CIRCUIT

OESCRIPITIOAI

Electricity Supply Authorities many homes
were without power for several days. This

and other useful kitchen appliances on
holiday with you!

Note that the mains transformer TI is
used in "reverse" sequence in this circuit

left people without lighting and heating
(including gas central heating due to the
refusal of the pump and timer to work

HOW IT WORKS

and the two windings are referred to in
opposite terms to the normal practice:

without electricity).
The obvious alternative to mains
electricity is an expensive petrol or diesel
driven generator, which is beyond the

reverse process of rectification. As with
rectification it involves the coupling of

means of many, the author included. If
only moderate loads are required, to be

closed for the appropriate periods of the
a.c. waveform, enabling the a.c. to be
developed. A transformer with a low voltage centre tapped "primary" is employed
allowing the use of a push-pull configuration, which has the advantage of requiring
only two switching transistors as shown in
Fig. I.
The bases of the two power transistors

supplied intermittently, then a d.c. to mains
inverter running from one or more
standard car batteries can be employed.

The following article describes a regulated inverter which runs from 12V d.c.
and can supply up to 100 Watts at mains
potential. If some loss of regulation can
be tolerated then it will supply up to 150
Watts intermittently. Small portable power

tools, such as drills will run at reduced
power enabling them to be used where no
mains electricity is available.

Inversion is sometimes described as the

the d.c. circuit to the a.c. circuit using
semiconductor switching devices which are

are driven from a square wave source such

that the waveform at TRI base is exactly
out of phase with the signal at TR2 base.
Thus, when transistor TRI is switched on
current flows from the positive supply rail

Secondary (low voltage) winding becomes Primary.
Primary winding becomes Secondary.

The full circuit diagram of the Battery
To Mains Inverter is shown in Fig. 2. A
purpose made CMOS timebase i.c. Is used
to provide the complimentary 50Hz timing
signals.

The CMOS timebase ICI has an internal
high frequency oscillator which is coupled
directly to an external crystal X I. The crystal oscillates at 3.2768MHz and this frequency is divided by 216 within the chip,
producing complimentary 50Hz outputs.

Transistors TR2 and TR3 are used in
the common emitter mode to provide both
voltage and current gain. When MOSFET
TRI is fully turned on this allows virtually

the full supply voltage to be available at

Fig. 1. Basic method of operation of the
inverter
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Fig. 2 Complete circuit diagram of the Battery To Mains Inverter.

by ICI.

Transistors TR4 and TR5 are also connected in the common emitter mode, while
TR6 is used as an emitter follower. Com-

COMPONENTS

mon emitter amplifiers normally offer a
fairly high voltage gain. In this application,
by use of a 100 per cent negative feedback

loop between TR6 emitter and TR4 emit-

Resistors
10M

R1

R2

*10M

arranged in exactly the same manner as

R3,R4
R5- R8

4k7 (2 off)
470 (4 off)

above. TR6 and TR9 drive transformer TI

R9

ter. the voltage gain is reduced to unity.

Transistors TR7, TR8 and TR9 are

"primary" (low voltage side) with complimentary 50Hz square wave signals. This

a.c. voltage is stepped up by TI "secondary" to 240V (or 220V).
Diodes D3 qnd D4 absorb the high volt-

age spikes which are produced by virtue
of the rapid switching of transformer TI
"primary".
Diode DI protects ICI from these high
voltage spikes and can also give protection
against the connections to the battery being
reversed if a sufficiently large diode is used.

The prototype used a 25A stud rectifier,
but five or six I N5400 3A 50V diodes connected in parallel, as shown in Fig. 5, will

do instead when a 10A fuse is fitted for
FS1. If the unit is permanently connected

to its own battery then a single

I N4001

R10
R11

R12
R13

.

. * 270

*1k
* 4k7
*1k
*1k

See
SHUV

TALK
Page

The 240V (220V) output voltage of
transformer TI is monitored by transformer T2 and IC2. Transformer T2 is a

small "stepdown" transformer producing

24V at its secondary for a 240V a.c. input.
Its output is rectified and smoothed and a
portion of this output appearing at preset
VR I wiper, is compared by 1C2 with the
stabilised voltage at D10 cathode (k).
The gate voltage of TR1 is adjusted by
IC2 output, until the inputs of IC2 at pins 2
and 3 are equal. Preset potentiometer VR I
is adjusted so that this occurs when transformer T I output is 240V.

CONSTRUCT/ON

Most of the components are mounted on
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IC1

IC2

VR1

* 4k7 cermet preset

Capacitors
Ci
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

100n polyester
22p tantalum, 25V
68p ceramic
47p ceramic
470n monolithic ceramic
* 1p tantalum, 35V

* 220n polyester
*100n polyester

Semiconductors
D2

1N4001 1A 50V rec. (or
1 N5400 (5/6 off)) see text
1N4148 signal diode

D3,D4

1 N4002 1 A 100V rec.

D1

D5 -D8
D9

D10

(2 off)
* 1N4002 1A 100V rec
(4 off)
* BZX85 16V 1.3W Zener
* BZY88C 5V1 400mW
Zener

TR1

*2N7010

TR2,TR3 BC214L (2 off)
TR4
ZTX3704

2N3792
2N3055
ZTX3704
2N3792
2N3055
M706B1
* 741

Miscellaneous
T1

+ Mains transformer: 240V
primary; 7.5V -0V -7.5V
100VA

T2

* Mains transformer: 240V

Potentiometer

may be used since it will not have to pass
any large current.

TR5
TR6
TR7
TR8
TR9

FS1

FS2
X1

LP1

primary 12V- OV-12V
1.2VA secondary
1 OA fuse and holder
500mA fuse and holder

3.2768MHz crystal
Mains neon with integral
series resistor

VDR1
SK1
S1

275V 75j; metal oxide
varistor V275LA20A
13A socket outlet to
BS1363
16A double pole rocker
switch

Printed circuit board available from
the EE PCB Service, code 730; metal
case, size 130mm x 200mm x 190mm;
p.c.b. mounting screw -terminal blocks,
1
x 6 -way (TB1).
x 2 -way (TB2);
8 -way 15A connector block (TB3); T03
silicone rubber insulating kit (4 off);
1

1.5T/W heatsink. drilled for four T03
devices; p.c.b. mounting pillars; heavy
duty connecting wire (see text); insulating sleeving; solder etc.
* These components are not needed for
an unregulated inverter.
f For unregulated inverter use
12V -0V- 12V secondary.

Approx cost
guidance only

£55
plus case
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Fig. 3. P.C. B. layout and wiring.

a single -sided printed circuit board. This
board is available from the EE PCB Service, code EE730. The full size copper foil
pattern and component layout are shown

MOSFET it is suggested that its pins be
shorted together to protect it from damage
by static electricity until after it is soldered

the two transistors to aid heat transfer.
Take care when fitting ICI as this is a

in place.

static.

in Fig. 3.
It is recommended that the components
are fitted
in the following order:
(if fitted, see
i.c. sockets, wirelink
"Modifications"), resistors, capacitors,

Transistors TR4 and TR7 should be
fitted with a small heatsink made from
two small pieces of aluminium cut and

former T2 may now be fitted to the p.c.b.

diodes, transistors and finally the crystal
and MOSFET transistor. When fitting the

158

bent as shown in Fig. 4 and bolted across

the two transistors using a single 6BA
bolt. A small amount of silicone grease
should first be applied to both sides of

CMOS type and can also be damaged by

The output voltage monitoring transIts flexible leads should be shortened if
necessary and the secondary centre tap
lead cut off as this is not needed. T2
should be securely fastened to the p.c.b.
using two M3 bolts and nuts as it is too
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bridging tracks. All interwiring should be
checked. Once everything is correct preset

VRI should be set to the centre position
(most are supplied in this position but
check anyway). The earth connection must

be connected to a suitable earth he/ore

the primary will probably be running very
hot. If all new components are used in this

testing.

circuit few problems should occur.

Connect the input leads to a I 2V car
battery (a mains power supply is NOT

MODIFICATIONS

recommended because of the high initial
surge current) and switch on. The transformer should now be buzzing quietly and
the output on its secondary may now be

measured and preset VRI adjusted for
240V (or 220V if desired). Turning VRI
clockwise will increase voltage and an-

Fig. 4. Heatsink for TR4 and TR7
heavy to be supported by its leads alone.

The four power transistors should be
mounted on the heatsink using isolating

ticlockwise lowers it.

sink should be mounted on the outside
of the case with the fins vertical to ensure adequate airflow. If the recommended
washers are used for the transistors then no
heatsink compound will be required.
An eight -way screw -terminal connector
block can be mounted on or near the heat sink to facilitate the interwiring of the transistors, transformer and p.c.b. as shown in
Fig. 5. Ensure that all wires carrying heavy
current (i.e. transformer primary and input
leads) are adequately rated. A minimum of
I 5A is suggested. preferably heavier.
Particular note should be taken of earthing. One side of T2 primary is connected to
the chassis, which is ultimately connected
to ground. The earthed side then becomes
the neutral connection. An earth connec-

A one off case was made for

A larger transformer may be substituted

for TI to obtain higher output power.
Transistors TR6 and TR9 may be retained

for output powers of up to about 250W,

For 110V -120V output TI and T2 will

voltage should remain at about 240V. The
power transistors should not become warm

need replacing with transformers having
120V windings (many transformers have

with this load, if they do switch of and

dual 120V primarys which can be connected

check all wiring.

in series or parallel to give 120V or 240V).
The regulator will still function as before but
the varistor and neon will need changing.
If an unregulated inverter is satisfactory
for the constructors requirements then the

components marked with an asterisk in
the components list may be omitted. A

per cent of the no load voltage. Leave this

load connected for about an hour, after
which time the power transistors should be
hot, but it should still be possible to touch
them without getting your fingers burnt!
If a 150W bulb is available connect this
and measure the voltage again which will
probably be somewhat less than 240V. The

wirelink will need to be inserted in place of
TR I source and drain connections. Also
transformer TI should be replaced with a

prototype inverter would drive a 150W
load quite happily for over an hour! The

crystals

12V -0V -12V transformer. This should save
several pounds.

Crystal X I could be replaced with other
to give different output frequencies. A 4MHz crystal will give about
6I Hz which should be suitable for running

transformer became very warm during this

earth wire to the OV connection on TI and
connecting this to the earth pin on a normal I 3A plug. This plug is then inserted in
a 13A mains socket, thus connecting the
unit to the normal mains earth.

suggestions are given:

which should be around 3A, the output

Next connect a 100W bulb and check
voltage and current again, the current
should rise to between 10A and 13A but
the voltage should remain well within 10

tion is achieved by fitting a heavy duty

It is not possible here to give full details

of all variations of this circuit, but some

but above this they will need replacing with
higher current devices e.g. 2N3771, which
will handle 30A each.
The circuit as it stands can be adjusted to
give any voltage in the 200V -250V range.

For the next stage of testing a few light
bulbs are required, ranging from 25W to
150W. Connect a 25W bulb and if possible
measure the input current to the inverter

kits. A solder tag should be placed under
one of the mounting nuts on each transistor for the collector connection. The heat -

be adjusted to give 240V with no load connected then it is probable that one side of
TI primary is not being driven. If this is the
case the transistor driving the other half of

small induction motors (particularly of
American origin) requiring 60Hz. The

test but caused no problems.

FAULT FINDING

crystal should be of the parallel resonant
type otherwise it will oscillate off fre-

An oscilloscope is desirable for fault find-

the

ing on this circuit but is far from essen-

quency.

prototype but a commercial metal box will
do just as well. The minimum sensible size

tial. A 64 ohm loudspeaker can be used for
tracing the a.c. through the circuit and will
produce a 50Hz buzz when correctly con-

If it is intended to run a television set or
audio equipment from this inverter a high

is approx 200 x 190 x 130mm.

current choke may be needed connected in

series with TI centre tap. About 5'Y2 to

nected to one side of the battery and an
output at one of the transistors or across
T1 primary. The speaker must not be con-

SETTING UP AND
TESTING

10'/: turns of 16 s.w.g. enamelled copper

wire on an RM 10 (or similar) pot core
should do. Without the choke you may

nected directly to ICI outputs! For checking
the regulator circuit a multimeter is essential.

Before testing, the p.c.b. should be
checked for mistakes and for solder

get interference, although some televisions
seem immune to this while others are badly

If the output voltage is low and cannot

Fig. 5 interwiring details for the inverter

affected.
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by Barry Fox
Matter of Standards

versus -Beta battle between CDTV and

about the multimedia market. So do a lot
of other people.
Everyone agrees that multimedia
could mean big business. It's a new way

Although in mid October Philips
said professional CD -I players (costing

of publishing sound, pictures and text

making daft promises. Orders were being
taken last year for players due for delivery
in February '91.
Philips pledges to start selling domes-

Do not worry if you feel confused

on

a

But,

CD.

as

usual,

there's

a

standards battle brewing.

Chip maker Intel developed an ex-

CD -I.

around £1000) were available "now",
this is just another example of Philips

pensive system called DVI, for use with
personal computers. Thorn EMI backs it
in Britain. It's aimed at businesses.
CD -I,
with
Philips developed
of
Matsushita
the
backing

tic players in the US and Japan late in
1991, and in Europe the following year,
at $1000 dollars i.e. around £500 or

CD -I is aimed at the domestic market.

October launch were denied (ERT October 18th). At the multimedia conference held at the Barbican in mid October, Jim Mackonichie, multimedia
consultant to Commodore International,
made a last-minute appearance with

(Panasonic/Technics), Sony and US
chip maker Motorola. Although it is
being launched first for industrial use,
With add-on controls, CD -I players can
play CD-ROM discs, like encyclopedias,
as already available to professional
users.

But Panasonic is now planning a DVI
player as well!

a

Meanwhile,

Computer

company

Commodore is hoping to get into the
of Philips.
system called
for
CDTV, which actually stands
Commodore Dynamic Total Vision.
shops

a

£600. From Day One these will be able to
play Full Motion Video, an hour of pretty
good quality video from a single CD.
Commodore first announced CDTV in
June but gave few details. Reports of an

year

ahead

Comodore will sell

a

CDTV is based on the Amiga home
computer and games system, and is
wholly incompatible with either DVI or
CD -I or CD-ROM.

We can forget DVI for domestic use.
is another VHS -

So what we have

shopping bag containing what he

claimed to be a "fully operational,
production model" CDTV player.
It looks like a a large CD audio player,

and Mackonochie said the player will be
test marketed in the UK and California

connected to a TV set is will also play
CD + G discs. These are audio discs
which have graphics designs, text, like
song lyrics, and still pictures of the
musicians, buried in the music data

stream. So far there are only a few such

discs available and they are not very
exciting.

the works of Shakespeare.

But a CDTV player will not play any
of the CD-ROM discs already published
for the computer industry. Most important, a CDTV player will not play CD -I
discs. Neither will it be able to display
Full Motion Video. There is no promise of
upgrading to FMV either. Realistically it
won't be possible.
Commodore is staking everything,
probably even corporate survival, on
getting CDTV into the market ahead of
CD -I. To succeed CDTV must be seen as
much more than a very expensive games

computer. So far it looks like just that,
with the added ability to play audio CDs.
Makonichie refused to demonstrate
conference. "I prefer to keep my powder

The CDTV player will play conventional audio CDs through a hi fi. When

No -one's Perfect

and battery power source attached to "a
belt for personal wear". As Sony points
out, Walkmen come with an optional carrying strap or belt clip, but never a belt.

received a bill for a million pounds from

out his claim for compensation.

"It

says

We all know how judges like to create
the impression that they know nothing of

Italian inventor Andreas Pavel has for

the real world, with questions like who

many years been telling the press that

is Gazza. Andreas Pavel can be confident
that the judge in the Patents County Court
will be asking him questions like "what is a
Walkman" and "who is Mr Sony".

was

ignored",

Sony's Walkman infringes patents he filed
in March 1977. In 1988 he threatened to
sue Sony but backed down when told how

much it would cost. But Pavel kept his
British Patent (1 601 447) in force by
paying annual renewal fees, and is thus
now free to sue in Britain's new low cost
Patents Count Court.
Sony expects to be the first company to
fight a case in the new court, sometime this

year. A close look at the patent explains
why Sony remains confident.
The legal claims in Pavel's British patent

specify "in combination" a stereo amplifier

primitive

the CDTV player which he took to the

other Japanese manufacturers. Panasonic
hopeful.
Panasonic.

pretty

of £699. If the test market is successful,
Commodore will launch worldwide, with
a wider selection of programme discs, in
spring 1991.

If the case goes to Court, the PCC will
have to decide whether Pavel's idea was
novel and whether the belt restriction rules

one

a

at the end of November, at a UK price

Personal Judgement

claimed royalties both from Sony and

is

A CDTV player will also play Amiga
games that have been transferred to
CDTV disc format. There will be educational discs too, e.g. on family health and

dry;

The judge at the new court is Peter
Ford. Hi fi buffs with long memories of
the audio industry will remember that in
the sixties Ford used to write excellent
articles in the hi fi press, often on the
history of recording. His pieces on tape

history were later used as a short cut
source reference by other writers with
fewer principles.
If anyone can decide whether Pavel is
owed royalties, Peter Ford surely can.

I

don't believe in vapourware" he

explained.

I

Sony's Walkman personal stereo is ten
years old. Sony never filed patents, believing the concept to be an innovation but not
an invention.
Since then several inventors have

CD +

system.

bought a copy of the WordPerfect

wordprocessing program and as a result

of registering as a user now receive a
newsletter entitled Perfect User.

The first issue puffed WP's standard
a "Spell Checker"
which automatically ensures the correct
spelling for all words processed. What a
features, including

pity, I wrote at the time, that just a cursory
glance at one page of WordPerfect's

newsletter revealed at least four spelling errors, "imnages", "similare to",
"Wordperfects features" and "designe to
offer".
Now I have been sent another issue,
which puffs more features of WP which
are supposed to make printed text look
perfect.

Perfect User begins with a "Ooops!"
and continues: "I would like to apologise
for the typing error made in our last Perfect User, it was infact (sic) issue number 1 and not number 7 as printed. So I
therefore welcome you to issue number
Issue 2 then tells of other WP aids to
spelling, grammar and office efficiency.
A casual glance reveals a split infinitive
("to easily make"), an awkward spelling,
("paper back edition") and a very curious
piece of hyphenation (Dra-w Perfect).
I now just can't wait for Issue 3.
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AUTONA LTD
UK's leading module manufacturer since 1972

51C POPPY ROAD
PRINCES RISBOROUGH
BUCKS HP17 9DB

Callers b
appointment
only

TEL: (084 44) 6326 FAX: (084 44) 7102
Add VAT * C1.50 on all orders. Export add 10%

MODULES AND EQUIPMENT
ALL UNITS SUPPLIED WITH
For Projects & Applications in: COMPREHENSIVE
INSTRUCTIONS
*AUDIO * SECURITY * INDUSTRIAL * DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
FULLY BUILT AND TESTED

** AUDIO **

** SECURITY **
MINIATURE PASSIVE INFRA -RED SENSOR -RP33

AL 12580-125W POWER AMPLIFIER

Switchable Dual range, detects intruders up to 6 or 12 metres

A rugged, high powered module that is ideal for
use in discos & P.A. Systems where powers of up
to 125W, 4 ohms are required. The heavy duty
output transistors ensure stable and reliable
performance. It is currently supplied to a large
number of equipment manufacturers where
reliability and performance are the main
considerations, whilst for others its low price is the
major factor. Operating from a supply voltage of
40-80V into loads from 4-16 ohms.

This advanced sensor operates by detecting the body
heat of an intruder moving within the detection field.
Slow ambient changes such as radiators, etc. are
ignored. Easily installed in a room or hallway. Providing
reliable operation from a 12V supply, it is ideal for use
with the CA 1382 or equivalent high quality control unit.
Supplied with full instructions.
Size 80 x 60 x 40mm
Quantity discounts start at 3 units

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOR-US 5063
Crystal controlled movement detection module operating
at 50kHz with an effective range up to 20ft. Suitable for
operation in household or vehicle security systems. 12V
operation and built-in timing makes it suitable for a
wide range of applications.

Easily Installed

ADVANCED CONTROL UNIT-CA 1382
Automatic Loop Test & Switch On * Automatic Siren
Re -Set * Audible Entry/Exit Warning Buzzer * Two
Separate Loop Inputs +24 -hr Circuits *
Easily Installed, Full Instructions Supplied.
This advanced control panel provides effective and
reliable control for all security installations, yet its
operation is sheer simplicity for all members of the
family, and is supplied with two keys. Housed in a steel
case with an attractive moulded front panel, it compares
with units costing twice the price

Only

£44.95
VAT

LOW-COST CONTROL UNIT-CA 1250
This tried and tested control unit provides the finest
value for money in control systems, with many
thousands protecting houses all over the country.
A suitable steel enclosure is available separately.
Only

£21.35
VAT

The unit offers the following features: Built-in electronic
siren, drives two loudspeakers incorporating exit &
entry delays * Anti -tamper and panic facility * Screw
connector for ease of installation. etc. etc.

FULL RANGE OF SECURITY ACCESSORIES STOCKED PROVIDING
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO PROTECT YOUR HOME

DIGITAL VOLTMETER MODULES
DVM 456 HIGH PERFORMANCE Sensitivity
Accuracy
Input Impedance
3Y2 DIGIT PANEL METER
Supply Voltage

0-1- 1.999V

Within 0.11- 1 Mgt
100M ohm
8V -12V

955x55x 11mm
This exciting new module provides a
large, bright digital read-out with an
accuracy within 0.1%. It incorporates a
built-in regulator which allows it to be
used from an unregulated supply of
Dimensions

between 8V -12V. Full over -load

protection is included and the unit is
supplied with a mounting bezel and
filter, together with full application
instructions showing how to extend its
range and measure resistance, current
and temperature.

DVM 356 VERSATILE
3 -DIGIT PANEL METER

DT10 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT MODULE
A simple, though effective module which when
constructed provides a linear output of 10mV1°C
over the temperature range - 10 to + 100°C.

£3.95 + vAT
PS209 DUAL POWER SUPPLY
Fully built mains power supply providing two 9V
outputs of up to 250mA each, Suitable for use with
either DVM modules and other equipment,

£6.65 + VAT
The DVM 356 is a low-cost module offering
3 -digit performance with an FSD of + 999mV and
- 99mV. Supplied with a
comprehensive Data Sheet.
No bezel available
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AL 5070-ULTRA LOW DISTORTION
50W AMPLIFIER
Provides sound reproduction of the highest quality with
distortion levels below 0.02%, this module offers
superlative performance in all types of audio equipment.
Full over -load protection is incorporated ensuring
reliability of the highest order. Supplied with its own
heat sink, it opertes from a 40V -65V supply rail into
loads of 8-16 ohms.

AL 2550-COMPACT LOW-COST 25W AMPLIFIER
One of our most popular audio modules with tens of
thousands installed. Ideal for domestic applications
where low distortion and compact size are
the prime requirements. Used with supply
rails of 20V -50V into loads of 8-15 ohms.

£6.55
VAT

AL 1030-RUGGED 10W AMPLIFIER
This low cost unit provides a powerful 10W output making it
ideal for all medium power applications requiring quality
reproduction with rugged performance. Representing excellent value for money it operates
from a supply of 18V -30V into loads of 8-16 ohms
VAT

£4.77

MM 100-BUDGET 3 -INPUT MIXER
With a host of features including 3 individual level controls. a master volume and
separate bass and treble control, it provides for inputs for microphone,
magnetic pick-up and tape, or second pick -u selectable), and yet costs
considerably less than competitive units.
This module is ideal for discos and public
address units and operates from 45V -70V.

MG 100G
As MM 100 with two guitar + 1 microphone
input intended for guitar amplifier applications

** INDUSTRIAL **
50FT INFRA -RED BEAM-IR1470

£25.61

The IR1470 consists of a separate transmitter
VAT
and receiver providing a beam of up to 50ft
which, when interrupted, operates a relay in the receiver which
in turn may be used to control external equipment. The system
requires only 65mA from a 12V supply. Size: (each unit) 82 x 52 x 57mM

TIMER SWITCH & POWER SUPPLY-DP3570
The DP3570 consists of an adjustable timer switch and 12V
stabilised power supply designed to provide switching of loads
up to 4A at 240V A.C. for a preset time between
10 secs and 6 mins, the timed period being initiated by the normally open or normally closed inputs

GENERAL PURPOSE ULTRASONIC
MOVEMENT DETECTOR US4012
This module uses ultrasonic techniques to detect movement at
distances up to 5 metres with an operating range of 60°. Supply
voltage 10-14V (12mA). Size: 147 x 52.5 x 15mm.

STABILISED SUPPLY & SWITCHING UNIT-PS1265
The PS1265 provides stabilised 12V output for current levels up to 700mA. Additionally it incorporates a high
impedance input for switching
loads up to 1kW at 240V
without timing

ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE FOR QUANTITY USERS

I6I

Teach -In '91 Project

WAVEFORM
GENERATOR
MIKE TOOLEY BA

The fourth constructional

project which is a companion to
our Design Your Circuits series
takes the form of a simple yet

versatile Waveform Generator

which provides sine, square and
triangle wave outputs from 1Hz
to 100kHz in four switched
frequency ranges.
As with all of the practical

constructional projects in this
series, a number of modifications
are suggested so that the more
intrepid constructor can
customise the unit to his or her
own particular requirements.

invaluable
carrying out
performance measurements on a

ASOURCE of signals
when testing and

is

huge variety of electronic circuits. Our
Waveform Generator has been designed as

a general purpose signal source covering
the frequency range which extends from
I Hz to 100kHz and thus encompasses the
entire audio frequency range with a
generous overlap at each end!
The Waveform Generator

may be
switched to provide sine, triangle or square
wave outputs with an amplitude which can
be varied from a few millivolts to 3V peak
to peak.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit of the Waveform
Generator is shown in Fig. I. ICI is an
ICL8038CC waveform generator, the output frequency of which is determined by
the value of timing capacitor (Cl to C4)
and the d.c. voltage level appearing at
pin -8. VR I, VR2 and VR3 form a potential divider across the ±9V supply rails;
VR2 provides a continuously variable adjustment of the output frequency whilst
VR I and VR2 are respectively used to set

the minimum and maximum output frequencies produced.

Since the sinusoidal output of the 8038
(available at pin -2) is synthesised from the

output of an internal square wave generator, VR4 and VR5 are provided in order
to minimise the distortion which is inherent
in this process.

The frequency range (in decades) is
by means of SI and timing

selected

capacitors

Cl

to

C4

(which

should

preferably be reasonably close tolerance
high stability types). S2 is used to select the

required output waveform whilst resistors
R3 and R7 are present to ensure that all
three waveforms have identical pk-pk
output voltage levels.
IC2 is a unity gain buffer amplifier which

minimises the loading on the outputs from
ICI and also ensures a very low value of

output impedance. R9 and RIO act as a
voltage divider (= 100) in order to provide

the "attenuated" output which

is

used

for testing sensitive low-level circuits and
small -signal amplifiers.

The circuit operates from positive and
negative supply rails of nominally 9V. This
supply may be derived from dry batteries
or from a suitable mains adapter (the unit

will operate successfully from any regulated d.c. supply capable of delivering an
output in the range ± 9V to ± I 2V).
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S3o
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MIN FRED

C6

R3

1N411.8

ADJUST

470m

15k

Fig. 1. Complete circuit
of the Waveform Generator
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1k
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4k7
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5

VR2

B

R8

2

5k
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IC1

VR4
100k

8030

R9
1k

(SKI
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ATTENUATED
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VR3
228
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#

470n
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1.708
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ADJUST
S3b
E225381

CONSTRUCTION

Components should be assembled on the

printed circuit board in the following sequence; p.c.b. headers, d.i.l. sockets, link

Construction of the Waveform Generator is very straightforward and the vast

(using tinned copper wire of 24 or 26

majority of the components are assembled

s.w.g.), resistors, capacitors, and diode. As

on a single -sided printed circuit board

with all of our projects, it is vitally important to ensure that all of the components
are correctly located. Furthermore, in the

measuring approximately 95 x 60mm. The
layout of the printed circuit board is shown
in Fig. 2.

PL2

Resistors
R1, R2

4k7 (2 off)

R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

15k
47k
68k
10k
15k

See

R8, R10 10 (2 off)
R9

1k

All 0.25W 5%

SHOP

TALK
Page

Potentiometers
1k min. horizontal preset
5k lin. p.c.b. mounting
22k min. horizontal preset
VR4, VR5100k min. horizontal preset
(2 off)
VR6
100k lin. p.c.b. mounting
VR1

VR2
VR3

Capacitors
C1

C2
C3
C4
C5

,,1,11p,!6

C1

FL4

TTITLII

PL

r*

41111fIRMIII1

C6
C7

O

ICt

VR41

--1

R8

1--

4-1

R9

I-la

PL3

Semiconductors
IC1

1N4148
ICL 8038CC

IC2

TL081

D1

4.-4 810

470n polyester
47n polyester
4n7 polystyrene
470p polystyrene
10p radial elect. 16V
470p radial elect. 35V
470p radial elect. 35V

VR5

Miscellaneous

a
VR3

\L -c,

VR2

A

*

(ans4G1

OUTPUT LEVEL

FREQUENCY

1P 4W rotary switch
(1P 12W component with
rotation stop suitably
adjusted)
1P 3W rotary switch
S2
(1 P 12W component with
rotation stop suitably
adjusted)
DPDT miniature toggle
S3
switch
SPDT miniature toggle
S4
switch
PL1,PL2 5 -way straight p.c.b. header
(0.1 inch pitch), 2 off
PL3,PL4 3 -way straight p.c.b. header
(0.1 inch pitch), 2 off
Chassis mounting BNC
SK1
socket
Printed circuit board available from the
EE PCB Service, order code EE735;
plastic p.c.b. fixing pillars with self S1

VR6

VR1

0

tapping No. 6 fixing screws

SEL]3

\7 -"
41CC)

Fig. 2 P C. B. layout and construction.
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(2

re-

connectors
(2 required); 14 -pin low -profile d.i.l.
socket; 8 -pin low -profile d.i.l. socket
quired);

snap -fit

battery

ABS enclosure, approx 220 x 230 x
70mm -- see text.

0

Approx cost
guidance only

£20

plus case
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The internal wiring of the waveform generator is shown in Fig. 4.
r1k Hz -10kHz

6

,-10k Hz -100NH.

181,100Hr \

,,

\

I

1

10

,

-2.5

05-

,N.,

ADJUSTMENT

-- N.,

Before testing the Waveform Generator,
it is important to carefully check the wiring
of the p.c.b. and front panel mounted components. The two 9V supplies should then
be connected and a milliammeter inserted

411

FULL
\3 OUTPUT

X12

0.8

ru

5

1,

/ ,8

2

OFF

TESTING AND

WAVEFORM

VOLTAGE Vpk-pk

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY RANGE
100Hz-lkHz-\

rii)®OUTPUT

to measure the supply current in each of
the supply rails. Switch the unit on and

ATTENUATED
OUTPUT

ON

measure the supply current. This should be
in the range 10mA to 20mA. If this is not

18828386 J

the case, disconnect the supply and carefully check the wiring and p.c.b.
In order to adjust the four pre-set potentiometers, two items of additional test

Fig. 3 Recommended front panel layout.

case of the polarised components (such as
electrolytic capacitors, diode and the two
i.c.$) it is absolutely essential to ensure that
each component is correctly orientated.
When construction of the printed circuit
board has been completed (and before inserting ICI and IC2 into their respective
sockets) it is well worth carrying out a
careful visual check of both the upper and
lower sides of the board.

The upper (component) side of the

printed circuit board should be examined
to ensure that the components have been
correctly located whilst the lower (copper
track) side of the board should be checked

to ensure that there are no dry joints or
solder bridges between adjacent tracks.
This simple precaution will only take a few
minutes to carry out but can be instrumental in preventing much heartache at a later
stage!

When assembly of the printed circuit
board has been completed, ICI and IC2
should be inserted into their respective
I4 -pin and 8 -pin sockets (taking care to
observe the correct orientation).

CASE

The Waveform Generator should

housed

in

an

ABS

enclosure

be

INTERCONNECTIONS

the output frequency of the generator

Connections to the printed circuit board
are made using four 0.1 inch pitch printed
circuit board headers. Two five -way and
two three-way headers are used to provide
the various off -board connections. PL I (a
five -way header) is used for connection to
the frequency range switch (SI) whilst
PL2 (the second five -way header) provides
a connection for the waveform selection

equipment should be connected to SK 1 in
order to display the output (frequency and
waveform, respectively) of the generator.
To commence the adjustment procedure,

provides a means of connecting the output

2. SI switched to range 2 ("100Hz to

connector (SK 1) and attenuator switch
(S4). Finally, PL4 (a second three-way
header) provides supply connections to the
two batteries via the d.p.d.t. on/off switch,

IkHz")
3. S3 switched to the "on" position
4. S4 switched to the "full -output" position

S3.

5. VRI and VR3 set to the fully anti-

by reference to an accurately calibrated
timebase scale). Both these items of test

the waveform generator should be set as
follows:

switch (S2). A three-way header (PL3)

I. VR6 fully clockwise (marked "3")

The recommended method of terminating the female connectors which mate with

clockwise position; VR4 and VR5 set

the headers was described in the first of

The following sequence of adjustments

to the mid -position.

our constructional projects which appeared

should then be made:

6. Switch S2 to position

in the December 1990 issue of Everyday
Coloured stranded 0.1 inch pitch ribbon
cable is used to make connections to the

clockwise position (marked "0.8").
Adjust VRI for an output frequency
of exactly 80Hz (or a periodic time of

front and rear panels. The following colour
coding is recommended:

to

12.5ms if using an oscilloscope to
PL1

Pin

Colour

Connection to:

the enclosure are unimportant, provided
adequate room is made available on the

2

Brown
Red
Orange

front panel for the various controls,

4

Yel low

5

Green

SI selector
SI position 1 ( I Hz to 100Hz)
SI position 2 (100Hz to IkHz)
SI position 3 (1kHz to 10kHz)
SI position 4 (10k Hz to 100kHz)

3

enclosure is large enough to accommodate
two 9V batteries (or an a.c. mains power
supply unit).

PL2

The front panel should be carefully
marked out before drilling and cutting
takes place. As usual, there is nothing

Pin

particularly critical about the layout of the
unit and constructors may wish to experiment with the location of the front panel
controls, input/output connectors and

2

3 shows the front
panel layout and markings used on the

1

3

4
5

1.e.d. indicator. Fig.

Colour

Connection to:

Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
none

S2 position 1 (square)
S2 position 2 (triangle)
S2 position 3 (sine)
S2 selector
not used

PL3

prototype.

Once the front panel has been drilled
accommodate the controls and
input/output connectors, the p.c.b. can be
mounted (by means of the control shafts of
to

VR1 and VR2). The rear of the p.c.b.

should be supported above the base of the
plastic enclosure by means of two snap -fit
p.c.b. mounting pillars.
Battery holders (for two 9V batteries or
an equivalent number of AA size cells) can

be manufactured from simple L-shaped
aluminium brackets secured to the base
and/or rear of the case.
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("square")

and set VR2

ment measured approximately 220 x 230 x
70mm however the precise dimensions of

switches and output connector and the

I

the fully anti-

Electronics.

with

aluminium front and rear panels. The
enclosure used for the prototype instru-

equipment will be required; a digital frequency meter and an oscilloscope (where
the former instrument is unavailable, an
oscilloscope may be used to determine

Pin

Colour

Connection to:

2
3

Brown
Red
Orange

S4 (full output)
S4 (attenuated output)
SK I ground

PL4
Pin

Colour

Connection to:

Brown
Red
Orange

S3a ( + 9V)

2
3

Common
S3b (-9V)
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PL4.1
470
C6
470y.I

L E.D

PLC.2
EE2956G1

Fig. 5 Adding an le.d. indicator.

Extra frequency
ranges

Fig. 4. Internal wiring of the waveform generator

One or more extra frequency ranges can

be added by means of one, or more,
additional positions on SI and further
timing capacitors of appropriate value. A
4117 electrolytic timing capacitor will, for
example, provide an additional frequency
range extending from 0.1 Hz to I Hz. It
is important to note that there is little
point in extending the frequency range
upwards above 100kHz as the sine and
triangle output waveforms progressively
deteriorate in quality above 30k Hz, or so.

L.E.D. supply

indicator

An l.e.d. can easily be added to the

basic waveform generator to indicate the
presence of the supply. A circuit for this is
shown in Fig. 5.

Mains operation

7. Set VR2 to the fully clockwise position (marked "12"). and adjust VR3

thought" and should make a starting point
for further development. Constructors are
invited to report their own modifications to
be incorporated in the Readers' Feedback

for an output frequency of exactly

which will appear in the final part of our

1.2kHz (or a periodic time of 0.833ms
if using an an oscilloscope to carry out
the frequency measurement).

Design series.

carry out the frequency measurement).

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 several times
in order to ensure that the frequency
limits on range 2 are 80Hz (minimum)
and 1.2kHz (maximum).

9. Switch S2 to position 3 ("sine) and
VR2 to the fully anti -clockwise position (marked "0.8"). Adjust the
oscilloscope to display the portion of
the waveform either side of the
positive peak. Carefully adjust VR4

The Waveform Generator can be very
easily adapted for mains operation. A
suitable mains supply is the Dual Output
Power Supply module which appeared in
Part One of the series. The module should
be fitted with 9V regulators (7809 and 7919
for ICI and IC2, respectively) and used in
conjunction with a transformer having two
secondaries rated at 9V, 0.25A (or greater).
Fig. 6 shows the necessary circuit modifications.

Specification
Waveforms:

Sine, square and triangle

Total harmonic
distortion (sine
wave output):

2% (typical)

Rise time (square
wave output):

1 0Ons (typical)

portion of the waveform either side

Output voltage:

of the negative peak. Carefully adjust
VR5 to produce the smoothest, most
sinusoidal, waveform.

Adjustable to 3V peak to peak (full -output)
Adjustable to 30mV peak to peak (attenuated output)

Output impedance:

10 ohm (approx)

Output frequency:

Adjustable from 1 Hz to 1 00kHz in four
decade ranges (i.e. 1 Hz to 100Hz, 100Hz to
1 kHz, 1 kHz to 1 OkHz, and 10kHz to 1 00kHz)

Supply voltage:

2 x 9V (PP6 or PP7 batteries recommended)

Supply current:

16mA (typical)

to produce the smoothest, most
sinusoidal, waveform.
10. With S2 and VR2 set as for step 9,
adjust the oscilloscope to display the

11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 (as necessary).

This completes the adjustment of the
Waveform Generator. The instrument is
now ready for use!

MODIFICATIONS

A number of useful modifications may
be made to enhance the performance of
the Waveform Generator. The suggestions
made here are provided as "food for
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[ONIOFF1

ON/OFFI
I

L

S30

+9V

A

Cc, <0-

COM.

220V

DUAL OUTPUT
POWER SUPPLY
MODULE

PL4.

DV

N

-9V
E

P14.3

Sib
10029570

Fig. 6. Modifications for mains operation.

Fig. 8 Output level meter
disconnection of the mains. Fig. 7 shows
the necessary changes to the circuit.

+9V
FROM DUAL
OUTPUT

Output level meter

OV

POWER SUPPLY

Lastly, Fig. 8 shows how a level meter
can be incorporated to provide an indication of the output voltage level produced
by the Waveform Generator. The variable
resistor, VR, may be adjusted to determine
the sensitivity of the arrangement (a 5k
component is recommended for a I mA

MODULE
-9V

(EE2955G

Fig. 7 Modifications for dual mains/battery operation.

Mains/battery
operation

As with last month's Bench Amplifier,

our Waveform Generator can be readily
adapted for dual mains/battery operation
with automatic changeover to battery
operation in the event of supply failure or

meter movement whilst a 50k preset should
be used for a meter having full-scale deflec-

tion of 100µA, or less). The meter scale
should be calibrated against a known a.c.
voltmeter connected to the output terminals on sine wave.

Waveform Generator
The waveform generator chip ICL 8038
and the f.e.t. op. amp TL081 called for
in the Waveform Generator, this month's
Teach -In '91 project, are currently listed by

Cirkit

with David Barrington
Battery To Mains Inverter
There are quite a few points to be raised

regarding components for the Battery To
Mains Inverter and we shall take them in
the order they appear in the "Comp List".
Also it is vital that extreme care is exercised

when testing or working on the unit and
correct fuses are used. It might be wise to
use heavy duty wire for all interwiring.
The BZX8516V Zener diode may prove

elusive to locate but the more common
BZX61 C1 6 can be substituted. The cheaper

2N7011 transistor will work in place of the
2N7010 but is a lower voltage version.

The only source for the ZTX3704 we
have found is JPG Electronics OW 0246
211202), no substitues appear to exist and
the outline package (E -line) is important for
the heatsink arrangement. The only stockists

listing the 2N3792 are Farnell (Mr

0532 636311 ) and J PG Electronics.

The 50Hz timebase i.c. M706B1 is a RS
component (code 304-835) and was pur-

chased through Electromail ter 0536
204555), their mail order arm. The device

is designed to be used with an external
3.2768MHz crystal. The crystal is to be
found in quite a number of catalogues
under "timing crystals" sections.

The designer informs us that the mains
transformer T1 used in his model was
originally purchsed from Electromail. Howis is suggested that an alternative
would be to use a Maplin transformer kit

ever,

(YJ63T).
This kit has a ready wound 240V primary
winding. It only requires 66 turns of
18s.w.g. (1.2mm) enamelled copper wire,

tapped at 33 turns for a centre tap, to
provide the secondary. A 9V -0V -9V sec.
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winding works well, but output voltage
drops off quicker with increasing load.

Pocket Tone Dialler
There are one or two components which
are "special" to the Pocket Tone Dialler and
may prove difficult to locate locally.
The
MV5087 Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF) generator i.c. was

purchased from STC Electronic Services
(Mr 0279 62677 ) , code 065394A.

We have only been able to locate two

sources for the quartz crystal and these are

STC Electronic Services (code 017977F)
and Maplin, code UJO3D.

The printed circuit board for the tone
dialler is obtainable from the EE PCB Service, code EE729 (see page 210).

Car Code Lock
As far as we can ascertain, the combination lock i.c. type MLS7225, handheld

"custom" case and the 12V 280 ohm coil
(contacts 250V 16A) relay used in the
Car Code Lock are only available from
Magenta. Other relays may be used
provided they are capable of handling the
work loads. This will mean that they will
have to be mounted separately and leads
taken to the relay board.

A full kit of parts (C19.44), including a
pre -drilled keypad case and printed circuit boards, is available from Magenta
Electronics, Dept EE, 135 Hunter

Street, Burton on Trent, Staffs, DE14
2ST (gr0283 654351 Add a further £2 for
postage and packing.

The two small printed circuit boards are
available as a pair from the EE PCB Service,
code EE732a/b (see page 210).

(121.

0.992 444111) and Crick-

lewood Mir 081 452 0161).

The choice
of case is left to the individual constructor.

Basic Alarm
We cannot foresee any component
buying problems for readers undertaking
the Basic Alarm, the first of our special
alarm projects. Most component suppliers
should carry stocks of the "high power"
buzzer.

The use of a pressure mat sensor with
this circuit should not cause any supply problems as quite a number of our
advertisers carry stocks. Alarm specialists

such as Suma Designs, Autona and TK
Electronics should be able to help.

Personal Alarm
The only item that needs consideration
by constructors of the Personal Alarm is
the warning alarm siren. The sound output
should be loud enough to attract attention,
frighten -off would be attackers and operate
from about 6V to 12V.
The siren used in the prototype model
was obtained from Maplin (code JK42V)
and is a piezoelectric type giving 110dB at
1 m, when powered by 12V.

Vibration Alarm
The specified mercury loaded vibration
switch used in the Vibration Alarm appears

to be only available from Maplin, code
UK57M (Vibration Switch). The rest of the
components are all standard lines.

Telephone Wailer
Most of our advertisers carry a suitable
miniature 64 ohm speech coil loudspeaker
(an 8 ohm is not suitable) for the Telephone
Wailer project. The only real criterion is that
it should be able to fit inside the small
handheld (Verobox 401) control box.
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Here at Tandy we stock a large selection of parts for the hobbyist and professional alike. Whether you are repairing a
computer or building your first electronic project your needs can be catered for all under the same roof.
Tandy has a range of lamps and assemblies; ICs, diodes, regulators, displays, transistors, relays, enclosures, power
connectors, in fact anything and everything you could ever need for repairs and projects.
Our range of adapters and connectors is second to none, and our after sales service is something in which you can trust.
So, whether you are building an alarm system, repairing a radio or just wiring a plug, Tandy is the place for parts!
AM&

COMPUTER
JOYSTICKS

COUNTING MODULE

TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
0

£1 295

495
Use "as -is", or add simple circuits to control an LED,

Counts up to 99,999. Advanced by external switch

fan, heater, buzzer. -40 to +50°C, -40 to +122°F

closure or digital circuit. Count rate up to 7 Hz.

range. Requires "AA" battery. With probe cord, data.

£14.95

277.123

MECHANICAL COUNTER

1 6 95

12.7mm LCD display. Requires "AA" battery.

£12.95

277-302

MINI AUDIO AMPLIFIER

£799
I)

la

10

1)

"CI

£1 099
Extra rugged device with many uses. Advances one

count with a 12 VDC pulse. Manual pushbutton
reset. With leads and data.

e10.99

277.222

£999
High gain IC design, use as a test bench amplifier.
Ideal for computer voice/music synthesis. On/off
volume control. 3.5mm earphone and input sockets.
£9.99
Requires 9v battery 277.1008

£999

DIGITAL LOGIC PROBE

1] Joystick For Tandy/IBM. Features smooth tracking stick and high-speed auto -firing. With
15 and 5 -PIN connections. 270-9207 ... £16.95

El 595

LI Jet Fighter Style Competition Joystick.
Colour -coded LEDs indicate high, low or pulsed logic states (up to 10 MHz). Simuttaneous tone output

frees your eyes for fast testing. Switches for pulse or normal modes. Input: 100K ohms. Minimum
detectable pulse width: 50 ns. Operates from 4 to 15 VDC. Instructions included. With 91.4cm leads.
£15.95
22-303

I,

1111,110"

Features two "fire" buttons plus auto -fire control.
£7.99
270.1701

n Super -Deluxe

'910.

InterTAN U.K. Ltd., Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane. Walsall, We

NN,

16.

Competition

Joystick.

Features large contoured handle and two firing
£9.99
buttons. 270.1703
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DESIGN YOU
OWN CIRCUITS
Oscillators

MIKE TOOLEY BA
This ten part series aims to
dispel/ some of the mystique
associated with the design of
electronic circuits. This fourth
part deals with oscillators. Our
design problem is based on a
signal injector whilst our
companion project deals with the
construction of a versatile
Waveform Genera tor.
Introduction
THUS FAR in our series on Design Your
Own Circuits, we have dealt at some

length with two major topics; power

supplies and amplifiers. This month we
shall move on to another important topic,
oscillators.
When designing high -gain amplifiers it is

often necessary to take steps in order to
avoid the risk of oscillation caused by
unwanted feedback. Furthermore, since
an amplifier is not generally required to
provide any signals other than those associated with the input, the reason for such
a precaution should be fairly obvious!

With an oscillator, the story is rather

different as the basic requirement is for a
circuit which will produce an output without any input (other than, perhaps, that of
a synchronising signal). An oscillator must,

therefore, be based on an amplifier with
feedback introduced in such a manner as to

ensure that oscillation is sustained rather
than suppressed.

A typical oscillator specification might
run along the following lines:
Output waveform:
Sine wave
Output frequency:
400Hz ± 2%
Long term frequency
stability:
± 40Hz
Output amplitude:
I V pk-pk into
600ohm
Long term amplitude
t 100mV
stability:
Minimum recommended
100ohm
load impedance:
+ 9V at 10mA
Supply voltage:

may, or may not, be important depending
upon an individual application. An oscilloscope calibrator, for example, will normally require that the waveform is a square

wave (rather than a sine wave) and that
the amplitude and frequency are accurately
defined. In the case of a simple calling tone
geperator for use with an intercom, on the
other hand, we may not be concerned with
the shape of the waveform nor the precise
frequency (subject to the generated signal

being somewhere near the centre of the
audible frequency range).

The

most

commonly

generated

waveforms are square (or rectangular
pulse), triangle, sawtooth and sinusoidal
(i.e.

sine wave). An oscillator circuit

is

usually required to faithfully produce one
(or more) of these waveforms.

Just as low values of distortion are

important with amplifiers, distortion is
often an important consideration in the
design of an oscillator. An oscillator
designed to produce a sine wave may, for
example, be used to test a high quality
amplifier.

In such an application, it

is

essential that the distortion present within

the signal produced by the oscillator

is

PART 4
stage is fed back to its input in a sense
which causes reinforcement of the input
rather than cancellation. In practice, and
since it is usually essential that the frequency of oscillation is accurately defined
and that the output amplitude is stabilised
(e.g. to ensure that the waveform produced
is free from distortion), an oscillator will
generally contain the following elements:

1. A source of gain (such as one, or
more, transistors or an integrated cir-

cuit) which must be sufficient to exceed
the losses within the positive feedback
path.

2. A means of determining the frequency
of oscillation which may take one of
several forms, either:

(i) a C -R timing (or "relaxation")
circuit
or (ii) a C -R phase shift network

or (iii) an L -C tuned circuit (or tuned
transformer) arrangement.
or (iv) a quartz crystal (or ceramic
resonator).
3. A means of stabilising the output
waveform (in terms of amplitude
and/or frequency).

The overall phase shift present within
an oscillator circuit should be 360 degrees
so that the output signal arrives back in phase with the input. Readers may recall
from Part Two that a single -stage transistor amplifier operating in common emitter
mode provides only 180 degrees of phase
shift hence, when using only a single transistor in an oscillator configuration, an additional 180 degrees of phase shift must be
provided. In some practical relaxation oscillator arrangements, this additional phase
shift is provided by means of a transformer
whereas, in phase -shift oscillators, the extra 180 degrees of phase shift is provided
within the phase -shift network itself.

PRACTICAIOSCII-I-ATOR
CIRCUITS

Having introduced some of the basic

several orders of magnitude less than the
distortion introduced by the amplifier on
test (otherwise it will not be possible to
accurately quantify the level of distortion

concepts of oscillators, we shall now
develop some practical circuits which
satisfy the criteria outlined previously.

produced by the amplifier).

Blocking Oscillators

Criteria for
Oscillation

It is important to note that the speci-

Essentialy, an oscillator consist of little

One of the simplest forms of oscillator,
often referred to as a "blocking oscillator",
is shown in Fig. 4.1. This circuit employs a
single -stage transistor amplifier (operating

more than an amplifier which has posi-

in common emitter mode) together with

fication includes several parameters which

tive feedback applied such that its output

a simple C -R timing network. The trans -
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Fig. 4.1 Simple blocking oscillator circuit

Fig. 4.4 Simple method of varying the
frequency of a blocking oscillator

Fig. 4.6 Three -stage ladder phase shift network

C2

220n

WU
OUTPUT

OV

Fig. 4.2 Blocking oscillator with buffered sawtooth output

Fig. 4.5 Improved method of varying
the frequency of a blocking oscillator
where .1 is the frequency (in Hertz), C is
the capacitance (in Farads), R is the resistance (in ohm), and K is a constant which
depends upon other factors (such as the
transformer turns ratio and supply voltage).

A typical value for K (when using a small

ratio interstage coupling transformer,
9V d.c. supply, and BC108 transistor)
is approximately 7. Hence, the following
values of capacitor produce the following
4:1

approximate output frequencies:

Fig. 4.3 Additional transistor switches
required to produce an accurate ramp
waveform from a blocking oscillator

Timing capacitor, C Output frequency, f
15kHz
22nF
7kHz
47n F
3.2kHz
100nF

220nF
470nF
liF

former T1 is used to provide feedback and

the additional 180 degrees of phase shift
necessary to sustain oscillation.

The output waveform can be derived
either from the collector (in which case the
output will comprise a negative going pulse

train) or from the timing capacitor (in
which case the output waveform

will

resemble a sawtooth). It is important to
note that, where the output is derived from

the timing capacitor, a high impedance
buffer amplifier is essential (see Fig. 4.2).
Alternatively, a more accurate triangular

waveform can be produced by means of
a two further transistors (operated as
saturated switches), the second stage of
which operates in conjunction with a C -R
circuit of much longer time constant (see
Fig. 4.3).

The operating frequency of the circuit
shown in Fig. 4.1 is given by:
K
1

CR
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I.5kHz
700Hz
320Hz

Where it is necessary to vary the output frequency, this can be achieved in two
ways, either by varying the timing resistor
(R) as shown in Fig. 4.4, or by applying a
separate (variable) d.c. voltage supply to
the base circuit, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

When a sinusoidal (rather than rectangular pulse or sawtooth) output is required,

the circuit of Fig. 4.4 can be coerced
to produce a sine wave at the collector

by connecting a capacitor of appropriate
value across the transformer primary (i.e.
between the collector and the positive
supply rail). Note, however, that such an
arrangement can generally only provide a
rather inferior sine wave and hence one of

the later circuits (based on phase shift
techniques) will usually be preferable.
Whilst blocking oscillators are very

Fig. 4.7 Basic ladder network oscillator
supply voltage (and hence the supply

voltage will generally require regulation)
and the frequency of oscillation (and
collector output waveform) will be dependent upon the transformer (turns ratio,
coupling, etc). The circuit is thus not

recommended for general applications or
for when a sinusoidal output is required.

Ladder Network
Phase -shift
Oscillator

A single C -R circuit can provide a phase

shift of up to 90 degrees. Three such circuits, arranged in cascade, can thus readily

provide a phase shift of 180 degrees (in
which case each C -R element will be responsible for
degrees).

providing a phase shift of 60

Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.6
and gives rise to the three -stage ladder network oscillator shown in Fig. 4.7. In this circuit, transistor TR1 operates as a common emitter amplifier (phase shift = 180 degrees)
whilst the ladder network provides the additional 180 degrees necessary to provide positive feedback.

The frequency of oscillation of such an arrangement is given by:
, 0.065
C R

f is the frequency (in Hertz), C is the
capacitance (in Farads), and R is the resiswhere

tance (in ohms).
One notable disadvantage of the ladder network oscillator is associated with the losses

within the ladder network. The attenuation

critical applications, they are unfortunately

associated with the three C -R stages amounts
to just less than 30, hence, to ensure oscilla-

somewhat unpredictable. The output frequency is often very dependent upon the

hibit a voltage gain of at least 30.

simple and do have uses in many non-

tion, the transistor amplifier stage must ex-
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+15V
10

R5

680

C5

RI
668

R1

F3
15k

C7

100n

478

Sib
C6

600

10n

T II

TH1

VR lb

R2

()OUTPUT

RA S3

100

TR3
BC109
vR1a

TR2

10k

?la

Fig. 4.8 Wien bridge network

BC109

ClC3
TooT

2

Ip

680

10n

C2

VR2

470

R6
162

C13

1000
OV

Fig. 4.10 Sine wave signal generator based on a Wien bridge oscillator

Fig 4.9 Basic arrangement of a Wien
bridge oscillator
A second disadvantage of the ladder
network oscillator only becomes apparent
when it is necessary to vary the output frequency. In such cases, it is necessary to change three component values
simultaneously. Since triple ganged variable resistors are rare (and expensive!) this
usually rules out such an arrangement for
use as a variable frequency signal source.

Question I: A three -stage ladder network
oscillator is to provide an output of I k Hz.
If the value of R is 10k, determine the required value of C and the frequency error if
the nearest preferred value is used.

Wien Bridge

(Fig. 4.6) and offers the following significant advantages:

I. Only two components need to be
order

to

make

the

frequency adjustable over a wide
range.

and 2. The Wien bridge exhibits minimal
attenuation (approx. 3) and thus
the circuit will operate happily
in conjunction with a low -gain
amplifier.
The basic arrangement of a Wien bridge
oscillator is shown in Fig. 4.9. The bridge
circuit comprises a series branch (C and R
in series) and a parallel branch (C and R in
parallel). The bridge circuit produces zero
phase -shift (and oscillation is produced) at
a frequency given by:
0.159
1=
where [ is the frequency (in Hertz), C is the
capacitance (in Farads), and R is the resistance (in ohms).
.

.

Sine Wave Signal

Generator

A practical sine wave signal generator
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and TR2 form

a

ponents) provides further gain and ensures

that the overall phase shift (between the
base of TRI and collector of TR3) of the
amplifier is 360 degrees.
Since the combined voltage gain of
TR1/TR2 and TR3 is very much larger
than the minimum required to sustain
oscillation, a large amount of negative

the value of fixed resistor that must be
placed in series with the variable resistor in
order to establish the highest frequency of
operation.

Twin -T Oscillator
Whilst the Wien bridge oscillator is useful in many applications, there are occasions when a more simple oscillator circuit
is required which may only need frequency
adjustment over a relatively narrow range
using a single component. The twin -T network (Fig. 4.11) and oscillator (Fig. 4.12)

provides an answer to this particular requirement.

feedback is applied. The overall stage gain

(determined by the amount of negative
feedback applied) is determined by the
RA53
ratio of the resistance of TH I
thermistor) and the setting of the pre-set
The thermistor TH1 is provided in or-

The Wien bridge (Fig. 4.8) provides an
alternative to the use of a ladder network

in

Transistors TRI

compound Darlington transistor amplifier
stage which provides a high current gain
and high input impedance. A second
amplifier stage (TR3 and associated com-

mine the required value of capacitor and

resistor, VR2.

Oscillator
wit -led

circuit based on a Wien bridge is shown in
Fig. 4.10. This circuit deserves further comment as it employs a number of techniques
which readers may wish to incorporate into
their own working designs.

der to ensure that the output amplitude is
stabilised; the resistance of TH I decreases

as the amplitude of the output signal increases, thus reducing the overall stage gain

and consequently also reducing the output

signal amplitude. In practice, VR1 is adjusted so that there is sufficient gain for
oscillation to commence but, at the same
time, ensuring that the output signal is a

Fig. 4.11 Twin- T network

reasonably pure sine wave.

The Wien bridge itself is realised from
the following components:

+ Vcc

(a) Parallel branch (CI /C2/C3 and VRIa
in series with RI and R2 effectively in
parallel).
(b) Series branch (C4/C5/C6 and VR I b in
series with R4).

Resistors R4 and R2 determine

the

maximum frequency of oscillation on each
of the range settings determined by switch
SI. Note that decade frequency ranges (of
nominally I 5Hz to 250Hz, 150Hz to

OUTPUT

2.5kHz, and 1.5kHz to 25kHz) are obtained by switching decade values of
capacitor (C1/C4, C2/C5 and C3/C6).

Question 2: A Wien bridge oscillator is
to be variable over the nominal frequency
range 200Hz to 2kHz by means of a dual
gang variable resistor of l0kilohms. Deter-

Fig. 4.12 Basic twin- T oscillator
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low -distortion Sinusoidal Oscillator Module based on the twin -T oscillator arrange-

ment. The output signal produced by the
module is highly stable (in terms of both

R6

470

amplitude and frequency) and both the fre-

quency and amplitude are adjustable by

OV
R1

R2

47k

47k

means of pre-set components.

Transistor TR I and associated components form the twin -T oscillator whilst
TR2 acts as a high input impedance buffer

TR2
ZN 3819

8.0 C 3*

c1.

stage in order to minimise the effects of

C 2*
OUTPUT

95

C6

10u

R3

VR3

470
N em

C4

OUTPUT

a

1k

OUTPUT
LEVEL

FREQUENCY
TRIM

21,

WAVEFORM

VR1
4k7

ONO

ADJUST
31

to

L_

* C1 -C4 SEE TEXT

OV

(EE29,601

loading at the output on oscillator frequency and output signal amplitude. A
simple Zener diode shunt regulator (R6
and DI ) minimise the effects of supply
voltage changes on output frequency and
amplitude.

The output frequency of the Sinusoidal
Oscillator Module is determined by four
capacitors, CI to C4, which are identical
in value. The relationship between the
capacitor values and output frequency is
given in the following table (VR I provides

Fig. 4.13 Circuit diagram of the Sinusoidal Oscillator Module
The frequency of oscillation of the circuit
shown in Fig. 4.12 is given approximately
by:
,

0.159
= CR

where/. is the frequency (in Hertz), C is the
capacitance (in Farads), and R is the resistance (in ohms).

Sinusoidal
Oscillator Module

frequency):
CI -C4

With a few additional components, the
basic twin -T oscillator shown in Fig. 4.12
can be used as the basis of a versatile signal source capable of generating a very
pure sine wave output. Fig. 4.13 shows a

Sinusoidal oscillator module
specifications
Output waveform:
Distortion:

Sine wave
Less than 0.1% THD (typical)

Output frequency:

Adjustable over the frequency range 50Hz
to 50kHz (depending upon component
values)

Long term frequency stability:
Output amplitude:

± 2% (typical)
Adjustable to 1.5V peak -to -peak (max) into
5kohm

Long term amplitude stability:
Minimum recommended load impedance:
Supply voltage:

50mV
600ohm
+ 12V to + 15V at 10mA (typical)

Fig.

an adjustment range of approximately
±40 per cent from the nominal centre

2n2
4n7
lOn

22n
47n
100n

Centre frequency

(approx)
7kHz
3.4kHz
I.6kHz
700Hz
340Hz
160Hz

The printed circuit board component
layout and full size copper foil master
pattern for the Sinusoidal Oscillator Module are shown in Fig. 4.14. This board is
available from the EE PCB Service, code
EE733.

Note that preset VR2 should be adjusted for minimum distortion in the output waveform whilst VR1 is adjusted to
provide the desired output frequency (ad-

justable over a range of approximately
2:1). It will usually be necessary to adjust VR1 and VR2 several times as there

4.14 Component layout and full size copper foil master paters for the

Sinusoidal Oscillator Module
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COMPONENTS
Resistors

See

47k
47k
470
3k9
Page
1M
470
All 0.25W 5% carbon types.
R1

SHOP'

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

TALK

Potentiometers
VR1

VR2
VR3

4k7 min. horizontal
mounting skeleton preset
100 min. horizontal
mounting skeleton preset
1k min. horizontal mounting
skeleton preset

Fig. 4.17 Astable multivibrator with improved square wave output.

Fig. 4.15 Astable multivibrator

Capacitors

Cl, C2,
C3, C4 see text
C5
100n polyester
10p radial elect. 16V
C6
C7
100p radial elect. 16V

Semiconductors
D1

TR1
TR 2

BZY88C9V1 500mW Zener,
9.1V
BC109 npn silicon
2N3819 n -channel f.e.t.

Miscellaneous
PL1 5 -way 0.1 in pitch, straight p.c.b.
header; Printed circuit board available
from EE PCB Service, code EE733; plastic case to choice; connecting wire;
solder etc.

Approx cost
guidance only

£8

plus case

will normally be some interaction between

them. The output level (of up to 1.5V
pk-pk) is adjusted by means of preset
potentiometer VR3.

Square Wave

Oscillators

The simplest form of square wave oscillator (and one which most readers will
doubtless already be familiar with) is the
astable multivibrator (Fig. 4.15). This circuit provides a reasonably square output
signal (derived from either one of the collectors) or a ramp waveform (dervice from
either one of the bases).

The circuit is capable of operation over
a wide frequency range (from a few Hz
to over 100kHz) by appropriate choice of
values and the operating frequency is given
by:
.

0.725

1- CR
where f is the frequency (in Hertz), C is the
capacitance (in Farads), and R is the resistance (in ohms).
The astable multivibrator is remarkably
uncritical of component values and does
not require that the transistors be high gain
types. Indeed, almost any type of transistor
can be employed (even power transistors).
The output frequency can be made adjustable very easily by means of a variable d.c.
supply to the bases, as shown in Fig. 4.16

which provides an output over the range
135Hz to 4kHz.

The rise time of the output waveform of
the simple multivibrator shown in Fig. 4.15
can be improved by means of an additional

transistor stage operating as a saturated
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Fig. 4.16 Variable frequency astable
multivibrator

switch, as shown in Fig. 4.17. This circuit
produces a near -perfect square wave of 50
per cent duty cycle at approximately 700Hz

and can be used as a general source of
pulses or as a calibrator.

How an astable multivibrator can be
used to form the basis of a simple d.c. to
d.c. converter is shown in Fig. 4.18. The
circuit provides an output of up to 10mA at

150V d.c. from a 12V d.c. supply and
operates at an efficiency of about 70 per
cent.

8038 Waveform
Generator
W.
The
waveform generator
8038

i.c.

provides a cost-effective solution to the

Fig. 4.18 Power astable multivibrator
used in a simple d.c. to dc. converter
basis of a practical waveform generator
which provides simultaneous square, triangle and sinusoidal outputs. With the
value of capacitor Cl as specified (47n) the
output frequency is adjustable (by means
of VR I ) over the range 200Hz to 2kHz.
Alternative values of 470n and 4n7 can

be used to provide ranges from 20Hz to
200Hz and 2kHz to 20kHz, respectively.

Other values may be used in order to

need for simultaneous generation of sine,
square and triangle wave signals. The 8038
is housed in a 14 -pin d.i.l. package and
requires only a handful of additional
components in order to realise a complete
"function generator".
The 8038 requires a dual rail power sup-

extend the range to frequencies of as low

ply of between ± 5V and t 15V and can
provide outputs over the range 0.001 Hz
to 100kHz. The internal oscillator is voltage controlled and the output frequency
is determined by the d.c. voltage applied
to pin 8 and the value of a single timing

pattern for the 8038 Oscillator Module is
shown in Fig. 4.20. This board is available

capacitor connected to pin 10.

The duty cycle of the output waveform
can be adjusted (by means of the relative

voltages applied to pin 4 and pin 5) as
can the shape of the synthesised sine wave

produced (by means of the d.c. potentials
at pin I and pin 12).

8038 Oscillator

Module

The circuit diagram Fig. 4.19 shows
how the 8038 can be used to form the

as 0.01Hz or as high as 100kHz (with
reduced performance). The circuit requires
a dual supply of nominally ± 9V however a
12V supply may also be used.

The printed circuit board component
layout and full size copper foil master
from the EE PCB Service, code EE734
Preset VR1 should be adjusted to
produce the desired output frequency

whilst VR2 and VR3 are adjusted to

produce the "best" sine wave output. This
adjustment will require the use of an
oscilloscope connected to pin 3 of PL I
.

However, if such an instrument is not

available, the two pre-set potentiometers
should simply be set to mid -position.

Design Problem
This month's design problem (as with all

of the design problems presented in this
series) is designed for readers who would
welcome the opportunity of tackling a little
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8038 waveform generator module
specifications
Output waveforms:
Distortion (sine wave output):
Output frequency:

COMPONENTS

Sine, triangle or square

Less than 2% THD typical
Adjustable from 0.IHz to 20kHz (depending
upon timing capacitor used)
+ 5% (typical)

Long term frequency stability:
Output amplitude:
Long term amplitude stability:
Minimum recommended load impedance:
Supply voltage:

Resistors
R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

See

47k
15k
470
68K
10K
15K

SHOP

TALK
Page

1 V peak -to -peak into 50kohm
100mV
10kohm

At 0.25W 5% carbon types.

±9V at 10mA

Potentiometers
22k min. horizontal
mounting skeleton preset
VR2,VR3 100 min. horizontal
mounting skeleton preset
(2 off)
VR1

PL2

r-1

'0 +9V
R3

154149

15k

C2
10 0 p

Capacitors
C1

C2, C3

A

R2

R1
4k7

off)

447

FREQUENCY
ADJUST

Pit

RA

r

67k

VR1

Semiconductors
I SQUARE OUTPUT

224

2; 0 i TRIANGLE OUTPUT

IC I

O

R7

; GROUND

41.40 'GROUND

VR3
100k

2"
10I0V

R6

10k
WAVEFORM
ADJUST

D1
IC1

3j0 !SINE OUTPUT

8038

VR2
100k

1

see text
1001.t radial elect 35V (2

C1

C3

47n

TSEE TEAT
00xiT3

O:

9V

1 N4148 signal diode
ICL8038CC waveform
generator

Miscellaneous
5 -way 0.1 in pitch, straight
p.c.b. header
PL2
3 -way 0.1 in pitch, straight
p.c.b. header
Printed circuit board available from EE
PCB Service, code EE734; 14 -pin low PL1

profile i.c. socket; small plastic case to

111171107]

choice; connecting wire; solder etc.

Fig. 4.19 Circuit diagram of the 8038 Oscillator Module

£11

Approx cost
guidance only

plus case

1E12982G)

suitable jOr mounting in a handheld instru-

ment case and based on low-cost,

low -

tolerance discrete components.

Answer to last
month's Design
Problem

A low-cost guitar amplifier is to be
designed according to the following target

specification:
Output power:
Frequency
response:

Fig. 4.20 Component layout and full size copper foil master pattern for the 8038
Oscillator Module
"homework". The exercise may be tackled
purely "on paper" or may be used as the
basis of a complete constructional project.

This month's problem arises from the
need for a means of generating a wideband

signal which may be used to test a wide
variety of electronic apparatus:
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A signal injector is to be designed according to the, following target specification:
Fundamental output
IkHz ± 10%
frequency:
IV pk-pk
Output voltage:
9V (PP3)
Power supply:

Design a suitable signal injector circuit

Input impedance:
Output load
impedance:
Voltage gain:

30W
20Hz to 20kHz at -3dB
(or better)
50kilohm
8 ohms

50 (minimum)
Design a suitable power amplifier circuit
based on 2N3055/PNP3055 complementary output transistors.
One solution to last month's design
problem is shown in Fig. 4.21. The
rationale behind this circuit arrangement is
as follows:
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(a)

The minimum supply voltage required

+45V

to produce an output of 30W using

C8

the simple complementary symmetrical power amplifier arrangement (Fig.
3.10) is approximately 45V (calculated
from P = Vcc-2/8RL).

R3

3k3
0-5W

OV

R6

"

SK1

150k)
Cl

1k

100n

value

0047

2:

of

will produce an

Calculated

1..1000p

TR 6
PNP3055

VOLUME

e

RI

C3
10S

R4

VR2

100k

220k

C7
100p

R2

1C00n

LS

TR2

2k2

BC142

80
612
111

OV

0

Fig. 4.21 Low cost guitar amplifier circuit diagram. (Answer to last month's Design
Problem).

output frequency of 956Hz resulting in an
error of 44Hz (4.4%).
Question

o C5

EE 7936I

capacitance is 6n5. The nearest preferred

value is 6n8 and this

R11

VRI
50k

with logic circuits. Our design
problem involves an intruder alarm whilst
our accompanying constructional project
features an Electronic Dice.

required

C4 I=
220om

R10

0047 <

TR1
2N3819

deals

The

TR3
BC 108

VR3

INPUT

LOG

1:

2N3055

680

-41

Next month: Next month's instalment

Question

R9

100p

01

TR4

13ZYBBC9vi

"borrowed" in order to provide im-

Answers to
Questions in Part
Four

63V
OV

ment used in Fig. 3.11 (High Quality
Power Amplifier Module) has been
(c)

2205

G2

(b) The improved bias supply arrange-

proved temperature protection.
The simple f.e.t. input stage (Fig. 2.9)
has been added in order to obtain the
specified input impedance. The supply
to the input stage has been regulated
by means of the Zener diode, DI (see
Fig. 1.8).

R8

470

capacitance

v= 200Hz and R= 10k) is 79n5. Nearest
larger preferred value= 100n. Assuming
that the actual highest frequency shall be
2.2kHz (to allow some overlap at the end
of the control range), the necessary value of
fixed resistor is 722 ohm (nearest preferred
value =680 ohm). The actual frequency
range (at the extreme ends of the control)
will then be from
150Hz to 2.3kHz
(approximately).

Cumulative index to modules
Title

Part

Dual output power
supply module

1

723 variable power
supply module

Function/specification

Dual +5V, + 12V or ± 15V regulated
power supply rated at 1 A max. output
Single variable output of + 2V to + 37V at up to 5A max.
Output voltage and current limit are set by means of preset controls.

L200 variable power
supply module

I

max. lnutput voltage and current limit are set by means of
variable controls.

General purpose transistor 2

amplifier module
General purpose
operational
amplifier module

High -quality power
amplifier module

Single variable output of +2.7V to +35V at up to 2A

2

Pre -defined voltage gain and frequency response. Low/
medium input impedance, low output impedance. Requires a single 9V d.c. supply at 2mA nominal.
Pre -defined voltage gain and frequency response. Two
stages may be used independently (e.g. for stereo

operation) or connected in tandem. Requires a dual supply of between ± 5V and ± 15V at 10mA nominal.
3

Fixed gain medium/high power class AB audio amplifier

capable of operating with very low distortion. Recommended load impedance Bohm. Requires a dual supply of
between ± I2V and ± 20V at up to 2A.

TBA820 i.c. amplifier

3

Versatile i.c. low/medium power for general purpose applications. Requires a single supply rail of between + 5V
and + I 5V.

Sine wave oscillator

4

Low distortion sine wave oscillator capable of providing
outputs over the range 50Hz to 50kHz. Frequency and
amplitude adjustable. Requires + I 2V to + I 5V supply at
10mA (nominal).

8038 waveform
generator

4

Provides sine, square and triangle outputs adjustable
the range 0.0IHz to 20k Hz. Requires ± 9V supply
at 10mA.

TEACH -!N REARMITS
For information on previous Teach -In series now
reprinted in book form and available for only £2.95
each, please turn to the Direct Book Service pages.
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RTVC HAVE DONE IT AGAIN!
We have secured all stocks of nearly new factory
refurbished units with manufacturer approval, at

unrepeatable prices. We also offer a 6 month
guarantee with all units (this only applies to
products marked * on this page.)

ACOUSTIC REAR PARCEL SHELF
To get the best sound from your car woofers, replace your
rear hatchback parcel shelf with one of these 14mm thick

fibreboard units, tailor made for your car, supplied with
grille cloth and fixings. When ordering please state make,

£39.80 + £6 pp

model, and year of Reg.

with line output for car components use.

*£79.40, £2.30 pp

SALE OFFER £4.95 pair +£2 pp
HIFI WOOFERS

10" round 100 watt Goodmans Hifi woofer 2' coil, paper
cone. foam rubber surround 4'4" magnet, frame size 10'e"

£17.50+ £2.80 pp

imp 852

8" round 100 watt Audax Hifi woofer, 1" coil with

fitted phaseplug. Hiteck TPX polimar core with rubber
surround 434" magnet, die cast chassis, size 9%" 852

£34.90 £4 pp

imp

8" square BO watt Audax Hifi woofer, 1,4" coil,
polypropylene cone, rubber surround, 3'4- magnet.

Sparkomatic

Phoenix

Digital

auto

reverse

AM/FM/LW car stereo, with tape volume and
balance control. 9 watts output per channel

*£52.40 £2.80 pp

£19.70 £2.50 pp

chassis size EN" square 841 imp

8" round 70 watt Peerless Hifi woofer 1' coil, treated
paper cone, foam rubber surround. 3%" magnet. 852 imp

el 2.50 + £2.50 pp
54" 45 watt Audax Hifi woofer 1" coil, Bextrene treated
cone, rubber surround. 4" magnet, 80 imp £9.80 + C3 pp

5%" 35 watt Goodmans Hdi woofer, 1" coil, treated
cone,

paper
imp

rubber

magnet,

3%"

surround.

841

£7.20+£2.50 pp

4V square 35 watt Audax Hifi woofer 1in coil, paper

Sparkomatic Auto reverse AM/FM car stereo with
tone, volume and balance control

*£44.20 £2.80 pp
IN -CAR STEREO BOOSTERS

cone. rolled surround, 2'." magnet, 852imp £7.50 + £2.50
pp

HIFI TWEETER AND MID RANGE

square 100 watt Goodmans sealed back mid
range, 1" coil treated paper cone, 2'.' magnet, 841
21's"

£5.50 - f2.50 pp

imp

treated paper cone, Ferrofluid cooled coil, chassis size Ts"
80 imp

puts for low power car
stereos and phono in-

4" round 130 watt

puts short circuit protection

£110.95+£2 pp
150W output 75 x 2
inputs as above

£46.00
£2.00 pp
IN CAR WOOFERS
6%" 40W Nominal, 60W Max, 4 ohm Goodmans

£9.95 4 £1.90 pp

woofer.

8" 60W Nom. 90W Max, 4-5 ohm Richard Allen

stereos into bass, mid and treble speakers crossover

2'4"

rec

hence excellent transient response and low distortion with

DTMF TONE DIALLER
Suitable for
remote control
of telephone
answering
machines,
videos.
appliances etc.
requiring DTMF
signals
over telephone
lines.
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VIDEO SENDER

With this handy unit you can transmit the output of your home video, video camera or satellite equipment over -the -air to a receiving television within a range of 100ft. Simply connect the
video and audio output of your equipment into
this unit and a 10-13 8V dc power supply extra
£3.75 size 122 x 70 x 21mm

SALE OFFER £11.50 1.55 pp
VHF RADIO TRANSMITTERS
100mW mini bug Built on a neat little fibre glass
pcb with condenser mic. Fully tunable over the
FM band. 9V DC
£5.75 + £0.90 pp
2 Watt transmitter kit, supplied with fibre glass
pcb, all components, diagrams, ready for you to

£7.50 + f0.70 pp

build. 12-24V DC.

25 Watt Transmitter kit. Fully tuneable over the
FM band. Kit comprises double sided pcb diagrams and all components, including heat sink.

£67 + £1 pp
Supply voltage 12-18V DC.
Transmitters listed on this page are not licensable
in the UK

30 + 30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-

tion. All the components are mounted on the

single PCB which is already punched and back printed.

30W x 2 (DIN 4 ohm)
CD/Aux, tape I, tape II, tuner and phono in
puts.

Separate treble and bass.

Headphone jack.

Size (H W.D.) 74 x 400 x 195mm

sounds . No crossovers are required
3W' square. 50 watt Pizo super horn tweeter

and knobs

SALE OFFER £3.95 + 75pp
3a4" round, 50 watt Pizo horn tweeter

£5.75 + 75 pp
2" x 6" wide dispersion 400 watt Pizo horn tweeter

£11.95+e1 pp

MULTIBAND RADIO
VHF 54 176MHz + AM CB BANDS 1 -80
Listen to AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL,
AIRCRAFT, RADAR,
PUBLIC UTILITIES,
POSTAGE RADIO AMATUERS AND
MANY MANY MORE
£2.85
SQUELCH CONTROL
"RUBBER DUCK AERIAL"

£17.95

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RADIO

Kit enclosed: case. PCB, all components, scale

£36.80 + £3.50 pp.

(Featured project in Everyday Electronics, April
1989 issue) Reprint Free with kit

QUICK START BELT -DRIVE
VARI SPEED DISC TURNTABLE
* Quick start, ideal for scratching

* Pitch control

* Target lamp
* Counter weighted tubular
tone arm with plug-in head
shell

* 2 -speed full manual control
* Remote start stop

* 7.5Kg

£112.90 +£7 pp

AMPHONIC 125+125 POWER AMPLIFIER

Mains and battery operated.

High quality VHF/FM,
Medium and Long Wave reception,
6 push button selected
preset stations.
Fully retractable telescopic
aerial

Headphone/earphone
Jack socket.

Size 230H x 150W x 65D

125 watt per channel stereo power amplifier with inde-

Ref. RE -5500
Brand new.

pendent volume controls, professional 19" rack mount and
silent running cooling fan for extra reliability.
125W RMS max. per channel
Output power
4 to 16 ohms
Output impedance
(max power into 4 ohms)
450V at 22K ohms
Sensitivity
Electronic short-circuit and fuses
Protection
220-240V a.c. 50Hz
Power
435 x 125 x 280mm
Chassis dim

Listed price over £30 00

SALE OFFER £13.50
+ f 2 80 pp

£142 + £7.00 pp

4.5- ROSS MONO TV
WITH AM/FM RADIO

GEMINI 2200 DISCO MIXER

45" Ross mono Television with AM, FM Radio for battery or mains
use, supplied with mains adaptor,charger 12v car plug with lead
earphone, stand and extension aerial socket battery component
holds 8 x UM2 bait. Alkaline or NiCads (bans not included). Control
volume, tone and tuning for radio and television.

*£49.95 +E4.10 pp

RADIO AND TV COMPONENTS ACTON LTD
21 HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON W36NG
MAIL ORDER TERMS, POSTAL ORDERS and or CHEQUES with order.

Nett monthly accounts to Schools, Colleges add PLC only
ACCESS- VISA Phone orders between 9 30-12pm please Overseas readers
write for quote on delivery
Phone 081 992 8430

21.H igh St Acton London W3, closed Sun & Wed

Please add 75p p&p when ordering

x

£39.90 + 1.50pp

high efficiency levels as they cannot reproduce bass

points 800Hz and 5KHz (6dB per oct) 4-5 ohm
imp Size 200 x 135 x 55mm £19.50 +- £1.80 pp

SPECIAL OFFER
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Size

33mm

metal dome Hifi

1"

magnet,

Convert electrical energy into sound without the use of
voice coils and magnet assemblies. No moving mass

15" 200W Nom 400W Max 4-5 ohm Richard
£60.00 + £5 pp
Allen woofer

IN CAR 3 -WAY 200W STEREO
CROSSOVER NETWORK
Electronicly divides the sound output from car

coil,

MOTOROLA PIZO CERAMIC TWEETERS

£43.50 + £4 pp
Allen woofer
12" 150W nom 300W max 4-5 ohm Eminence sub
£45.00 I- £4 pp
woofer

2%" 65W 4-5 ohm Ferro fluid cooled dome tweeter
£5.00 + £1.20 pp
with housing. Audax
3%" 100W 8 ohm Ferro fluid cooled dome tweeter
for 4-8 ohm use
£6.90 £0.80 pp

1"

3KHz

12" 100W Nom. 250W Max, 4-5 ohm Richard

TWEETERS AND MID RANGE FOR

speaker.

£7.95+f1 pp

Peerless

crossover freq
.60 pp
£15.90
4%" x 2%" 75 watt '4" direct drive dome tweeter. Ferrofluid
cooled V' voice coil rec crossover, freq 4 5KHz as above
but with 36s" face plate
£6.90 £1.30 pp

tweeter

£33.80 + £3.50 pp
woofer
10" 100W Nom. 150W Max 4-5, ohm Richard Al£41.50 + £3.50 pp
len woofer
10" 150W nom, 300W max 4-5 ohm Eminence sub
£43.50+ £3.50 pp
woofer

IN -CAR USE
4'/a" 100W 4-5 ohm sealed back mid -range.
£5.50 + £1.50 pp
Goodman

with built-in condenser mic and

4" square 75 watt Audax sealed back mid range'." coil

In -Car Stereo Hi -power
booster ampifiers. 400W

output. 200W x 2 in-

volume control, range 1.5Km
maximum; 27MHz 2 channel

crystal controlled superhet circuit

AUSTIN ROVER SHELF SPEAKERS
15 watt speaker. Moulded in black plastic housing for vertical or horizontal use, contains 4'4" Goodmans drive unit
with a good size magnet

Alba digital auto reverse push button AM/FM /
LW car stereo with separate bass/treb e control
APPSS on tape. 25 watts per channel output

2 CHANNEL HAND HELD
WALKI TALKIES
Ideal for sports or any outdoor
activities. Built-in squelch and

This versatile little mixer has a high reputation with DJs.
Its simplicity and quality sound reproduction makes it ideal
for bedroom or high power gigs.
Features: Fader control 2 phono inputs 1 monitor

headphone circuit with high power output Talk switch
VU meters.

Specification: 5n ratio mic less than lmy (745dB).

Phono: 0.4mV less than (755dB) Talkover -12dB
Power AC220-240 at 3 watts Size 10'4" x 8%" x 2%"
Weight 4% lbs

SALE OFFER £79.95 + £5 pp
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Constructional Project

SIMPLE
ALARM PROJECTS ,
BASIC ALARM

MAX HORSEY
With reports continually hitting the National headlines
that "criminal activities are on the increase and we must
be even more vigilant", we present a selection of
inexpensive, easy to build alarms for a wide range of
applications. These projects should help to deter the
mugger - burglar - thief - and nuisance phone caller
Basic ,4/arm Vibration Alarm Telephone Wailer Car Code Lock Personal Alarm
THIS Basic Alarm circuit was designed

following requests for the simplest,
least expensive circuit, which could
perform the following functions:
I. Operate with any type of switch, or wire
loop
2. Drive a small buzzer, or loud siren as
required
3. Latch on when triggered, until the power
supply is disconnected

SOLUTIONS
I. RELAY: A relay can be made to perform these functions, but is more expensive

than the circuit described. Also the relay
coil requires a significant current, and in
some applications will quickly run down a

Once a thyristor begins to conduct it
remains "switched on" even if the current
into the gate stops flowing. In other words,

the siren is not sounding. Therefore, if you
are using a battery, and want the maximum
battery life, use normally open switches.

the thyristor is latched on.

The electrical contacts of the normally
open switch are disconnected from each
other until the switch is operated, at which
time the contacts make, see Fig. 2a. With
normally closed switches the contacts are

The thyristor is "unlatched" by interrupting the flow of current, for example by
disconnecting the power supply.

Note: When buying a thyristor there
will probably be a letter after the code
"C106". This last letter normally indicates
the maximum voltage that the thyristor will
withstand. For example a C106D thyristor
will withstand up to 400V. If there is any
choice, buy the least expensive, since you
will only be using 9V or I2V.

3. CMOS LOGIC CIRCUIT: A CMOS
gate requires very little current, and can
easily be made to latch. This makes it ideal
for alarm systems.

However, the output current is limited,
and transistors will still be needed to drive
a siren. The total cost is therefore much
greater.

4. THYRISTOR: A thyristor works in a

a1

CATHODE

OSR1

GATE
I9 1

lk

DIODE

CATHODE

THYRI STOR

lEt21131101

Fig 1. Comparison of a diode circuit symbol with a thyristor. The gate
switches the -diode" on.

Alarm switches fall into two main
groups: normally open types, and normally
closed types. This is a very important
difference and needs to be clearly understood.

THYRISTORS
Thyristors are sometimes called "silicon
controlled rectifiers". They behave in a circuit like a diode (a diode is a device which
conducts in only one direction), except that
a third connection, called a "gate" is used
to switch on the device (Fig. I).
A small current flowing into the gate is

able to switch on a very much larger
current from the anode to the cathode.
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SWITCH

lab

(b I

Fig 2 Circuit representation of (a)
normally open and (b) normally closed
switches.

ALARM

SWITCHES

The common C106 thyristor costs less
than half the price of a relay, yet conducts
up to 4 amps. It will also withstand a
therefore chosen for this project.

SI

-NORMALLY CLOSED
SWITCH

ANODE

ANODE
DI

ALARM

reverse voltage of 100V or more, making it

Si

16E213901

similar way to a transistor, except that once
switched on, it latches until the current
flowing through it is interrupted.

hard to destroy! The thyristor option was

is

operated, at which time the contacts
separate, or break, see Fig. 2b.

"NORMALLY OPEN"

battery.

2. TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT: A latching
circuit can be designed using two or more
transistors, but the cost will be greater than
solution 4.

touching each other until the switch

SWITCHES

This alarm circuit will work with either
type of switch, but it will not operate with
both types at the same time. You can use
several normally open switches at the same

A good quality catalogue will list a wide
variety of switches, and the following are
types often used in alarm circuits.

TOGGLE SWITCH: A simple on/off
switch which may be used to set or turn off
the alarm. If this switch is too accessible the
intruder will also be able to switch off the
alarm!
KEY SWITCH: Operated by a key, like
the ignition switch in a car. Very useful as
the main alarm operating switch, to enable
only the key holder to switch off the alarm
after it has been triggered.

ALARM TRIGGER
SWITCHES

time, or several normally closed switches,

The following switches may be used to

but you cannot have a mixture of both

trigger an alarm circuit. Note carefully
whether they are normally open (make)

types in this particular circuit.

Note that if you use normally open
switches, the circuit will use no current
unless the siren is sounding. When using
normally closed switches, a small current
will flow whenever the alarm is set, even if

types, or normally closed (break) types.
Some switches may be used as either type,

and the instructions in the catalogue, or
supplied with the switch should he followed.
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UNDER CARPET PRESSURE MAT
SWITCH: (normally open) When the in-

TOGGLE SWITCH OR
KEY SWITCH

truder steps on the mat, the contacts close
together or make.

o --0 9V OR 12V

REED SWITCH AND MAGNET:
(normally closed, in use) This type of
switch is often used to detect doors or

windows being opened. The magnet is
fitted to the door or window, so that when
shut, the magnet is next to the reed switch
which is mounted on the frame. The effect
of the magnet is to cause the reed switch
contacts to close. When the intruder enters,

the magnet moves away from the reed
switch, causing the contacts to open or
break.

51

WD1

DI

-NORMALLY OPEN
SWITCH

BUZZER

1N4001

RI 4C.'

OR SIREN

10k<>8
GATE

OR

ANODE (a)
CSR1

C2

470p

CATHODE

k)

-NORMALLY CLOSED SW ITCH

OV

NOTE: -R1 IS IN POSITION A IF USING NORMALLY OPEN- SWITCHIESI
RI IS IN POSITION B IF USINGNORMALLY CLOSED SWITCH(ESI

EE2lIcloj

LOOP OF WIRE: (normally closed) A
simple but effective method of securing
equipment. You may have seen this in hi-fi

shops, where loops of wire are passed
through the handles of tape recorders etc.
The loop of wire acts like a closed switch. If
the loop is disconnected or cut, the alarm is
triggered.

Another application

for a bicycle
alarm, where the wire is passed through the
spokes of the wheel. WARNING: Use thin
wire which will break easily (and set off the
alarm) if the bicycle is moved, rather than
is

damage the spokes of the wheel!

WINDOW FOIL: (normally

closed)
except that

Similar to the last type,
specially made self-adhesive foil is secured

near the edge of the glass, so that if the
window is broken, the foil will break.

Fig 4. Complete circuit diagram for the simple Basic Alarm.
person. It is not triggered by the movement
of a cold object (such as an insect), or by
the warmth from a stationary object such
as a radiator. The output is normally via a
pair of relay contacts, which can be used as
a normally open or normally closed switch.

USING SEVERAL
SWITCHES

Several normally open switches can be

connected in parallel to your circuit, as
shown in Fig. 3. Several normally closed
switches can be connected in series. As pre-

viously stated, you cannot mix these two
types in this project.

THE CIRCUIT

The full circuit diagram for the simple

lb I

la I

Basic Alarm is shown in Fig. 4.

We have all experienced the problem
caused by alarms being falsely triggered.

Some care must therefore be taken to
ensure that no stray electrical signals can
reach the thyristor gate. Such signals are
caused by electrical equipment being
switched on or off, or by induced voltages

caused by mains equipment. The wires
TO CIRCUIT

TO CIRCUIT

I Eez n4001

3. Normally open switches (a)
connected in parallel and (b) several
Fig.

normally closed switches in series.

TILT SWITCH.: (normally open or
normally closed) Here the switch opens or
closes according to its position. Two
switches carefully mounted on, say a video
recorder, can be used to detect the machine
being lifted.

VIBRATION

SWITCH:

(normally

open) Very useful for protecting equipment
which might be left in any position, such as

a bicycle. When the switch is moved, its
contacts close (make) for a moment.

GLASS BREAK DETECTOR: (normally open or normally closed) When fixed
to a window, the contacts will open or close
(break or make) when the glass is broken
by an intruder.

PASSIVE INFRA -RED DETECTOR:
(normally open or normally closed) This is
more than just a switch, and would place
the alarm system in a completely different
price bracket! It is only mentioned since it
has become so popular in professional
house alarm systems. The device sits in a
corner of the room, and is triggered by the
movement of any warm object. such as a
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NORMALLY OPEN
TRIGGER

Resistor R1 in position "A" ensures that
the input is at OV when the trigger switch is
open. When the trigger switch is closed by

- for example - an intruder stepping on a
pressure mat, current flows from the positive supply, via the trigger switch, through
R2 and into the thyristor gate. Resistor R2

keeps the flow of current down to about
2mA.

The current flowing into the thyristor
gate turns on the thyristor, and current
flows via the siren and through the thyristor to OV. The thyristor is now latched on,
and even if the gate voltage returns to OV,
the siren will remain working unless the
current flowing through the buzzer is interrupted.

Many buzzers and sirens do not conduct a continuous flow of current, and in
some cases this would allow the thyristor

to switch off. Resistor R3 is therefore
included to provide a continuous path
for the current, so preventing the thyristor from accidentally unlatching. Some
types of buzzer also produce high volt-

between your circuit and the trigger switch
can act like an aerial, picking up unwanted

ages when operating, and diode DI is

electrical signals.

spikes.

Capacitor CI (Fig. 4) removes any alternating current which may be induced into
the circuit, and resistor R2 assists by partially isolating the long connecting wires
between the trigger switch and the circuit.

provided to remove any harmful voltage
Capacitor C2 decouples the circuit. In

other words it helps to maintain a
steady voltage across the circuit, especially when the buzzer or siren switches
on.

NORMALLY

CLOSED TRIGGER

Assuming that the normally closed
switch is connected, the voltage at the
junction between RI (in position B) and R2

is OV. There is now a continuous flow of
current from positive, through RI, and via
the trigger switch to OV. This current is
very small at about I mA, but if the alarm is

powered by a battery, it would be wise to
use a larger type than a PP3.
If the trigger switch is operated (opened),

the voltage at the junction of RI and R2
rises, causing a current to flow through R2

and trigger the thyristor. Once triggered,
the thyristor remains latched as explained
above.

Next solder in the thyristor, ensuring that
it faces the correct way. The thyristor code
is printed on its upper side. Finally add the
connecting wires.

COMPONENTS

TESTING

Resistors

If using normally open switches, keep the
trigger switch wires leading from the circuit

R2
R3

apart. If using normally closed switches,
join the two switch trigger wires together

The Basic Alarm circuit is built on a
small p.c.b. which is available from the
EE PCB Service. Begin by soldering in
the smallest components, such as the three

resistors (Fig. 5). Note that RI must be
fitted in position "A" if using normally
open switches, or in position "B" if using
normally closed switches. Resistors may be
fitted facing either way, but ensure that the

correct values are used. Diode DI must
be fitted the correct way round, as must
capacitor C2. Capacitor Cl may be fitted
either way round.

1k

All %W carbon

temporarily.

Capacitors

mally open switches, or separate the trigger switch wires if using normally closed

Semiconductors

The buzzer or siren should sound, and
should continue to sound regardless of
what you do to the trigger switch connec-

See
RC=fia

TALK
Page

Connect a 9V or I 2V power supply
and switch on SI. The buzzer or siren
should not sound. Now touch the trigger switch wires together if using norswitches.

CONSTRUCTION

10k (see text)
4k7

R1

C1

Op1

C2

470p radial elect 16V

CSR1

thyristor type C106

D1

(see text)
diode type 1 N4001

Miscellaneous

tions.

9V or 1 2V buzzer or siren

WD1

FAULT FINDING

key switch (or toggle
switch)
Alarm trigger switch (see text); p.c.b.
available from the EE PCB Service, order
code EE731; case; battery box, PP3 battery clip.
S1

If the buzzer does not work, use a piece

of wire to join the thyristor's anode and
cathode together. If the buzzer still fails to

work, check it is connected the correct
way round, and that the power supply is
functioning. If the buzzer did work (when

the thyristor's anode and cathode were

SI

PRESSURE MAT OR
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCH

£13

Approx cost
guidance only

joined with wire), check that the thyristor
is connected the correct way round, and

TOGGLE SWITCH OR KEY SW TCH

JL

.-41.-+ SUPPLY

R3

(b)
WO1

SIREN
164

I
ALTERNATIVE
NORMALLY CLOSED
SWITCH

RI

F2

1.01

CI

(a)

-0+

11

-..

SUPPLY

CSR1

WRITING ON TOP SURFACE
I EE2942G)

Fig. 5 Printed circuit board component layout, full size copper foil master pattern and photograph of
completed board.

URN CIRCUIT
EE731

BU
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the resistors

that

and

RI

R2

are fitted correctly.
If the circuit fails to
latch correctly, check

0

0

P.C.B.

the value of R3. If the
problem continues, try

connecting a capacitor
of 100µF or more across

P.C.B.

the anode/cathode of the

LID OF
0

SETTING UP

SIREN/SWITCH
KEY-

WD1

The circuit may be powered
by a small PP3 battery,
particularly if normally open
switches are used. However
many sirens require I 2V, and a

battery holder of eight

SUPPORTS

CASE

thyristor, or across the
siren or buzzer.

Si

1.5V

cells is a better option.

In normal use the batteries should last
many months, particularly if normally
open switches are used. If the alarm is
triggered, the batteries should run down
within a reasonable period in order to
avoid causing annoyance to neighbours,
particularly if you are away on holiday.

The alarm may also be powered from a
mains converter supplying 9V or 12V, but

Select a case which can easily house the
circuit and chosen battery. Drill a hole for

the key switch, and a hole for the wires
connecting the trigger switch(es), and possibly the buzzer or siren, if mounted else-

where. In the prototype the p.c.b., siren
and key switch were mounted in the lid of

the case, Fig, 6. The case may then by

check that the converter is capable of
supplying enough current to drive the

mounted on the wall, and the lid screwed in
position afterwards.
The circuit board may be mounted using

chosen siren. Also remember that the intruder may be able to easily switch off the
supply, that the alarm will fail during a

fitted to the p.c.b. through small holes, and
then stuck inside the case. Once installed, if

the project is not to be moved about, the

cause great annoyance to neighbours since
it will continue to sound until switched off.
For all these reasons, mains derived power

battery or battery box may be rested on the

circuit.

battery box in position.

supplies are not recommended for this

feEzi43G

I

self adhesive p.c.b. supports. These are

will

power cut, and if falsely triggered

BATTERY
BOX

Fig. 6. Suggested layout of components on the rear of the lid and

position of battery box.

lower surface of the case. If the alarm is

Once tested and working, the alarm

used on a bicycle or other movable object,

project should provide many years of reliable service, and will be a useful introduction to alarm systems.

more care must be taken to secure the

Constructional Project

TELEPHONE
WAILER

ewe

de_; -1 1
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A low-cost device to keep
nuisance callers at bay.
NUISANCE

and obscene telephone calls

can be worrying. They are even
worse for the elderly or those living
on their own. The best advice is to hang up
and inform British Telecom and the police.
However, a little extra action of your own

could stop the calls very quickly. The
nuisance caller takes delight in his ability to
unnerve people. It follows that it is best not
to

listen but to assume control of the

situation yourself.
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The Telephone Wailer produces a highpitched pulsating whistle. The moment you
know your call is of the nuisance type, you
remove the handset from your ear, hold the
device close to the microphone and press a
button. A shrill tone will be heard at the

Tests on the prototype have been made
using various modern telephones, includ-

ing the cordless type, as well as older
ones having a traditional carbon -granule
microphone. The sound is fairly loud but
not excessively so - the idea is to shock and
confuse rather than to deafen the caller.

No doubt, the Telephone Wailer could
be used for other purposes and may be
loud enough for small-scale security ap-

other end of the telephone line. After a

plications.

few seconds you hang up leaving the caller
shocked and confused. Knowing that he is
getting nowhere he will probably drop you
as a target for his future attention.

CONFIGURATION

The circuit is built in a very small
hand-held plastic case with the push -
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varied between limits of 2Hz and 10Hz
approximately, according to VR1 adjustment. This output signal is applied direct to
ICI b reset input - pin 10 - and this has the

effect of disabling ICI b with each low
transition. This produces a pulsating high
frequency tone from IC I b pin 9.

The output from ICI b is applied to
transistor TRI base through current limiting resistor, R5. The signal is amplified
and used to operate miniature loudspeaker,
LSI, in the collector circuit. At the
setting -up stage, presets VRI and VR2 are

adjusted for best effect. Note that this
circuit produces a square -wave output and
in this application this gives a result similar
to that of a sine -wave.

CONSTRUCTION

Please
note that the miniature
loudspeaker used in this circuit must have a
high impedance - 60 to 70 ohms

approximately. An 8 ohm speaker

is

unsuitable and must not be used.

The completed Telephone Wailer housed in a handheld case.
15

holes for the sound to pass through. Due to

IC la and IC1b connected as an astable
multivibrator. This means that a con-

the small physical size of the device, a

tinuous train of pulses appear

oxide battery is
specified. Unfortunately this is rather
expensive and some readers will wish to use
a PP3 9V battery.

appropriate

The 9V battery will need a larger box
but otherwise the circuit will work without

(positive supply voltage).

button switch on the side and a matrix of
miniature

6V

silver

output

(pins

5

The reset input for IC la, pin 4, is kept
high as long as a supply is connected so
pin 5 delivers pulses continuously. IC1b,
operates at a high (audio) frequency and is
responsible for the audible tone. The first

section, IC I a, operates at a much lower

tually sounding.
Tests show that the best frequency to use
is around 2kHz. Frequencies below this are

frequency and sets the pulse repetition fre-

Consider ICIb. The frequency of the signal appearing at the output, pin 9, depends
on the values of fixed resistors R3 and R4

together with preset, VR2 and capacitor,
C2. With the values specified, the frequency
can be altered between limits of 400Hz and

effect. The rate at which the tone is pulsed
can also be adjusted between limits of two
and ten per second approximately.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit for the Telephone
Wailer is shown in Fig. I. ICI is a dual
integrated circuit timer with each section

(

100k

IC1b

IC10
ICM7555

CM 7556
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470k

10k
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10
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of 0.1 inch matrix stripboard size 9 strips
X 18 holes. Full top and underside details

ION -OFF

81

TR1 V.

VRI and capacitor, Cl. The frequency
produced at ICI a output pin 5, may be

VR2

VR1
4617

cTT

Fig. 2 Stripboard component layout
and details of breaks required in the

must be a high impedance (64 ohm) type.

R4

R5 c

4kHz approximately according to VR2 adjustment.
Section ICI a operates in the same way as
ICI b but with different component values
to alter the frequency. Here, the frequency
depends on the values of RI , R2, preset

1. Full circuit diagram for the Telephone Wailer The miniature loudspeaker

10k

F3
6

0

quency.

ineffective and do not sound particularly
penetrating. In this circuit the sound is
provided by a miniature loudspeaker and
the frequency may be fine tuned to best

R2

IC1

reset input (pins 4 and 10) is kept high

and only 20mA approximately while ac-

106

VR1
p

at the
and 9

respectively) as long as the supply is
connected (S1 on) and the appropriate

modification and the results will be slightly
louder. In occasional use, the battery will
last almost as long as its shelf life since the
circuit draws no current while switched off

Fig.

A

R5

SI

LSI
640

underside copper tracks..
Construction of the Telephone Wailer is
based on a circuit panel made from a piece
for preparing this are shown in Fig. 2.

Cut the stripboard to size and make all
track breaks and inter -strip links. Note
that the copper strip linking ICI pins 5 and
10 must be left intact. Solder all on -board
components into position but do not insert
ICI into its socket yet. Solder 8cm pieces of
light -duty stranded connecting wire to copper strips B. F and I along the right-hand
edge of the circuit panel. Make a careful

check for errors - particularly for any
copper tracks which may have become
accidentally "bridged" with solder and
tracks not completely broken where they

T

TR1
ZTX300
81
6V

should be.

Prepare the case by drilling a hole in the

side for SI and a matrix of holes 3mm
in diameter in

the top for the sound

to pass through (see photograph). It is
worthwhile marking out the positions of
these holes carefully since the final appear-

ance depends largely on this. Mount the
loudspeaker in position using a few slivers

LEE2g3,0

of adhesive fixing pad around the rim.
Mount SI then, referring to Fig. 3, complete all wiring.
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Secure the circuit panel using two ad-

hesive fixing pads. Make sure that no
short-circuits are caused between the circuit panel and loudspeaker when the two
halves of the case are placed together.
Adjust VR I and VR2 to approximately
mid -track position. Insert ICI into its

ELASTIC BAND
SI

BI

socket with the correct orientation and
without touching the pins. This is necessary
since ICI is a CMOS device which could be

damaged by static charge existing on the
body.

BATTERY
CONNECT/ON

B

The specified battery must not have wires
soldered to its ends. Connections were

made in the prototype unit by removing a
few millimeters of insulation from the ends
of the battery connecting wires, doubling
them over and tinning with solder. They
were then held in position using a short

CIRCUIT
PANEL

IEE29336I

elastic band.

Take care over the polarity of the battery and make certain short-circuits are not
caused between these connections and the
metal case. Secure the battery in the position shown (see photograph) using an adhesive fixing pad.

Fig. 3. lnterwiring from the circuit board to the battery, loudspeaker and switch. The
completed circuit board is shown below.

TESTING
Press

SI

and

note

the

The

effect.

loudspeaker should produce a bleeping
sound. Adjust VR2 to give a high-pitched
whistle - clockwise rotation of the sliding
contact as viewed from the top edge of the
circuit panel increases the frequency. At
certain points the sound will be particularly

penetrating. Note however, that

a

fre-

quency set too high may seem suitable but
will not be reproduced by the telephone.

COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1

470k

R2 to R4 10k (3 off)
R5

1k5

All 0.25W 5% carbon

See
SHO

TALK

VR2

for the first pulse to be slightly longer than
subsequent ones.

creases the frequency. In tests, a pulse

It only remains to try out the Telephone

of approximately three per

Wailer using a friend on a distant tele-

was found to be particularly
effective but readers may wish to experiment on this point. Note that it is normal

phone. Please remember to issue a warning

frequency
second

of what you are about to do. You will then
be able to make final adjustments.

Page

The completed unit showing positioning of the battery and miniature loudspeaker

Potentiometer
VR1

Adjust VR1 to pulse the tone at the
desired rate - anticlockwise rotation in-

4M7 min horizontal preset
100k min vertical preset

Capacitors
C1

C2

100n ceramic
10n ceramic

Semiconductors
TR1
IC1

ZTX300 npn silicon
ICM7556 dual CMOS timer

Miscellaneous
S1

LS1

B1

sub -miniature push -to make switch
miniature loudspeaker
38mm dia, 64 ohms
impedance
6V silver oxide battery type
4SR44 12.6mm dia x
25.2mm (see text)

Stripboard 0.1 in. matrix size 9 strips x

18 holes; 16 -pin di!. integrated cir-

cuit socket; hand-held plastic box size
94mm x 61mm x 27mm (Verobox 401);
stranded wire; solder; adhesive fixing
pads; elastic band.

Approx cost
guidance only

£5
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VIBRATION

ALARM

-44 -,2
.,

<10.(

PAUL BENTON
Ideal for guarding the medicine cabinet from Inquisitive fingers
ASIMPLE vibration alarm which gives
an audible output, for a predetermined period, whenever the

unit is tilted from any angle has many

varied and possible applications. It may be
used to deter people who make a habit of
picking things up to have a nose, whenever
ones back is turned for a second. It may be
attached to medicine cupboard doors,
drawers, placed inconspicuously inside a
padded envelope etc.

It has caused hours of endless fun for
children of all ages, being used to play
"burglar" or "carry the bomb"! With a
slight modification, the simple Vibration
Alarm can be installed as an anti -tamper

D1

155001 Aka

MERCURY
SWITCH

i

100H

TR2

TR1

8C547

BC547

ICE51304

I

device for cars or motorcycles. Despite its
simplicity, it is a fun/useful device.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

The complete circuit diagram for the

simple Vibration Alarm is shown in Fig. I.

When the alarm is moved, the vibration
switch SI momentarily closes, thereby
instantly charging up the electrolytic

capacitor CI to near enough the supply
voltage.

If the movement ceases, the

storage capacitor will straight away discharge, through the preset potentiometer

VRI, and turn on the Darlington pair

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the simple Vibration Alarm.

When the capacitor has sufficiently dis-

few seconds with it set at almost short

insufficient input to remain on, and so the

circuit, and up to several minutes if VRI is
set at maximum resistance. In fact, the

charged, the Darlington pair will have

warning device will be switched off. If

movement of the board continues, the
capacitor will be constantly kept "topped
up", and so the device will operate until

movement ceases, and the capacitor

is

discharged.

With careful adjustment of the preset
VRI, the alarm may operate from just a

prototype had it's battery pulled off after
two minutes of operation because the noise
was intolerable!!
A diode Dl has been incorporated in the
circuit

to go across the output of the

switch, for although not required when
using the suggested buzzer, if another

device, relay, etc, is substituted, then there

transistors TR I and TR2. Current will flow
through the warning device WD1, sounding the alarm.

COMPONENTS
Potentiometer
See
VR1

1 M vertical
preset, lin.

Capacitor
Cl

TALK
Page

100p radial elect. 10V

Semiconductors
D1

1 N4001 1 A 50V rec.

IR1,TR2 BC547 npn silicon (2 off)

Miscellaneous
Stripboard, 0.1 in. matrix size 5 strips x

12 holes; plastic case (optional); mercury vibration switch; buzzer (WD1),
4V -9V; 9V battery (PP3) and connector;
connecting wire; solder etc.

Approx cost
guidance only
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may be an e.m.f. generated that could
damage either or both transistors!
it

however

can

that

assumed

be

If

+YE

a

RELAY
COIL

non -inductive load is to be utilised, then

RELAY
CONTACTS

the diode may be omitted.

CONSTRUCTION

1

The Vibration Alarm is simple enough to
be built, with exception of the buzzer and
battery, on a small piece of stripboard, size

TO AL ARM SUPPLY
OR ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY

TR 2

TO LOAD
1E5 516M

Fig. 3. Replacing the warning buzzer with a relay to handle greater loads.
5 strips x 12 holes. The component layout
and details of breaks required in the underside copper track is shown in Fig. 2.
Only two of the "legs" of the preset V R I
are used. The spare leg is removed, before
inserting the component.
Observe the correct polarity of the

T0+ OF BUZZER

TO- OF BUZZER

3<

2

5

6

9

11

12116,

+9V

°T

S

TR1 p

joint" problems and it is much easier to
solder a lead to the solder tag.

USE
Once assembled correctly, adjust preset
VR1 for nearly zero resistance, and connect the battery BI. A slight tap or disturbance of the board should trigger the unit,
and the buzzer should continue for a few
seconds. If the preset is adjusted for more
resistance, the buzzer should operate for a

electrolytic capacitor CI and also of the
R2

diode DI if fitted. The specified buzzer also

ov

has positive (red) and negative (black)
leads.

No problem was experienced when soldering a connection wire to the body of the
mercury vibration switch SI using a 15
watt soldering iron. However, it is recommended that the part to be soldered is first

e 000000000
50000000o 0

c ooo 4,43000

0'

00000ooo
o0000000
2

3

5

6

7

6

9

10

11

longer period.

If it is desired to use the unit to operate
bigger loads, for example a motor cycle
horn etc, then a relay of sufficient rating
may be connected in place of the buzzer,

given a quick once-over with fine grade

see Fig. 3.

abrasive paper etc, so that soldering can be

12

Be careful not to exceed the maximum
collector current of the BC547, which is
only 100mA, or else upgrade TR2 to a

as quick as possible to prevent damaging

ICE51.4]

the device.
Fig. 2.

Stripboard component layout

and connection details for the mercury
switch, diode and transistor

To save soldering a lead to the body of

more sturdy type. If the device is to be used

SI, a Terry -clip could be used and a solder
tag placed under the clip fixing. This would

with a 12V supply, it may be necessary to
use a relay with a 9V coil to ensure efficient

save any overheating or possible "dry

latching.

MICRO -PRESSURE

CAR ALARM

ENRYS

This new type of alarm is triggered by a unique pressure sensing system. As
any vehicle door is opened air is drawn out, causing a minute drop in air

pressure. A sensor detects this sudden pressure change and sets of the
alarm. A sophisticated arrangement of electronic filters and timers provide
features to match more expensive ultra -sonic systems.

* 1 Micro -pressure intruder detection.
str 2

Operates on all doors and tailgate.

* 3 No door switches needed.

* 4 Automatically armed 1 minute after leaving vehicle.
* 5 10 second entry delay with audible warning.
* 6 Sounds horn intermittently for 1 minute.
* 7 Easy fining - only 3 wires to connect - no holes to drill.
* 8 Compact design can be hidden below dashboard.

*9

ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS
QUANTITIES FROM STOCK

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE V

6,UR LOW 180/ QUAVITlY
AV( ABOUT
TIMERS &
SWITCH MODE POWER
RELAYS
FANS
SUPPLIES
VIZZI.;111111

TWO MODELS
AVAILABLE IN
QUANTITY -

All solid state Power MOSFET output - no relays.

*10 Adlustable sensitivity.
MICRO -PRESSURE ALARM

£21.75

FROM STOCK

D.I.Y. PARTS KIT £15.75

41 TYPE 1

MICRO -PRESSURE TRIGGER MODULE
This module adds MICRO -PRESSURE sensing to any volt drop operated alarm
simply by connecting two wires across the vehicle's 12v supply.
D.I.Y. PARTS KIT £10.85
£14.90
MICRO -PRESSURE TRIGGER

VOLT DROP CAR ALARM
This alternative alarm uses the popular voltage drop method of triggering.
Based on the timers of the micro -pressure alarm it offers features 4 to 10
above but relies on the existing door switch operation for triggering.
D.I.Y. PARTS KIT E14.55
£20.55
VOLT DROP ALARM

OPEN CHASSIS TYPE
Output 5 volt 8 amp,
Axial Fans in stock
220/240V AIC
110/120V A/C, 12 volt
and 24 volt.
Various sizes.

MOTORS

ELECTROMZE DES/GN

£5.95

12 volt 0.5 amp,

- 12 volt 03 amp.
230-250 V A/C Input
Size 7.7 x 4.2 x 1.9ins
EX -UNITS

£2.95

TYPE
2
ASTEC

A/C DIL, OCTAL.
PLUGIN, PCB Ecc

Also 110 and 240 V A/C
41-=

timers

Three pin
mains socket

input, on/off
switch. Output + 5 volt 3.75 amp,
12 volt 1.5 amp, -12 volt 0.4 amp.
Low voltage DC 3 volt.
6 volt, 9 volt and 12 volt
stocked

All types of Relays.
Low Voltage, 110/240V

115-230 V A/C Input Size 7.0 x 5.3 x 2.5 ins

BRAND NEW

£12.95

TEST
INSTRUMENTS
UK' largest in -stock

range Also components
and Semi -conductors

Security and Audio/PA

Post. Packing and Insurance
0.05 for 1 or 2

HEr1RY'S AUDIO ELECTRUICS

CALO

IN OR

SEN FoLR
CATALoGuEs

404 Edgware Road. London W2 1E0. Tel: 071-723 1008

III Open 6 days a week for callers and Telephone orders

Tel. 021 308 5877

2 Hillside Road, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, B74 4D0
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(2 OS /or nr2

MN°

ENCLOSED
METAL BOX

TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE IGNITION
Our unbeatable Extended C.D.I. system retains the contacts for easy fitting.
The contacts operate at low current whilst the 12v supply is converted to 370v
for a super power spark with improved starting, performance and economy.
TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE IGNITION £26.25 D.I.Y. PARTS KIT £20.95
For the electronics enthusiasts our D.I.Y. PARTS KITS include clear, easy to
follow instructions, quality components, P.C.B. and case. Everything needed is
included, right down to solder and heatsink compound.
All prices now include post, packing and VAT on U.K. orders. Same prices
apply to all European countries. For delivery outside Europe please add £3.
Telephone orders accepted with VISA or ACCESS payment.
Order direct (quote ref. C13) or send for more details from :-

1181

Trade/Export supplied
Quantity Enquiries Tel: 071-258 1831
le FAX: 071-724 0322

lir In 111

ef svp

Id)Fq4tdu1lakR414

Trade/ncailard.ucatE
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CAR
CODE LOCK
MARK STUART
Confuse the car thief with this versatile CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the lock is shown
combination lock and immobilize your
in Fig I and the relay unit circuit in Fig. 2.
lock functions are carried out by ICI
vehicle when left unattended Cannot be The
which is a dedicated combination lock i.c.
Four of the twelve keypad switches are
"hard -wired" to start vehicle.
connected to the input pins 11, 12, 13, and
14 of ICI and must be pressed in that order
THIS

not necessary to re-enter the combination
when, for example, the engine has stalled
on a roundabout.
The use of a separate relay board which
operates only when a special a.c. signal
is received from the lock circuit ensures

project will find many applica-

tions where a combination lock
security system is required. One
application for which it is especially suited
is in

the protection of motor vehicles,

where its addition to the existing ignition
key -operated lock will make a big improve-

that the keypad cannot be removed and

ment in security and will protect a vehicle

"hard -wired".

even if the keys have been stolen.

The lock can be armed either by entering the correct four digit combination, or
automatically by switching off the ignition.

The "output" from the lock is a set of
changeover relay contacts rated at 250V
and 16A which should be plenty for most
applications. The relay is mounted on a

To disarm the lock the correct combination must be entered within a short time
after switching on the ignition. An incor-

small board which should be concealed un-

rectly entered code locks out the keypad for

circuit is the most obvious of these but does
raise safety problems in the event of component failure.

10 seconds before another try is allowed
so that getting the correct combination by
trial and error is tedious and unlikely.

der the dashboard after it has been wired
into the appropriate circuit. The ignition

It is far preferable to connect it into the
starter solenoid circuit so that the vehicle

DESIGN

Care has been taken in the design to
make sure that the lock does not interfere with normal running, and that it is

will not stop if the circuit fails whilst in the
fast lane. Modern vehicles may well offer
other circuits which can immobilise them in
other ways.

to be a correct code.

The keypad terminals can be wired in

any order to these pins to select the desired
combination. The circuit does not allow the

use of the same number twice, and so the
number of possible combinations is 10 x 9 x
8 x 7 or 5040 for a keypad with 10 keys. All

12 keys on the keypad specified may be
included if required giving 12 x II x 10 x 9

or 11880 possible numbers. The unused
numbers must be connected to pin 10 of
ICI so that any incorrect code is recognised
immediately.

A time limit to enter the combination is
set by the value of CI which gives approximately eight seconds for I µF. If this time
expires before four digits have been entered

the sequence is rejected and must be reentered.
An incorrect code sequence of any sort is

immediately recognised by the i.c. which
produces a 15 microsecond pulse on pin 5.
IC2a and IC2b form an unusual monos-

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the "lock" or combination stage of the Car Code Lock.
(OPTIONAL)
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table circuit which stretches this pulse so
that the voltage on pin 2 of ICI is held high
for approximately 10 seconds. This resets

after a correct sequence has been entered
and remains high until the eight second

the sequence detector and prevents any

time delay ends. These outputs can be used
to drive I.e.d. indicators if required or may

new key presses from being registered until
the time is up. Resistor RIO and capacitor

be left open circuit.

C6 set this time, which is a compromise
between preventing trial and error attempts, and allowing genuine mistakes to

In the prototype the Lock and Unlock
outputs each drive an I.e.d. via transistor
TRI which is switched by the momentary
output from pin 9 of ICI. This arrange-

be corrected quickly.

ment gives a short pulse on the appropriate

At 10 seconds a very lucky thief needing at least 1000 attempts will take almost
three hours, providing each entry is started

at exactly the right time and completed
within the allowed eight seconds. Since the
thief has no knowledge or indication of the
time constraints, the chances are that num-

bers will be keyed in at random intervals
and even correct sequences will not work.

PULSE
STRETCHER

The pulse stretcher is designed around
two NAND gates which are wired as in-

I.e.d.

to indicate that the lock has been

enabled or disabled.
If a permanent indication is required a wire
link can be fitted from TR1 emitter to TR I
collector. Another possibility is to disconnect
the Unlock 1.e.d. and link out TRI so that the
only indication is a continuous red light when
the alarm is set, avoiding the possibility of a
continuous green lamp indicating to everyone
that the alarm is left disarmed.

ANTI -TAMPER
CIRCUIT

The Unlock output is used to drive the

control relay via a simple but effective

In this mode the output is always the opposite of the input state. Initially the in-

anti -tamper system. If the relay were to be
driven by a direct d.c. signal from the lock
board it would be possible to cut the wires

is an inverter, its output is at I 2V (high).
The inputs of IC2b are held high by RIO

and so its output is low and holds the
inputs of IC2a low via R8. The circuit sits
in this state until the arrival of a positive

input.

RELAY DRIVER
CIRCUIT
The relay driver circuit diagram is shown
in Fig. 2. The incoming a.c. signal from the
lock circuit is coupled via R13 and C8, to
diodes D5 and D6. These diodes rectify the

incoming signal and the resulting output
charges capacitor C9.

When a signal of the correct frequency
and voltage is present the voltage on C9 is
sufficient to turn on TR3 via R 15 and R 16.

This operates the relay and turns on the

verters by connecting their inputs together.
puts to IC2a are held at OV (low). As IC2a

The first part of this circuit is IC2c which

operates as a standard Schmitt trigger oscillator, generating a square wave of approximately I kHz as capacitor C5 charges
and discharges via resistor RII. This oscillator is turned on when the unlock output
of ICI is high. The output of IC2c passes
via protection resistor RI2 to the relay unit

latching transistor TR2 via D7 and R I4.
When TR2 turns on it provides base current to TR3 via D9 so that the input signal
is no longer required and the circuit latches

with the relay operated. In this state the
lock is unlocked and the vehicle can be

and permanently energise the relay by

started and driven.

making a few simple connections. To avoid
this an a.c. signal is generated and used to
drive the relay via a circuit which is
unresponsive to d.c.

vehicle is running the relay circuit takes no
notice and the relay remains operated. The

If the lock code is entered whilst the
lock circuit remembers however and it
ceases to produce the a.c. signal. If the

power to the

04
1N4148
1612148

TR2

RLA1

o-oB
810

BC 214

N/C

09

I

813

C8

470

22n

1N2148

if power is re -applied TR2 is turned on and
the relay latches on even if the a.c. signal is
not being sent from the lock.
This "convenience delay" is necessary to

deal with situations such as engine stalls

D6

184148

NPU?"1

relay circuit is removed

by, for example, turning off the ignition,
the relay will release. Capacitor CIO will
remain charged however as it can only
discharge slowly via RI7 and RI4, so that

where it is necessary to turn off the ignition
before a restart can be attempted. The time
set by C10, RI7 and R14 is approximately

TR3
BC184

20 seconds. This time delay is re -started
each time the ignition is turned on and so
the total time available for re -starting is
indefinite, provided attempts are made at

f 4E19614 I

no more than 20 second intervals.

POWER

Fig. 2 Relay driver stage of the Car Code Lock.

The lock circuit automatically assumes

pulse from ICI. When this happens the

the locked state whenever power is disconnected. It can be wired either to be powered

output of IC2a goes low and pulls the in-

puts of IC2b low via C6. The output of
IC2b therefore goes high, driving the inputs of IC2a high via R8, so that it remains
high even after the initial pulse.
The circuit latches into this state but cannot remain there because the positive end
of C6 begins to move positive as it charges
via RIO. Eventually (after the chosen delay

IS MB OM

of 10 seconds) the inputs of IC2b have
risen until it is again high, and its output

ail

switches from high to low. This drives the

MD Mil

inputs of IC2a low causing its output in

111,

turn to go high and the circuit resumes its

all
lig

initial state.

Capacitor C4 ensures that the circuit

enters the correct state immediately after
switch -on and resistor R5 is included to
pull down pin 2 of ICI if the delay circuit is
not used.

INDICATOR

LAMPS

There are three other outputs from ICI.
Pin 7 goes high when the circuit is in the
locked condition, pin 8 goes high in the
unlocked condition, and pin 9 pulses high
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DIGITAL
COMBINATION
LOCH
MAGENTA DESIGNS 0E81634.15

permanently or powered only when the
ignition switch is on. Each method has its
merits. In the first case the lock can be left
in its unlocked state when the vehicle is
parked in a safe place or when a stranger,
parking attendant or garage mechanic
needs to drive. The second method ensures
that the lock is set automatically each time
the vehicle is left and so offers a higher level
of security.
With either method, if the vehicle battery

to be removed it will be necessary to
enter the combination before the vehicle
can be re -started. To avoid this problem
is

many garages now apply a temporary supply to the vehicle via the cigar lighter socket

CONSTRUCTION

all of which connect to the keypad. The
other pins allow the lock to be used in

Both the lock board and the relay board
are available from the EE PCB Service as a

different applications.
The lock and unlock indicator I.e.d.s are

pair, code EE732a/b. The layout of components on the lock board and the p.c.b.

fitted to the track side of the board. They

track pattern are shown in Fig. 3.
Fit the smaller components to the board
first. The diodes D3 and DI 0 (if fitted) must
have the bands indicating the cathode end
fitted as shown. Fit sockets for ICI and 1C2
noting that the two i.c.s are opposite ways
round.

If desired the keypad can be mounted
away from the board and fitted with ribbon
cable connections. In this case it may be
better to make the wire connections straight
to the board without using the pin headers.
The case supplied with the Magenta kit
has been drilled with holes for the I.e.d.s
and a close fitting rectangular cut-out for
the keypad. Alternative cases may be used
and the cut out for the keypad made using

radios).

flat side of the case as shown, and must be

Alternatively a PP3 battery can be
fitted to the lock circuit to provide

of the correct type. A BCI84L will not
work as it has a different pin out from the
standard BC184 specified. All of the other

battery, and a I N4148 diode needs to be

components can be fitted either way round.
A 10- way pin header should be fitted last

fitted in series with the battery lead (a

for the off board connections. The only

space has been left on the board labelled

ones used here are the four key sequence
pins, the positive pin, and the false key pin,

D10) so that reverse current does not
flow when the vehicle battery is re-

links to the 10 -way pin header.

C7 have their negative leads indicated by a

band and negative signs marked on the
plastic sleeve. TRI must be fitted with the

for the lock has a compartment for a

The exact positions can be found by trial
and error after final assembly. A 14 -way
pin header should also be fitted to the
keypad so that the pins can pass through
the lock board and connected with wire

The electrolytic capacitors CI, C6, and

(it also saves problems with code locked

backup for several weeks. The case used

must be spaced from the board by approximately 6mm if the specified case is used.

an Abrafile or similar tool and smoothed
with a file. With care this method can
produce excellent results.

connected.

D2 UNLOCKED
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COMPONENTS

CS

Resistors

R15, R16 10k (4 off)
470k
R11
220k
R13
470
All Y.W carbon
R10

Capacitors
C1

C2
C3
C4
C5

C6, C7
C8
C9

C10

003
C2

T
SIG

C6

i

NO PIN

01

T

y

. ,,

KEYPAD

KEY 2
YET 1

.4 R3

R9

1.

UN LOCK

La oal{ P2

+V

D.

See

sHor

TALK
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of R10

COM.

TR1
04

TTT

1.

R1, R7
22k (2 off)
R2, R3, R6
R12
2k2 (4 off)
R4, R14
R17
100k (3 off)
47k
R5
R8, R9

rtR 8 IR 6 1F,5 I

1E-fil

a

DIO .x. SEE
41:=141TE X T

+v

17

GATT -E
SEE
[ EE2962G1

LOCK
L E D
DI

'E X T

1p sub. min. radial elec. 16V
47n ceramic 50V
10n ceramic 50V
220p ceramic 50V
2n2 ceramic 50V
10p sub. min. radial elect.
16V (2 off)
22n ceramic 50V
2p2 radial elect. 10V
68p radial elect. 16V

Semiconductors
D1

D2

D3 -D9

miniature red I.e.d.
miniature green I.e.d.
1 N4148 diode (7 off)

TR1.TR3 BC184 npn (see text)
(2 off)
TR2
BC214 pnpsilicon
IC1
MLS7225 combination lock
IC2
4093 quad 2 -input NAND
Schmitt trigger

Fig. 3. Printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil
master pattern for the lock board The finished board is shown below.

Miscellaneous
12V single pole relay with
250V 1 6A contacts
Keypad, 12 -way 1 -pole normally open
type; lock case, approx 60mm x 100mm
x 26mm (see text); printed circuit board
for lock and relay circuits available from
EE PCB Service, order code EE732a/b;
R LA1

14 -pin d.i.l. socket (2 off); 10 -pin and
14 -pin straight pin headers; 1/0.5 and

16/0.2 connecting wire; PP3 battery
clip and battery (see text).

Approx cost
guidance only
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RELAY BOARD
The relay board layout is shown in Fig.
4. Take care to identify the polarity of the
diodes and capacitors C9 and CIO. The
transistors are different types and cannot

TR2

D4

0
COIL

D9

s

be interchanged.

Fit the relay only after all the other com-

-44

-V .4i) 06

ponents have been checked and soldered in
position. It is possible to use different types
of relay if wires are taken from the board to

N /0

CONTACTS
RL A

3- COM.

®-N /C
c

R17

:07100-14

64,0
C8

the coil connections. It is not necessary to
make any connections between the relay
contacts and the board. If an alternative

05

TR3

I EE29 6301

relay is used its coil resistance must be
above 150 ohms.

)72

The relay board will fit into a standard
small plastic box or can be protected with

(1Z£L33 0

1

large size sleeving. If a box is used slots can

be cut at one end to take the connecting
wires. It is not necessary to fix the board
inside the case, but if necessary sticky pads

11.111"°

can be used.

TESTING
When assembly is complete the boards
should be thoroughly checked for short circuits, dry joints and incorrectly fitted components. The lock board can be tested on

Fig. 4. Printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil
master for the relay board. The completed board is shown below.

its own.

First fit three leads for power and output
and link the keypad temporarily to the board
using wire links. Fig. 3 shows the keypad
connections. Link the common pin from the
keypad to the positive pin of the 10 way pin

header. The four keypad pins should be
linked to the chosen code pins of the keypad.
Do not connect the False key pin yet.

Fit ICI and IC2 in the correct places and

the correct way round. Power the board
from a small 9 or 12 volt battery (not a car
battery) via a 47 ohm limiting resistor and
enter the chosen code. If the code is entered

When this part is working correctly the
unused keys of the keypad can be connected together and linked to the False
Keys pin. Any incorrect key being pressed
should now produce a voltage on pin 2 of
ICI locking out further tries until the pulse
stretcher time has expired.

a.c.

output remains to

be

checked. A signal of approximately I kHz
should be present at the output of IC I c
whenever the lock is unlocked. A small

quickly enough the green I.e.d. should light
momentarily. Enter the code again and the
red 1.e.d. should light momentarily.
If this does not happen it is a good idea

loudspeaker or a crystal earpiece connected
to the output should make this signal
audible.

to link out TR1 emitter and collector to

to pin 9 of IC2c which should be high

permanently enable the I.e.d.s. The correct
code should now switch between the lock
and unlock I.e.d.s.

If there are still problems, double check

the wiring of the keypad and make sure
that the correct sequence is being entered.
Check also that CI and the I.e.d.s are the
right way round and that the red l.e.d lights
following the connection of power.

If all is well so far with TR1 in circuit
the l.e.d.s will indicate the time available to
enter the code. Note that if the code is entered quickly the l.e.d.s stay on for slightly
longer. This is because the momentary time
delay starts from the moment that the first
key of the code is pressed. If a longer time
is required CI can be increased in value.

If the signal is absent check the input
when unlocked and zero when locked. Also
check C5 and all of the associated resistors
for the correct values.

RELAY BOARD

should remain operated.

Disconnect the positive supply and the
relay will release and will operate again as
soon as power is re -connected, even with

A.C. OUTPUT
Only the

low without a serious voltage drop. Make
sure that an output is present from the lock
board by setting it to the unlocked state,
and if all is well the relay should click as
it is operated. Lock the lock and the relay

Once the lock board is functioning correctly the relay board should be connected
and checked. The current limiting resistor
used in earlier tests should be disconnected
or replaced with 10 ohms as the relay requires more current than a 47 ohm can al-

the lock locked. Remove power for 30
seconds and the relay should now remain
released when power is re -applied. This is
because CIO has had time to discharge fully

and so TR2 is not turned on each time
power is re -applied.

The exact time delay can be established
by trial and error, but remember that each
time power is re -applied before the time has
expired, CIO is re -charged and the time re-

starts. The time set should be between 20
and 30 seconds and will depend on the voltage being used for the test. If any of these
tests fail, check all of the components, particularly the diodes and transistors.

If the circuit fails to latch but the relay
operates correctly the fault lies around
TR2. If the relay will not operate at all,
then TR3, D5, and D6 are probably at
fault. A multimeter connected across C9

INCORRECT
SEQUENCE

When an incorrect sequence is entered
the circuit should be disabled by the pulse

stretcher circuit around IC2a and IC2b.
The output of this circuit can be read with

a multimeter connected to pin 2 of ICI.
Normally this pin will be held at OV, but
should switch to a high voltage following
the operation of one of the sequence keys in
the wrong order.
Note that as only the four sequence keys
have been connected so far the other keys

will not produce any response. Problems
here should direct attention to the components around IC2a and IC2b, especially
the resistor and capacitor values and the
polarity of C6.
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should indicate 2V or more when the
unlock signal is present.

can be fitted loosely into a small plastic
case to protect it and provide insulation.

FINAL ASSEMBLY

The simplest and most effective connection

should be disconnected and fitted tem-

the ignition circuit from the ignition lock.

Once everything is working the keypad

porarily into position in the case cut-out so
that the pins point to the inside of the case.

Three lengths of 7/0.2 wire of suitable
length should be fitted to the lock board
and a 3mm hole drilled in the rear of the
case so that these can be routed inconspicuously.

The lock board can now be fitted track
side down over the pins and the position of
the two I.e.d.s adjusted so that they align
correctly in their holes. It is necessary to
bend the I.e.d. wires to pass around the
keypad base.

Once this is done, fix the keypad with a
flexible adhesive (so that it can be removed

if necessary for replacement) and fit the
lock board in position. A sticky pad be-

arrangement is to wire the normally open
relay contacts in series with the supply to

All connections are made easily using
press fit connectors. The negative power
connection to the relay board is connected
to the vehicle body, at a suitable nearby
fixing point, and the positive supply connects to the ignition power circuit so that
the board is powered only when the igni-

tion switch is turned on. The same two

points can be used to power the lock board,
or alternatively a local negative connection

to the vehicle body can be made, and the
positive power lead connected to a continuous supply.
The decision whether to power the board
via the ignition circuit or directly depends

on the mode of operation and has been
discussed earlier. An alternative method

as the pins from the keypad should hold

giving additional security is to power the
lock via a secret switch. The switch need
not be hidden as its function will be totally

the two together adequately.

confusing to a possible thief. A changeover

tween the keypad and board will retain the
board in position but is not really necessary

The links between the keypad and the
lock board can now be made using 1/0.5

switch could also be fitted which would

insulated wire. The combination can be set

allow direct or ignition switched power to
be applied to the lock board.

changing the links if necessary.

IN USE

up as required and altered in future by

INSTALLATION

With the lock connected into the ignition circuit, operation is automatic. The

clip which can be screwed into position in
the vehicle and the lock case slid into place.
Alternatively the case can be mounted inside a glovebox or similar convenient place.
It must be clearly visible though so that the

lock sets itself 20 seconds after leaving the
vehicle and requires the correct combination to be entered after turning the ignition
on before the vehicle can be started.
If a wrong code is entered, count to ten
and try again. The green I.e.d. will blink on

combination can be entered easily in the

when the correct code is entered. If TRI

time allowed.
More ambitious constructors could
mount the keypad flush in a spare
equipment panel and make a very neat job.

has been linked out the I.e.d.s will give continuous indication of the lock state.

The specified case has a slide off retaining

The final decision depends on the vehicle
and the constructor.
It would also be possible to fit a three
way connector so that the lock could be
removed completely from the vehicle. This
would provide a very high level of security
but could be inconvenient.

Positioning the relay board is less complicated as it can be fitted anywhere that
the necessary wires are to hand. The board

A permanently powered lock board will
require the correct code to be entered to set
the lock before leaving the vehicle. Unlocking is identical in either mode.

SAFETY

Once the lock is unlocked the components on the relay board are the only
ones in circuit. A fault in any of these or in
the connections to the ignition circuit could
result in the vehicle engine stopping. Take
care with construction and thoroughly test

and inspect the board before final installation.

If the risk of a breakdown of this type
is unacceptable, the lock can be wired into
the starter solenoid circuit. In this case the
lock is fail-safe and will simply prevent the
engine from starting in the first place.
This is certainly the author's recom-

mended method of installation and should
be used if possible. It is slightly less secure
as it does not prevent bump starting, but is

still a major improvement in the vehicle
security.

FUSES

The recommended wire for the positive
connections to the lock and relay boards
is 16/0.2 flexible insulated. This must be
protected by in -line fuses of no greater than

5A rating to prevent the wire from overheating in the case of short circuits. These
safety matters must be given due consideration and a proper installation will be safe
and reliable.

ALTERNATIVE
USES

Motor vehicle protection is just one area
of application for a lock of this type. The
basic requirements of a low current 9 to
12 volt supply are all the lock needs to be
fitted in a wide variety of applications.
The specified relay can be used to switch
mains voltage circuits at up to 3kW power

rating and so can prevent unauthorised
operation of many types of equipment.
Computers, video recorders', security light-

ing, machine tools, heaters, and many
types of equipment which could be dangerous in the wrong hands may all be given
additional security by this type of lock.
When using mains applications an Earth

connection to the relay board and lock

board negative supplies is ESSENTIAL to
protect the user in the event of a fault.
As discussed before the lock is as reliable

as most other electronic equipment, but
some types of component failure could
result in a false lock or unlock state.
This means that the circuit must not be
used as

the only means of protection

where its failure could cause danger. It
should only be used as additional security,

or where failure would only result

in

inconvenience.
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Constructional Project
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ALARM
T IL de VAUX-BALBIRNIE
A compact multi -purpose alarm
As a property alarm, it will sound continuously if the wire loop is broken or a

THE CIRCUIT described here serves as a

personal attack alarm (anti -mugging

plug pulled out. There is a secrecy element built into the cancelling procedure
to prevent an unauthorised person from

device), elderly person's alarm (to
summon help) and property alarm. As an
attack or elderly person's alarm, it may be
triggered by pressing a button or by dropping it on the ground. This would happen if
the person fell over.

.---

'V

..02

silencing the device prematurely.

Dropping the unit onto a hard surface
such as concrete will cause damage to the

As a property alarm, it uses a wire loop
connected to the unit by two plugs. The

case. Depending on the way in which it

alarm will sound if either plug is pulled out.

switches. It would be possible to protect

falls, there may also be some damage to the

.

-----

00-:- - '4

>,,..._

q>, <,,

to use a I 2V supply would need to use a
larger box but this is hardly worthwhile in
terms of the small additional sound output.

A lithium PP3 battery is recommended
for long life. However, an alkaline one
could be used to save cost.
The standby current

requirement

depends to some extent on the operating
time adjustment. This is because the timing
capacitor passes a certain leakage current.
The average standby current will be 100pA
approximately so even if the unit is
switched on for extended periods the
battery will last for a long time. While
actually sounding, the unit requires 100mA
approximately.

With a long loop, the wire may pass

the edges and corners of the case with

through handles of valuable objects to trigger if a plug is removed or if the wire is cut

thick material to prevent this happening.
This was not done in the prototype, however. Shock -proofing the circuit panel and
audible waring device prevents internal

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

damage.

sonal Alarm is shown in Fig. I. This is

or broken. It may thus protect doors and
windows as well as articles such as cameras
on the beach.

A loud sound output was considered

It is a simple matter to omit any of the
triggering options not required. A two position switch selects either PERSONAL

necessary so a fairly large audible warning

device had to be used in the design. The
prototype alarm was built in an aluminium
box size 102mm x 64mm x 51mm which
is still small enough to be held in the hand.
Some readers may wish to reduce the size
by using a smaller audible warning device
but checks should be made to ensure that it
is loud enough for the purpose.
The specified warning device has a rated
output of 110dB at l m when operated from
a I 2V supply although a 9V PP3 battery
was used in the prototype. Readers wishing

or PROPERTY mode as required.

KEY OPERATIOAI

The circuit is armed by switching on

using a key -operated switch. If this is done
before leaving the car, hotel, etc. there will

be no need to carry the key on the person. Once triggered, the alarm sounds
for a preset time from a few seconds to
more than four minutes or until cancelled
manually.

57
VR1
1M

OPERATING
TIME

WIRE LOOP
R5

105

all

other switches disregarded for the moment,
the circuit receives power from battery BI.
ICI trigger input (pin 2) is kept high
(battery positive voltage) via pull-up

resistors, R2 and R3 connected in series
and under these conditions the output (pin
3) remains low (negative supply voltage)
and there is no further effect.
Making pin 2 low actuates ICI and pin

3 goes high for a time depending on the

TR1

TRIGGERING

WO1

The two -position slide switch S2 allows
for either Personal (position A) or Property

11)

triggering may be effected by either push to -make switch, S3 (FIRE) or by the nor-

65-120

R6
10k

the audible warning device, WDI, in its
collector circuit.

O

105

(STANDBY) switched on and with

While high, the output directs base current to transistor, TR 1 , through current limiting resistor R7. This, in turn, operates
!STANDBY

52

based on a monostable centred on a CMOS
timer, ICI.
With the key -operated switch, S7,

values of fixed resistor, R6, preset VR I and
capacitor, Cl. It then reverts back to low.

Fig 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Personal Alarm.

PL2/SK2

The complete circuit diagram for the Per-

Z IX 300

(position B) mode. While in position A,

mally open contacts of "inertia" micro -

switch SI - these contacts "make" momentarily when the unit falls to the ground.
When S2 is in position B (PROPERTY),

R7

2k2

ICI pin 2 is kept high through the wire
51

9V

loop connected between plug and socket
arrangement

PL I /SK I

and

PL2/SK2.

Breaking the loop by cutting the wire or
removing a plug will cause the alarm to
sound since pin 2 is then made low via
resistor RI.
With S2 in position B, and with the loop
broken, a potential divider is formed be -
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tween resistors R2 and R3 in the upper sec-

input, pin 4, low momentarily and prevents

tion and RI in the lower one. The voltage
at ICI trigger input, pin 2, will then be less
than one-third that of the supply and this

self -triggering.

CONSTRUCTION

The design of the Personal Alarm

allows triggering to occur.

The continuous current drain through
resistors R2, R3 and RI is minimised by

is

using large values for these resistors. The
reason why two resistors are used for R2

based on a main circuit panel made from
0.Iin. matrix stripboard, size 8 strips x 16
holes. The component layout and details
of cuts required in the underside copper

and R3 is that 10 megohm is the largest

tracks is shown in Fig. 2.

Check the circuit board carefully for errors then solder I 5cm pieces of light -duty
stranded connecting wire to copper strips
C, D, F, G and H along the left-hand side
and to strip A (A7) near the centre. Use of

different colours will help to keep wiring
neat and avoid errors. Shorten the connecting wires of the audible warning device to a
length of 8cm and connect the negative one
to strip Fon the right-hand side.

easily -obtained value. A single 20 megohm

Drill holes in the box for all switches

resistor could replace R2 and R3 if one is

noting that S4 occupies a position between
S5 and S6. Drill holes for SK 1 and SK2

S714 -VI

available.

The alarm may be cancelled in the
absence of the key by making ICI reset
input, pin 4, low momentarily. This is
done by pressing sub -miniature push -to make switches S5 and S6 together.
Mounted between these switches is a
further push -to -make switch, S4. This
when pressed triggers the alarm by
making pin 2 low. Someone attempting to

silence the alarm is likely to try pressing
any button which comes to hand and is

(WDI +/SY.I!

t

GII)R2

S4 -41i)

4 ICI

S3-4:1

out this, a short-circuit would occur. On
switching on, capacitor C2 makes ICI reset

WDI-

pass through. For maximum sound output
one large diameter hole could be made at
WDI position. Refer to Fig. 3 and mount
all components except switch SI, the circuit
panel and siren WDI in the case.

C2

RI

I -v

0 000 00 00 00 00 00 0 00 00
Cp
5

being operated when there is a continuous
loop and switch S2 is in position B. With-

16

S21D-417),

unlikely to succeed.

Resistor, R4 limits the current flowing
from the battery in the event of switch S4

also the matrix of holes for the sound to
10

10

15

16

0
0

6o&
000000
O00 0 0 0 0000
Ioo
000000
00 0000000
000 0 0 0
o00000013o
O0 00

A

EE292961

The completed circuit board showing

COMPONENTS
Fig. 2 Component layout and details of
breaks required in the underside copper

Resistors
R1

6M8

R2, R3,

1 OM (3 off)
100k
10k
2k2
All 0.25W 5% carbon
R5
R4
R6
R7

strips.

See

SHOP

TALK
Page

1M sub -min preset, vertical

Capacitors
C1

C2

220p radial elect. 16V
100n ceramic

socket.

INERTIA SWITCH
inertia switch, SI, consists of
lever -arm microswitch with its lever
suitably loaded with a small mass. In the
The

Begin construction by making all track
breaks and inter -strip links as indicated.
Follow with the soldered on -board com-

a

ponents, taking care over the orientation of
capacitor Cl. Insert ICI into its socket

(as viewed from the top edge of the circuit panel) to provide the shortest timing

single OBA brass nut secured by bending
the tip of the lever (the end 4mm)
downwards and soldering it into position.
Before attaching the nut permanently, it
should be wedged into position using
matchstick ends or something similar to

period.

test

with the correct orientation and adjust

Potentiometer
VR1

the CMOS timer ic. mounted in a

preset VR I sliding contact fully clockwise

prototype unit, this load consisted of a

the arrangement. Normal shaking

Semiconductors
TR1
IC1

ZTX300 npn silicon
ICM7555 low power CMOS
timer

Miscellaneous
WD1

S1

S2
S3

S4, S5,
S6

Miniature piezoelectric siren
150mA rating at 12V.
Operating range 6V -12V
d.c. Output 110dB at 1 m.
Size 43mm x 39mm x
59mm overall
Lever -arm microswitch
Miniature s.p.d.t. slide
switch
Standard size push -to -make
switch, with red button
Sub -miniature push -to -

make switches (3 off)
Key -operated s.p.s.t. switch
SK1 /SK2 2mm sockets (2 off)
S7

PL1 /PL2 2mm plugs (4 off)
Stripboard, 0.1 in matrix 8 strips x
16 holes; aluminium case, size 102mm

x 64mm x 51mm; 9V lithium battery
(PP3) and connector, see text; 8 pin
d.i.l. socket; self-adhesive pads (approx.

20 off); stranded wire; OBA nut for
S1

"inertia switch" lever; small fixing;

solder etc.

Approx cost
guidance only
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Remove the two fixings which hold
the audible warning device bracket and
SIREN j

discard it. Secure

WO1

CIA ROBY

reduces - you will need about 12 pads

57

G1

A7
[

SKI

I

the device on two

sides using further adhesive fixing pads.
Use multiple thickness where the contour

SK2

CIRCUIT
PANEL

D

lot

C

F16

,

altogether for this. For best results, clean
the areas of contact carefully and press
the part firmly into position.
Refer to Fig. 3 and complete all internal
wiring shortening the wires as necessary.
Switch off S7, secure the battery using two
more fixing pads and connect it up.
Using adhesive pads is simple, effective and gives the necessary shockproof-

ing when the unit falls to the ground.
Readers wishing to use other methods of
attachment must be satisfied on this last
point.
Fit the lid of the case checking carefully to avoid trapped wires and anything

II

I I

S4

SE

'PROPERTY I

::E1

55

I CANCEL /TRIGGER'

which might interfere with the action of
SI. Watch particularly WD1 wires at the
point where they leave the device.

S2

TESTING
'INERTIA SNITCH'

f PERSONAL I

Readers are warned that the specified
audible warning device is very loud. It is
suggested that for testing purposes, the end
is taped over to reduce the sound output.

I EE393041

Fig. 3. Interwiririg to all the switches and circuit board.

should not operate the switch but with
violent movement it should be heard to
click. The strength of the microswitch
spring seems to vary greatly from one
manufacturer to another so be prepared to
make adjustments here.

Mount switch SI noting that this is the
only component attached to the lid section
of the box. The position of this switch will
need to be marked out carefully since there
is not much space for it.
When in position, the nut, on the end of
the microswitch lever, should overhang the

small end of the audible warning device

and must be free to move. When the unit
falls to the ground, the shock will cause the
switch to operate for an instant and trigger
ICI. Connect the "make" (normally -open)
switch contacts to S3 using 10cm pieces of
light -duty stranded wire, see Fig. 3.
Mount the circuit panel on self-adhesive

Whenever S7 is switched off it is necessary to wait a few seconds for capacitor C2
to discharge before switching it on again.
This prevents self -triggering.
Interconnect PL1 and PL2 using a short
piece of light -duty stranded wire and plug
them into SKI and SK2. Set S2 to

fixing pads - use three pads made up to
double thickness - that is, six altogether.
This secures it firmly and ensures that the

PROPERTY then switch S7 (STANDBY)
on. Remove and re-insert one of the plugs.
The alarm should sound for a few seconds
then stop. Note that it will sound
continuously until the circuit is re -made.
Set S2 to PERSONAL and press the red
button, S3 (FIRE). The alarm should again
sound. Test the inertia switch by dropping

connections on the copper strip side remain

the unit from a height of 1m on to a car-

clear of the metalwork. Take care to avoid
short circuits between components on the
circuit board and switches S4/S5/S6.

peted floor (to prevent damage to the case)
- again the alarm should sound.
If it is found that the alarm triggers when

The tight packing of components inside the specified metal case. The only component mounted inside the lid section of the case is S1

the unit is being carried or when shaken
gently, then the mass of the inertia switch,

SI, lever should be reduced. If it fails to
trigger when dropped, increase the mass.

Remember that, in use, the alarm will

have to trigger if dropped on to a soft
surface, such as long grass, as well as
a hard one. When the correct loading
has been established, solder the mass permanently into position.
Check the reset action by triggering the
alarm then pressing switches S5 and S6 together. Check also that switch S4 triggers
the system.

WIRE LOOPS

Use light -duty stranded wire for the

loops. It is suggested that two are made one short using 5cm or wire and a longer
one - perhaps, 40cm. Loops may be any
reasonable length.

For the protection of property with
handles and straps such as cameras, the
long loop is used. For this to be effective,
the alarm unit should be attached to some
other larger item. To protect doors, windows, etc. the short loop is required and
attached using adhesive tape or string so
that when disturbed a plug is pulled out.
It only remains to adjust preset VR I for
the required operating time and to put the
unit into service. The Personal Alarm will
then give reassurance wherever you go.
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Nevertheless

an

apprenticeship

plus

part-time studies have drawbacks; your
time and energy are shared between work
and study. Often the financial independ-

ence is a temptation to go out in the
evenings instead
studying.

of

staying

in

and

For those who cannot bear the thought
of full time studies, an apprenticeship is the
obvious way towards achieving qualifica-

tions. Some employers prefer sandwich
courses involving six months at work and

six months at college, others prefer day
release of one or two days per week.

FIELDS OF WORK

;AREERSA ELECTRM
By James Robertson
WHAT starts out as a hobby for
some people ends up becoming a
profession. The danger with that,
I heard someone say, is that one has killed
off one's hobby, meaning that having
worked at electronics all day, most people

do not want to go home and dabble in it
some more.
This is not true for everyone. Some
people work on the administrative side of
electronics and are glad to go home and
get some hands-on experience. Others, although working on the hardware side, put
their skills to a different aspect at home,

designing music keyboards, remote controls
for model planes, train modelling, etc.

professional and academic qualifications in
Britain.

Whether to pursue a full-time or parttime course will depend on your feelings
and your personal circumstances. For instance if you are already employed and
supporting a family, but wish to pursue
an electronics course, either to improve

practical work you have to rely on your

own ingenuity and be aware of safety
guidelines when handling electrical equipment. Nevertheless, many useful qualifications have been gained by late starters and
mature students.

But what of the young student fresh

Engineer) from the Council of Engineering

out of school? Apprenticeship or university
course? If an apprenticeship is available it
offers the prospect of immediate employment whereas a college course merely of-

Institutes (CEI).

fers the possibility of future employment

The type of course you embark on will
depend on a number of factors:
"GCSE" or "A' levels etc.

b) Whether you have the stamina to undertake a degree course.
c) The field of electronics you are interested in.

d) The availability of courses

in the

neighbourhood.

e) Whether you are prepared to travel
further afield and live away from home
in order to complete a course not available nearer home.
The best starting point for enquiries is at

your local library, careers office or college within the area. Most libraries will
carry a copy of British Qualifications, a comprehensive guide to educational, technical,
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when you will also be competing with
graduates for jobs.

a) The qualifications already achieved,

specialised and stand in their own right,
like radio or industrial electronics involving
robotics and telemetry. Others like telecom-

COMPUTERS

BTEC (Business and

nician Engineer) and C.Eng (Chartered

listed above and new ones will evolve in

your qualifications or change your field of

Technical Education Council) National Certificate and Higher National Certificate are

courses run by polytechnics and establishments of evening education.
Polytechnics and colleges of further
education also prepare students for external examinations leading to T.Eng (Tech-

Electronics; Defence Electronics; Avionics;
Industrial Electronics.
No doubt there are some disciplines not

employment, then you have little choice
but to continue working and attend evening classes, or the Open University, or a

Universities. The

popular. There are also various diploma

Radio; Television; Telecommunications;
Microwave; Test Equipment; Medical

munications and defence electronics have
evolved to encompass a multitude of disciplines to include computing, radio communications, infra red detection, weapons
guidance systems, detection and ranging,
etc. In spite of this, most employees will

you can obtain, ranging from City and
Guilds Certificates to degrees at various

There are a vast number of qualifications

categories. Some of the disciplines are:
Computer hardware; Computer software;

the future. Some of the above may be

FULL TIME COLLEGE OR
APPRENTICESHIP?

correspondence course.
Solitary studies like the Open University
or correspondence courses are always harder since it is difficult to seek immediate
assistance with theoretical work. Also with

WHICH QUALIFICATION?

Fields of work can be classed as
disciplines within electronics as well as job

To some extent the choice will depend
on what "GCSE" or "A' level grades you
have obtained and whether you have the
stomach for a three year slog at college. If
you have good "A' levels and can face fulltime studies it is a good idea to obtain a
degree, since virtually all employers now
expect a degree for the higher engineering
posts. A degree from a reputable university

will also enable you to join professional
institutes and obtain jobs abroad.

However paper qualifications in them-

selves do not make a good engineer or
manager as we shall see later. There
are some people with few or no formal
qualifications who have a natural ability
with electronic circuitry.

usually spend a lifetime specialising in only
one of these fields.

With the increasing numbers of computers used in the office, the home, and as
part of industrial and communications equipment, there is a need for engineers to
design these as well as service them. On the
software side there is always a demand for
good software development both for business and computers as well as for leisure
(computer games, amusement arcades).
Almost every large business organisation,

like banks, run several local area networks
(LANS) which require software support and
LAN maintenance. These LANs are small
networks restricted to a building or even a
department.

RADIO AND TELEVISION
Modem society expects a wide range of
"leisure electronics items" as can be gauged
by sales of radio, hi-fi, television sets, compact disc players, video recorders, satellite
receivers, etc. Engineers and technicians are
required not only to design and manufacture
these but also to maintain them, including
transmission equipment used by the broadcasting authorities.
Radio of course is not restricted to entertainment. Communication by radio, in spite
of atmospheric interference, is big business.
Both fixed point as well as mobile and cellular radio have increasing demands placed
upon them.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Along with leisure, another trait of
modern society is to be in touch at all times
Everyday Electronics, March 1991

whether at home, in the office or on the
move. People still tend to associate only

as well as leisure there is always a demand
for engineers to service the numerous air-

the telephone with telecommunications,
whereas the field includes communication of

ports and aircraft. Such aircraft carry not
only the standard radio and radar but computers for automatic flight path plotting.

not only speech but data, television and
facsimile. The medium, of transmission
includes cable, radio and satellite.

Engineers are employed to manufacture,
plan, install, commission and maintain telecommunications equipment.

TEST EQUIPMENT
With the growth in all types of sophisticated electronic equipment, there is a requirement for stringent testing. Gone are

the days when the serviceman's kitbag
consisted of a voltmeter and screwdriver.
Today, expensive oscilloscopes are commonplace on most workbenches. Also, programmable analysers are available for carrying out full diagnostics on particular types of
equipment e.g. digital telephone exchanges.
A good appreciation of the latest
measurement techniques is a must for
anyone intending to work in this field.

No expense has been spared in the research and development of equipment for
patient care, from body scanners to blood
glucose monitors for diabetics. Ten years

ago a blood glucose monitor cost about
£300. Today a blood glucose monitor with
memory costs £30 and is therefore within
reach of the public.
Some aspects of medical electronics share
a
common interest with industrial
electronics, e.g. the development of

transducers. For instance the blood monitor
requires a transducer to record the glucose

level in the blood and then translate this
into numbers which the patient can read.
Similarly, industrial processes require the
temperature and pressure of liquids and
gases to be measured.
Perhaps medical electronics is one field of
electronics where the engineer is not fully in
charge, but has to understand what it is that
the medical team is trying to achieve, however job satisfaction is obviously high.

DEFENCE ELECTRONICS
Every western country is actively
developing sophisticated weapons and

defence systems. Not only are engineers
required to develop these but highly skilled

operators are employed to use them and
keep them in working order. In addition the
countries that buy the systems require

training and maintenance back up. The
ethics of weapons manufacture and sales will
not be dealt with here, but should obviously

be considered by anyone contemplating
working in this field.
The major fields of defence electronics are:
Early warning systems e.g. radar
i)
Detection e.g. infra red
ii)
Ranging using radar and computers
iii)
iv) Weapons guidance using computers
v)

Last but not least, a highly

reli-

able and flexible communications
network, including battlefield communications.

AVIONICS
With the growth in air travel for business
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with the huge demand for airspace, par-

tured as modules, a set may consist of between two and seven individual modules.
Technicians are employed to troubleshoot
the modules, if any tests show up a fault.
The various modules are then assembled to
produce the final unit and adjustments of

ticularly during the holiday period.

convergence, etc are made.

Not to mention all the other auxiliary equipment like landing gear, entertainment, etc.
On the ground, air traffic control is becoming more sophisticated in order to cope

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Industrial

electronics

started

with

transducers so that remote monitoring of
processes could take place. Using digital
logic to open and close hoppers as well as
remote monitoring, the processes were
automated saving time and money. Also,
dangerous processes could be monitored
from a distance. This means that employees

do not have to stand near hot, caustic or
radioactive materials.
Robotics has led to a widespread application in assembling and spraying cars, taking

away much of the tedium from human

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

modules come off the assembly line they are
passed to groups of testers and
troubleshooters.
For instance television sets are manufac-

workers who had to carry out such boring
tasks as stamping out sheet metal for eight
hours a day. Engineers are required to

PLANNING
Firms with large communications networks require planners. For instance telecommunications network providers need to
know where to place their exchanges for
maximum switching capability, microwave
towers for minimum interference and sizes
of terrestrial cables to handle traffic growth.
They also need to know customer require-

ments for telex, data, facsimile, television,
etc. The international medium of transmission is either satellite or submarine cable. A
good educational background and an interest in planning is required.
Large firms like banks have a similar

network on a smaller scale linking their

design and service industrial circuits including control panels.

branches for telephone and data transmission. Such networks are called private networks and run on line capacity leased from

JOB CATEGORIES

the main network providers.
Other networks rapidly springing up

This is a brief roundup of some of the
fields of electronics. Let us examine some of
the job categories:
Manufacturing; Planning; Installation;
Commissioning; Maintenance; Sales;
Lecturing; Designing.

MANUFACTURING

everywhere from a multitude of suppliers
are the radio mobile, cellular and paging
networks. All these require careful planning
and field surveys to prevent mutual
interference.

INSTALLATION
Wiremen (and wirewomen?) are usually

Manufacturing could include anything
from manufacturing components or printed
circuit boards (p.c.bs) to complete pieces of
equipment e.g. radio, television, telecom-

employed to bolt racks of equipment to
the floor and cable them up to flexibility

munications equipment etc.
In factories manufacturing

sion equipment etc, to local area networks in
offices and hospitals.

complete

is usual to break
down the equipment into modules and
manufacture these separately. When the

pieces of equipment, it

racks. There is a wide range of installation
work from installing exchanges, transmis-

COMMISSIONING
Once the equipment is installed it needs

Heading photograph shows a CAD system in use at Philips IC Centre in California.
Development work on a cordless telephone at the Philips Application Laboratories is
shown below.

to be commissioned. Here people with years
of experience on the particular type of equipment are valuable in recognising recurring
problems or to tackle new problems.
Telephone exchanges, submarine cables,
satellite links, microwave links, etc, are all

scales. Much will depend on age, qualifications, experience, field of work, type of firm

commissioned by people experienced

testing those particular pieces of equipment.

£20,000 p.a. Thereafter with experience
you can increase this to around £35,000.

MAINTENANCE

After that one is really leaving engineering
and going into senior management.

in

Maintenance technicians have always

been required and this is likely to be the
growth industry of the future. As circuitry
has become complex so have the maintenance technicians specialised in one type
of equipment. For instance technicians who

used to service both radio and television
now specialise in radio and audio equipment
separately from those that service television
receivers and video recorders.
Similarly technicians specialise in
servicing computers, telecommunications
equipment, medical equipment, defence
electronics, avionics circuits, industrial
robotics etc.

Just as the electronics field is as broad as

long, so have the sales staff to be

specialised. Not so much specialised in how
the equipment works as in what it is capable
of and the differences between similar types
of equipment.
Someone selling military hardware is un-

likely to know much about medical equipment. And someone selling computers is
not likely to be hawking avionic equipment,

even though automatic landing systems
may well incorporate computers.

Salespersons can earn a great deal of
money for their firms and are held in high
regard judging by the amounts of commission they earn. Although an ability to sell is
more important than a detailed knowledge
of how the equipment operates, most successful salespersons have a fairly detailed

knowledge of the equipment.

It is not
unusual for technicians servicing equipment
to discover they would be better at selling.

LECTURING
polytechnics and

evening classes is another large area of
employment. These worthy people tend to
accumulate knowledge in several different
areas of electronics either due to force of

circumstances e.g. shortage of staff or a
desire to change fields after working in one
field for several years.

However the specialist tends to stay in
the same field, particularly where it is neces-

sary to impart knowledge to advanced students.

DESIGNING
Design and development laboratories and
research establishments employ the cream

of the crop. You have to be gifted to push
back the frontiers of knowledge. That is not
to say there is no room for lesser mortals.
Engineers are required to build and test the
ideas of the experts.

PAY SCALES
Only a rough guide can be given to pay
194

be necessary to go back to college or
school life, leisure activities and part time
jobs to find examples which would prove

new graduates from £10,000 to about

Once again the above are only rough
estimates

since

salespersons can

earn

£35,000 with commission, plus company
car. However to achieve such rewards you
have to be dedicated to the clients, work
long hours, and be on call.
Lecturing jobs are not well paid and this

reflects the pay in the teaching profession
generally.
Judging

by

the

advertisements

in

electronics magazines enticing people to
go to Texas, the best paid jobs seem to be
in microwave engineering and computer
software offering $40,000 to $60,000.

They are, of course, attracting only the

to Africa and the Middle East on tours
of duty from one to three years, either
to do the job or train local staff. Such
tours carry generous expatriate terms of
tax free salaries, bonuses at the end of

your abilities.

WHAT AFTER?
When you accept your first job it may
come as a bit of a shock that after learning to design circuits right through college,
there is unlikely to be any design work to
do at first..

This is to be expected, just as a doctor
learns surgery at medical college but settles

down into something very mundane, like
looking at sore throats, in general practice.

Also you may not get quite the job you
wanted in the first place. For instance you
may get a job in radio instead of television.

However this is a good time to gain experience while looking around for something else. Also you will be moving away
from textbooks and into the real world. For
instance the design of the radios may assume less importance and you may have
to learn more about spectrum management
and licensing conditions etc.
That is not to say you should lose touch

with technical developments. Quite the

travel etc.

contrary. Any field of electronics is making
such rapid strides that you cannot afford to
loose touch.

SOUGHT AFTER EMPLOYEES

touch is by reading journals and publica-

Most firms ask for good interpersonal
skills and ability to work under pressure.

tions both within the firm and outside.

service, regular leave periods with free air

This shows that paper qualifications are not
the only requirement. Ability to work under pressure shows that an employee is not

One of the best ways of keeping in
Another useful point of exchange of views
and information is membership of profes-

only able to do the work but also able to

sional institutes. There are numerous institutes for technicians and engineers and
some big firms even have their own in-

meet deadlines.

stitutes, clubs etc.

Good interpersonal skills are vital to

those meeting customers or those who

FUTURE PROSPECTS

have to liaise with other departments in a
big firm. Someone who is business minded
or can motivate staff is just as valuable to
the firm as the paper qualifications he
brings and these are essential ingredients

electronics is bright and the quiet but
effective revolution taking place around us
is the technology revolution. That was one

when seeking promotion.

Lecturing or assisting in laboratories at
numerous universities,

Present pay scales for apprentices range

from £5,000 p.a. to £10,000 p.a. and for

very best in those fields.
There are also many opportunities to go

SALES
it is

etc.

overcome, improvements made, staff reorganised, sales figures improved etc. If you
are applying for your first job then it will

Such skills may not be as important
when working individually, servicing equipment or designing circuits. However,

even here there is a need to meet cus-

tomers as a service agent or to give a

presentation to get sponsorship for a
research project etc.

So an ability to get on well as part of a
team or lead a team is just as important as
professional qualifications.

CURRICULUM VITAE
Your curriculum vitae (CV) should be
typed with good margins and bold headings. Standard formats for writing CVs are

available from books in the library. The
format usually begins with personal details
of name, address, date of birth, etc. Other

sections would be: Education, Work experience, and Hobbies.

For this reason CVs should not be written as job descriptions. For instance if the
post is for selling radios, you should not

There is no doubt that the future of

of the main reasons why the Government
deregulated the telephone network, so
that competition would improve both the
product as well as the quality of service.

The sales of most electronic goods is
expected to increase. Perhaps the ones
which will increase the most are computers,
radio telephones and entertainment equip-

ment. Other systems like defence, avia-

tion and medicine will have a greater
penetration of technology, as will industrial robotics.

All this will mean that more engineers
will be required to design, plan, manufacture and install. But most of all, service engineers will be required. Even in a throw
away society it will be necessary to fault
down to at least panel level before something can be thrown away.

Other items

like cars

and washing

machines have had a low penetration of electronic circuitry but this
is being redressed with some very

merely state where you sold radios pre-

clever fuel management systems in cars
and electronic programmes in washing
machines etc. The future of electronics

viously but show how any problems were

then is quite bright.
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U200 Digital read-out
soldering station.

Now an industrial soldering
range with greater flexibility,
greater compatibility
A new family of soldering irons from Antex.
A245 45 watt soldering iron, for use with Antex U100 and U200
soldering stations. (Works equally well with Weller EC2000 and
2100 soldering stations).

A545 24 volt 45 watt "In -handle" adjustable temperature soldering
iron 200° to 450°C, for use with U500 power supply unit.

A718 18 watt fixed Temperature iron. Mains inputs - 220/240v;
110/115v; or 100v - or 24v for use with U500 power supply unit.
All models available with or without fume -extraction tubes.

Range of 12 SMT desoldering bits fit all irons

A 245 soldering iron - with ft
without fume extraction
standard or static

Three new soldering stations, each with Antex quality and
innovation.

dissipative housing.

U100 Soldering Station adjustable temperature without
read-out.

U200 Digital read-out Soldering Station.

U500 Power Supply Unit - 24 volts AC, 50 watt output for
powering 24 volt soldering irons.
All three soldering stations are available in standard
polycarbonate (meets requirements of DOD 2000) or
static -dissipative housing.
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For further information,
please contact:

r\ nnnn
ANTEX
Antex (Electronics) Ltd, Dept. EE, 2 Westbridge Industrial Estate,
Tavistock, Devon PL19 ODE. Telephone: (0822) 613565.
Telex, 9312110595 AE G. Fax: (0822) 611598.
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ACTUALLY
L

-by Robert Penfold

millimetre diameter types. This obviously
leaves plenty of gaps, and you will often

wish to produce holes of sizes that fall
within these gaps.
The standard solution is to make a hole
slightly smaller than that required, and to
then enlarge it to the correct diameter
using a tool called a "reamer." Some sets
of chassis punches are supplied complete
with a matching reamer, but they are also
available separately.

A reamer is a conically shaped tool
having a number of cutting blades running the full length of the cone. At the fat
end of the device there is some form of
handle or a bar, so that it can be inserted

into a hole in a panel and rotated with
considerable force if necessary. Rotating
the tool results in the blades cutting into
the edge of the hole, steadily enlarging it

N LAST month's Actually Doing It article
I we considered the tools that are essential (or virtually so) when constructing

Next the Allen key is used to tighten
the blade further, which forces it into the
panel, and eventually right through it.

electronic projects. This month we will

The chassis punch assembly then comes

consider tools that are in the highly useful category, rather than an essential part
of project building.
The number of potentially useful tools
for this type of thing must be extremely

away from the panel, leaving the required hole. The blade must be un-

rough result, with raised "lips" to the

screwed so that the washer -like piece of

filed

metal removed from the panel can be
removed from the screw, leaving the

indeed, as they permit round holes of

large, and we will consequently only

device ready for the next hole.

consider those that are likely to be used a

Although you might think that this

fair amount in general project construction work.

rather crude method would produce a
somewhat mangled panel with a very
rough hole, in most cases it actually

PUNCH-UP

produces very neat results. In fact
it mostly seems to produce higher

A common problem when building
projects is having to make large cutouts
in cases, chassis, etc. As pointed out last
month, this type of cutting can be under-

taken with the aid of a miniature file.
This enables holes of any shape to be
produced, and even quite large cutouts
can be made. However, it is not a particularly fast way of tackling the job. It

quality results than any of the alternative
methods. Bear in mind though, that most
chassis punches are only intended for use
on aluminium panels, or thin steel types.
If you use a punch on a panel that is
too thick and (or) too hard, it is quite

likely that it will jam in place before it

in the process.
Reamers tend

to

produce

slightly

finished hole. However, these are easily
away. Reamers are very useful
practically any size to be produced
reasonably easily. They tend to work best
with aluminium and most plastic cases not steel types.

A QUICK NIBBLE
Large irregular shaped cutouts can be
quite awkward to produce. A coping saw

or fretsaw fitted with a metal cutting
blade is much quicker and more precise
than using a miniature file. You need to
be quite skilful with one of these saws in
order to get it absolutely right first time
though. Whether using a file or a saw, it
is probably best to cut just inside the line
marking the perimeter of the cutout. Then

make even moderate sized cutouts.

breaks right through the panel. Removing
it could be a difficult job which might not
leave the case in serviceable condition.

For round holes that are too large to
be drilled (i.e. more than about 10 to
12 millimetres in diameter), a chassis
punch is probably the best tool. To be

have always found these punches
to be perfectly satisfactory with plastic
cases made from one of the softer types
of plastic. With some of the harder plas-

Probably the quickest and easiest way
of making cutouts of this type is to use a
tool called a "nibbler" (sometimes rather
quaintly called a "hand nibbler"). These

strictly accurate, chassis punches are not
restricted to round holes. A few types for
producing square and rectangular holes
are produced, but you'are unlikely to use

tics there would be a high risk of the

vary somewhat in design, but they are
mostly scissor type tools which punch

these.

GOT IT TAPERED
Although chassis punches are excellent tools, they are relatively expensive.
Even so, it is well worthwhile investing in

requires a lot of slow and careful filing to

A chassis punch works in the manner
shown in Fig.1. First a guide hole for the

bolt must be drilled. Then the chassis
punch assembly is fitted in place, and the

threaded cutting blade is tightened by
hand.

I

punch tending to crack or even shatter

use a file to enlarge it to precisely the
right size and shape.

out a small rectangle of the case or panel
each time they are operated.

the case.

a small set of good quality punches if
finances will permit this. A typical set
would include 16, 18, 20, 25, and 30

Using one of these tools you can
therefore literally nibble into the edge of a
panel. Cutouts within a panel (rather

than at one edge) can be made by first
drilling a suitable hole in the panel, so as
to make an edge within the panel that can
be nibbled into.

Allen Key -\

Allen Screw

Panel

Cutting Blade

Fig. 1. Chassis punches are excellent for producing holes
of around 12 to 40mm diameter
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A reamer can be used to enlarge holes to the required
size.
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circuits are a different matter. You have
to pull all the pins or leads free simul-

Where they are suitable, tools of this

sometimes the only solutions to difficult

type probably represent the quickest and
easiest way of making cutouts. You can

situations. They can be used to hold cases
and panels in place while they are drilled

cut through aluminium and thin sheet

and filed, or perhaps to hold things to-

steel at a surprisingly fast rate.

gether while glue sets.

They do have their limitations though.
One of these is simply that it is not possible to make cutouts having genuinely
curved edges. This is simply because the
nibbler cuts in a series of short straight
lines. However, you can get something
approximating to a curved edge, which
can be tidied up later using a round or

It is worth investing in a few of these
when funds permit, but note that for
electronic project construction it is only

half round file.
The main limitation is that they are not

current context.

pins. The body of the component will then
fall away, permitting the pins to be easily

suitable for small cutouts. This is not a
major drawback since small cutouts can
be handled quite well using a miniature

GETTING IN TRIM
If you are interested in radio construction it is likely that you will need to do a

desoldered one at a time.

file. It is large cutouts that are usually the
most difficult, and where nibblers are at
their best. Bearing in mind the reasonably
low cost, these tools make an extremely
worthwhile addition to the toolbox.

fair amount of core adjustment on various
types of radio frequency transformer.
In order to undertake this type of thing a

MINI DRILLS
In many of the larger electronic component catalogues you will find miniature
electric drills listed, together with matching power supply units, drill stands, etc.
These drills are not of great use for
general project work, but are invaluable if
you get into producing your own printed
circuit boards.
The average d.i.y. printed circuit board
has one hundred or more holes of about
0.8 to 1.5 millimetres in diameter, which
must be positioned with great accuracy.
A full-size electric drill tends to be rather

large and cumbersome for this type of
thing (although fitting one in a proper
stand partially alleviates this problem).

Very small drill bits of about one mil-

the small to medium size clamps that you
will need (i.e. capacities of up to about 50
millimetres). The larger types, which are
much used in carpentry, boat building etc.,

will be expensive and of little use in the

proper set of trimming tools is required.
tempting to simply use a small
screwdriver, but this is a mistake.
The first problem is that the metal
It

is

screwdriver will tend to alter the inductance of the coil. The setting of the core
may be correct while the screwdriver is in

place, but as the blade is removed, the
inductance of the coil will be shifted away
from the correct value. Proper trimming
tools are made of materials that avoid this
effect.

The second problem is that of the
wedge shaped screwdriver blade tending
to crack the brittle cores. This can easily
result in the cores becoming jammed in
place, probably rendering the coil useless.
If you are going to undertake construction
of more than the occasional project that
includes radio frequency transformers, a
set of trimming tools should be regarded

limetre in diameter are not recommended
for use in hand drills. They tend to be very

as essential.

slow going even when drilling through
quite thin material, and are almost in-

DESOLDERING

variably very short lived (about 5 holes per
drill!).
If you are going to undertake more than

a small amount of do-it-yourself printed
circuit board construction, then one of
these drills, complete with a matching
stand and power supply, could reasonably
be regarded as essential. Otherwise, there
is probably no point in buying one.

GETTING TO GRIPS
The use of G -clamps is something that
will not be needed very often, but they are

Desoldering is an important part of
project construction that is often overlooked. Ideally you should always get

things right first time, but in reality at least
occasional mistakes will be made and have
to be corrected. Also, from time to time a
faulty component will need to be removed
from a circuit board and replaced.
Components having two or three leads
are not usually too difficult to remove. You
can simply apply the bit of the iron to each
joint in turn, pulling each lead free of the
board as you go. Multi -lead and multi -pin
components, particularly d.i.l. integrated

A hand nibbler provides a quick means of making large
cutouts.
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taneously.

Prevention is better than cure, and it is

advisable to be especially careful to fit
integrated circuits the right way round in
the first place. It is also advisable to
use holders wherever possible. You then
merely need to unplug the device and refit
it the right way round.
If the device to be removed is known to

be a "dud", the simplest approach is to
use wire clippers to cut through all the

If the device must be removed intact,
then some desoldering equipment will
be needed. With the solder completely
removed from every joint, the component
should easily pull free from the board.

A cheap method for occasional desoldering is to use the special braid that is
available. This is a sort of copper string
that is impregnated with flux. If the braid
and a soldering iron are applied to a joint,
the braid will soak up the solder, hopefully
leaving a nicely desoldered pin or leadout.

This method usually works quite well
provided the iron and braid are removed
together. The main problem is that heat
tends to travel up the braid quite fast, leaving you with hot fingers unless everything
is carried out fairly swiftly.

DESOLDERING TOOLS
The alternative method is to use some
form of suction style desoldering tool. The

simplest tool of this type

is

a simple

rubber bulb and nozzle device. The bulb is
squeezed in order to remove most of the
air, and the nozzle is then placed against
the molten solder. Next the bulb is rapidly

released, causing the molten solder to
be sucked into the bulb. These devices
are quite cheap, but in my experience
it is difficult to release the bulb with
suitable rapidity while keeping the nozzle
accurately in place.

There is a more sophisticated form of
suction tool, and these have a spring loaded piston mechanism. You depress a

plunger to cock the device, place the
nozzle next to the molten solder, and then

press a button to trigger the unit. These
devices cost only a few pounds each, and
are usually very effective. This is a tool that
is more than a little useful to have in the
electronics workshop.

The piston -type of desoldering tool.
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Constructional Project

POCKET
TONE DIALLER
CHRIS WALKER -

A Dual Tone Multi -Frequency
dialler to speed up dialling and

send control tones

service and then keying in their personal
details on the DTMF keypad. Also, most
new telephone answering machines can

MANY modern telephones feature a
numbered keypad which produces

delightful bleeps as the buttons
are pressed. These musical tones signal

be instructed to replay recorded messages

the number being "dialled" to the tele-

down the 'phone line by calling -in and

phone exchange. Tone dialling is faster then

sending a sequence of DTMF tones from

the older loop -disconnect or pulse dialling
method which originated with the mechanical rotary dial telephones.
The tone signalling system used is called

any other telephone.

The Mains Appliance Remote Control
(MA RC) Phone -In article in last month's
Everyday Electronics makes use of these
tones to enable the householder to phone

"Dual Tone Multi -Frequency", or DTMF
for short. In addition to improved dialling

home and switch on lights and central
heating etc. just in case he should find

speed, DTMF tones can be used to access
the ever increasing number of facilities on
offer by telephone -related companies.
Customers can, for example, check the

himself unexpectedly caught away from the
house.

Many private and public phones still in

balance of their bank or credit card account by calling a computerised enquiry

with such instruments, it is necessary to use

a separate tone generator which is held
close to the telephone mouthpiece. The
tones are picked -up by the mouthpiece and
sent along the line in the normal way.

This article describes the construction of
the "Pocket Tone Dialler" a pocket -sized
audible DTMF tone generator.

FREQUENCIES

Each row of keys on the telephone

keypad

is

assigned a

different "Low -

Group" tone frequency, as listed in Table
1. Similarly, each column has a unique
"High -Group" frequency.
When a button is pressed, the high -group
and low -group frequencies appropriate to
that particular button are mixed together

to form the composite DTMF tone. For
example, pressing key 5 generates two
tones of frequency 770Hz and 1336Hz.

use, however, use pulse dialling. In order to

exploit the full potential of DTMF tones

Fig 1. Functional diagram and, inset, pinout details for the DTMF tone generator
integrated circuit.
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Each key, therefore, has its own characteristic pair of tones which are separated by
the DTMF receiver at the signal's destination. The receiver then only has to identify
these two frequencies in order to recognise
which digit is being transmitted.
The actual frequencies used were chosen

because of the low probability of finding
such combinations of frequencies in the
human voice. This reduces the risk of ordinary speech being mistaken for DTMF
tones.

SYSTEM
FUNCTION

Table. 1: DTMF Frequency Allocation

Frequency 1209 1336
697

1

2

3

770

4

5

6

852

7

8

9

0

#

*

941

The Pocket Tone Dialler is centred
around the MV5087 integrated circuit.
This advanced device performs all the

High Group

1477

in Hz

Low
Group

functions required for DTMF tone generation.

A functional diagram of this chip

is

shown in Fig. I along with the d.i.l. pinout.
The XMITR and MUTE outputs are not
used, along with the Single Tone Inhibit
input.
The ROW and COLUMN inputs connect to a telephone style keypad wired in a

Fig. 2 (right). Digitally generated sine
waves.

Fig. 3 (below) Complete circuit diagram for the Pocket Tone Dialler

4 -by -3 matrix. When a button is pressed
the chip proceeds to generate two digitised
sine waves which correspond to the high

TR1

and low group frequencies for that par-

6

ticular key.
The timing signal for the entire system is
derived from a 3.579545 quartz crystal con-

05548

b

C1

100u

IC1

nected between pins 7 and 8. Two digital to -analogue converters change the digitised

MV5087

waveforms into "stepped" or "staircase"
sine waves which are then mixed together

171

13

82
100

and presented at the output, pin 16.

Since the output has been generated
by the addition of two digitised approximate sine waves, it too will be a stepped
waveform similar to that shown in Fig. 2a.

1.51

540

7r4

X1

3.579545 MHz

PILT'ERIAIG
If the tone generator was being used in
a telephone which involved direct connection to the telephone network, it would be

necessary to process the output through
a low-pass filter to remove the high frequency components which are present in
a stepped waveform. The result would be
similar to that shown in Fig. 2b.
However, because the Pocket Tone

Dialler is only acoustical& coupled to a
telephone, such filtering is not necessary.
One reason for this is that the loudspeaker
used to generate the tones has a limited
frequency response and will tend to
suppress the high frequency components in
the output.
The microphone in the telephone

*X°

°X°
0

*X°

SWITCHES SI TO S12
(EEI936GI

Resistor R2 is present to dissipate some
excess output power to reduce the volume
emitted from LSI. This results in a volume
which allows the "tone dialler" to be held

amongst other factors, on the conditions
under which the loudspeaker is mounted.
The value of resistor R2 may be changed
slightly to compensate for this, if necessary,

directly over the mouthpiece of the tele-

although most DTMF systems are very

phone whilst tones are generated.

tolerant of wide variations in signal level.

The exact volume produced depends,

No ON/OFF switch is provided as the

mouthpiece will have a similar frequency
response. In addition, the telephone unit
itself contains frequency limiting filters
which will

help remove the harmonics

before they leave the telephone.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

The full circuit diagram for the Pocket

DTMF Tone Dialler generator is shown in
Fig. 3.

The keypad consists of twelve

s.p.s.t. switches (SI to SI 2) wired in a
matrix fashion. This item is purchased as a
single unit, the conductive -rubber type con-

tacts found in cheaper keypads are perfectly adequate.

The tone output from pin 16 of ICI is
buffered by transistor TR I, wired as an
emitter -follower. Current is coupled via
d.c. blocking capacitor Cl into the coil of
loudspeaker LSI.
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standby current for the circuit is under
I µA. It is easy to insert a switch in one of
the battery leads from B1 if constructors
think that there may be a risk of the keys
being accidentally pressed in a pocket or
handbag.

CONSTRUCTION
A small printed circuit board (p.c.b.) is
used to simplify construction. This board is
available from the EE PCB Service, code
EE729. The layout of components on this

board and the full size track pattern are
given in Fig.4.

The p.c.b. was designed to fit over the
magnet of the loudspeaker, making efficient use of space within the case. It is,
obviously, important to insulate the underside of the board to prevent short-circuits
on the metal loudspeaker frame; a piece
of card is used for this purpose in the
prototype.
It is recommended that a I6 -pin d.i.l.
socket is used for ICI, rather than soldering the device directly to the board. The i.c.
should not be inserted into this socket until
the very end of construction.
Due to lack of space, it may be necessary to lie the quartz crystal, X1 , flat on the
board. Try not to overheat the crystal when
soldering.
It will be found more convenient to

solder the flying leads from the keypad,
loudspeaker and battery onto terminal pins

This project was originally designed for

in the p.c.b. rather than directly to the

use with the MARC Phone -In mentioned at

copper pads.

held ABS box measuring 110mm x 68mm x
33mm, complete with a PP3 battery compartment which forms a neat enclosure.

the start of this article. This system has
proved to be very reliable and extremely

COL COL. COL.

The entire circuit can be housed in any
small case. The prototype uses a hand-

2

3

2

3

ROW 1

useful; it brings peace of mind to know that

4

5

6

ROW 2

your empty house looks occupied if you

7

8

9

ROW 3

1

KEYPAD
LAYOUT

TESTING

should be caught away from home.
The designer's unit has taken up
residence in the glove -box in the car so that
it is always ready for use at public

ROW 4

0

If your local exchange has been updated

pay -phones.

to accept DTMF dialling then you can
hold the Pocket DTMF Tone Dialler over
the telephone mouthpiece and use it to dial
a number. If you have not used tone diall-

CUT-OUT
FOR LS1

ing before then you may be surprised to
find out just how fast the system is.

TR1
0.-1

B1+VE
TO KEYPAD

COL

3

1-0,

a
M.

COL .1

COL 2
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R1

II
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150
100
Both 0.6W metal film
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See
SHOP
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100[1 elect, 35V Page

11
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Semiconductors
TR1
IC1

BC548 npn silicon, general
purpose
MV5087 DTMF generator

[EE729

Miscellaneous
3.579545MHz quartz crystal
S1 to S12 12 -key telephone style
matrix keypad
LS1
64 ohm speaker approx.
57mm diameter
B1
PP3 9V battery
Printed circuit board, available from EE
PCB Service, code EE729; plastic case,
X1

110mm x 68mm x 33mm; 16 -pin d.i.l.
socket; terminal pins; battery clip; connecting wire etc.

Approx cost
guidance only
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Fig. 4. Printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil master pattern.
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REPORTING
AMA'
Tony Smith G4FAI
ANNUAL REPORT

main activities as:

Mobile Radio with 23,115 licences,
produced just over £11 M, a paradoxical
and thought -provoking statistic! The
report is available, free of charge, from
The Librarian, Radiocommunications

a) regulating the use of radio equipment,

Agency, Room 605A, Waterloo Bridge

The

annual

report

of

the

DTI's

Radiocommunications Agency for the
year 1989-90 describes the Agency's
in particular by licensing its use, investigating interference and enforcing
relevant legislation;
b) participating in international fora
dealing with radio spectrum management matters;
c) seeking to ensure that

all

United

Kingdom users, manufacturers and
installers of radio equipment comply
with relevant European Community
measures and with the relevant provisions of international agreements to
which the UK is a party ... ;

d) developing policy for, and planning
and regulating use of, the radio fre-

House, Waterloo Rd, London SE1 8UA.

EXAMINATION FEES
The Radio Society of Great Britain has

increased the cost of the 12 w.p.m.
amateur morse test, which it administers
for the DTI, to £13.00. Starting in 1991
the RSGB will also be responsible for the
new Novice 5 w.p.m. Morse test.
The new Novice Licence Examination
will be administered by The City & Guilds
of London Institute, and the exam fee will
be £8.95. The first examination will probably be held in the late Spring of 1991.

quency spectrum, the GSO and other
earth orbits by all non -government

WHERE WILL THE NEXT HAM
COME FROM?

users of radio equipment in the UK

An interesting letter from Sheldon Harvey, Secretary of the Association of North

except where otherwise agreed;
e) monitoring the radio frequency
spectrum as an aid to its management,

enforcement, and ensuring freedom

American Radio Clubs, appears in the
November 1990 issue of the Canadian
Amateur Radio Magazine ( rCA). He is

from harmful interference;
an
appropriate
gramme for R&D.

circulating an article under the title Where
Will The Next Ham Come From?to the 18
SWL clubs in his Association, referring to

f) maintaining

pro-

In the space available it is only possible to mention a few items, but the 43
page report goes into detail on all these
activities which, in one way or another,

the problem the amateur radio com-

have some impact on amateur radio.
In the year under review the Radio In-

into a store and pick it up on the spot
... With a pastime, they want to start

vestigation Service continued in its efforts to enable authorised radio users to
operate without undue interference. Its
stated priorities are to tackle interference
which could endanger lives, and to help

right away. That is something you cannot do with amateur radio, with courses,
licenses, etc, that can take three to nine

those whose business operations are dis-

rupted as a result of interference. Only
after these are dealt with, says the Report,

can the R IS deal with other complaints.
During the year, 302 successful convictions were obtained and 400 warning letters sent. The greatest number of convictions were for unlicensed broadcasters on
radio, with 138; CB AM 73; CB FM 56,
while amateur radio was at the bottom of
the list with just 3.
There were 349 requests received from
householders, who paid the standard fee

of £21, for visits to diagnose the cause
of broadcast reception difficulties, and
3,138 reports of possible illegal transmitters and other interference sources were
also received.

The Report reveals just how much
money accrues to the government in

munity has in recruiting new members.

"Everybody," he says, "wants things
right away these days. They want to go

months or even longer.

"I look at this as an outsider and say,
'Let's turn the clock back a bit and see
what got people interested in ham radio
through shortwave listening.' My theory
is that we have come full circle and that

now the feeding ground for amateur
radio can again be shortwave listening;

and until the bridge is made between
these two groups, the number of amateur
operators will continue to decline.
"By amateur radio operators promoting shortwave listening as well as

amateur radio, you will naturally draw
people into both hobbies. Shortwave
listening is something you can start

is

a means of gener-

Myles Mustoe, a teacher who is also a
shortwave listener, offers some intriguing
alternative possibilities.

Concerned about the results of National Geographical Society surveys of
high school students around the world,
which found a poor level of knowledge
of world geography and current events,

he founded !MAST, the International
Monitoring Association of Students and
Teachers. This promotes a system of
learning in schools using shortwave radio

as a learning tool, linking SWLing with
geography, history, languages,
munications, current events, etc.

com-

GUIDANCE FOR TEACHERS
He also wrote a guidebook, Shortwave
goes to School - a Teacher's Guide to

Using Shortwave Radio in the Classroom, giving guidance and instruction on
implementing his system. This includes
an Introduction to shortwave radio;

Shortwave radio's classroom potential;
Developing a shortwave learning centre;
and activity cards.
There are 44 suggested activities, such
as

Comparing shortwave news with

your newspaper; Identifying foreign languages; The country of the week;
Discovering music, World place names;
Corresponding with shortwave stations,
and so on. The activities are intended to

develop the skills of students and to
interest them in learning about the world,
its people, places and events. At the same
time they are taught about radio itself and
the technical aspects of the medium.
The system has apparently been
adopted by many schools throughout the
USA, although Sheldon Harvey reports in
his Listening to the Wry/c/column in rcA
that his own efforts to interest schools in

Canada in the system have been less
successful. It has, however, been part of

the curriculum of one School Board in
Ottawa for over a year, commencing in
their schools at grade six level, and "is

SHORTWAVES IN SCHOOLS

progressing very well"

This

is

Shortwave

interesting proposition.
listening used to be the

an

traditional way into amateur radio but
few newcomers seem to take that route

another £5M coming from Telecom,

sideband telephony which was not
resolvable on the then average shortwave
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SWLing really

ating interest in amateur radio, an
American schools programme devised by

immediately."

return for licences issued. At 31st March,
1990, a total of 230,946 individual
licences produced nearly £16M with

Mercury, the BBC and the IBA. CB had
the largest number of individual licences,
80,477, worth £990,000; Amateur Radio
was the next largest, with 59,625,
producing £726,000, while Private

Current initiatives such as the RSGB's
Project YEAR (Youth into Electronics via
Amateur Radio) are aimed at young
people still at school, but these have an
exclusive amateur radio emphasis and are
not concerned with shortwave listening
as a specific activity. Assuming that

today.

It

went out of fashion when

amateurs changed from a.m. to single
broadcast receiver. Nowadays there are

a good number of general coverage
receivers capable of resolving SSB so
Sheldon Harvey may well have a point.

In a limited way I can, myself, vouch
for the value of international broadcasts
in the classroom. Some long time ago,
when in the RAF,
attended French
classes, in what was then Malaya, and
I

every week as part of the course we
listened on shortwaves to Radio Siagon's
"French by Radio". We had printed
material to accompany the lessons, and
these broadcasts from French IndoChina (now Vietnam) were undoubtedly
the highlight of the week.
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audible warning device. The transistor
section will be a standard "transistor as a
switch" circuit, again, obtained from a
book or a magazine.

You decide (wisely) that the viability
of a pulse tone section will be thought

PROJE
DEVELOPME
Orr
FOR

about later when the basic circuit sections

are working. You also decide to get the
monostable working using an I.e.d. in the
output before adding the transistor stage
and buzzer. This technique enables you to
check individual sections as you go along.

In this way you can isolate any fault and
pinpoint the section it is in.

An entry in your diary will look something like this:
Date: 24th January, 1991

GCSE

Title: Elderly Person's Alarm.

In this, the third of a six -part
series, a GCSE asees or looks at
the development work involved in
building a project.
SUMMARIZING from last month, you

switches too. It is better to reach the stage

have decided on the need for a

where you know in detail what you will
require and order everything at once. Of

project involving some personal interest. You have examined several ways of
making it and have done some basic tests
on the circuits. In the light of these tests,
you have eliminated all but one way.
You have written a specification and
have made sure that your chosen design
lends itself to evaluation on at least three
points involving measurements. This is all
written up in your diary.
Note that, as yet, you have only thought
about outline circuits. You have been

course, you cannot be sure how the mercury switch will behave in practice so you
can't delay too long before obtaining one.
A further point is that a small bulb can
be used in place of the buzzer as a temporary measure. This is kinder on the ears,
especially where other students are using
audible devices!

Work on a breadboard so that com-

school.

ponents may be changed as required. The
best type of breadboard is one with a small
number of holes well spaced out. Some are
too fiddly for simple project development.
It is better to use a battery for the supply
rather than a mains -operated one - there

Devising a circuit

will be less of a problem in the event of
an accidental short-circuit. If you do use

getting some advice as to whether any
proposed circuit would be within your
capability and within the resources of the

Now is the time to start thinking about

a mains -operated power supply, make sure

the actual circuit needed. Consider our fictitious Elderly Person's Alarm introduced
last month. Begin by drawing a block diagram in your diary like this:

that the output is fitted with a low -value
fuse, 500mA will probably be sufficient.

From your own thoughts, by asking
your teacher and by researching books and

Object of today's work: Preliminary investigation to see if this basic monostable circuit is sound (see Fig. I).

What I did: This circuit, using a 555
timer as a monostable, was tried as a
basis for the alarm. When the mercury tilt -switch contacts "make", current
flows from battery, Bl, to the rest of the

circuit. Capacitor CI and resistor RI
determine the time during which ICI is
on (pin 3 high). While IC1 output is on,
the 1.e.d. (representing the audible warn-

ing device), DI, will be on. After a time,
the monostable switches off and with it
thel.e.d.
What happened: I found that the circuit

did not trigger reliably - sometimes it
worked sometimes it didn't. I referred to
555 timer data sheets and discovered
that the i.c. needs to be triggered by a

low pulse to the trigger input, pin 2.
Before next session I intend to find out
how the 555 timer can be triggered at
the instant of switching on.
I also found that the operating time

was much too short - about three
seconds. To correct this, I will try
varying the values of Cl and Rio This
will also be investigated next time.

Evaluation of today's work: Circuit is
basically sound but the timing is too
short and triggering unreliable.

Things to try next time: Increase operating time. Improve triggering.

Input
(mercury switch)

Process
circuit

Output
(buzzer)

Before the next practical session you
would then look up the 555 timer in more
detail. You will need to look at books and

have further talks with your supervisor.
Your next diary entry might look some-

Timer

thing like this.
Date: 28th January, 1991

Development work

magazines, you devise a circuit using a

Don't be too hasty in placing an order
for components with an outside supplier.
If the school has a mercury tilt -switch,
so much the better. If not, don't bother

bipolar 555 timer as a monostable, a single
transistor to amplify the output current and
an audible warning device. The monostable
circuit will probably be standard and just a
copy of part of a published design.

ordering one for the time being - you
can simulate its action by simply touching

two wires together! This goes for other
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The input device will be the mercury
switch and the output transducer the

Object of today's work: To achieve a
longer operating time and, perhaps, to
improve triggering.
What I did: Firstly, I increased the value
of capacitor CI keeping resistor R1 constant and tabulated the 'times obtained. I
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no reason why you should want to. I have
seen students time and time again scrapping all their previous work because they

C3

have thought of something "better" - or
changed their hobby! Only if you think

47p

you are coming to a dead end should you
MERCURY TILT
SWITCH

131
V

EESIIM

By the way, if for some reason you do
need to start again don't scrap all your
diary notes. They are part of the complete

22p
I

consider large-scale changes now.

story and should be supplied at the end
with everything else together with an explanation of why you decided to make the

I

change.

Fig. 1. Preliminary investigation to see if the basic monostable circuit for an Elderly

Person's Alarm is sound
then increased the value of RI keeping
CI constant and did similarly. Each time,
I triggered ICI with the battery left connected, by touching a wire from the trig-

Date: 30th January, 1991

ger input, pin 2, to the low (OV) line.

And so on. The following entry will

(RI = 100k)

CI
i.t

22

(CI = 221.1)

Time

R1

Time

(s)

(k)

(s)

100

3

3

470

12

11

1000

28

470

54

2200

64

1000

120

4700

136

47

5

Object of today's work: to try the improved triggering circuit below (Fig. 2):

Remember, if the examining board required an outline plan beforehand, you
would need to re -submit any new project
specification for approval once again and

this would hold you up. Any changes
which do not affect the outline specification do not, of course, need approval.

show the adding of the transistor output

Group effort

stage and trials using the buzzer itself. Your
diary will soon begin to look like a

Making the same circuit as someone else
is asking for trouble and must be avoided.
Circuits having the same specification may,

working document and show a gradual
progression from humble beginnings to a
final operating circuit. Note that your

knowledge of electronics need only be

of course, be built by two students but
they should not use the same circuit and
must have a fundamentally different ap-

basic. It is far more important to recognize
problems and seek ways of putting them
right.
Referring to books, magazines, data
sheets and talking to people is all part of
your expected research. It is not something

proach.

I can obtain the time required by using

to be "covered up" but to be freely

a high value for capacitor Cl. How-

acknowledged.
I will now relate the sad tale of a student
who was severely colour-blind. He used all

individual cope with problems and solve
them as they occur. Such assessment is

100

ever, it then becomes large and bulky. It
would be better to use a large value for
resistor RI and a small one for Cl. The

specified time of one minute will be
achieved using R1= 2M2 and CI = 221.1.
In the final version I shall probably use

a preset variable resistor for R1 so that
the timing can be adjusted.

I had no time to improve the triggering.

Looking in textbooks, asking around and

thinking about the problem further, you
discover that only a very short low pulse
is needed for IC1 to be triggered. This
could be achieved by connecting a small
value capacitor and a resistor in the manner

shown below. On switching the circuit on,
the voltage across C2 and hence at the
trigger input will be zero. This triggers the
i.c., capacitor C2 then charges and the volt-

age across it rises - the trigger pulse is
then removed.

kinds of ways of identifying colour -coded

resistors to avoid asking his teacher or
anyone else for help. When the problem
was eventually noted, it turned out that he

thought that he would lose credit by asking his teacher for assistance with the
colours!

Colour-blindness is fairly common and
even those with normal vision sometimes
find difficulty distinguishing between yellow and orange, red and brown and so on
- especially on very small resistors. There
is a difference between asking for general
assistance and suggestions to help you to
proceed and showing dependence on your
teacher to solve problems for you.

Change of direction
At this stage, you should resist any
temptation to change direction. So long as
your circuit is developing steadily there is

Fig 2 Improving the Warm" circuit by changing the values of R1/C1 and adding a
resistor and capacitor to the i. c. trigger pin 2

Similarly, students may not work together (although you can discuss you circuit with a fellow student or anyone else)

- only individual work is allowed. Your
teacher needs to see exactly how you as an

impossible

if two or more students are

working together.

Initiative
To illustrate practical problem -solving, I

remember a student who devised a circuit in two sections - a door alarm with
delay. The idea was that when the door
was opened, a magnetically -operated reed

switch would trigger the circuit. However,
the alarm would not sound until there had

been a short delay. This was to allow
time for the user to disarm the system by
pressing a hidden switch. The student duly

developed the circuit - firstly the alarm
section then the timer.

Both sections worked perfectly as individual circuits on the breadboard. The
problem was that when the two parts were
connected together and operated from the
same battery, the circuit as a whole would
not work.
His eventual solution was to isolate the
two sections using a relay and a separate
battery for each. There was then no
electrical connection between the two.

This would be frowned on by a professional designer but not by his teacher or by
me. This candidate was using his initiative
and achieved the specification albeit in a
rather crude way. At times your little
electromagnetic friend (the relay) can get
you out of trouble!

That's all for this month. Next time we

shall look at further trials on the working Elderly Person's Alarm while still
on a breadboard and its realization into
soldered -up form.
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ROBOT9

.

VIP

Nigel Clark

measure the size of the object they are

The company also supplies what it
calls an experimental table, which is
designed to demonstrate the use of
inputs and outputs from the system.
A photo -electric sensor is available to
provide some input. There is also a

carrying.

vision system.

good example and Alfred is developing

The maximum reach is 610mm and
they can lift up to 1kg. The waist

starting at about £2,000 for the ER III by

similar powers of resilience.
Alfred was originally designed by Alan
Green and Dave Doughty and they set up
Robot City Technology in Milton Keynes

through 165 degrees, elbow 260 degrees, wrist pitch 260 degrees and the

to develop it. That company ran into difficulties and Green and Doughty moved
onto Research Development Associates
taking Alfred with them.
Last year RDA ceased producing
Alfred and it has now been taken up by

structions from a teach pendant which
can be used to operate the Scorbot directly or to write and edit programs off-

ALFRED THE RESILIENT
Some robots refuse to die. While there

have been a number which have come
and gone, despite in many cases, very
good engineering, there are others which
might suffer temporary hiccups in supply
but keep coming back. The Armdriod is a

Hadenhill

Systems

of

Bedford.

The

position of Green and Doughty with
Hadenhill was not known at the time of
going to press.
Everyday Electronics has a soft spot for

the little robot arm with five axes plus
gripper as plans for an early version were
printed in the magazine a few years ago
(now unobtainable). Now it can lift a

maximum of 110gms with a maximum
reach of 330mm. It is powered by d.c.
motors with toothed belt transmission.
There is software for the BBCs, Archimedes and Amiga and even the Psion
Organiser will accept Logo packages

COMEBACK
Another arm making a comeback in
this country is the Scorbot ER III, the
Israeli -built device which used to be imported by Syke Automation. It is now
being sold by Boxford, a tool distributor
based in Halifax. The range being offered
has been expanded to include the ER V
and ER VII.

Boxford

distribute the
Scorbot after looking for a robot arm to
complete its flexible manufacturing sysdecided

to

tem. It was thought that the ER V best
suited its requirements and now forms
part of the system with CNC lathe and
milling machines.

The new Gryphon articulated arm
with five axes plus gripper from
Cybernetic Applications of
Andover, Hampshire.

Ail the Scorbot's have five axes and a
gripper and are powered by d.c. motors
with optical encoder control and toothed
belt transmission. The grippers have two
fingers and sensors which enable them to

moves through 310 degrees, the shoulder

wrist roll is unlimited.
The on -board controller can accept in-

line which can then be tested on the
robot.

The robots' own software, Scorbase,
is available in five different levels which
run on IBM or IBM-compatible micros.
Programs written on the pendant can be
down loaded to be stored on disk.

The highest level of the software is
intended to emulate a variety of industrial

robotic functions including defining a
position in terms of XYZ co-ordinates,
absolute or relative, and the control of
a complete manufacturing work cell.
Utilities allow programs written in other
languages such as Basic, C and Pascal, to
be run.

WORK CELL
As well as the pendant there are a

All this comes for a range of prices
itself and going up to almost £22,000
for the flexible manufacturing system.
In between there is a wide range of
prices depending on the complexity of
the work tasks that the robot is capable
of performing.
For example the ER III system, in-

cluding controller and software up to
level three is almost £3,000. The ER V
system including controller, software to
level five, user manual and advanced
terminal software costs in the region of
£5,000.

ARTICULATED GRYPHON
Meanwhile Cybernetic Applications
is maintaining its position as one of the
few companies still creating new robot
arms. The latest is an articulated arm

with five axes plus gripper. Known as
Gryphon it appears to be a sturdier
version of the same company's Mentor having a reach of 600m against
Mentor's 420mm and the same lifting
capacity of 1kg.

However, Cybernetic says that the
similarity

is

only in appearance, The

provided by stepper motors

number of accessories to enhance the use

drive

of the robots. A work cell can be built up
with a rotary table, conveyor and gravity

instead of d.c. servos and the electronic
control of the system is of a higher
order providing a repeatability of 0.5mm
against Mentor's 2mm.
The new design is the result of Irish
educational establishments announcing

feeder.

Scorbot can be mounted on a sliding
base 120cms long and the gripper can
be replaced by one of a group of four
pneumatic end effectors which can be
used for lifting objects, spray painting

is

that they intended to buy robot arms

and issuing specifications of the device

and material dispensing. There is also an
adaptor for picking up round objects.

they would require. As none of the

equipment using two extra motors to be

placing orders for arms but the new

controlled at the same time.

device has still been put on the market.
As with the others in the range
Gryphon operates under the Walli

The controller can deal with up to
eight motors simultaneously allowing

existing Cybernetic range of five arms
fitted the bill a new one was created.
Unfortunately the Irish have delayed

system, can be controlled by its onboard processor or connected to an IBM

PC and works in network with other
Cybernetic machines. If working under
its on -board processor instructions can
be entered by teach pendant as well as a
simulator, a small model of the arm, the

movements of which are replicated by
the larger machine.
All this comes

for
of about £4,000 with

basic price
extra for the

a

simulator and the control pendant.
Cybernetic has also been upgrading

its Walli operating system so that instructions can be accepted in any language which will then be translated into
executable code for carrying out work
commands. This expands the number

of devices which can be added to the
Cybernetic network, particularly vision
systems.
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EL
AMPLIFIERS FROM

oplorp2AMFOg
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment
is amateur. professional or you are just fascinated by
this unique area of electronics SUMA DESIGNS has
a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic
surveillance equipment for over 12 years and you can
be sure that all of our kits are very well tried, tested
and proven and come complete with full instructions,
circuit diagrams, assembly details and all high quality
components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all transmitters are tuneable and can be
received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

The UK Distributor for the
complete ILP Audio Range

UTX Ultra -miniature room transmitter. Smallest room transmitter kit in

the world! Incredible 10mm a 20mm including mic, 3-12V operation, 500m
£15.95
range

MIX Micro -miniature room transmitter. Best selling micro -miniature
room transmitter. Just 17mm x 17mm including mic, 3-12V operation, 1000m
£12.95
range

STX High-performance room transmitter. High performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and range. Measures

BIPOLAR AND MOSFET MODULES
The unique range of encapsulated amplifier
modules with integral heatsink.
HY30

15W Bipolar amp

HY60

30W Bipolar amp

HY6060
HY124
HY128
HY244

£12.35

HY248

£12.35
£25.90
30W Stereo Bipolar amp
60W Bipolar amp (4 ohm) £20.25
60W Bipolar amp (8 ohm) £20.25
120W Bipolar amp (4 ohm) £26.80

HY364

HY368

M0S128
M0S248
M0S364

22mm a 22mm including mic 6-12V operation, 1500m range

120W Bipolar amp (8 ohm) £26.80
180W Bipolar amp (4 ohm) £41.95
180W Bipolar amp (8 ohm) £41.95
60W Mosfet amp
£43.10
120W Mostet amp
£49.60
180W Mostet amp
£79.95

PLATE AMPLIFIERS
Bipolar and Mosfet modules with the same
electronics as above amplifiers housed in a
different extrusion without heatsink.
£21,30
HY6060P 30W Stereo Bipolar amp
60W Bipolar amp (4 ohm) £15.80
HY124P
60W Bipolar amp (8 ohm) £15.80
HY128P
120W Bipolar amp (4 ohm) £21.45
HY244P
120W Bipolar amp (8 ohm) £21.45
HY248P

£14.95

VT500 High -power room transmitter. Powerful 250mW output providing
excellent range and performance. Size 20mm x 40mm, 9-12V operation. Range
£15.95
3000m

VXT Voice activated room transmitter. Triggers only when sounds are
detected. Very low standby current, variable sensitivity and delay with I.e.&
indicator. Size 20mm k 67mm, 9V operation, 1000m range
£18.95
QTX180 Crystal controlled room transmitter. Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180MHz and requires the use of a
scanner receiver or our QRX180 kit (see catalogue). Size 20mm x 67mm, 9V
£39.95
operation, 1000m range

SCRX Subcarrier scrambled room transmitter. Scrambled output from
this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder connected to
receiver. Size 20mm k 67mm, 9V operation, 1000m range
£21.95

SCDM Subcarrier decoder unit for SCRX. Connects to receiver earphone

180W Bipolar amp (4 ohm) £27.75
HY368P
180W Bipolar amp (8 ohm) £27.75
MOS128P 60W Mosfet amp
£38.85
£42.45
M0S248P 120W Mosfet amp
C70.90
M0S364P 180W Mosfet amp
HY364P

socket and provides decoded audio output to headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm,
£21.95
9-1 2V operation

HVX400 Mains powered room transmitter. Connects directly to 240V a.c.
£18.95
supply for long term monitoring. Size 30mm a 35mm, 500m range
ATR2 Micro size telephone recording interface. Connects between tele-

Note: These modules require additional heatsinks

phone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape automatically as
phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm. Powered from
£12.95
line

POWER SUPPLIES
Comprising toroidal transformer and DC board to
power the ILP amplifier modules.

mitter kit available. Incredible size of 10mm 0 20mm. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All conversations transmitted.
£14.95
Powered from line, 500m range

£11.55
Pre-amplifier
£20.60
PSU212 1 or 2 HY30
PSU412 HY6060, HY124, 1 or 2 HY60 £23.15

UTLX Ultra -miniature telephone transmitter. Smallest telephone trans-

PSU542 HY248

£29.30

TLX700 Micro -miniature telephone transmitter. Best selling telephone

PSU552 M0S248
PSU712 HY244(2)

£31.60

PSU422 HY128

£25.35

PSU722 HY248(2)

£34.75

transmitter. Being 20mm k 20mm it is easier to assemble than UTLX. Connects
to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. AU conversations
£12.95
transmitted. Powered from line, 1000m range

PSU432 MOS128

£26.55

PSU732 HY364

£34.75

STLX High-performance telephone transmitter. High power telephone

PSU512 HY244, HY128(2)

£28.20

PSU742 HY368

£37.00

PSU522 HY124(2)

£28.20

PSU752 M0S364. M0S248(2)

£37.00

PSU532 M0S128(2)

£29.30

£33.65

PRE -AMPLIFIER MODULES
These encapsulated modules are now supplied
with 0.1" pin connectors for direct mounting into
pcb/veroboard
HY6-1
HY66-1
HY83-1

£9.80
£16.55

Mono pre -amplifier
Stereo pre -amplifier
Guitar pre -amplifier with overdrive and reverb

09.25

POWER SLAVES
These cased amplifiers are supplied assembled
and tested in 60 and 120 watt Bipolar or Mosfet
versions.
US12

US22

60 watt Bipolar (4 ohm)
120 watt Bipolar (4 ohm)

£81.95

£90.95

£111.95

US32 60 watt Mosfet
US42 120 watt Mosfet

022.95
Access

Prices include VAT and carriage

CD600 Professional bug detector/locator. Multicolour bargraph readout
of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity used to

detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFIRM mode to
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals
£49.95
such as pagers, cellular, taxis etc. Size 70mm x 100mm, 9V operation

* * * SPECIAL * **
DLTX/DLRX Radio control switch. Remote control anything around your
home or garden, outside lights, alarms, paging system etc. System consists of
a small VHF transmitter with digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder
and relay output, momentary or alternate. 8 -way d.i.l. switches on both boards
set your unique security code. TX size 45mm 0 45mm, RX size 35mm 0 90mm.
Complete system (2 kits) £49.95
Both 9V operation. Range up to 200m
£18.95
Individual transmitter DLTX
£36.95
Individual receiver DLRX

A build-up service is available on all of our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques, PO's or registered cash. Please add £1.50

AKI

Quantity prices available on request

Write or phone for free Data Pack

Jaytee Electronic Services
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254 Fax: 0227 365104
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transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches automatically with phone
use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. Size 22mm k 22mm,
£15.95
1500m range
TKX900 Signalling/tracking transmitter. Transmits a continuous stream of
audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for signalling or tracking purposes. High power output gives range up to 3000m. Size 25mm k 63mm, 9V
£21.95
operation

per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque clearance.
Overseas customers send sterling bank draft and add £5.00 per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcome on 0827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE NEW
SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO FIRST CLASS
STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRC's.

SUMA DESIGNS

THE WORKSHOPS
95 MAIN ROAD
BAXTERLEY, Nr ATHERSTONE
WARWICKSHIRE CV9 2LE

0827
714476
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gm TESTING & TEST GEAR as

ERVIIICS

RIIIIRECT IS

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK
Steve Money
ratai
The principles of operation of the various types of test
instrument are explained in simple terms with a minimum
of mathematical analysis. The book covers analogue and
digital meters, bridges, oscilloscopes, signal generators,
counters, timers and frequency measurement. The practi-

The books listed have been selected as being of special
interest to everyone involved in electronics and computing.
They are supplied by mail order direct to your door. Full
ordering details are given on the last book page.

cal uses of the instruments are also examined.

Everything from Audio oscillators, through R, C & L
measurements (and a whole lot more) to Waveform Generators and testing Zeners. A truly comprehensive book for
the hobbyist, student, technician and engineer
206 pages
Order code PC109
£8.95
HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC 2nd EDITION

Jack Darr and Dalton T. Horn
Describes electronic tests and measurements -how to
make them with all kinds of test equipment, and how to
interpret the results. New sections in this edition include
logic probes, frequency counters, capacitance meters,
and more. (An American book.)
19U pages
Order code T2925
£9.05

MORE BOOKS NEXT MONTH-MORE BOOKS NEXT MONTH
AUDIO & MUSIC

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER
R.A. Penfold

This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of

SYNTHESIZERS FOR MUSICIANS
R. A. Penfold

INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO
Ian Sinclair

Modern synthesizers are extremely complex, but they
mostly work on principles that are not too difficult to
understand. If you want to go beyond using the factory
presets or the random poking of buttons, this is the book
for you.
It covers the principles of modern synthesis -linear
arithmetic as used by Roland, phase distortion (Casio),
Yamaha's frequency modulation, and sampling -and
then describes how the instruments are adjusted to produce various types of sound -strings, brass, percussion,

Digital recording methods have existed for many years and
have become familiar to the professional recording engineer, but the compact disc ICD) was the first device to bring
digital audio methods into the home. The next step is the
appearance of digital audio tape (DAT) equipment.
All this development has involved methods and circuits that
are totally alien to the technician or keen amateur who has

etc. The theoretical side of synthesis is treated in an easy

hensible to today's computer engineer than the older

to understand way -the technical information being
restricted to what you need to know to use your instrument effectively.
168 pages

Order code PC105

£6.95

disc and magnetic recording and electronic music.
£3.95
Order code BP111
320pages

and diodes. Circuit testing is covered in Chapter 3, with
subjects such as voltage, current and continuity checks
being discussed.

In the main little or no previous knowledge or experience is
assumed. Using these simple component and circuit testing
techniques the reader should be able to confidently tackle
servicing of most electronic projects.
Order code BP239
£2.95
96 pages

previously worked with audio circuits. The principles and
practices of digital audio owe little or nothing to the traditional linear circuits of the past, and are much more compre-

generation of audio engineers.
This book is intended to bridge the gap of understanding for

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER
R.A. Penfold

the technician and enthusiast. The principles and methods
are explained, but the mathematical background and theory
is avoided, other than to state the end product
128 pages

AUDIO
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Analysis of the sound wave and an explanation of
acoustical quantities prepare the way. These are followed by a study of the mechanism of hearing and
examination of the various sounds we hear. A look at
room acoustics with a subsequent chapter on microphones and loudspeakers then sets the scene for the
main chapter on audio systems-amplifiers, oscillators,

limited experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the basics of analogue and digital multimeters, discussing the relative merits and the limitations of the two types. In Chapter 2
various methods of component checking are described, including tests for transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors

Order code PC102

This book is primarily intended as a follow-up to BP239,
(see above), and should also be of value to anyone who
already understands the basics of voltage testing and

£5.95

simple component testing. By using the techniques
described in chapter 1 you can test and analyse the performance of a range of components with just a multime-

MAKE MONEY FROM HOME RECORDING

Clive Brooks

Now that you've spent a fortune on all that recording
gear, MIDI and all, wouldn't it be nice to get some of it

ter (plus a very few inexpensive components in some
cases). Some useful quick check methods are also

back? Well here's the book to show you how,
It's packed with money making ideas, any one of which

covered,
While a multimeter is supremely versatile, it does have
its limitations. The simple add-ons described in chapter 2

will recoup the price of the book many times over.
Whether you have a fully fledged recording studio at

extend the capabilities of a multimeter to make it even
more useful. The add-ons described include an active r.f.
probe, a high resistance probe, an a.c. sensitivity booster, and a current tracer unit.

home, or just a couple of stereo cassette recorders and a
microphone, you'll be able to put the ideas in this book
into practice and make money.
105 pages
Order code PC104
£5.95

84 pages

Order code BP265

£2.95

TEACH -IN THEORY & REFERENCE
ai

THE ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS 4th EDITION
Rufus P. Turner and Stan Gibilisco

With more than 27,000 terms used in electronics today,
this collection is THE most comprehensive dictionary
available. Including all practical electronics and computer terms, it is as up-to-date as the latest advances in the
field itself! Tables and data on subjects most often consulted for projects and experiments are included. Other

conversion tables include English/metric and metric/
English conversions for units of measurement of energy,
power and volume, and FahrenheiVCelsius temperature
conversion charts.

Setting this edition apart from other electronic dictionaries is its emphasis on illustration. Featuring more
than complete definitions, this fourth edition includes
over 450 detailed drawings and diagrams.
All entries are listed in alphabetical order. Abbrevia-

tions and initials are listed in sequence with whole
words. All terms of more than one word are treated as
one word. (An American book.)
648 pages

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No.4

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

Mike Tooley BA
(published by EE in association with PC Publishing)

This book is an invaluable source of information of
everyday relevance in the world of electronics. It
contains not only sections which deal with the essential
theory of electronic circuits, but it also deals with a wide
range of practical electronic applications.
It is ideal for the hobbyist, student, technician and
engineer. The information is presented in the form of a
basic electronic recipe book with numerous examples
showing how theory can be put into practice using a

range of commonly available "industry standard"
components and devices,
A must for everyone involved in electronics!
256 pages
Order code DATA
ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN 88/89-

£8.95

INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS

Mike Tooley BA (published by Everday Electronics)
A complete course that can lead successful readers to
the award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory
Microprocessors (726/303). The book contains everything you need to know including full details on registering for assessment, etc.
Sections cover Microcomputer Systems, Microprocessors, Memories, Input/Output, Interfacing and
Programming. There are various practical assignments

and eight Data Pages covering the most popular
microprocessor chips.

An excellent introduction to the subject even for
those who do not wish to take the City and Guilds
assessment.
80 pages (A4 size)
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Order code 11-88/89

£2.45

Temporarily out of print

ELECTRONICS- A "MADE SIMPLE" BOOK
G. H. Olsen

INTRODUCING DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (published
by Everyday Electronics)
Michael J. Cockcroft
Although this book is primarily a City & Guilds Introductory level course (726/301 ), approximately 80% of the information forms a very basic introduction to electronics in
general, it therefore provides an excellent introductory text
for beginners and a course and reference book for GCSE
students.

Full details on registering for C&G assessment, details of
assessment centres, components required and information
on the course in general are given.
The City & Guilds introduction to module 726/301 reads:
"A candidate who satisfactorily completes this module will
have a competence to identify basic components and digital integrated circuits and connect them together to form
simple working circuits and logic units." This provides an
excellent introduction to the book
112 pages (A4 size)
Order code T14
£2.95
ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No. 3 - EXPLORING
ELECTRONICS (published by Everyday Electronics)

This book provides excellent background reading for our
Introducing Digital Electronics series and will be of interest
to everyone studying electronics. The subject is simply explained and well illustrated and the book assumes only a
very basic knowledge of electricity.
330 pages
Order code NE10

£4.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory,
and "cut -and -tried" methods which may bong success
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A strong

practical bias-tedious arid higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible and many tables have been
included.

The book is divided into six basic sections: Units

and Constants, Direct -current Circuits, Passive Components, Alternating -current Circuits. Networks and Theorems, Measurements.
Order code BP53
256 pages
£3.95

Owen Bishop

Another EE value for money publication aimed at students of electronics. The course is designed to explain
the workings of electronic components and circuits by
involving the reader in experimenting with them. The
book does not contain masses of theory or formulae but
straightforward explanations and circuits to build and
experiment with.
Exploring Electronics contains more than 25 useful
projects, assumes no previous knowledge of electronics
and is split into 28 easily digestible sections.
88 pages (A4 size)

Order code T13

£2.45

MICROELECTRONIC SYSTEMS N2 CHECKBOOK
R. Veers

The aim of this book is to provide a foundation in
microcomputer hardware,

software and interfacing
techniques. Each topic is presented in a way that assumes
only an elementary knowledge of microelectronic systems
and logic functions. The book concentrates on 6502, 280
and 6800 microprocessors and contains 60 tested
programs, 160 worked problems and 250 further problems.
Order code NEO4N
£8.95
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TEACH -IN, THEORY & REFERENCE
PRACTICAL DIGITAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK
Mike Tooley (Published in association with Everyday Electronics)
The vast majority of modern electronic systems rely heavily
on the application of digital electronics, and the Practical
Digital Electronics Handbook aims to provide readers with
a practically based introduction to this subject. The book
will prove invaluable to anyone involved with the design,
nianufacture or servicing of digital circuitry, as well as to
those wishing to update their knowledge of modern digital
devices and techniques. Contents: Introduction to

integrated circuits; basic logic gates; monostable and
bistable devices; timers; microprocessors; memories; input

and output devices; interfaces; microprocessor buses.
Appendix 1: Data. Appendix 2: Digital test gear projects;
tools and test equipment; regulated bench power supply;
logic probe; logic pulser; versatile pulse generator; digital
IC tester; current tracer; audio logic tracer; RS -232C
breakout box; versatile digital counter/frequency meter.

Appendix 3: The oscilloscope. Appendix 4: Suggested
reading. Appendix 5: Further study.
£5.95
Order code PC100
208 pages

The first chapter gives full constructional details of a circuit
demonstrator unit that is used in subsequent chapters to
introduce common electronic components -resistors, capacitors, transformers, diodes, transistors, thyristors, fets and op
amps. Later chapters go on to describe how these components are built up into useful circuits, oscillators, multivibra=
tors, bistables and logic circuits.
At every stage in the book there are practical tests and
experiments that you can carry out on the demonstrator unit
to investigate the points described and to help you understand the principles involved. You will soon be able to go on
to more complex circuits and tackle fault finding logically in
other circuits you build.
Order Code PC103

Home computers may easily be applied to the control of
model railways and really quite sophisticated control, which

needs only simple programming, is not too difficult to

achieve. The main problem lies in interfacing the computer
to the layout, but fortunately it is not too difficult or expens-

ive to build suitable interfaces, and this book shows you
how.

The projects consist of various types of controller, including
a high quality pulse type, as well as circuits for train position
sensing, signal and electric points control etc. The use of
computers does not have to be restricted to massive layouts.
Something as simple as an oval of track with a single siding
can be given a new dimension by adding computer control
and much fun can be had from these relatively simple setups.

88 pages

£2.95

Order code BP180

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS HANDBOOK

Michael Tooley BA
This book aims to explode two popular misconceptions concerning the design of electronic circuits: that only those with
many years of experience should undertake circuit design
and that the process relies on an understanding of advanced
mathematics. Provided one is not too ambitious, neither of
these popularly held beliefs is true.

Specifically, this book aims to provide the reader with a
unique collection of practical working circuits together with
supporting information so that circuits can be produced in
the shortest possible time and without recourse to theoretical texts.

Furthermore, information has been included so that the
circuits can readily be modified and extended by readers to
meet their own individual needs. Related circuits have been
grouped together and cross-referenced within the text land
also in the index) so that readers are aware of which circuits
can be readily connected together to form more complex
systems. As far as possible, a common range of supply

As a bonus, ten test gear projects have been included.
These not only serve to illustrate the techniques described

1441101.40

but also provide a range of test equipment which is useful in
its own right.
Order code NE05 £14.95
277 pages

Hiendttoo*

AUDIO IC CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston

design engineers and technicians. This manual is a guide

to the most popular and useful of these devices, with
over 240 diagrams. It deals with i.c.s such as low frequency linear amplifiers, dual pre -amplifiers, audio
power amplifiers, charge coupled device delay lines,

11
REMOTE CONTROL HANDBOOK

Owen Bishop
Remote control systems lend themselves to a modular
approach. This makes it possible for a wide range of systems, from the simplest to the most complex, to be built

Section 4: Considers particular limits to the electrical
parameters when compiling the tables.
Section 5: Illustrates package outlines and leadouts.
Section 6: Consists of a surface mounting device markings
conversion list.

Temporarily out of print

192 pages

selection of European, American and Japanese digital
i.c.s. Also includes details of packaging, families, functions, manufacturer and country of origin
256 pages
Temporarily out of print

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Helps the reader to find possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese transis-

tors. Also shows material type, polarity, manufacturer
and use
320 pages

Order code BP85

£3.50

CHART OF RADIO, ELECTRONIC,
SEMICONDUCTOR AND LOGIC SYMBOLS
M. H. Banani, B.Sc.(Eng.)
Illustrates the common, and many of the not -so -com-

mon, radio, electronic, semiconductor and logic symbols
that are used in books, magazines and instruction
manuals, etc., in most countries throughout the world.
Chart

Order Code BP27

£0.95

OPTOELECTRONICS CIRCUITS MANUAL

A vast range of audio and audio -associated i.c.s are
readily available for use by amateur and professional

1

Section 2: Tabulates in alpha -numeric sequence the
comprehensive specifications of over 1400 devices.
Section 3: Tabulates the devices by case type.

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular

voltages, signal levels and impedances has been adopted.

Electronic
Circuits for the
Computer
Control of
Model Railways

compiled so as to be of maximum use to all electronics
engineers, designers and hobbyists.
Section 1: Covers component markings, codings and
standards, as well as explaining the symbols used.

£5.95

CIRCUITS & DESIGN
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF
MODEL RAILWAYS
R.A. Penfold

TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE

This unique guide offers a range of selection tables

ELECTRONICS -BUILD AND LEARN
R. A. Penfold

120 pages

IDENTIFICATION

bar -graph display drivers, and power supply regulators,
and shows how to use these devices in circuits ranging
from simple signal conditioners and filters to complex
graphic equalizers, stereo amplifier systems, and echo/
reverb delay line systems etc.
£11.95
168 pages
Order code NE13

R. M. Marston

A useful single -volume guide to the optoelectronics
device user, specifically aimed at the practical design
engineer, technician, and the experimenter, as well as
the electronics student and amateur. It deals with the
subject in an easy -to -read, down-to-earth, and non mathematical yet comprehensive manner, explaining
the basic principles and characteristics of the best known
devices, and presenting the reader with many practical
applications and over 200 circuits. Most of the i.c.s and
other devices used are inexpensive and readily available
types, with universally recognised type numbers.
£12.96
Order code NE14
182 pages

up from a number of relatively simple modules. The
author has tried to ensure that, as far as possible, the cir-

cuit modules in this book are compatible with one

another. They can be linked together in many different
configurations to produce remote control systems tailored to individual requirements. Whether you wish simply to switch a table lamp on and off, or to operate an
industrial robot, this book should provide the circuit you
require.
226 pages

Order code BP240

13.95

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and
transformers. Practically every possible type is discussed and calculations necessary are given and explained in detail. Although this book is now rather old,
with the exception of torroids and pulse transformers
little has changed in coil design since it was written.
96 pages

Order Code 160

£2.50

HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold

OPTOELECTRONICS
CIRCUITS MANUAL

The aim of this book is to help the reader to put together
projects from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of

trial and error, but without resorting to any advanced
mathematics. Hints on designing circuit blocks to meet
your special requirements are also provided
128 pages

Order code BP127

£2.25

50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM
SILICON AND ZENER DIODES
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applications, covering many different branches of electronics,

using one of the most simple and inexpensive of
components-the diode. Includes the use of germanium
and silicon signal diodes, silicon rectifier diodes and
Zener diodes, etc.
64 pages

Order Code BP36

£1.50

KEY TECHNIQUES FOR CIRCUIT DESIGN
C. G. Loveday C.Eng MIERE

Deals with designing electronic circuits from scratch
covering concepts such as target specifications, component selection (passive, discretes and i.c.$), the design
cycle, derating and so on. Numerous design examples

are given and several reader exercises all with fully
worked solutions. The approach is essentially non mathematical.
128 pages

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS - BOOK 1
R. A. Penfold.

Each project, which is designed to be built on a "Vero bloc" breadboard, is presented in a similar fashion with a
brief circuit description, circuit diagram, component layout diagram, components list and notes on construction
and use where necessary. Wherever possible, the components used are common to several projects, hence
with only a modest number of reasonably inexpensive
components, it is possible to build in turn, every project
shown. Recommended by BICC-Vero.
160 pages

Order Code BP107

£2.95

BOOK 2 - All projects use CMOS i.c.s but the items on
component identification etc., are not repeated from Book 1
£2.25
160 pages
Order code BP113
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Order code BM1

£6.95

DESIGNING WITH LINEAR ICs
G.C. Loveday

A book that deals with the design of the vital area of
analog circuitry covering design with modern linear
integrated circuit devices. The first chapter introduces
the reader to important design techniques, test
strategies, layout, and protection and also includes a
section on the use of a typical CAD tool. There are separate chapters that cover in depth the use of op -amps,
comparators and timers each with detailed design examples and reader exercises. A final chapter brings all the
previous work together in a number of complete design
problems with fully worked solutions. The text is essentially non -mathematical and is supported by many diagrams.
£8.75
Order code BM3
180 pages

A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER
E. A. Parr, B.SC., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.

Starts by designing a small computer which, because of
its simplicity and logical structure, enables the language
to be easily learnt and understood. The shortcomings are
then discussed and the reader is shown how these can
be overcome by changes and additions to the instruction
set. In this way, such ideas as relative addressing, index
registers, etc., are developed.
£1.75
Order code BIM
96 pages

POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 1
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Each book provides a wide range of designs for electronic enthusiasts who are capable of producing working

projects from just a circuit diagram without the aid of
detailed construction information. Any special setting -up
procedures are described.
£2.95
Order code BP80
BOOK 1 760 pages
Order code BP98
£2.95
BOOK 2 160 pages
CMOS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
Written for the professional engineer, student or

enthusiast. It describes the basic principles and characteristics of these devices and includes over 200 circuits.

All the circuits have been designed, built and fully

evaluated by the author; all use inexpensive and internationally available devices.
112.95
Order code N E12
187 pages
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PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BOOK 1

Published by Everyday Electronics
with Magenta Electronics.

in association

Contains twenty of the best projects from previous issues
of EE each backed with a kit of components. The projects
are: Seashell Sea Synthesiser, EE Treasure Hunter, Mini
Strobe. Digital Capacitance Meter, Three Channel Sound

to Light, BBC 16K Sideways Ram, Simple Short Wave
Radio, Insulation Tester, Stepper Motor interface, Eprom
Eraser, 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter, Infra Red Alarm,
Bat Detector, Acoustic Probe,
EE Equaliser Ioniser,

Mainstester and Fuse Finder, Light Rider- (Lapel Badge,
Disco Lights, Chaser Light), Musical Doorbell, Function
Generator, Tilt Alarm, 10W Audio Amplifier, EE Buccaneer
Induction Balance Metal Detector, BBC Midi Interface,
Variable Bench Power Supply, Pet Scarer, Audio Signal
Generator.
128 pages

Order code EP1

£2.45

graphic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s
£2.50
80 pages
Order code BP121

HOW TO GET YOUR
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING

Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build

R. A. Penfold

We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly, or at all, when first switched on. The aim
of this book is to help the reader overcome just these
problems by indicating how and where to start looking
for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects
96 pages

Order code BP110

0. Bishop
These projects range in complexity from a simple colour
temperature meter to an infra -red laser. There are novelties such as an electronic clock regulated by a resonating
There are scientific measuring instruments such as a pH

Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit
board designs from magazines and books and covers all
aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-

meter and an electro-cardiometer. All projects have a
strong scientific flavour. The way they work, and how to
build and use them are fully explained.
144 pages
Order code BP104
£2.95

nents, valves and semiconductors, CB and amateur
radio.
266 pages

£6.95

Order code NE08

Anyone can switch on a short wave receiver and play
with the controls until they pick up something, but to find
a particular station, country or type of broadcast and to
receive it as clearly as possible requires a little more skill

and knowledge. The object of this book is to help the

reader to do just that, which in essence is the fascinating
hobby of radio DXing.

Order code BP91

£1.95

A TV-DXERS HANDBOOK
R. Bunney

Roger Bunney is probably one of the leading
authorities in this country on the subject. Includes
many units and devices which have been designed
and used by active enthusiasts, and often, consider-

able ingenuity and thought have gone into the

development of such units to overcome individual
problems. A practical and authoritative reference to
this unusual aspect of electronics.
Order code BP176

128 pages

112 pages

Order code No. 227

£1.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R.A. Penfold

This book describes in detail how to construct some simple and inexpensive but extremely useful, pieces of test

equipment. Stripboard layouts are provided for

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE 2nd EDITION
John Breeds

This book is now firmly established as a leading study
manual for satellite TV installers, technical colleges who
run City & Guilds courses, and training schools in major
companies. It will be invaluable to anyone who wants to

all

designs, together with wiring diagrams where appropriate, plus notes on construction and use.
The following designs are included:- AF Generator,
Capacitance Meter, Test Bench Amplifier, AF Frequency

Meter, Audio Millivoltmeter, Analogue Probe, High
Resistance Voltmeter, CMOS Probe, Transistor Tester,
TTL Probe. The designs are suitable for both newcomers
and more experienced hobbyists.
Order code BP248

£2.95

DIIIRECT

set up a dish receiver.
It covers all aspects of satellite dish installation: Instal-

AV INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING
R. A. Penfold

112 pages

form of simple projects.

104 pages

RADIO, TV, SATELLITE
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO -9th EDITION
Gordon J. King
Radio signals, transmitters, receivers, antennas, compo-

the electronic projects that are regularly featured in
magazines and books. Also includes examples in the

£2.50

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE PROJECTS

spring, and an oscilloscope with solid-state display.

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold

£5.95

lation of indoor unit, Geostationary satellites, Site survey, Dish assembly, Signal polarisation, Setting up the
dish, Polar mount dish, TV downlead and relay cable and
F -connectors, EIRP footprint contours, Trouble -shooting
guide, Glossary of terms and Useful addresses.
£11.95
Order code JB1
56 pages (large format)

(A Division of Wimborne Publishing Ltd.)
NEWNES SHORTWAVE LISTENING HANDBOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UQW

Part One covers the "science" side of the subject, going
from a few simple electrical "first principles", through a
brief treatment of radio transmission methods to simple
receivers. The emphasis is on practical receiver designs
and how to build and modify them, with several circuits
in the book.
Part Two covers the use of sets, what can be heard, the

TO ORDER

Please state the title
and

order

print

code

various bands, propagation, identification of stations,

clearly,

sources of information, QSLing of stations and listening
to amateurs. Some computer techniques, such as cornputer morse decoding and radio teletype decoding are
also covered.
£12.95
224 pages
Order code NE16

and add the required

your

name and address
postage to the total
order.

Add 75p to your total order for
postage and packing (overseas
readers add £1.50 for countries
in Europe, or add £2.00 for all

rt LEVISJON
Guido
SA lilt In-instailetion

countries

outside Europe,

sur-

face mail postage) and send a
PO, cheque or international
money order (£ sterling only)
made payable to Direct Book
Service quoting your name and

COMPUTING

address, the order code and

SERVICING PERSONAL COMPUTERS -2nd EDITION

Mike Tooley BA
The revised and enlarged second edition contains a new

chapter on the IBM PC, AT, TX and compatibles. It is
essential for anyone concerned with the maintenance of
personal computer equipment or peripherals, whether
professional service technician, student or enthusiast.
240 pages (hard cover)

Order code NE15

£25

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
BBC MODEL B MICRO
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Written for readers wanting to learn more about programming and how to make best use of the incredibly

quantities required to DIRECT
BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL

£1.95

See next month's issue for another
three page selection of books.

powerful model B's versatile features. Most aspects of
the BBC micro are covered, the omissions being where
little could usefully be added to the information provided
by the manufacturer's own manual.
144 pages

AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold

No previous knowledge of microprocessors or machine
code is assumed. Topics covered are: assembly language and assemblers, the register set and memory,
binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, addressing
modes and the instruction set, and also mixing machine
code with BASIC. Some simple programming examples
are given for 6502 -based home computers like the VIC20, ORIC- 1/Atmos, Electron, BCC and also the Commodore 64.
112 pages

Order code BP147

J. W. Penfold

Covers such items as monitors, printers, disc drives,
cassette recorders, modems, etc., explaining what they

are, how to use them and the various types and
standards. Helps you to make sure that the peripherals
you buy will work with your computer.

208

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS
R. A. Penfold

Although books are normally

Provides details of the various types of modem and their

suitability for specific applications, plus details of connecting various computers to modems, and modems to
the telephone system. Also information on common
networking systems and RTTY
96 pages

Order code BP177

£2.95

£2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

80 pages

Order code BP139

Temporarily out of print

THE PRE -BASIC BOOK
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.ENG., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Another book on BASIC but with a difference. This one
does not skip through the whole of the subject and
thereby leave many would-be programmers floundering
but instead concentrates on introducing the technique by
looking in depth at the most frequently used and more
easily understood computer instructions. For all new and
potential micro users
192 pages

Order code BP146

MERLEY, WIMBORNE,
DORSET, BH21 1RW (mail order
only).
HILL,

£2.95

sent within seven days of receipt

of your order, please allow a
maximum of 28 days for delivOverseas readers allow
extra time for surface mail post.
ery.

Please check price and availability
(see latest issue of Everyday
Electronics) before ordering from
old lists.

Note-our postage charge

is the same for one book or
one hundred books!
Everyday Electronics, March 1991
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Now!

C EILEMODO
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CI Cr Trilarfirr

Nothing to
stop you
owning a
Cricklewood
catalogue

--

GO

Now free!!
(Whilst stocks last)One of the most comprehensive components catalogues in
the business.

Ll\iii

AEI

Over 13,000 different components from all over the world, the Cricklewood r

1 9"

Catalogue is a must for the hobbyist and professional. Simply write, phone, fax
or telex for a free copy

90's decade
first edition
free

ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK
FAST AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY
PERSONAL SERVICE
VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES,
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED -/
NO MINIMUM ORDER

Orders accepted by credit card

RACK CASES

* Suitable for instruments. high quality amplifiers and many other
applications that demand strength and professional finish * New
improved construction and finish * Black anodised aluminium front
panels * Separate front mounting plate, noticing screws visible on
me front and the side of the enclosure * Heavy gauge front panel is
of brushed aluminium finish enhanced with two professional handles
* With ventilation slitsand plastic feet * Rear box manufacturedfrom
1 1mm steel finished in black. Rack mounting or freestanding Comes
in quick assembly flat package
Panel Size Rear Box
H
Order Cade W H (inch) W
U112
U212
U312
U412

17x 1 5.12 2 5kg

19x3.5
19x5.25

17x 3 Ox 12 3 3kg
17x5 Ox 12 4.059
17146 5x12 4 6kg

19.70

Price

24.95
29.75
31.95
34.95

Please add £3.00 P&P for the first item and El 50 for each
additiOnal item

Please add VAT to above prices

VISA

D `"3"'

19 x 1 75

Overseas orders welcome

-"M

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD, 40 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON NW2 3ET
TEL: 081-450 0995/452 0161 FAX: 081-208 1441 TELEX 914977
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YOUR VALUE FOR
HART AUDIO KITS
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI
HART KITS give you the opportunity

to build the very best engineered hifi equipment there is, designed by the leaders in their
field, using the best components that are available.
With a HART KIT you not only get more performance for
your money but also added free bonus of your own handson experience of modern electronic assembly. The HART

combination of innovative circuit techniques, sound engineering design and professional grade components is
your recipe for success in the quest for affordable ultimate
audio fidelity.
Telephone or write for your FREE LISTS giving full details
of all our Kits, components and special offers. Featured this
month is the' -

AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER

fitted with IEC mains input and output sockets. To make
assembly very easy all the wiring is even pre -terminated,
ready for instant use:

The standard amplifier comes with the option of a stereo
LED power meter and a versatile passive front end giving
switched inputs, and ALPS precision, low -noise volume and
balance controls. All inputs are taken to gold plated Phono
sockets and outputs to heavy duty 30 amp binding posts.
These are also available gold plated as an optional extra.

Another new option is the relay switched front end stage
which even gives a tape input and output facility. This
means that for use with tuners, tape and CD players, or
indeed any other 'flat' inputs the power amplifier may be
used on its own, without the need for any external signal
handling stages. For your special system requirements our
'Slave' and "monobloc' versions without the passive input
stage and power meter are also available.

All amplifiers fit within our standard 420 x 260 x 75mm
case to match our 400 Series Tuner range. The case and
front plate are finished in textured matt black with white
cleuttraecrivng and all pans are precision pri . punched for ac -

K1100 STANDARD Amplifier kit
Total cost of all parts is e503 56
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE ONLY,,.....
If Bargraph Power Meter not required Deduct
If Relay Input System required. Add ..
K 1100G Option with Gold plated speaker
terminals, Add
Kt 1005 SLAVE Amplif ier Kit
Total cost of all parts is E382 85

.

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the
flagship of our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your
ultimate h di system. This kit is your way to get f K performance for a few tenths of thecoct!
Featured on the front cover of Electronics Today International- this complete stereo power amplifier offers World
Class performance allied to the famous HART quality and
ease of construction. John Linsley Hoods comments on
seeing a complete unit were enthusiastic -

.

.

£428.02
E32.81

£39.43
£4.40

SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE ONLY..£325.42
El LOOM MONOBLOC Amplifier kit. Total cost of all parts
is £297.65
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE ONLY ...

"The external view is that of a thoroughly professional
piece of audio gear, neat, elegant and functional This
impression is greatly reinforced by the internal appearance.

which is redolent of quality. both in components and in
layout."

Each power amplifier channel has its own advanced
double sided PCB arid no less than four power mosfets,
directly mounted on the board for consistent predictable
performance. The sophisticated power supply features no
less than six separate voltage rails, all fully stabilised, and

the complete unit, using a toroidal transformer, is contained within a heavy gauge aluminium chassis/heatsink

QUALITY AUDIO KITS

£253.00
All HART kits are designed to the very highest standards
for easy home construction, and can be built by anyone
with reasonable manual ability. If you are still not convinced how easy it is to build it yourself with a HART kit
you can order the Instruction Manual to read for yourself
and we will refund the cost when you buy your kit!
1100CM Construction Manual. 20 + pages of step by step
assembly instructions, circuit diagrams and full pans identification list. £5.50
RLH11 Reprints of the latest 1989 articles £1.80
Our FREE LIST has further details of this kit as well as
our range of super quality tuners, ALPS precision pots and
tape recorder circuits. Send for your copy.

OdgiScLgSgilE394

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

('.

Do your tapes lack treble? A worn head could be the
problem. Fitting one of our replacement heads could
restore performance to better than new! Standard induc-

tances and mountings make fitting easy on nearly all
machines and our TC1 Test Cassette helps you set the
azimuth spot on. As we are the actual importers you get
prime parts at lower prices, compare our prices with other
suppliers and see! All our heads are suitable for use with
any Dolby system and are normally available ex. stock. We

also stock a wide range of special heads for home
construction and industrial users.

HS16 Sendust Alloy Stereo Head. high quality head with
excellent frequency response and hyberbolic face for good
tape contact
£17.86
HC40 NEW RANGE High Beta Permallow Stereo Head.
Modern space saver design gives excellent high -frequency

response with easy fitting and lower cost. Suitable for
chrome, metal and ferric tapes, truly a universal replacement head, with ample quality for hifi decks and cheap
enough for car players!
£6.65
HX100 Special Offer Stereo permalloy Head
£2.86
H.R.Pd373
Downstream Monitor Stereo Combination
£44.39
HQ551 4 -Track Record & Play Permalloy Head for auto reverse car players or quadraphonic recording
£16.79
See our list for our complete range of Cassette and Reel to - reel heads

TAPE RECORDER CARE PRODUCTS
HART TC1 TEST CASSETTE. Our famous triple purpose test cassette. Sets tape azimuth, VU level and tape
speed
£5.36
DEM1 Mains Powerea Tape Head
prevents noise on playback due to

Demagnetizer,
residual head
magnetisation
£4.08
DEM115 Electronic, Cassette Type, demagnetizer £8.61

Our new Autumn/Winter '90 price list is FREE. Send for
your copy now. Overseas customers welcome, please send
2 IRCs to cover surface post or 5 for Airmail
We now accept inland and overseas order by post or telephone on all Access, Master and Visa Credit Cards.
Please add pan cost of carnage and insurance as follows.
INLAND: Orders up to C20 - E1: Orders over E20 - f 2 50:
Next day C9. OVERSEAS:Please see
the ordering information
with our lists.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

t.

Order Code

PROJECT TITLE

PCB SERVICE
Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are available from
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully
drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing.
Add £1 per board for overseas airmail. Remittances should be sent to The

PCB Service, Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1JH. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to
Everyday Electronics( Payment in £ sterling only).

NOTE: While 90% of our boards are now held in stock and are dispatched within seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for delivery -overseas readers allow extra if ordered
by surface mail. Please check price and availability in the latest issue
before ordering. We can only supply boards listed in the latest issue.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.
PROJECT TITLE

Order Code

BBC Sideways RAM/ ROM
Multi -Chan Remote Light Dim
Relay/Decoder
Dimmer Board
Power Supply
Video Wiper
Tea Tune

NOV'87
JUN'88

JUL'88
AUG'88

Time Switch
Suntan Timer
Car Alarm
Breaking Glass Alarm
EPROM Eraser

Doorbell Delay
Infra -Red Object Counter Trans
Receiver
Display

SEP'88
'88
NOV'88
£9

8

as a
set

Seashell Sea Synthesiser

Downbeat Metronome
EPROM Programmer (On Spec)

8

D

Phasor

585

£4.10

601

£4.86
£3.07
£3.00
£6.75
£3.00

602
603
612
609
614
610
615
617
620
616
622
623
624
625
629
630
631

Monkey/Hunter Game
Continuity Tester
Sound -to -Light Interface
Midi Pedal
Midi Merge
Audio Lead Tester
Light Sentinel
Main Control Board
Remote Interface (4 boards)
4 -Channel Auto -Fade Interface

J N' :9
ron--3§

Pet Scarer

T

Electron A/D Interface
Spectrum EPROM Programmer
Bat Detector
Programmable Pocket Timer
Electronic Spirit Level
Distance Recorder
Treasure Hunter
Xenon Beacon
Probe Pocket Treasure Finder
Power Supplies - Fixed Voltage
Variable Voltage

R'89

v

A'':9''
,

'

9

JU ':9
JUL'89
AUG'89

634
619
637
639
640
641

632
633
642
644
645
628
647
648
649

Music on Hold
Power Supplies - 25V 700mA
30V 1A
EE Seismograph - Control
Detector
Lego/Logo & Spectrum

OCT'8'

Wash Pro

NOV'89

670
669
673/674
675
676

£3.94
£3.73
£4.22
£3.59
£3.18

672 & 678

£4 22
£4.47

661

Processor

662
663

Quick Cap Tester
Weather Station

DEC'89

JAN'90
FEB'90

21(

Rainfall/Sunlight Display

685

Rainfall Sen and Sunlight Sen

686/687
IVI AY '90

689
690

JUN"0

691

f4.95

692/693

£4.75

694
695
696

£6.61

697

£4 55

698

£3 94

699, 700

£10.95

701

E4.10

702
703
704
705
706
707

£5.20
£4.32
£5.25
£3.98

JUL'90

Pocket Tone Dialler
T . R'91
Battery To Mains Inverter
Simple Basic Alarm
Car Code Lock (pair)
Teach -In '91 Part 4 - Design Your Own Circuits
Sinusoidal Oscilator
8038 Oscillator
Waveform Generator (Teach -In '91 Project 4)

£4.78
£4.15

f5.78

708/709
710

£4.39
£10.90
£4.24
£3.93
£4.13

711

712
713
714
715

£4.21

£5.33

f5.03

717
718
719
720

£3.77
£3.83
£4.41

£3.24
£6.74

721

[3.97

723
724
725

£4.83
£4.36

726/7/8

£3.00
per board
all 3 together
£8.00
729
f4.28
730
£4.87
731
£4.41
732a/b
£4 60
733
734
735

£4.30
£4.07
£4.63

rP/Pac, nnt.o it is frrmnrtant In /7/ 1/, tarnt.ar-t titla ac in,a11 ac nrric, rn,,,,, 1
a
a

EE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Please send me the following p.c.b.s.

I Order Code

Project

Quantity

Price

co i

r-

01
01

1

X1

01
DI
I I enclose cheque/PO for £

-11
I:a I

I Name

CA

I Addrcss

r1
m
D1

A '90.
671

£3.66
£4.28
£4.27
£4.16
£4.68
£4.74

1

Anemometer - Freq./Volt Board
Optional Display
Wind Direction
System Power Supply
Prophet In -Car Ioniser
EE Weather Station
Display Driver
Display and Sensor

£3.23
£3.05
£4.84
£4.84
£8.29
£5.64
£3.36
£2.67
£6.24
£7.00
£3.00
£5.77

664
665
666
667
668

652
650
653
654
655
646
656
657
658
659
660
643

Biofeedback Monitor - Front End
Power Supplies -1.5V -25V 2A
Logo/Lego & Spectrum Interface
EEG Electrode Impedance Meter
Biofeedback Signal Generator
Four -Channel Light Chaser

£4.61

£9.20
£4.59
£6.80
£3.00
£4.84
£7.87
£4.95
£3.82
£3.85
£5.23
£3.73
£4.13
£4.12
£4.08
£4.48
£3.85
£4.35
£4.55
£4.08
£4.22
£6.49
£3.83
£4.52
£4.56
£4.78
£5.60
£3.98
£4.08
£6.70
£3.92

651

SEP'89

£3.07
£3.12
£4.27
£4.07
£3.56

£4.22
£4.24

f4.46

Mains Appliance Remote Control
'90
Mains ON/OFF Decoder
(5 or more 697's ordered together£3.25 each)
Simple Metronome
Hand Tally
P'90
Main Board (double -sided)
Display
Alarm Bell Time -Out
Mains Appliance Remote Control
Temperature Controller (p.c.b. only)
Ghost Walker
0 T'90
Frequency Meter
Freq. Meter/Tachometer
L in XIII
EE Musketeer (TV/Video/Audio)
Colour Changing Christmas Lights
IpIleiVai
Microcontroller Light Sequencer
Versatile Bench Power Supply Unit
Teach -In '91, Part 1 - Design Your Own Circuits
L200 Module
Dual Output Module
LM723 Module
Spatial Power Display
J '91
Amstrad PCW Sound Generator
Teach -In '91, Part 2 - Design Your Own Circuits
General Purpose Transistor Amp
Dual Op.Amp Module
Intercom (Teach -In '91 Project 2)
Analogic Test Probe
MARC Phone -In
124:11:111
Teach -In '91 Part 3 - Design Your Own Circuits
TBA820M Amplifier
High Quality Power Amp
Bench Amplifier (Teach -In '91 Project 3)
Gingernut 80m Receiver
R.F. section (726), Voltage Regulator (727)
Audio Amplifier (728)

f4.84

679/680
681

The Tester
Cost

£4.28

682
683
684

Amstrad Speech Synthesiser
Quizmaster
80 Metre Direct Conversion Radio
Mains Appliance Remote Control
Infra -Red Transmitter
Mains Appliance Remote Control
Encoder Board A
Encoder Board B

We do occasionally have older boards /n stock - please enquire.

Cost

677

cont'd

IrtU 11:111
Stereo Noise Generator
Digital Experimenter's Unit - Pulse Generator
Power Supply
Enlarger Timer
EE Weather Station

-1111111101111111110111111111B

111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111W.

NIAR'90

Fermostat Mkt
Superhet Broadcast ReceiverTuner/Amp

Please allow 28 days for delivery (see note above)

NI
m
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UNBEATABLE PRICES ON QUALITY AMPLIFIERS
A RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY SOUND MASTER AMPLIFIERS
Note: All the kits shown include all parts and
heatsinks/hardware to make a good quality
amplifier. These ?mplifiers are only available in

kit form for assembly by home constructors.
Further details and specification sheets will be

sent out free of charge to customers who
enquire at the address or phone number (24 Hr
Answerphone) shown below.

TA 300 High Quality Mono pre/power amplifier. Output Power 30 Watts
R.M.S. into 8 Ohms. Frequency Response 20Hz to 20KHz. Two band tone
controls. Switchable input sensitivity for line/mic inputs. Input Sensitivity:
Line 150mV, Mic 50mV. T.H.D. 0.1%. Requires transformer of 12-0-12 to
36-0-36 V at 0.5 Amps/winding. Small size Approx 125 x 85 x 40 mm.

New Low Price of £9.00 + £1.50 P&P

TA 323A High Quality Stereo pre/power amplifier incorporating phono
RIAA equalisation and two band tone controls. Input sensitivity: Phono
3mV, Aux 150 mV. Output Power 30 Watts x 2 into 8 Ohms. Frequency
Response 20Hz to 20KHz. T.H.D. 0.1%. Requires transformer of 22-0-22

to 36-0-36V at 1 Amp/winding to complete a quality amplifier Size Approx. 185 x 145 x 40mm.

New Low Price of £20.00

£2.50 P&P

Payment by Cheque/Postal Order
made payable to:
Platinum Audio Ltd.
(All prices include VAT).
Orders welcome from
schools/colleges
and trade enquiries also welcome.
TA 800 MK2 Stereo pre/power amplifier. Pre -amp section incorporates
phono RIAA equalisation and three band tone controls. Output section
has loudspeaker protection/anti thump circuit and a power of 72 Watts x
2 into 8 Ohms (120 Watts x 2 into 4 Ohms). Sensitivity: Phono 3mV,

Aux 300 mV. Requires a transformer of 25-0-25 to 28-0-28V at 3-5
Amps/winding and case to complete a quality Hi-Fi amplifier. Size apPrice £39.90 -+- £4.00 P&P

prox 215 x 265 x 40 mm.

TA 3600 Mono power amplifier for professional/domestic applications
requiring extremely high output power. Output power 300 Watts sine into
8 Ohms. Frequency reap. 10Hz to 20KHz. T.H.D. Less than 0.05%. Sensitivity 1.4V for rated output. Output section incorporates thermal feedback to prevent current runaway. Requires a supply of D.C. + -- 60 to
75V at 4 Amps per side. Size Approx. 225 x 180 x 57 mm. Price £55.00
£ 4.50 P&P

Platinum Audio Ltd, 23 Burlington Street, Kemp Town, Brighton BN2 I AU
Tel: Brighton (0273) 685904. Fax: Brighton (0273) 300330

TRANSFORMERS
£1.50 ea
240V in 9-0-9 at 6VA out PCB MT
£2.75 ea
240V in 0-28V at 62VA out clamp
£1.75 ea
240V in 0-14V at 0.75A out clamp
Mains adaptor PSU gives 6V 1.8VA output to
£1.00 ea
Jack Plug
Transformer + PCB gives 2 x 7.5V at 32VA with
socket for 5 or 12V regulator will power floppy
£2.75
drive

RECHARGEABLE NI CAD
BATTERIES
85p

f2.20

C size
D size
PP3

£2.30
£4.20

IC's, VOLTAGE REGS +
RECTIFIERS
256K x 9 Dram Simm modules
(new)
8039 CPU.
Z80 SIO
2732 EEPROM
LM 317T
LM 723
7805
7812
BU806A
25A 200V Bridge
2A 100V Bridge
LM 339

L10.95 ea
£2.00 ea
£1 50
£1 00
85p
45p
30p
30p
75p
£1.50
30p
35p

12V DI L 2PCO relay
12V Cradle type relay 2 or 4 PCO
5V SIL SPCO Reed relay
2A 250V Rotary on -off switch

(All 5.25" uncased)
£39.95
£49.95
£67.50

Everyday Electronics, March 1991

60p
70p
50p
40p
20p
60p
50p
50p

3 position miniature slide switch
16A 250V 2 PCO white rocker switch
1A 250V Micro miniature microswitch
3A 250V Lever microswitch
2A 250V Keyswitch 3 position, key removable
£1.75 ea
in 2 positions
50p ea
DI L switches PCB MT 3/4/6 way

SIL RESISTOR NETWORKS
10 FOR £1.00

12 way 15A RT ANG
10 way ST
8 way Angled
7 way plug in

Digital Multimeter; VA. digits; volts DC 2000mV to
1000V; volts AC 200 750 resistance; 20001.1 to
114.95
2K0; new
TTL- CMOS short circuit snooper (new)... ...£5.99
Keyboard; 392mm X 18/ 100 keys + LCD + 2 x
£7.50
74HC05/80C40/easily removable
£1.00 ea
CB aerial eliminators
75p
a," bore Heatshrink 1.2m LTH
Ultrasonic Transducers (transmit &
£1.00
receive)..
£6.00
BICC-VERO easiwire construction kits
£1 95
6A 250V RFI mains filter
,£1.00
500 BNC socket, 3 for
Newbtain CPU cards (new + working), contains
280 4 3 F.FPROMS + 6()'74LS chips, great
£3.75 ea
value at..
.£3.00
Transistor mounting pads TO5/T018...
50p ea
1K crystals; 2.4576 MHz/8,8329 MHz
£3.75 ea
Dot matrix LCD module 10 x 2 lines
NEC VF Display with driver board and wiring
f 3.00 ea
details
£1 .00 ea
11 key membrane keypads.
£2.50 ea
Digital clock display module
50p ea
9VDC Electro Mechanical Sounders
60p
Heatsinks; T03
20p
T092
40p
TO220
£3.50
Fuses; 5A 20mm quick blow (100)
£6.00 ea
120mm 12V DC Brushless Fans
Radial Electrolytic Capacitors; 4700/16V,
(all) 30p ea
2200/16V, 2200/25V
75p
10,000/16V
45p
680/100V
65p ea
220/250V
Camera returns; 35mm Auto Flash, Auto wind on,
£6.00 each
(minor faults easily repaired)
£10.00
or 2 for
SM.PSU returns; give various outputs i.e.
£4.75 ea
+ - 12V, + - 5V (small faults)
PRICES INCLUDE VAT
PLEASE ADD E2 00 p&p LARGE ITEMS
..50P SMALL ITEMS
SAE FOFELIST OF OTHER ITEMS
PAYMENT WITH ORDER TO

8 PIN; 4 7k/2k2/220k/100R/270R
9 PIN, 1K/220K/270R/47K/68R/680R/68K

TERMINAL BLOCKS
(PCBMT unless stated)

DISK DRIVES

360K 40 TRK (new)
720K 80 TRK (new)
1.44m (3.5" in 5.25" frame new)

IBM enclosure will take twin 5.25" hard drives,
£13.50 + £3,00 p+ p
fan, PSU, board etc
E7.95 ea
19" 3U sub racks

SWITCHES + RELAYS

LEADS
E1.75 ea
BNC plug to BNC plug 1.2m
75p
Phono plug to phono ski 1.2m
75p
Phono plug to phono plug 1.2m
£1.50 ea
BBC Micro to disc drive 2.5ft
R.G.B. Monitor leads (6 pin DIN to free
75p
end)
£1.25
3A 250V IEC mains lead 2m
£1.00
13A mains plug to free end 3m
9 way D to 6 pin DIN or 6 pin DIN and 9 way D
E4.50 ea
(state which required)

AA size

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

ENCLOSURES

POWER SUPPLIES
£49.95
AT CLONES 190 watt (refurbished)
ASTEC 60 watt 115-230V input outputs;
+ 5V 3.75A, + 12V 1.5A -12V 0.75A
£12.95 ea
great value at
STC 240V input 5V 6A output (converts to 0-12V
£5.95 ea
3A details available) only
240V input 5V 10A output (converts to
£5.95 ea
12V 5A)
f4.50
240V Input dual 15V 0.5A output

50p
20p
20
15p

Dept EE, COMPELEC,
11 VVindsor Close,
St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE1 7 60W
Tel: 0480 30081 9
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CLASSIFIED

ELECTRONICS
Reach effectively and economically today's enthusiasts anxious to know of your products and services through our

semi -display and classified pages. The prepaid rate for semi -display space is £8.00 (plus VAT) per single column centimetre
(minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 30 pence (plus VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).

All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together with
remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset B H21 1J H.
Tel: (0202) 881 749

DEVICE PROGRAMMING AND
COPYING SERVICE
EPROMS to 4MB EEPROMS. BI -POLAR 87XX Micro controllers Inc
8748 8751 8048 8 8051 series. Z8. PIC16C5X. NEC 8 HIT. PALS -1st
8 2nd generation. PLO. FPL. EPLD. GAL. PEEL. EEPROM based.eic
SERVICES -Device copy. program. edit software dump erasing.
fixed device and card programming. cartridge manufacture for-

mat transfer (600 types) processor re-targetting. cross assembly.

emulation TTL. CMOS. SRAM 8 DRAM batch and testing.
SOFTWARE accepted in virtually any format. from the 10 industry
Standards to handwritten and text files. No minimum and last turnarounds Rates calculated at fixed cost per bit and or device
Please phone or fax for free 12 page catalogue and latest revision
listing or despatch devices/software to

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY (DTL)
136 Wayside Green. Woodcote. Reading. Berks RG8 00J

Tel/Fax 0491 681944/0491 681502/0836 389087

MULTI -PURPOSE JIG
* Holds circuit boards for assembly and soldering
* Holds models for painting, gluing and repair
* Rotates 360 degrees lor best work position
STANDARD JIG holds 310 x 145mm
£22.50
MINI JIG holds up to 148 x 85mm
£17.50
F.S.T., 19 Cowper St., Ipswich, Suffolk IP4 5JB
Tel: 0473 712762. Fax: 0473 271882 (24 hrs)

£42 \

m
Operates from

91110

C

Size 9 x

-i- Post £2

x Sin

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
SURREY, U.K. Tel: 081-6841665

Lisr Large SAE. Delivery 7 days Callers welcome Closed Wednesday

THE BRITISH AMATEUR ELECTRONICS CLUB
exists to help electronics enthusiasts

Typefit

by personal contact and through a
quarterly Newsletter

ON-LINE VIDEO
ELECTRONICS FOR THE HOBBYIST is a 90
minute video -cassette using computer -graphic
simulations to enable the hobbyist or student to
understand the way in which common electronic
components work and is available directly from
us at only £19.95 inc. P&P.
Other titles available. S.A.E. for list. Allow 14 days
for delivery. Send Cheques/P.O. payable to:

On -Line Video Marketing (Dept EV-2)
The Cottage, Tredown Farm, Bradstone,
Milton Abbot. Tavistock, Devon PL19 OQT

For details, write to the Chairman:

Professional Typesetting
from your PC.

Mr. H. F. Howard, 41 Thingwall Park
Fishponds, Bristol BS16 2AJ

PLEASE MENTION

See our Ad on page 214
Telephone:

Space donated by Everyday Electronics

N. R. BARDWELL LTD (EE)

DO YOU WANT USED SCOPES, SIGNAL
GENERATORS, POWER SUPPLIES,
POWER METERS, DVM's, OSCILLATORS.
ATTENUATORS, TEST EQUIPMENT

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER KIT

Contact. Cooke International, Unit 4,
Fordingbr.dge Site, Main Road. Barnham.
Bognor Regis, West Sussex P022 OEB

SPECIAL OFFER complete kit ONLY £5.95
Assembled and ready to use £9.95 post free.

(0202) 882299
200 -Signal Diodes 1N4145
100-Zener Diodes BV2813 6V9
75-Electrolytics Radial 4117 638
50-Electrolytics Radial 47u 50V..
20 -Monolithic caps. Radial 100n163V
10 -Monolithic caps. Radial 470rif 100V
75 -Rectifier diodes 1N4001
25 -Assorted high brightness LEDS
12 -Assorted seven segment displays
10-4p 3W MBB Min. Rotary Switches.
30 -Assorted DIL sockets up to 40 pin ..
30 -Assorted sockets/Corms/DB.-EDGE -SIL-elc..
30 -Transistors BC478..
30 -Transistors BC192
20 -Min. SP/CO Slide Switches
20 -Magnetic ear pips plus lead and plug
30 -Assorted IFT transformers
1 -Peltier effect Heat Pump
.

.

C1.00
C1.00
C1.00

£1.00
C1.00
C1.00
C1.00

.E1.00
.11.00
.C1.00.

EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS

Cooke International

t1.00

Tel: 0243 545111 - Fax: 0243 542457

WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
Tuneable 80-135MHz, 500 metre range, sensitive
electret microphone, high quality PCB.
Access/Visa orders telephone 021 411 1 821

S A E for details of this and other kits

Wide range of items available. Send for lists

£1.00
C1.00

0.00
.0.00
£1.95
02.95

288 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 1FL.

Tel (0742) 552886. Fax (0742) 500689

V/S4 SERVICE MANUALSO
Available for most Video Recorders.
Colour & Mono Televisions, Cameras. Test
Equipment, Amateur Radio, Vintage Valve
Wireless, Any Audio, Music Systems,
Computers, Kitchen Appliances, etc.
Equipment from the 1930's to the present
and beyond

Over 100,000 models stocked,
originals & photostats.
FREE Catalogue Repair & Data Guides

vis4

TECHNICAL INFO SERVICES (EE)

NIMM76 Church St., Larkhall, Lanarkshire 88.91HE

Kits Dept. (EE), 45a Station Road
Northfield. Birmingham B31 3TE

PI

LSAE for QUOTATIONS plus GIANT CATALOGUE -NEWSLETTERS BARGAINS -FREE S/Sht as available

Comprehensive TV Repair Manual £9.50 Complete Radio Service
and Repair Course C9.50. Complete Repair 8 Service Manuals Mono TV £12.50; CTV £17; Video C19.50. Complete Repair Data with
circuit -Mono TV £9.50; CTV C12.50; Video £10.50.

C3.00 plus LSAE BRINGS THE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE SHEETS 8 MANUALS, CATALOGUES FREE CHASSIS
GUIDE and 04.00 OF VOUCHERS

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR NEXT PROJECT

THE BIGGEST DISPLAY IN THE SOUTH
IS AT

with all orders

FRASER ELECTRONICS

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (EE)

42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA *

8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor,
Oxfordshire OX9 40Y

Telephone 0705-815584

Tel: (0844) 51694. Fax: (0844) 52554

Miscellaneous

Tel 0698-884585 Mon -Fri 9-5. Other times D698-883334 for last quotes
WORLD S LARGEST COLLECTION SERVICE MANUALS -Most unob-

tainable elsewhere. Prices range from only C4.50 -large s a e any
quotation no obligation to buy
WORLD'S SOLE Suppliers of TV 8 Video Repair manuals. etc. From
TV TECHNIC. also such publishers as Heinemann, Newnes. TV Technic. Thorn etc. Every published service sheet in stock, supplied lull
size. not bits 8 pieces CTV's or any combination C3.50 plus Lsae.
any other single item C2.50 plus Lsae Complete Circuit Sets for most
Video recorders only Uset (no service sheets made)

HANTS

El

Cheques/POs payable to

QUANTEK ELECTRONICS LTD

.C1.00

1-10 watt Stereo Amplifier. 4 Controls plus dais
Prices include VAT, postage C1 00 All items new. Many moil
lines in stock. Lists -stamp Shop open MonSat 9 30-5 30

2(2

9 CROALL PLACE, LEITH WALK,
EDINBURGH EH7 4LT

r

NEW MODEL. Up to 38volts do alb amps 10 amps peak Fully variable,
Twin panel meters Size 14', x 11 r 4Sin C96 Inc VAT Carr 16

ISA

Mail Order Only

renowned manufacturers such as SEAS. McKenzie. R.S.
and Monarch.
LARGE SAE FOR CATALOGUE - FAST BY -RETURN SERVICE

We also stock a selection of Scanning receivers so
Telephone for latest stock or ask for a free catalogue

Tel: (0942) 891140

Our range includes bass units. cone and metal dome
midrange units and a wide range of tweeters including cone, soft dome and metal dome types. All from

STRACHAN ELECTRONICS (EEG)

I

These are commercial kits.

97 LEIGH RD, ATHERTON, GT MANCHESTER

midrange and high frequency units to large disco. P.A.

and guitar types. Also crossovers. cabinets. grills, etc.

to 24 VOltS UPI° '2 amp 110 20 volts up tot amp to 16 volts up to
amps d c Fully stabilised Twin panel meters for instant voltage and current readings Overload protection
Inc.
Fully variable
PRSAPPRILLEPE.,
Compact Unit

HOTLINE ELECTRONICS

units from subminiature through high -quality bass,

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY

240V a

FM Transmitter Kits also a Telephone Bug Detector Kit
Ready built FM transmitter f6.50 including P&P

LOUDSPEAKERS
Large selection of specialist and general purpose drive

KITS, PLAINS, ETC for surveillance, protection
(sonic, HV), "007" gear. Send 2 x 22p stamps for
list. ACE(EE), 53 Woodland Way. Burntwood,
Staffs.

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONICS KITS. New increased
range at pocket money prices. S.A.E. for FREE

Catalogue. SIR -KIT ELECTRONICS, 70 Oxford Road, Clacton COI 5 3TE.
HUNDREDS OF unusual items cheap! Send 90p
(coins/stamps) for interesting samples and list.
Grimsby Electronics. Lambert Road, Grimsby.

FREE CASSETTE!! catalogue and 40 components, £1.50. K.I.A., 8 Cunliffe Road, Ilkley.
Sale!! 30w modules £I.99. Slider power supplies
£2.99 (p&p £1.50).

USE THIS SPACE TO

SELL YOUR
PRODUCTS
IT ONLY COST
(see above for details)

£24

+

VAT

Everyday Electronics, March 1991

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
45 Rutland Street, Mansfield, Notts NG18 4AP

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
Over the past 100 years more than 9 million students throughout the world have found
it worth their while! An ICS home -study course can help you get a better job, make more
money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home -study
courses and is the largest correspondence school in the world. You learn at your own
pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors. Find out
how we can help YOU. Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the
course of your choice. (Tick one box only!)

SPECIAL PACKS - ALL AT ei EACH
SP1

SP2
SP3
SP6
SP7
SPIO
SPI 1
SP12
SP18
SP19

12 x 5mm Red Leds
12 x 5mm Green Leds
12 x 5mm Yellow Leds
12 x 3mm Red Leds
12 x 3mm Green Leds
75 x 1104148 diodes
25 x 1N4001 diodes
25 a 1N4002 diodes
15 x BC182 transistors
15 x BC183 transistors

SP20
SP22
SP23
SP25
SP26
SP28
SP44
SP102
SP103
SP104

15

15
15
5
5
5
12
15
12
12

x BC184 transistors
x BC214 transistors
x BC549 transistors
x 555 timer
x 471 Op -amp
a Cmos 4011

x 8 pin DIL sockets
x 14 pin DIL sockets
x 16 pin OIL sockets

1 pack of your choice FREE when you buy any 10 of the above C1 packs

RESISTOR PACKS

ADDITIONAL PACKS
SP50
SP51
SP53
SP55
SP63
SP64
SP65

25 x 5mm Red Leds
25 x 5mm Green Lads
30 x DIL sockets -8, 14. 16 pin

f2 00
C2 00
C2 00

10 x 741 Op -amps

4 a 7805 1A V regulators
4 a 7812 1A V regulators
60 x 3mm + 5mm Leds

90

El 20
20
£4 80
£1

Cheques or P.O. to

0.25W C. Film resistors 1OR - 1081
5 each value - total 365
02.75
10 each value total 730
C4.50
1000 popular values
06.00
Individual resistors
2p each

10+ one value

1p each
75p

100 one value

1
1
1
1
1
1

0

Til:PlliSdgiting

Basic Electronic
Engineering (city 8, Guilds)

El

Zfrgenrciaggnninlg

E
E

EleCtrial Engineering

1

Car mechanics

1

I
I

Computer
Electrical Contracting/
Programming
Installation
over
40
examination
subjects
to choose from
GCSE/GCE/SCE

I

Address

I Name

I

International Correspondence Schools Dept ECS 31

312/314 High street Sutton. Surrey SM1 tPR

Telephone 081.6439568a 041.221 2926 (24 hours)

.1 NM in

Contains vouchers redeemable against orders.
Many new lines in stock. NO VAT

Please add C1 P&P to orders under £20.00

1

Electronics

1991 Catalogue available - price £1.

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

MI MO Ell

Ell EN Ell

NM MI MI MN

x 5mm Leds -4 ea. Red, Gm Vol

MI

all MI NM

IIMI

MI MI INN

VELLEMAN KITS
5 25 Disk Drives, 80 Th. DSDD Used. No Wty

(me E1500 drives are sold on a strictly 'as is' basis)

40w PSU 50 375A 1201 5A -12V 0 4A. cased with on/off switch
Bare switch mode PSU 5V 2 5A. 12V 2A, -12V 0,1A
5V at 6A PSU.
5V at 10A PSU

.

Gould PSU 0-30V at 5A Reduced to clear
68000CPU5 IThe first orders get 10MHz chips)
8086 CPU chips.
27128 EPROMS

27C256-25 EPROMS
61162K Byte SRAM
.. 6264-12 8K Byte SRAM
62256-10 32KByte SRAM
65256 32K Byte RAMS
8K Byte NV RAM chips
20 pin dil low profile IC sockets
-.. 24 pin dil low profile IC sockets
. 40 pin dil low profile IC sockets
. DEC LSI11/23 CPU cards used but working.
CPU cards (Newbrain) Z80 CPU. 3 EPROMS & 60 mostly 74L5 ICs
Circuit tester, finds faults in TTL & CMOS logic circuits Inc leads
Keyboard. 100 keys on board LCD & micro iff
-

-

-

Over 100 Project Kits in stock
Send 50p for NEW 1991 Catalogue + Price List

£39.00 each
£34.00 eadi
£15.00

3 5 720K Diskette Drives
5 25 Disk Drives, 80 Tk. DSDD

£3.00 each
E0.50/10

£0.55/10
£0.60/10

£10.00 each
E2.00 each
£4.80 each
E6.40 each
£30.00 each
E3.50 each
E2.00 each
E2.50 each
£3.50 each
£1.10 each
E3.80 each
£5.00 each
£4.00 each
£10.00 Four

RETAILERS WANTED
Why not be one of our many retailers who carry our top
range of high quality kits (Discounts to be arranged)
Send Details and Letterhead to:

HIGH -Q -ELECTRONICS
PO BOX 1481 LONDON NW7 4RF

£4.00/100
£4.60 100

TEL:

15.001100
£50.00 each
E2.00 each
E8.00 each
£8.00 each
Toroidal mains transformer, 12V 4A & 04A. 12-0-12 lA & 2A 9-0-9 2A £4.00/1, £6.0012, £8.00/3
Prices include postage. Add 50p (plus VAT) tO orders below E5.00. All items new unless stated.
Add 15% VAT tO all prices, Send an SAE for our latest list or for more info.

0707
263562
FAX: 081-209 1231 Elm
VISA

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES WELCOME

Dept EE, 374 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1SU

Tel: 0223 424602 or 0831 430496 (Please note mall order only/
WE CAN SUPPLY A VAST RANGE OF SPARES for
many makes of TV. Video. Computer & Audio Equipment

COMPONENTS
For TV * Video

EYERYOAY

ICS

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Annual subscription rates (1991): UK £17.
Overseas £21 (surface mail) £39 (air mail)
To: Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH

WRITE (Encl. sae please) or PHONE FOR A 'PRICE &
AVAILABILITY' on your requirements.

Audio * Computer
VIDEO BELT KITS
451;25
AKAI

Manufacturers Original Spares

11.88

.1164

VS4/6/9,12
AMSTRAD VCR4500/90(0
VCR4630/5200

_DEB
f3.19

_Dm

7000
413300/8500

.1147

419300/95°"°D ---1148
PT

VMC3965r3875--------01 85

NC
TOSHIBA
SANYO

ATARI
CO21915GLUE (SO.. £24.31
£3.07
PC900 (ST)
..../4.34
CNY65 (ST-PSU).
THERMISTOR
£1 34
(ST-PSU)

f1.54

3V35/36/38(39.
HITACHI

AMSTRAD
PEGA1A (PC1640) f 32 72
N50 IC Protector
f 1 02
CPC464 Sery Manual £8.49
PCW8256/851 2
£1359
Manual

HRD110/11/20/21-------......11 54
14.49
v31 /33/51 /53

VTC6420/21/25/31/50...1149
VTC50306150/6030. _1129
Belts available for many other models

.

COMMODORE
E9 87

6510 CPU
6522 VIA
6526 CIA
6561 VIC
6569 VIC
6581 SID
8500 CPU
8501 CPU
8565 VIC
8580 R5

f 4 56

£1086
f 10 74
f 23 99
115 99

(1006
£1061
f 23 48
(13.98

8701 Clk. Gen. (C64C) E6 90
901225 ROM (Char.) £6.37
901226 ROM (Basic) f 9 21
901227 (ROM)
(Kernel)...
f11.99
251641 PLA
13.79
(C16/ +4)....
.

906114 PLA..........5.99
8520A (Amiga)

El 1 02

C16 User Guide

£537

TV MAINS SWITCHES
FIDELITY

f413

PHILIPScrx.Eschs..

_

SONYUNIVERSAL KIT

'4 //'

MARCH
SPECIAL OFFERS

Address

TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES
Plug in Tone Ringer
IDC Junction Box
Socket DOUBLER
LJU3 Secondary Ski
5rn Extension Lead
4 core cable

£6.90
13 75
£ 3 49

E2 30
..

0 94

-Perim 10 14

Cl 95

Loft Mast/Bracket

Coax Cable

--Perim £0.22
( Brown or White)

Co -ax flylead 2m PL to PL.

(cheque/PO in

£ sterling only payable to Everyday Electronics)

CO 92

OTHER ITEMS

VISA

Access or Visa No.

UNIROSS K 868F 'Fast' Charger for
AAA/AA (Also PP3)
£549
11 95
UNIROSS 'C Ni -Cad
£2 25
Universal Crimping Tool
0 75
Junior Hacksaw
Weller WM1 2D Micropoint
0 99
Soldering Iron 12W 240Vac
AMSTRAD PCW8256 or 9512
0.29
PRINTER RIBBONS (each)
CO 28
IC's SN74HCO4N.
El 10
TBA530
.

Signature

Card Ex. Date

Please supply name and address of card -holder if different from the subscription address

shown above. Subscriptions can only start with the next available issue.
For back numbers see the Editorial page.

Everyday Electronie.s, .March /99/

TBA81 OP

TBA810S
TDA1 001 13

TDA2541

TEA2000MAB8049H (DL).

TMS4532.3 or 4..

f 5 66
e3 69
f 3 44
f 12 63
115 99

ULALA15 .
ULA6C001E
ULA7C001 /40056 £1699
£7.89
PCFt 306/40058
18 63
Spec 48K ROM
UMI 233 Modulator 14 99
£3.49
28 way Edge Conn
0 40
5 way Kbrd Conn
CO 29
Spec Power Plug
C0 65
Spec Power Ski
11 49
Spec TV lead

.£7 95
OL Membrane
Spec 48K Membrane £4 50
16 85
Spec 48K Key Mat
Spec 48k Template £425
Spec 48k Speaker
f 1 49

+ /128K Membrane .£790
-I/128K Bubble Mat £110

It 94
+/128K Back Plate
-+/128K Reset Switch(*) 05
Spec + User Guide £4 95
Spec 'Basic' Guide.. .£625

Microdnve & I /F 1 -2
E2 50
User Manual
Spec + 2Serv. Manual £12.38

Transistors

AERIAL EQUIPMENT

I enclose payment of f

SINCLAIR

CTV140/As/S11300/2000.11.74

GRUNDIG CUC731

Name

(1.20

It 20
_.£2.29

14.59

2SC3156
KTC21 20Y

0053

ITX21 3

f 0 28

ZTX313
ZTX450

f 0 42
£0.38

ZTX650/1........£047

WE ALSO STOCK: Tools. Connectors. Batteries. Service
Manuals, Computer Accessories & MUCH MORE!!
NEW ISSUE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW
For your copy please send 50p Chq./Starnps/3xIRC's etc
MAIL ORDER ONLY Please add 95p (UK) P&P NO VAT
All items subject to availability Prices may change without
notice.

MARAPET (EEC)
1 HORNBEAM MEWS
GLOUCESTER GL2 OUE
Tel: 0452 26883

E1.87

21

OMNI ELECTRONICS

Carbon Film resistors '4W 5% E24 series 0.51R to 10M0
100 off per value -75p, even hundreds per value totalling 1000
Metal Film resistors '4W lOR to 1 MO 5% El 2 series -2p, 1% E24 series
Mixed metal/carbon film resistors 'AW E24 series 1 R0 to 10M0
1 watt mixed metal/Carbon Film 5% El 2 series 4R7 to 10 Megohms
Linear Carbon pre-sets I 00mW and '4W 100R to 4M7 E6 series

Miniature polyster capacitors 250V working for vertical mounting

1p

E6.00p
3p
1'hp
5p
7p

015_022_033_047, .068-4p. 0.1- 5p. 0.12, 0.15, 0.22-6p. 0.47-8p. 0.68-8p. 1.0-12p

174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX 031 667 2611

Mylar (polyester) capacitors 100V working E12 series vertical mounting
1000p to 8200p -3p..01 to .068-4p. 0.1-5p. 0.12, 0.15, 0.22-6p. 0.47/50V -8p

Submin ceramic plate capacitors 100V wkg vetical mountings. E12 series

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

2% 1 8pf tp 47pf -3p 2% 56 pf to 330pf - 4p. 10% 390p - 4700p
Disc/plate ceramics 50V El 2 series 1 PO to 1000P, E6 Series 1500P to 47000P

4p
2p

Polystyrene capacitors 63V working E12 series long axial wires

10pf to 820pf - 3p. 1000pf to 10,000pf - 4p. 12,000pf
741 Op Amp - 20p. 555 Timer
cmos 4001 - 20p. 4011 - 22p. 4017

5p

22p
40p

ALUMINIUM ELECTROLYTICS (Mfds/Volts)

OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
WILL COST £1 .50 - TO
Nevi
INCLUDE VOUCHERS
TO USE AGAINST
FUTURE PURCHASES.
CIO\ I3gle
TO RECEIVE A COPY
AS SOON AS THEY
a\I aWablle
ARE
READY, PLEASE
CO
SEND YOUR REMITTANCE
WITH THE VOUCHER BELOW.

Ag9°

Please send me a copy of the 1990/91 OMNI catalogue as soon as it is read
Payment of C1.50 enclosed.
I

I NAME:
I

ADDRESS:

1/50, 2.2/50, 4.7/50, 10/25, 10/50
22/16, 22/25, 22/50, 47/16, 47/25, 47/50
100/16, 100/25 7p: 100/5012p; 100/100
220/16 8p; 220/25, 220/501 Op. 470/16, 470/25
1000/25 25p 1000/35, 2200/25 35p; 4700/25

5p
6p
14p
11 p

70p

Submin, tantalum bead electrolytics (Mfds/Volts)

0.1/35, 0.22/35, 0.47/35, 1.0/35, 3.3/16, 4.7/16
2.2/35, 4.7/25, 4.7/35, 6.8/1615p; 10/16, 22/6
33/10, 47/6, 22/16 30p; 47/10 35p; 47/16 60p: 47/35
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
IA + or - 5V, 8V, 12V, 15V, 18V & 24V -55P. 100mA.5,8,12,15,V+

14p
20p
80p
30p

DIODES (piv/amps)

75/25mA 1N4148 2p. 800/1A 1 N4006 4'hp. 400/3A 1 N5404 14p. 115/15mA 0A91 . 8p
100/1 A N4002 Shp. 1000/1 A 1 N4007 5p 60/1.5A SIMI 5p. 100/1A bridge
25p
400/1A 1 N4004 4p. 1250/1A BY127 10p. 30/15A 0A47
10p
Zener diodes E24 series 3V3 to 33V 400mW - 8p. 1 watt
12p
Battery snaps for PP3 - 6p for PP9
L. E.D.'s 3mm. & 5mm. Red, Green, Yellow -10p. Grommets 3mm - 2p, 5mm
Red flashing L.E.D.'s require 5V supply only
Mains indicator neons with 220k resistor
20mm fuses 100mA to 5A. Q blow 5p.A/surge 8p. Holders, chassis, mounting
High speed pc drill 0.8, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5, 2.0m - 30p. Machines 12V dc
HELPING HANDS 6 ball joints and 2 croc clips to hold awkward jobs
AA/HP7 Nicad rechargeable cells 80p each. Universal charger unit
Glass reed switches with single pole make contacts - 8p. Magnets
0.1" Stripboard 2'6" x 1"9 rows 25 holes - 20p. 35." x 214" 24 rows 37 holes
Jack plugs 2.5 & 3.5m
Sockets Panel Mtg 2.5 & 3.5m

12p
2p

50p
10p
5p
E7.00

£3.50p
£6.50p
12p

60p
12p
10p

TRANSISTORS
BC107/8/9-12p, BC547/8/9-8p, BC557/8/9-8p, BC182,182L, 6C183,183L, BC184,
184L, BC212, 212L -10p

BC327, 337, 337L -12p, BC727, 737-12p, BD135/6/7/8/9-25p, BCY70-15p,
BFY50/51 /52-20p.
I

I

ILELEPHONE

A--

Open: Monday -Friday 9.00-6.00
Saturday 9.00-5.00

BFX88-15p, 2N3055 -50p, TIP31, 32-30p, TIP41,42-40p, BU208A-E1 .20, BF1 95, 197-12p
All prices are inclusive of VAT.Postage 30p (free over f5). Lists Free.

THE CR SUPPLY CO

7eiri

127 Chesterfield Rd., Sheffield S8 ORN
Tel: 0742 557771

O

Page make-up software and typesetter output bureau

NArIONAL
COLLEGE OF

TOP QUALITY IN-HOUSE PAGE MAKE-UP AND

TECHNOLOGY

TYPESETTING FOR ONLY £185 + VAT
Do your own design and typesetting with full on -screen page layout. Proof
your own work then modem your files or send a disc for top quality
bromide output, which will be turned around the same day.

Typefit - full on -screen page make-up and typesetting software.
Runs on IBM PC or compatible computers.
Accurate WYSIWYG - no drop down menus to obscure work.
2000 DPI, 12 inch wide bromide output for £3 or less per foot.
Your own dot matrix or laser (optional) proofing.
Over 200 genuine Monotype and ITC fonts.
All fonts and Pi characters available in sizes from 1 to 1000 pt.
Direct error correcting modem link or Datalinx.
Standard overnight service - same day if you collect.
A system that is easy to learn and easy to use.
Full money back guarantee if you are not satisfied after your first
month of use.

Everyday Electronics and three other national magazines are
now produced entirely on Typefit. Large and small print
companies use it daily. Book publishers find it a simple and cost
effective way of producing their books. A 150 page A5 book can
be output on bromide for approx £150

We provide the expensive output equipment and
typefaces and YOU save on typesetting costs.

Return posting

PACKAGED SHORT COURSES
The National College of Technology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics, fibres &

optoelectronics and programmable logic controllers
for study at home or at work. The advantages are that
you may,

-commence at any time
-work at your own pace
-have a tutor (optional)
and there is no travelling involved. BTEC certificates
are available subject to the conditions of the
award. These highly popular packed courses contain
workbooks, a cassette tape, circuit board and
components necessary to provide both theoretical and
practical training.

Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there is
probably a packaged short course ready for you. Write
or telephone for details, quoting Everyday Electronics,
to:

NCT Ltd, P.O. Box 11
Page make-up software and typesetter output bureau

THE TYPESETTING BUREAU LTD.
6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 IJH
Tel (0202) 882299 Fax (0202) 841692
214

High Street, Wendover
Buckinghamshire HP22 6XA
or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext 202

Everyday Electronics, March 199/

IIGH GRADE COMPONENT PARCELS
EVERYTHING
MUST
GO!

Unless otherwise stated, all the clearance parcels we offer contain brand new, top grade
components. If some of the offers look too good to be true, all I can say is that the
optimists will get some stunning bargains, the cynics will never know what
they've missed, so everybody will be happy! Al) offers apply only while
current stocks last - watch out for next month's parcels or, better
still, be the first to hear about any new otters by
putting your name on our mailing list. (Please
This one contains some of lust about any component you care to name,
write in, or 'phone Pete Leah on
There are passives (resistors, capacitors, tants, presets), opto devices
0272 522703 after
(couplers, LEDs of all shapes and sizes, infrared components.
6.30 pm).
7 -segment displays), semiconductors (transistors, diodes. ICs,

UNIVERSAL
EVERYTHING PARCEL

MASSIVE
CLEARANCE SALE

rectifiers), and all kinds of other odds and ends (relays. VDRs, neons.
battery connectors, mixed components packs) A stunning range of
components - enough to get a workshop or lab started - al a
ridiculously low price.
Once again, a general purpose parcel containing
The components are of excellent quality, in packs originally intended to
huge variety of components: resistors, capacitors,
sell at £t each. To make sure you get a good variety, the 20 -pack
parcel will have no more than two of any one pack, the 100 pack parcel
ICs, transistors, electrolytics, tants, triacs, LEDs,
will have at most five of any one pack. Packs supplied as they come
diodes, thermistors, trimmers. VDRs, all sorts. All new,
our choice.
top quality components. This is mostly remainders from
PARCEL 1A: 20 PACKS for £10 + VAT
our own stock - stuff we forgot to advertise, or have in
PARCEL 16: 100 PACKS for £39! + VAT

a

too small a quantity to sell individually. Guaranteed to be
worth at least eight times the price if valued from any
standard component catalogue! What more can I say?

n

PARCEL 2A: 1000+ top grade components for £12! + VAT
(Value £100+)
PARCEL 2B: 5000+ top grade components for £49! + VAT
(Value £500+)

INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
This parcel contains nothing but ICs. The
mixture offers TTL and CMOS logic,
interface ICs, linear, data converters,
op -amps, special functions, and so on.
Some of the ICs are pre -packed with data
sheets, some (TTL, CMOS, op -amps) we
expect you to identify for yourself, others
will be covered by the free data pack
provided, and the rest you'll have to
identify under your own steam. If you
know your ICs you'll be in for a few nice
surprises.
PARCEL 3A: 100 ICs for £12! + VAT
PARCEL 3B:
500 ICs for £49!

LEDs

TANTALUM
CAPACITORS

All shapes, sizes and
colours of LEDs. Round ones
in various sizes, rectangular ones,
red, green, amber and yellow ones,
clear and tinted lenses, all sorts.
PARCEL 7A: 100 LEDs for £5.90 + VAT
PARCEL 7B: 500 LEDs for £24.90 + VAT

A nice range of tants in values up to
47,1F. Lots of useful caps, and we're
not mean with the most expensive
ones. A fine selection.

+ VAT

PARCEL 4A: 100 TANTS for £6.80 + VAT
PARCEL 4B: 500 TANTS for £29! + VAT

RELAYS

CAPACITORS

All kinds of relays: plug-in, PCB
mounting, low voltage (down to
3V coils), miniature, reeds, heavy duty
contacts, signal contacts, you name it.
A fantastic selection.
You'll be back for more!

PARCEL 16A:
50 RELAYS for £1 2 + VAT
PARCEL 16B:
200 RELAYS for £38 + VAT

II

I

1=

TRANSISTORS
A mix of general purpose silicon
transistors, mostly bipolar NPN and
PNP, with a few FETs and unijunctions
thrown in (when available) to spice
the mixture. The contents vary from
month to month - at the moment there
are BC212s, BC213s, BC548s,
BC238Bs, MTJ210s, and so on. Next
month - who knows? All top quality
components.

PARCEL 6A:
200 TRANSISTORS for £7.80! + VAT

HIGHGRADE
COMPONENTS LTD
Unit 111, 8 Woburn Road, Eastville, Bristol BS5 6TT

An exciting selection of
capacitors. There are
ceramics for decoupling and
general use, Polystyrenes for high
performance circuits. dipped and
moulded polyesters in values from a few
nF up to 2.2pF (very expensive!), tants and
aluminium electrolytics - just about any
capacitor you'll ever need. Don't miss this
one!

PARCEL 8A:
1000 CAPACITORS for £6.50 + VAT
PARCEL 8B:
2500 CAPACITORS
for £14.90 + VAT

UK Orders:
Please add £2.50

towards postage and
packing and 15% VAT
to the total

Europe and Eire:
Please add £6.00 carriage
and insurance. No VAT

Outside Europe:
Please add £12.00 carriage
and insurance. No VAT

FARNELL PSU H30 100 0-50V 0.100A
GOULD K40 LoRO Analyser 32 Channel

WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED

OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY
TRONA 27455 ,OL'-'acsl',.^,mHz

_

TEKTRONIX 2215 Dual Trace 60MHZ Delay Sweet
TEKTRONIX 475 Dual Trace 200141q Delay Sweet
TEKTRONIX 465 Nal Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep
SCHLULBERCER ENERTEC 5218 Three Trace 200MW7 Delay

E1700
E450
E550
E450
E650

S

SCHLUweepMBERGER ENERTEC 5220 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay

E500
E400
E250
E250

Sweep
PHUPSPM3217 Dual Trace 501,1H0 Delay Sweet)

TELEOUIPMENT 0755 Dual Trace 50692 Delay Sweet)
GOULD 053000 Dual Trace 40Mliz Delay Sweep Tv Tog
GOULD 051100 Oval Trace 30MHz 1V Trg

0180

20MiqDua Trace
imv on Smal oghtwanot BOW ONLY E215
(Far better than some of the New Rubb/h a.a
GOULDOS300 HIGH QUALITY

TELEOUIPMENT 061A Dual Trxe 10MHz
S E LABS 510111 Dual Trace 18MHz
TEKTRONIX 468 Octal Storage Dig Trace 100MHz Delay
25MI2 Sampling Rate
TEKTRONIX 2210 Digital Storage Dual Trace SOMHz

0014

10

El SO

HP 8616A 5,v:en r 84Gre
HP 86141 Ng See A 20MIZ2 4CM2

E25
E20
E150

E150

FEEDBACK SFG806 SWEEP Fun Gen Sine So Tr,
001Hz-1MHz

E140
E55

FEEDBACK FG600 Fun Gen Sine So In 001 Ht.100KH.:
AVO SALVE TESTER:TIED Surtcase style 22Bases
Mahe Data NOT INCLUDED)

, 'I ,
,

£40

:I, Mu meter 5142-50010t1mV-300v
.........: , .. /meter Dual Ch 10lizSOOKHz
m.

,,

'

,

,

FARNELL Pulse Gen System 1H2-10Mttr Stngle Double
LOG( PROBE type 33000A TTL CMOS IP&P ES
Large range of BENCH POWER SUPPLUES availabie ,,I'-

£650
E700
£400
£400
£250
E350
E175
E550
E1002
E600

£800
£400
£400
E950
E600
E503

MARCONI T5237; Satter- ,S4 oes

K

216

(Electronics, Satellite TV, Networks. Telecomms)

E55
E20

E3,003

IMMIZEILEMS121211111=111
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE MI11005 Triple Trace 100MHz
Delay Timebase

E792

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM604 Dual Trace 60MHZ
Delay Sweep
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM203 7 Dual Trace 20MHz

Component Tester

0,g/e'er-age

APPOLLO 16 '0MH:Banc Pero Time interval etc

E222
E295
E109
E135
E178

APPOLLO ICC 10044liz as above with more funttior,

METFOR1000 FREQUENCY COUNTER laq
JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GEN 0 1Hz 500KI0 Sine So yr.

HUNG CHANG DMM 7030 3 5 dgit Hand nett 28 ranges
inouriinglOAMP AC DC 0 1N, Acc IP&P Erll
As above OM 6010 0 25% Acc
Carrying Cases for above

£600
F RROGRAN4RTS2 Recorder Test SRL__ ..... ...........NON 0150
A 0 vALVE CHARACTERISTIC METER VCM163
£300
THURIBY PSU P1320OM 30v 2A 0w0 Mal 09ta:
ENO
THORN Bench PSu 040v o 50A Metered
£300

Elle
E209

E39.50
E33.50
E3

OSOLIOSCOPIPROIESSekdiedX1X10011PER....._111
Used Equipment - With 30 days guarentee. Menuals supplied II possible.
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK SAE or telephone for lists Please check availability before
ordering CARRIAGE all units £16 VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage

rig

STEWART OF READING

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

Tel: 0734 68041

HENRY'S AUDIO ELECTRONICS

183

HIGHGRADE COMPTS

215

HIGH -Q -ELECTRONICS

213

HOBBYKIT

146

ICS

213

JAYTEE ELECTRONIC SERV'S

205

LONDON ELECTRONICS
COLLEGE

216

MAPLIN ELECTRONICS

E610

E1000

209

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS

meow moom available - all oscilloscopes supplest with 2 probes
pmv, es, A units Es,

ORION COLOUR BAR GENERATOR Pal TV Video

F RROGRAPNRTS2 Recorder Test Set with ATU As New

151

HART ELECTRONIC KITS

£338

BLACANTAF E.O

All otter Black Star Equipment avadatre

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS

E610

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM205 3 Dual trace 20MHz

E3 5

148/149

ELV FRANCE

E35

MANY MORE ITEMS AT RIDICULOUS PRICES Lst availabe

METEOR 600 FREQUENCY COUNTER 600MHz

(LIPS PM2525 Digital Multhncuon mummete,
4 tC5 digit
THLEY 224 Programmab(eCurrentSource

183

ELECTROVALUE

EN

METEOR 100 FREQUENCY COUNTER 100MHz

TEKTRONX 49^ 'SDK' rum Analyse,

P

ELECTRONIZE DESIGN

£40

£60

3..
LEvELLOsc6ator TG150101 56g.. 15CKHz Sne Wave
YELL Decade Osc TF66A 0 2Hz 1 22MHz Low dist from
L

.211

COMPELEC

ELECTRONIC &
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
lEintronics, Computing, Television, Video, Testing &
Fault Diagnosis)

E40
EIO

Other avallobio Test Set No1.811k5, Wet Strom f65 to f 1 n

Suv 500v
5r.E Sp ,rom

213

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
1-INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

E250
-1:

Cover (ii)

CAMBRIDGE COMP. SCIENCE

216

0000 WORKING MDR - PHYSICALLY NOT BRILLIANT.
SUPPLIED WITH BATTERIES a LEADS ONLY E30

5u05000

BULL ELECTRICAL.

2 YEAR
BTEC National Diploma (OND)

214

AVO 8 & AVO 9 MULTIMETERS

50
E754
E450

Cover (iii)

ECLIPSE

.frofn E25-0600

x -y PLOTTERS marrous Molels .

BK ELECTRONICS

209

E75
E95

clgt 30 ranges Auto Man

161

AUTONA

CR SUPPLY COMPANY

'

SOLARYRON'7C.45 Muiumeter 4

195

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN
FULL-TIME TRAINING

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
E100

, '

1111515JUN A WE ! - MANY OTHIM AVALABLE
BRADLEY Oscilloscope Calixator 192 war, Cal Cert
DATRON 1061 Auto Cal DMM True RMS etc
digit AC PHIS CC OHM
SOLARTRON 7075 DVM up to 7
MARCONI TF200841 FM 10KI.O.510Mlq Sig Gen
MARCONI TF2015 AM FM 10-5201/9z SI Deer with TF2171
MARCONITF1015 without SyrchronNer 1F2171
MARCONI TF2016 AMPM 10KHz.120MHz Sig Gen with
TF2173
MARCONI TF2016 without Synchroreser TF2173
MARCOM TF2356 2357 Level Osc Meter 20MHz
the Pair
HP 86200 Sweeper Main Frame (Plug -ins avalate,
LEADER LVS5851A Vectorscoce
FARNELL PSG520HSynthesrsed Sig Gen 100Klit-520MItz
240V 12V DC input
MARCONI SANDERS 6055E45g Source 8002150MI0
MARCONI SANDERS 60706 Sig Source 400-1200MHz
SYSTRON DONNER 17025g Gen 100Hz-10Hz

ANTEX ..

EEO

MARCONI TP1152 1 RP Power Meter 5001,60 10 25W 500Gm
MARCONI TF893A AF Power Meter 20}tz.35KHz 20mW.10W
RACAL 9915 Peg Counter 10-520MHz Crystal Oven
PHILIPS PM6622 UnNersai Timer Counter 801.4rt0 9 clgt

El 50

120275 s Sampling Rotel

GOULD1421 PoitalStorage Dual Trace 20MHz
GOULD 4035 Ogital Storage Dual Trace 20MHz
GOULD 054020 Dotal Storage Dual Trace 10MHz
TEKTRONIX 434 Dual Trace 25MHz Tube storage

E100
E75

MARCONI TF2430 Dotal Fre6 Counter 10Hz-80oµ2

,

E 60
E 50
E 20

E100

ADVERTISERS
INDEX

E500

MARCONI MOD Meters TF2300 TF23008. TF2303 from
MARCONI TF2603 RC 1411voltmeter 50KH21 KIK

'

GOULD 052508 Dual Trace 153,11.4 TV Trig
SCOPEX 14015 Dual Trace 15MHz

E750

TELEOUIPMENT fill Curve Tracer
E250
MARCON 72700 Universal LCR BD* Batten(
MARCONI TF2337A Aut0mat4 DistorDon Meter 400ft 1 KItrirem 0115

VISA

152/153

1 YEAR
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

2-ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING
(Electronics, Television, Video Cassette Recorders, CCTV,
Testing and Fault Diagnosis)

3-SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
(Electronics, Assembler, BASIC, Pascal, CADCAM)

4-COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
(Electronics, Computing Software/Hardware. Microelectronics)

10 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS
(Microprocessor Based Systems. Control. Robotics)

Cover (iv)
These courses include a high percentage of college based
practical work to enhance future employment prospects
No additional fees for overseas students
Shortened courses of from 3 to 6 months can be arranged for
applicants with previous electronics knowledge

MARAPET

213

NATIONAL COLLEGE OF TECH .

214

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS

195

OMNI ELECTRONICS_

214

PLATINUM AUDIO

211

RADIO & TV COMPONENTS

175

SHERWOOD ELEC. COMP

213

SPECIALIST
SEMICONDUCTORS

O.N.C. and O.N.O.
Next Course Commences

150

Monday 22nd April, 1991

STEWART OF RADING

216

SUMA DESIGNS

205

TANDY

167

THE TYPESETTING BUREAU

214

TK ELECTRONICS

154

THOSE ELIGIBLE CAN APPLY FOR E.T. GRANT SUPPORT
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAMME

.

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept. EE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD
EARLS COURT, LONDON SVV5 9SU
TEL 071-373 8721

Fax: 0734 351696 Capers wecome gam to s 30pm MON-Fat (UNTIL Spm THUP

What's so Special
about

Eclipse
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Importers and Distributors of Electronic
Components and Computer Proucts

166 CROSS STREET, SALE
It's one of many showing how
wide and varied are the

CHESHIRE M331AQ

ranges of COMPONENTS,
PRODUCTS and MATERIALS

to be found in our 1991
Catalogue.

It is well presented, illustrated
and easy to look up.

88 pages and cover, A4 size

WE ARE SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS FOR
SIEMENS FINE QUALITY COMPONENTS
Please send £1.50 (Cash/PO/Cheque/stamps)
for your 1991 EV Catalogue (Postage paid). We
give you refund vouchers for £1.50 usable
towards your next order value £5.00 or more.

MAKE
YOURS A

FREE
COPY

Britain's preferred mail-order
suppliers backed by 25 years
continuous experience and as up to

[[ELECTRO ALUE\

Catalogue orders to. date as tomorrow's world

ELECTROVALUE LTD
28b St. Jude's Rd, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 OHB

Phone Egham (0784) 433603

:::

Fax: 0784 435216

Tel: 061 9690619
Fax: 061 9051499
COMPONENTS FOR
ENTHUSIASTS AND INDUSTRY

Published on approximately the first Friday of each month by Wimhorne Publishing Ltd.. 6 Church Street. Wimborne. Dorset BH2I I1H. Printed in England by Benham & Co. Limited,
Colchester. Essex. Distributed by Seymour. Windsor House, 1270 London Road, Norhury. London SW I6 4DH. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand -Gordon & Gotch (Asia) Ltd..
South Africa -Central News Agency Ltd. Subscriptions INLAND £17.00 and OVERSEAS £21 (E39 airmail) payable to "Everyday Electronics- Subscription Department. 6 Church Street,
Wimborne. Dorset BH2I Ilti. EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is sold subject to the following conditions. namely that it shall not. without the written consent of the Publishers first having been
given. be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shownon the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold. hired out or
otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising. literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES -TURNTABLES -DIMMERS LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS

MP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

MP VARISPEED TURNTABLE CHASSIS.

Supplied ready built and tested.

OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES Now enjoy a world-wide reputation for quality.

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.* PROMPT DELIVERIES FRIENDLY SERVICE
LARGE S.A.E., 30p STAMPED FOR CURRENT LIST.

reliability and

* MANUAL ARM * STEEL CHASSIS * ELECTRONIC SPEED CON-ROL 33 & 45 * VARI PITCH CONTROL * HIGH TORQUE SERVO

3erformance at a realistic price Four models available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market. i.e. Industry.
Leisure, Instrumental and Hi-Fi etc When comparing prices. NOTE all models include Toroidal power supply. Integral heat sink.

DRIVEN DC MOTOR * TRANSIT SCREWS * 12) DIE CAST RATTER *
NEON STROBE * CALIBRATED BAL WEIGHT * REMOVABLE HEAD
SHELL * ;CARTRIDGE FIXINGS * CUE LEVER * POWER 220240V

Glass fibre P C B and Drive circuits to power compatible Vu meter Open and short circuit proof

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

50 60Hz * 3904305mm * SUPPLIED WITH MOUNTING CUT-OUT

OMP100 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz 30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%, S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for
Max. output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 115x 65mm
PRICE £33.99 + £3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts R.M.S.

TEMPLATE

PRICE £59.99 + £3.50 P&P.

4104

rtl:NINIMMIJITtl,141194011:il:1104:1

STANTON AL500

GOLDRING G850

PRICE £16.99

PRICE f6.99 + 50o P&P

4

50n P&P

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS,
HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor, >300, Slew Rate 45ViuS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

-125dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE £39.99 + £3.00 P&P.
OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts R.M.S.

into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >30Q, Slew Rate 50V'uS,
or

T.H.D. Typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

- 130dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P&P.

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w + 100w)
MXF400 (200w + 200w) MXF600 (300w + 300W)

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M.S.

into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60VuS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV,
S.N.R. -130dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P.
NOTE:- MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS. STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV BAND WIDTH 100KHz
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATABLE) - INPUT SENS. 775mV. BAND WIDTH 50KHz ORDER STANDARD OR PEC

All power ratings R.M.S. into 4 ohms.
FEATURES: * Independent power supplies with two Toroidal Transformers * Twin L.E.D.Vu meters * Rotary
indended level controls * Illuminated on off switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short
circuit proof * Latest Mos-Fets for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 Fan Cooled with D.C. Loudspeaker and Thermal Protection.
USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

SIZES:- MXF 200 W19" x H3'/2" (2U) x D11"
MXF 400 W19" x H51/4" (3U) x D12"

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A very accurate visual
display employing 11 L.E.D. diodes (7 green, 4 red) plus an additional one indicator.

MXF 600 w19"x1-151/4" (3U)x Ci3"

Sophisticated logic control circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic

MXF200 £171.35

case, with tinted acrylic front Size 84 x 27 x 45mm.
PRICE f8.50 + 50p P&P.

PRICES: MXF400 £228.85
MXF600 £322.00

LOUDSPEAKERS
LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
"

SECURICOR DELIVERY £12.00 EACH

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS

AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FRE-

IN CAR STEREO
BOOSTER AMPLIFIER

THE VERY BESTIR QUALITY AND VALUE

ESPECIALLY TO SUIT
TODAY'S NEED
FOR
COMPACTNESS WITH HIGH OUTPUT
MADE

QUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (30p
STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

SOUND LEVELS, FINISHED IN
HARDWEARING BLACK VYNIDE
WITH PROTECTIVE CORNERS,

McKENZIE:- INSTRUMENTS, P.A., DISCO, ETC.
ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDENCE

GRILLE AND CARRYING HANDLE,

466

8" 100 WATT C8100GPM GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID , DISCO.
INCORPORATES 12" DRIVER PLUS
PRICE £29.30 + £2.00 P&P
TWO SUPERB HIGH
RES. FRED, 80Hz FRED, RESP, TO 14KHz. SENS, 99dB
HIGH FREQ. HORN FOR FULL
FRED. RANGE 45Hz-20KHz BOTH
10" 100 WATT C10100GP GUITAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOARD. DISCO, EXCELLENT MID
POWER CAR STEREO
PRICE £35.58 + £2.50 P&P
MODELS 8 OHM. SIZE H18" 0 W15"
RES, FREQ, 70Hz. FREQ. RESP, TO 6KHz. SENS, 100dB
BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
x D12"
10" 200 WATT C10200GP GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
150 WATTS (75+751 INTO 4 OHMS
PRICE £48.67 + £2.50 P&P
RES. FRED, 45Hz. FREQ. RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 103dB
300 WATTS (150+150) INTO 4 OHMS
CHOICE OF TWO MODELS
12" 100 WATT C12100GP HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO.
FEATURES PRICE £37.59 + £3.50 P&P
RES, FREQ. 45Hz FREQ. RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 98d8
* HIGH B LOW INPUT IMPEDANCES
POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
12" 100 WATT C12100TC TWIN CONE) HIGH POWER WIDE RESPONSE, P A , VOICE. DISCO.
* HIGH & LOW INPUT SENSITIVITIES
PRICE
£38.58
+
£3.50
P&P
RES, FRED, 45Hz FRED, RESP, TO 14KHz SENS, 100dB
VARIABLE INPUT GAIN CONTROL
12" 200 WATT C12200B HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO. P A
SHORT CIRCUIT OUTPUT
OMP 12-100 (100W 100dB) PRICE £159.99 PER PAIR
PRICE £65.79 + £3.50 P&P
PROTECTION
RES, FREQ. 40Hz FREQ. RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 100dB.
OMP
12-200
(200W
102dB)
PRICE
£209.99
PER
PAIR
* POWER REQUIREMENT 12V. D.C.
12" 300 WATT C12300GP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC
PRICE £87.51 + £3.50 P&P
PRICES:150 WATT £43.00
RES, FREQ, 45Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 5KHz_ SENS, 100dB.
SECURICOR DEL.. £12.00 PER PAIR
300 WATT £95.00 + £3.00 P&P EACH
15" 100 WATT C15100BS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREQUENCY, P A , DISCO.
PRICE £55.05 + £4.00 P&P
RES, FRED, 40Hz. FREQ. RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS, 98dB
kal*4e14114911:11411114414:131MODRE91191
15" 200 WATT C15200BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
PRICE £75.10 + £4.00 P&P
RES FRED, 40Hz FRED, RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS. 99dB.
PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROLA
15" 250 WATT C15250BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice will of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved transient
PRICE £82.54 + £4.50 P&P
RES, FRED, 40Hz. FRED RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS. 99dB.
response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required these units can
15" 400 WATT C15400BS VERY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS.
be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS
PRICE £96.47 + £4.50 P&P
RES, FREQ, 40Hz FRED, RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 102dB
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
TYPE 'A' (KSN2036A) 3" round with protective wire
18" 400 WATT C184048S EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS.
PRICE £172.06 + £5.00 P&P
RES. FREQ. 27Hz FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS. 99dB.
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi

EARBENDERS:- HI-FI, STUDIO. IN -CAR, ETC.
ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS It Cep! Ef38-50 & FR70-50 whic8 are dua, ,r8oeaeoce tapped (8 4 8 8 ohT

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND
8" 50 WATT EBB -50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI -Fl. IN -CAR.
RES, FRED, 40Hz. FRED, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 97813
PRICE £8.90 + £2.00 P&P
10' 50 WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4,8 OHM BASS. HI -Fl, IN -CAR.
RES, FREQ, 40HZ FREQ, RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS, 99dB
PRICE £12.00 + £2.50 P&P
10" 100 WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI -Fl. STUDIO.
RES, FREQ, 35Hz FREQ, RESP, TO 3KHz SENS, 96dB.
PRICE £27.76 + £3.50 P&P
17 60 WATT E812.60 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES, FREQ. 28Hz FRED. RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 92dB.
PRICE £21.00 + £3.00 P&P
12" 100 WATT EB12-100 BASS, STUDIO,
EXCELLENT DISCO.
PRICE £38.75 + £3.50 P&P
RES, FRED, 26Hz FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS. 93dB

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
51/4" 60 WAIT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
PRICE £9.99 + £1.50 P&P
RES, FRED, 63Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 20KHz SENS, 92dB
Wh" 60 WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
PRICE £10.99 + £1.50 P&P
RES, FRED, 38Hz FRED, RESP, TO 20KHz SENS 94dB
W 60 WATT EBB-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
PRICE £12.99 + £1.50 P&P
RES, FREQ, 40Hz FRED, RESP, TO 18KHz. SENS, 89dB
10" 60 WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
PRICE £16.49 + £2.00 P&P
RES, FRED, 35Hz FRED, RESP, TO 12KHz SENS, 86dB

TRANSMITTER HOBBY KITS
PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

TYPE
A

TYPE B

speakers. Price £4.90 each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 31/2" super horn. For general
purpose speakers, disco and P.A. systems etc. Price
£5.99 each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn. For
quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc. Price £6.99

each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" x 6" wide dispersion horn.
TYPE

TYPE E

Upper frequency response retained extending down to
mid range (2KHz). Suitable for high quality Hi-fi systems

and quality discos. Price £9.99 each + 50p P&P.

s=211111
TYPE

TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 33/4" horn tweeter with attractive
silver finish trim. Suitable tor Hi-fi monitor systems etc.

Price £5.99 each + 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mounting

plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket.
85 x85mm. Price £3.99 + 50p P&P.

Sti14:1*1911:1001,Y,101111
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L& R
graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment L.E.D.
Vu Meters. Many outstanding features 5 Inputs
with individual faders providing a useful combination of the following: 3 Turntables (Mag). 3 Mics. 4 Line including CD
plus Mic with talk over switch Headphone Moni-

tor. Pan Pot L. & R. Master Output controls
3W FM TRANSMITTER 80-108MHz, VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE, RANGE UP TO 3 MILES, SIZE 38 = 123mm. SUPPLY 12V ca 0.5AMP,
PRICE C14.49 + £1.00 P&P
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER (BUG) 100-108MHz VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FET MIC. RANGE 100-300m. SIZE 56 c 46mm, SUPPLY 9V BATT, PRICE

Output 775mV. Size 360 x 280 x 90mm. Supo ,:
220-240v.

4 44,444 *4
jP

0

\ir

0

Price £134.99 - £4.00 P&P

3 watt FM
Transmitter

C862 + f100 P&P
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER CI 00 MINIMUM OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME FROM

BARCLAYCARD

SCHOOLS. COLLEGES. GOVT BODIES. ETC PRICES INCLUSIVE OF A A.1 SALES COUNTER.
VISA ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST. PHONE OR FM.

1.5Z.

B. K. ELECTRONICS

Dept EE

UNIT 5. COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX. SS2 6TR
TEL: 0702-527572 FAX: 0702-420243

...set your sights on a better sound!
Experience a new sensation. An experience that
opens up a whole new spectrum of sound.
Put yourself on stage at the Albert Hall, surrounded by a great
orchestra. Imagine the sound you will hear, every nuance, every note;
or travel up the Nile with an intrepid explorer, a journey not only full of
breathtaking beauty and colour, but rich in the sounds of another
continent; or capture the hidden gasps of 100,000 hardened fans at
Wembly for the F.A. Cup Final, when the ball skims the crossbar with
the last kick of the match; follow with your ears as well as your eyes,
dodging the bullets, as your favourite hero battles out of yet another
tight corner, it's just like being in a cinema!
Nicam hi-fi stereo will turn your living -room into a living room of

sound! You don't settle for second best with television picture quality,
why settle for second best in television sound quality? Nicam sound is
the new high quality digital stereo sound system, pioneered by BBC,
IN and TV/video manufacturers. In fact so good is Nicam it is
comparable to the superb sound reproduction of the compact disc,
when played through your existing hi-fi arrangement. If your television
hasn't got a built-in Nicam decoder, you wi II need the Maplin Nicam
Tuner System. Ultimately almost all of your favourite programmes will
be broadcast in superb hi-fi quality stereo -sound. Without a Maplin
Nicam Tuner you won't be able to capture every sound to its full.
Nicam hi-fi stereo. Catch your breath, open your eyes, and pin
back your ears! It's what your hi-fi system was made for .. It's what
your ears are made for!
.

DIGITAL STEREO TV
SOUND FROM YOUR HI -I
The complete kit contains all the components
required to build the unit. However you will alsi
need: a power supply, 12V at 600mA regulate
e.g. YZ21X at £8.95; a co -ax Y adaptor e.g.
FS23A at £1.20; a co -ax lead to connect to yot
TV or video; RW36P 2m long at £1.28, JW39k
long at £1.98, or JW4OT 10m long at £2.95; a
phono lead to connect to your hi-fi e.g. RW50E
98p or a SCARTIPeritel lead JW36P at £4.95.
infra -red remote control kit is also available
LP2OW at £29.95.

Complete kit LP19V only V 39.95 incl. VAT
mall -order handling charge.

ELECTRONICS

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

0702 554161

NICAM
TELEVISION

For a friendly welcome and the very best of service why not visit our
shops in Birmingham, Brighton, Bristol, Leeds, London (Edgware and
Hammersmith), Manchester, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Nottingham.
Reading, Southampton and Southend-pn-Sea.
Subject to availability. Prices subject to Ehahge.
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TUNER i.

Digital stereo sound companion for your TV set.

MARCO
TRADING
1991
SPRING

CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT
OF

SPECIALO FFERS
FREE GIFT !
4 X AA NI -CAD
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

WITH EVERY ORDER OVER £30
RECEIVED BEFORE MARCH 31st 1991
USING THE ENCLOSED ORDER FORM ONLY

BRANCHES

MARCO
TRADING
PROPS. MINICOST TRADING LTD.

WALTONS,
555 WORCESTER STREET,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

THE MALTINGS,
HIGH STREET,
WEM, SHREWSBURY,
SY4 5EN, ENGLAND.

WV2 4LL

SUPERTRON1CS,

65 HURST STREET,
BIRMINGHAM. 85 4TE
TEL 02 r 666 6504

TEL: 0902 22039

TEL: (0939) 32763

FAX: 0939 33800

V.A.T. Reg. No. 280 5760 51

TELEX: 35565

WELCOME to our 1991 SPRING Catalogue Supplement. In this supplement
you will find many new exciting lines and also some amazing special
offers, most of which can never be repeated so we stress a prompt
order to avoid any disappointment.
Our full 124 page 1991 catalogue is now available, simply send
£1-50,

VELLEMAN KITS. We have included

in

this supplement many of these

quality kits. Our Full Colour Kit catalogue is now
available which contains of course our complete range of Kits. This
colour catalogue is available free when you buy our full 1991
catalogue or, simply send a SAE and request a copy.
very

high

JUST ARRIVED: When you read this our NEW LINES 32 page FULL COLOUR
supplement will be available. Free with our full 1991 catalogue and
Free with every order. This full colour supplement contains 100's
of new and exciting lines! Don't miss it.
FREE GIFT:
4 x AA Rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries with every order
over £30-00 when using the enclosed and only the enclosed order
form. This offer is valid until MARCH 31st 1991. Orders
received
after March 31st will not be eligible for this offer.
DELIVERY: All orders weighing under 750gms will be despatched by
First Class post. All heavier orders will either be sent by Second
Class Letter post or by Royal Mail Parcelforce.
WE TRY TO DESPATCH ALL ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 4.00pm THE SAME DAY.
(Subject to availability)
ORDERING: Our minimum order is £5-00. We are happy to accept orders
by post enclosing your cheque, postal order or credit card number.
Or by telephone using your credit card or by Fax or Telex, again
using yout credit card. We accept ACCESS & VISA.
We welcome official orders from schools, Colleges, Universities,
I.T.E.C.'s and other Government bodies. Account facilities are
available to companies
please contact us for further information.
EXPORT: We export to all parts of the world. Payment by Sterling
Bank
Draft,
International
Money
Order,
Euro-Cheque
quoting
Euro-card number on the back. Air Mail/Surface Mail at cost.
Overseas orders are exempt from UK VAT. Simply divide the total by
1.15 which shows the correct Export total.
RETURNS: Only by prior arrangement and must be postage paid. We
accept no responsibility for goods returned without our consent.
,

Illustrations in this supplement are for guidance only. We reserve
the right to change prices without prior notice.

ALL PRICES IN THIS SUPPLEMENT ARE MAIL ORDER ONLY PRICES. SHOP
PRICES WILL DIFFER.

Acmss

VISA

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

full

will

receive

our

market.

totally ignore the instruction for use
want tot finish the job in halt an hour
use a 300 Watt plumber's type soldering iron
have only oversized and/or rusty tools available
treat technical specs extremely lightheartedly; then you're in for trouble and a catastrophe can hardly be
avoided!

the instruction manual

No, if you carefully read

-

-

PRICE: £25-10
1

Designed to control universal AC motors (with carbon brushes). High torque even at low r.p.m. Also applicable for low
voltage loads (24V), i.e. for halogen lighting. Supply and load
circuits are electrically isolated.
Supply: 1 10-125V or 220-240VAC.
Load: 24-240VAC, max. 5A.
Minimum r.p.m. adjustable.
Low interference level.
Control range: 5-95%.

K2636 DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER

PRICE: £73-10

1

Everybody who owns a shortwave receiver may already
have tried to decode those mysterious morse messages.
Unfortunately, an intensive training is required to follow
experienced signallers or automatic stations. This decoder
easily keeps up with the quickest signallers, and neatly 'notes' everything on a display. You can easily read all messages, although you are not familiar with morse at all!
Technical data: Alphanumeric LC -display, line of 16 characters. Decodes morse at almost any speed. Centre
tone and maximum tone deviation adjustable. Power supply: 2 x 7 to 8VAC/150mA or 9 to 12VDC/100mA.

K2659 MORSE DECODER WITH LC -DISPLAY

the instruction for use...

Yes, if you totally ignore

carefully read the instruction manual and follow the step by step assembly instructions as described
take sufficient time to do proper job
- use a suitable (1730W) soldering iron with a tinplated and clean tip
apply tools suitable for the job
respect the technical data and take care of the connecting and final adjustment of the kit;
in that case no major trouble will be experienced, as shown by thousands of successfully assembled kits

NO, if you:

-

-

-

-

-

YES, if you:

IS ELECTRONIC KIT BUILDING A DIFFICULT mai 'tiff

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

£21-30

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

Battery stand-by current: neglectable.
Output: 8 Ohm, 0.5W typ. PRICE :

by.

People looking for a very special doorbell, a melody generator or a selective call, will find it all in this kit.
24 different tunes from all parts of the world, changing al Itomatically to the next one after pushing the button (permanent supply operation), or individually selectable.
Power supply: typ. 9VDC (maximum 12V)
Supply current: max. 100mA when playing, 30mA in stand-

K2575 MICRO PROCESSOR DOOR BELL

PRICE: £12-55

adjustable. The only extras required are a small loudspeaker
and a battery.
Power supply: 7-12VDC.
Output: 8 Ohms.

This inexpensive kit gives a 3 tone harmonic sound every
.time you activate it. Speed and tone are synchronous and

K2569 3 TONE CHIME

Please remember that these VELLEMAN Kits are of
the highest quality and should not be confused
with the cheap rather poor quality kits on the

page

catalogue and you
colour Kit catalogue free.

colour catalogue simply send an SAE and ask for
your free copy. Or, send £1-50 for our 1991 125

Most of our kits are shown in this supplement but
full
32 page,
not all. If you want our 1991

COME ON BUILD YOUR OWN KIT

VELLEMAN KITS
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K612/K613 DIMMER
I tigh-0 light intensity regulator with minimal hysteresis. Triac
is protected against inductive voltage transients. Includes
pre-set for minimum level, Applications: lamps, heating elements, AC motors, etc.
Max. load: 5A.
K613 is the suppressed version of K612.

K612 - £9-80
K613 - £14-20
K2600 2 AMP DIMMER
Small dimmer for lighting purposes only. Can be interchanged

with normal switches in conventional light installations. Max.
'gad: 2A. Range: 5-951 Dimensions: 45 x 45 x 53 rum.

PRICE: £9-15
K5000 MULTI -FUNCTION TIP KEY DIMMER
This small dimmer can dim in 3 different ways and in addition
has a memory function. The whole can be built into a stan-

dard wall light switch box. Dimming time: 3.5 seconds

PRICE: £ - PeA

Max. load ?A (4A with cooling) Dimensions: 45 x 48mm.

K2657 SLOW ON / SLOW OFF DIMMER
One could name this dimmer a "soft switch": the lamp does

not go on or off instantly, but slowly. Dimming times are

1

adjustable within a wide range while the number of possible
applications is increased by the following two working
modes:
a) dimming slowly. Dimming on and off times adjustable
independently (2 seconds up to hour).
b) Timer/din imer. On -tin re and dirnming speed adjustable
independently (1 sec. up to 30 Win.). Technical data:
Mains voltage: 110 - 125 or 220 - 240V, 50 or 601
Max. load: 2A (400W at 220V or 200W at 110V).

PRICE: £21-35

K2601 STROBOSCOPE

£14-90

Flashing light effect for disco. Make your own snapshots and
"lightning" light effects. Flash frequency adjustable from 2 to
20Hz. Requires 220-240VAC.

PRICE:

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°10 VAT

4K

JPEP.EA4RAIREOPORfoROAN,

Add amusing colours to your music. 3 outputs for high,

£39-75

middle and low tones are separately adjustable. Compatible
with your amplifier, tape/cassette recorder, etc.
Input sensitivity: 100mV to max. 10y.
Channel separation 20dB.
TRIAC-outputs: 500W max. each (uncooled).
Supply: 200-240VAC.

PRICE:

Ageot muti4fribtaiatiOSTAMilit

£35-15

Get your running lights to keep pace with your favourite discohits. Compatible with all sound equipment. Isolated input
is adjustable (100mV-5V sensitivity). Speed adjustable from
0.25-3Hz. Operates on 220-240VAC. 400 Watt TRIAC-out-

puts.

PRICE:

RUNNING WHIT

K5200 4 CHANNEL MUUMPlanON

This circuit does more than an ordinary running light: it not only runs in both
directions, but it also flashes with two groups of lamps (flip-flop) and with all
the lamps at the same time. The four light effects follow each other automa-

ticaiiTechnical data: Multi -function: running to the right, running to the left,
flipflop, and all the lamps flashing at the same time. Four triac outputs: max.
2A each (400W at 220V or 200W at 110V). Can be synchronized by mains

K2590 UGHT COMPUTER

£22-95

or can work asynchronously. Running speed: adjustable in asynchronous
mode, constant speed in synchronous mode. Suppression of radio noise
in synchronous mode. Power supply and transformer supplied with the kit.

PRICE:

16 amazing light -effect -programmes for a unique light show.

Attractive advertising, disco -bars. Rotary programme select
switch included. Cascading of units allows unlimited extension of outputs. (Synchro Programme for 14 outputs inclu-

ded).

2

7 TRIAC-outputs: 24-240VAC, max. 2A each (uncooled).
Power supply: 7-8VAC, 0,5A.
Speed adjust: 1-15Hz.
External reset input.
Input for external clock (CMOS 5V level).

PRICE: £38-60

SIMPLY ADD £i-15 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

145

(L,

£47-85

£13-30

PRICE:

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

£51-25

Can be calibrated in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit.
Resolution: 0.1°C or 1°F.
Economy switch input: lowers temperature when external
switch (or relay contact of a timer) is closed, e.g. at night.
Relay output : max. 240V/3A.
Power supply and transformer included.
Dimensions: 124 x62 x 65 mm.
Plastic housing to match (B2649) separately obtainable.

Wide range: -50° to 150°C (-60° to 300"F).
Adjustable hysteresis: 0.2 to 10°C (0.5 to 20"F).

K2649 THERMOSTAT WITH LCD DISPLAY

PRICE:

sed.

Supply voltage: + and -12 to 15VDC, symmetric, not stabili-

Linearity: typically 0.5%.
Remote sensing capability.

Range: -25 to +85 degree Celsius.

computerised or non -computerised control systems.
Selectable sensitivity. Zero -output adjustable for a wide temperature range. Buffered output for analog or digital millivolt meter.
Sensitivity: 10, 20 or 40mV per degree Kelvin (Celsius).

varies proportionally with the temperature: just think about

It can be very usefull to have a voltage at your disposal which

K2607 THERMOMETER ADAPTOR

PRICE:

Steadily increasing scale partitions under -6dB. Peak measurement. No adjustments. Maximum error 0.5dB.

out. dB -linear scale from +6 to -6dB (0.75dB per LED).

es- fels1,40.,

£39-05

£42-10

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

3

E28-50

The kit comprises 2 different parts:
1. Power supply- and connection -module: (goes onto the back -panel). This
module comprises: power supply for all the components (transformer
2x 12VAC/1A not included). All the connections for the equalizer: EQUALIZER INPUT - EQUALIZER OUTPUT - TAPE RECORDER OUTPUT.
2. Switching -module for all the functions of the spectrum analyser and the
equalizer. This module comprises Main -switch: ON/OFF + LED indication.
Equalizer input: PINK NOISE/LINE. Taperecorder output: LINE/EQUALIZER. Analyser input: LINE/MICROPHONE Output: LINE/EQUALIZER.
Levelregulator for the spectrum analyser. PRICE :

K4303 POWER SUPPLY AND SWITCHING -MODULE
FOR VELLEMAN EQUALIZER

PRICE:

cation (1 x K4302).

This equalizer enables you to adjust the whole audio spectrum to your own taste octave by octave, so as to eliminate
the influence of the listening room. The equaliser is built up
in such a way that it can easily be extended for stereo appli-

K4302 10 BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

PRICE:

Compared to a mercury or alcohol one, the digital thermometer. offers lots of advantages: it can be read error -free (no
parallax), with a precision of 0.1 degree, and at fairly big distances. Moreover, the sensor can be installed apart from the
pcb (and the readout), in almost any place.
Power supply: 2 x 12VAC, 350mA. 3 digit, 1/2 inch display.
Accuracy: 0.1°C.
Temperature range: -10°C through +70°C.
Absolute maximum sensor temperature' 85°C.
Sensor in 8 pin DIL housing.

86701-£21-70

Extremely precise VU -meter. 2 x 30 LED's "flying dot" read-

K6700 - £15-60

the transmitter through the data line Transmitter and receiver extendible to up to 16 channels Open collector outputs
with LED indication (max. 200mA) Tested with a distance
of more than 50m between transmitter and receiver.

Technical data: Power supply 6 to 16VDC Feeding of

several switching connections with only two wires available.

building, model train, or wherever you want to establish

These kits allow you to open or close 8 (extendible to up to
16) different contacts Via only two wires. For use in model

K2557 DIGITAL THERMOMETER

£23-65

NEB

K6700: 2 WIRE COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTER
K6701: 2 WIRE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

K2666 PRECISION STEREO VU -METER

PRICE:

additional input channel.

Effects mixing amplifier with output level control. Nominal
output level 775mV. Effects "return" control to mix the treated signal directly into the master output, without using an

2.5Vrms.

attenuation, center frequency and band width controls.
Volume control. Three output levels: 775mV, 1.55V and

Monitor mixing amplifier (mono). Parametric equaliser with

K2665 MONITOR AND EFFECTS MODULE

K2543 ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM FOR CARS
Gives your car the drive of an expensive motor. Better starting and smoother running particularly at very high and very
low RPM. Lower fuel consumption, less pollution, lower servicing costs. Drive economically. Drive electronically!

K2644 FROST INDICATOR

Drive more safely now when weather is frosty. This kit indicates with a flashing led that temperature is reaching the

freezing point; below that point the led is on continuously. A
rugged temperature sensor with mounting stud is included.
Power supply: 10-15VDC, 25mA max.
Dimensions: 56 x 42 x 18 mm.

K3503 2x 100W CAR BOOSTER AMPLIFIER

PRICE: £15-60

K2625 DIGITAL TACHOMETER

PRICE: £11-00

For every car or motor cycle running on petrol or gas. Can
act as a general purpose rev. counter. Range: 100-9900
RPM. Easy to calibrate. Requires 10-15VDC.

12VDC.

PRICE: £14-50

4

Two fully independent dice. At choice you can play with
one or two dice. Displays are switched off automatically
after 30 seconds to save the battery. Power supply: 8 to

on the displays of this electronic dice, and cheating is out of
the question.
Technical data

and so on... There can be no doubt at all about the result

Round games offer pleasant and healthy entertainment, but
the dice are always a source of offence; they fall off the table,
allow cheating, one or more players didn't see the result well

K3400 DUAL ELECTRONIC DICE

PRICE: £14-55

-

-

makes the interior light burning for an adjustable time.
Technical data:
Switch off delay adjustable between 0 and 60 seconds.
Simple connection to practically all cars.
Current consumption: 13mA min.

After your stepping in and closing the door, this circuit

K3500 MULTIFUNCTION CAR -INTERIOR ILLUMINATOR

PRICE: £155-00

MOS FET transistors Compact Disc / LINE / LS input adjustable. Frequency response 10Hz-100KHz (CD input).

Technical data: 2 x 103W max. output power Power supply: 14.3VDC (10 to 16V allowed) Adaptable for 24VDC (20
to 30V allowed) Dual switching power supply (PWM) with

Finally a kit enables you to build an affordable high power amplifier for your car yourself. Thanks to its universal connections,
this power amplifier can be connected to any installation. For
trucks it can be adapted so that it can be fed from a 24V source. Complete with cooling beam and housing.

PRICE: £31-70

K3504 CAR ALARM
This alarm detects snap voltage drops of the battery, caused

e.g. by the courtesy light or luggage boot light being

switched on. To ensure the good working of the alarm, the
kit has the following two control indicators:
- Flashing LED to indicate that the adjustable step out delay
time has expired and that the alarm is armed.
- Pre -alarm (built-in buzzer) to remind the user of the fact
that the alarm is armed, so that he doesn't forget to switch
it off. The alarm can be switched on and off very easily, either

automatically through the ignition lock or remotely controlled
by e.g. our infrared code lock K6704 & K6705.

PRICE: £21-00
K2599 SCREEN WIPER ROBOT
You can select up to 3 time intervals (5-10-15 sec.) for the
windscreen wipers on your car. It can also be used for automatic slide projection. Manual includes installation instruc-

SIMPLY ADD ti -is POST & PACKING PER ORDER

tions for most cars. Relay on board. Requires 12-15VDC.
Dimensions: 82 x 56 x 41 mm.

PRICE: £15-60

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

K6705 INFRARED CODE LOCK RECEIVER
K6704 INFRARED CODE LOCK TRANSMITTER

PRICE: £13-30

£19-85
£28-25

K2579 UNIVERSAL TIMER

PRICE:
PRICE:

£11-90

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

PRICE:

Miniature universal timer, ranging from a few seconds to 15
minutes Relay output: 2A/240V. Requires 12VDC.

K6704 K6705 -

PRICE: £10 -20

PRICE:

£8-65

£15-60
K1804 60 W POWER AMPLFIER

PRICE '1E32-35

£27-20

Requires

2 x 18VAC-5A

Supply voltage: 220-240VAC.
Time base: 50Hz line frequency.
Max load: 500W.
PRICE:

ble).

5

£16-85

The timer allows to generate time delays form 1 second up
to 31.5 hour The triac output of the timer enables to switch
resistive, inductive as well as capacitive loads.
Some applications: automatic money- and game machines
- industrial controls - dark room applications - stairs lighting.
Direct start of the interval, or start at end of pulse (selecta-

K2594 ZERO -CROSS PROGRAMMABLE TIMER

PRICE:

Supplies: 2 x K1804 ;stereo).
max. Output: 2 x 28VDC.

K1861 POWER SUPPLY FOR K1804

available: K1861 excl transformer).

not stabilised. Short circuit protected. Power supply

Compact and easy to build hifi power -amplifier. Output
power: 60W at 4 Ohm. Total harmonic distortion: 0.5%.
Input: 1V. Power supply: max. 2 x28VSC, symmetric,

PRICE:

Hi-Fi Power amplifier to DIN 45500. Heat sink included. Short circuit
proof. No adjustments required.
Power supply: 2x6 through 2x 18V, symmetric and unstabilized, 1A.
Input sensitivity: typ. 200mV. Dimensions: 88x 100x 65 mm.

K2592 20 WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER

PRICE: £19-05

High power version of K2592.
Power supply: 2x6 through 2x18V, symmetric and unstabilized, 2A
Input sensitivity: typ. 250mV.

K2576 40 WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER

80mV. Distortion: 0.3% at 3W/14V.

Easy to build low cost single chip amplifier.
Output power: 7VV at 16V/4 Ohm. Power supply 4-20VDC. Input sensitivity:

K611 7 WATT AUDIO AMPLFIER

Dimensions: 42 x 32 x 27 mm.

SIMPLY ADD E1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

When you find mechanical locks too difficult and always forget the combination of your keyboard code lock, then these
two kits are the ideal solution. An additional advantage consists in the possibility of remote control of the " lock". Can be
used for all sorts of applications like switching your car alarm
or central car -door locking on and off, securing buildings or
houses, opening garage doors, etc... You can determine the
code of the system (60.000 combinations) yourself. Hence
it is possible to combine several transmitters with one receiver or vice versa.

-

- Output frequency: 50, 100 or 400Hz.
- X-tal: 3.276800MHz.
Can be adapted for 1Hz output signal.
Supply voltage: 5 to 25V.
- Supply current: 2 to 5rnA depending on the configuration.

Technical data:

In many clocks and circuits with built-in clock (e.g. during
power failure), another time base has to be provided, otherwise the clock would stop.

K2656 UNIVERSAL CRYSTAL TIME BASE

PRICE: £57-10

Transformer separately obtainable (for 12 or 24V).

Technical data: 300W output power with 24VDC input
160W output power with 12VDC input 50Hz crystal oscillator FET power transistors (cooling beam included)
Output voltage monitoring Battery voltage monitoring

Pre -amplifier: 20mV (12V). Max. output power 2.5W (4 Ohm, 12V).

Small board complete with both pre- and power ampliter, which can be used
separately. No adjustment required. Short circuit protected.
Power supply: 4,5 to 15VDC. Input sensitivity: power -amplifier: 150mV (12V)

For use in cars, trucks, boats, caravans or other places
where there is only a 12 or 24 volt battery available. For
feeding audio equipment, video recorder, TV, computer,

electric shaver, etc...

K2637 SUPERMINI 2.5 WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER

K3501 12V OR 24V TO 220VAC CONVERTER

I

101111E,
PRICE: £16-75

K2653 DIGITAL VOICE RECORD/PLAYBACK
MODULE
It sounds like magic and it certainly is a long cherished dream of
electronic fans to be able to record and playback the human voice
without need for mechanics. Short messages can be repeated frequently to allow welcoming of visitors or greeting of customers. And
there are also the "just for fun" applicators, e.g. hidden in toys, or
imagine the effect on parties when someone hears his own voice
being repeated on and on... Technical data:

Max. recording time: 10 to 12 seconds. Microphone included.
Loudspeaker output: 2W at 4 Ohm. Supply voltage:9VDC regulated, or batteries (6x 1.5V).

PRICE: £34-10
K4900 TELEPHONE -AMPLIFIER
This telephone -amplifier can be used either as an independent
amplifier with loudspeaker, for instance to follow a telephone conversation, or one can connect its output to an amplifier or
a mixing -panel (f.i. free radio -stations). This module is perfectly
suitable to be built into the modular VELLEMAN mixing -panel.

Technical specifications: Input: separation -transformer coupOutput loudspeaker: 0.5W/8 Ohm. Line: 0dB
ling.
(0.775VRMS). Power supply: 7 to 9VAC or 9 to 12VDC (')
max. 150mA.
(') For building it into the mixing -panel, the possibility to connect the module to 15V exists as well.

PRICE: £12-20
K2606 LED AUDIO POWER METER

Connects to the loudspeaker output of your "amplifier.
Demonstrates the power of your amplifier on a seven led
scale. Now power supply needed. Front panels are included.
Four scale ranges:

2- 40W at 8 Ohm
4- 80W at 4 Ohm
5-100W at 8 Ohm
10-200W at 4 Ohrn

PRICE: £22-50
K1798 STEREO LED VU -METER

K2661 DUAL INPUT AMPLIFIER MODULE

Two input amplifiers that each can be built up as a: - symmetrical or asymmetrical mono microphone input - symmetrical or asymmetrical mono line input - stereo line input -

stereo phone input.
Both amplifiers have a gain control facility (range ca. 25dB).

PRICE: £20-65

K2662 DUAL FADER MODULE

Electronic faders for two stereo channels. Both channels are
equipped with a PFL switch (Pre -Fade -Listening), a peak detector (-I-3dB), and an automatic starting control circuit for

record players (by pulse or continuously). Creaking produced
by the sliding potentiometers has been eliminated completely
through the use of high quality electronic volume control circuitry (DC -control). A standard mono potentiometer becomes as
performant as a high cost professional slider. Moreover no con-

cessions have been made to the quality: adjustment range
exceeds 100dB, and noise produced by the faders is kept
below -95dB!

K2663 DUAL TONE CONTROL MODULE

PRICE: £40-90

Two stereo channels on one single pcb. Independent control

monitor level
effects level

balance or panorama
bass, middle tones, and treble

of :

-

-

-

-

The monitor and the effects signals, coming from the different tone control modules, are converted by the monitor and
effects module K2665 to a mono monitor output (for stage

and live concerts) and a mono effects output (for echo

chamber, reverb, etc...).

K2664 MASTER AND HEADPHONE MODULE

PRICE: £40-25

ce, treble and bass. Mono/stereo switch. Three output

SIMPLY ADD t1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER -

PRICE: £55-85
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switch for PFL, master output, monitor or effects. Output
power 2 x 1W. Suited for headphones with an impedance
between 4 and 400 Ohm.

Headphone amplifier with volume control and selection

read-out.

Stereo mixing amplifier with controls for output level, balan-

input. Power supply 12VDC. Two front panels included for
vertical or horizontal mounting.

levels: 775mV, 1.55V and 2.5Vrms.
Small VU -meter with two rows of 5 LED'S each. Light bar

Stereo 2 x 16 LED VU -meter (Spot Ind.) with adjustable

PRICE: £27-95
K610 LED VU -METER
V12 -LED -scale VU -meter with adjustable input. Power supply: 12VDC. Light -bar display. 2 front panels included.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

PRICE: £36-40

.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

K2650 CALL CODE ACTIVATED SWITCH

Dimensions transmitter:

PRICE: £10-30

7

Enter the world of amazing electronic sounds and noises.
Create or imitate sirens of all kinds by adjusting three trimmers. Powerful sound with extra 2 Watt on -board amplifier.
Requires 8-14VDC, 1A.

K2604 KOJAK SIREN

PRICE: £40-85

transmitter: 9VDC (battery).
145x45 mm.

300mz. Dimensions reciever: 120x67 mm. Supply

Max. distance: ± 20 meter. Supply receiver: 12-14vdc/

unlimited applications (see IR transmitter). Four independent
outputs are available and may be used as you like. This kit
is supplied without a housing.

This kit, together with the 4 -channel IR transmitter kit nr.
2547, forms a complete unit. Together, they make it possible to install a practically trouble -free remote -control, with

K2548 4 -CHANNEL INFRARED RECEIVER

PRICE: £38-60

This unit is designed to work in combination with kit nr.
K2548 infrared receiver. The units are sold separately since
some applications may require one receiver together with
two or more transmitters, or two or more receivers, with only
one transmitter. This means a possibility of unlimited extension. There are lots of applications, such as: switching on/off
the lights without leaving your armchair; turn on/off your
radio set, opening your garage door without leaving your
car... etc...

K2547 4 -CHANNEL INFRARED TRANSMITTER

PRICE: £29-40

is almost impossible. Timer, can be set from 3 seconds up to 56 hours.
Relay output: 240V/3A maximum. Supply voltage: 12V regulated. 90mA max.

Technical data: Coded (42 different codes can be set), so abusing the system

The present remote control system requires no permission at all as there is no
connection to the telephone line. Moreover, it spares your budget: its use is
free, even when you are at the other side of the globe, because the telephone
only needs to ring, and no communication is established. There are a lot of
applications: turning on and off the lights at irregular points of time during a long
absence, turning on the heating before you drive home or to your weekend residence or starting the microwave oven before leaving the office in the evening,
and so on...

SIMPLY ADD £l-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

Power supply: 2x 8V/0.5A transformer or 9 tot 12VDC.
Supply curent : stand-by: 75mA. When barking: max.

400mA.

-

doesn't ask for much : only a 2 x 8V transformer or an (unstabilized) 9 to 12VDC power supply.
Technical data:
- Choice of two different dogs.
Reacts to environment noise, with adjustable sensitivity.
Loudspeaker output (2W at 4 Ohm).

A realistically barking circuit, with a sensitive ear for what's
happening around. It loyally watches, never sleeps, and

K2655 ELECTRONIC WATCH DOG

PRICE: £37-15

delay -time make this unit extra versatile. In case of mains failure, it automatically switches over to battery -supply (batteries not included).
Supply: 2 x 6VAC, 1A.
Output: relay 240V, 3A (included).
Dimensions : 126 x 110 mm.

sors. Adjustable activating delay -time and alarm trigger

Designed to build a complete and sophisticated alarm -system together with kits K2549 and K2550. On -board power
supply for three transmitter/receiver pairs. Possibility to add
normal open as well as normal closed switches as extra sen-

K2551 IR ALARM CENTRAL UNIT

PRICE: £26-95

optional).
Dimensions: 72 x 28 x 28 mm.
Housing included.

Output: open collector, max. 24VDC, 50mA (reed relay

Supply: 12VDC, 50mA.

K2550 INFRARED ALARM RECEIVER

PRICE: £21-75

Housing included.

Together with kit nr. 2550 (alarm receiver) an infrared light
barrier is constructed. The receiver will activate its output
whenever the beam is interrupted. The distance between the
transmitter and receiver may be up to 5 metres.
Supply: 6-9VDC, 250mA.

K2549 INFRARED ALARM TRANSMITTER
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K2629 'REAL-TIME CLOCK" INTERFACE PRINT
Sometimes it might be important to execute certain actions
at a well-defined moment. If your computer does not nave
a real time clock, this might be a difficult task. This kit nas
been designed for making it possible to realise such tasks.
By means of a battery -backup, time and date are kept in
memory even when your interface system is switched off.

PRICE: £37-99

K2633 RELAY PRINT
Connecting a number of relays to the outputs of an electronic network may seem very simple, but in reality it might possibly create some problems regarding the cabling. This kit,
together with the Open Collector Output Card K2609, offers
an attractive and compact alternative. Moreover, it can be
assembled and connected very rapidly.

PRICE: £17-95

K2634 TRIAC PRINT
To switch AC -voltages by means of an electronic control,
one mostly uses relays because of their simplicity. When the
switching happens too frequently or too fast, the life time of
the contact points will be shortened considerably. This can
be solved perfectly by replacing the relays by a triac. Using
optocouplers, the entire interface network remains galvanically separted from the voltage that has to be switched.

PRICE: £16-75

K2635 8 TO 1 ANALOG MULTIPLEXER PRINT
in most of the measuring and regulating systems, several
varying parameters have to be measured or controlled continuously. The combination of an analog multiplexer print (a
kind of electronic switch with 8 positions) and an ND converter K2610 replaces the use of eight individual ND conver-

ter prints. which means not only a saving of costs, but a
saving of space as well.

PRICE: £30-75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT
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K2609 OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT PRINT

By means of this print you can provide your interface system
with 8 outputs. These outputs, coupled with relays or triacs,
allow you to switch different devices such as lamps, motors,
alarm -devices etc...

PRICE: £28-25

K2610 ANALOG/DIGITAL CONVERTER PRINT

By coupling this print to your interface system, it is possible
to measure voltages from 0 up to 5 Volts with a resolution
of 20mV. Using the appropriate converter, you can use this
output for measuring currents, temperature, pression, light intensity, axe -orientation etc. as well.

PRICE: £37-50

K2611 OPTOCOUPLER INPUT PRINT

This print allows you to check the state of switches, detectors, safety -devices etc. The use of optocouplers has the
great advantage that the inputs are galvanically separated
from the rest of the network.

PRICE: £25-9!:

K2618 DIGITAL/ANALOG CONVERTER PRINT

For controlling servo -systems, speed -regulators, dimmers

etc. an analog control voltage is required. In order to be

8

compatible for these applications, this kit converts a digital

word into an analog voltage of 0 up to 1V in steps of 4mV.

PRICE: £33-99

SIMPLY ADD £145 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

PRICE: £19-05

Electronic switching of 4 audio inputs.
Can accomodate up to 4 pre -amps (K2572-73). Minimises
screened wiring. Can be interfaced to a home computer via
K2609 output card to control audio signals.
Power supply 10-15VDC, stabilized.
Maximum input signal: 750mV eff.
Standard DIN connectors.

K2582 STEREO AUDIO INPUT SELECTOR

PRICE: £20-15

aJ

Dili radix sounds much better in stereo. LED stereo indicator. DOlional nn off 'mill -N
1c1KH7 slippression for interference PPP tape rerotrEnn Dower sig.* 8 to 15VI X
my' 201DV I., mix
Channel spiv -ration (stereo): 40dB Gain: typ. I Input Iwina,

K2553 FM STEREO DECODER

PRICE: £40-50

iinywidancr, 75 Ohm hoax). Sensitivity 1211d13 S -N)

1.21iV

Pa 11111109 frequency 88-108Mtlz. Oooratirg voltage: 12VDC. facilitated Input

All features that a modern design can offer. Built in "strip -line' tectinigumvaricap Merit
- adjustable Inure level automatic rine timing - aulnmaiic gain control - tuning inter rail

K2554 HIGH QUALITY FM TUNER

PRICE: £8-65

Built-in preamp (5mV sensitivity) interfaces to all microphones. Requires 9-12VDC.
Family broadcasts, babyphone, security. Can be received by
any FM portable radio or tuner.

108MHz).

Mini FM transmitter with good frequency stability (100-

K1771 FM OSCILLATOR

PRICE: £11-90

Do away with noisy signals! The K2622 gives you 22dB gain
where it's needed. DC supply direct or via the coax cable
(50-75 Ohm impedance), metal box included.

K2622 AM -FM ANTENNA AMPLIFIER

,;=t''

. ..11"?'
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'
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A

PRICE: £9-95

PRICE: £20-20
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speakers against the switch -impulsions and the direct current component on the output of the connected amplifier.
Technical specifications:
- Switching delay: ± 6 sec.
- DC -protection : + 1V/ - 1V.
- Max. input -voltage: 200VPP + DC
- Max. switching current: 10A.
LED -display for: - WAIT (switching delay)
- ERROR (DC on loudspeaker output)

'his stereo loudspeaker protection will protect the loud-

K4700 LOUDSPEAKER PROTECTION

PRICE: £11-30

Input signal: 5 to 10mV.

RIM stereo low noise pre -amplifier for and pickup.
Power supply: 10-30VDC, stabilized. Amplification (1KHz) 35dB.

K2573 STEREO RIAA CORRECTION AMPLIFIER

stabilized.

Frequency range: 40Hz-30KHz (-3dB). Adjustable gain, typ.
40dB. Max. input voltage: 50mV. Power supply: 10-30VDC,

Universal stereo low noise pre -amplifier.

K2572 UNIVERSAL STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER

PRICE: £6-80

Ideally suited as: microphone amplifier - signal matching of
tuner or tape outputs - etc...
Supply voltage: 10-30VDC (stabilized).
Gain: typ. 40dB.
Adjustable output level.
Frequency range: 201-1z to 20KHz (±3dB).
Max. input voltage: 40mV.

K1803 UNIVERSAL MONO PRE -AMPLIFIER

PRICE: £24-80

Bass and treble control: -17dB to +17dB.

SIMPLY ADD 11-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

ic AI?

DC voltage control of treble and bass plus separate volume
control, Simple wiring.
Power supply: 12-15VDC, stabilized.
Frequency response: 20Hz to 20KHz (-1dB).
Harmonic distortion: typ. 0.2%.

K2581 STEREO VOLUME AND TONE CONTROL

1 Mi2 MULTIMETER

Y122AA (ALT26)
7 ranges including 10Adc

' 3.5 digit 12mm LCD display
' Diode test
' Auto polarity and zero
' Low battery and over range indication
"

Test leads with fully shrouded 4mm plugs

AC volts
DC volts.
DC current
Resistance

0 -500 -Vac ± 1 2%

0-20-200Vdc ± 0 7%
0- 10Adc ± 1.5%
0 -2k -2M11-±0.75%

148 x 73 x 32mm

Dims .

PRICE: £15-50
PRICE: £23-50
10Ms2 MULTIMETER

30kZ/V MULTIMETER

Y122AL (KD320P)

Y121A (HC3030S)
Super slim design (10mm thick)

24 ranges including 10Adc
Diode and fuse protection
' Polarity reverse switch

3200 count with bargraph
'

Transistor test ranges

'

' Battery test ranges
Test leads with shrouded 4mrn plugs
Bcttery and instruction leaflet included.

'

3.5 digit 8mm LCD display
Fully autoranging
Display hold facility
Probe styling
Auto polarity and zero

Diode test

Carrying wallet

PRICE: £2 1-7 5

160 x 110 x 50mm

10MS2 PROBE MULTIMETER

Data hold function
Continuity test

AC volts
0-10.30-10-300-1000Vac ±3%
0-3-10-30-100-300-1000Vdc ±3%
DC volts
DC current 0-100p-3m-30m-300m-10Adc 43%
0 lk-10k-1M-10Mit ±3%
Resistance
1.5V AA. 1 5V C & D. 9V PP3
Battery test
Fuse and diodes
Protection
Dims

Fully autoranging

AC volts
DC volts
Resistance
Dims

0 3-30 300 450Vac +2.3%
0-300m-3-30-300-450Vac ±1 3%
0 300 -3k -30k -300k -3M -30M ±2%
106 x 51 x lOmm

Y123PA (HC31)
AC volts
DC volts
Resistance
Dims

Complete with extended probe, fully
shrouded test leads and vinyl carrying wallet

0-2-20 200 500Vac ±1 2%

0 200m-2-20 200 500Vdc ±1 0%
0-200 2k -20k -200k 2M-21).4(2±1 0%
160 x 35 x 20mm

PRICE: £29-99
10Mi2 MULTIMETER

lOMu. MULTIMETER

Y122L (M2308)

Y122BA (HC32)

18 ranges including 10Adc
3 5 digit 12mm LCD display
' Diode test
Battery test
' Auto polarity and zero
'

Super skm design (14mm thick)
"
Autoranging ACV. DCV and 52 ranges
Continuity buzzer
' Diode test
' Data hold
"
Integral test leads stored on rear of case

'

'

'

Battery and instruction manual included.
AC volts
DC volts
AC current
DC current
Resistance
Dims
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AC volts
DC volts
DC current
Resistance

0-20-200-500Vac ±1.2%
0-200m-2-20-200-50Vdc +1%
0-200mA ± 1.2%
0-200mA ± 1%
0 -200 -2k -20k -200k -2M -201\4E2 ± 1%

100 x 68 x 14mm

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°/s VAT

Over range and low battery indication
lest leads with part shrouded 4mm plugs

PRICE: £22-50

0-200-500Vac ± 1.2%
0-2-20-200-1000Vdc ± 0.8%
0-2m-20m-200m. 10Adc ±1.0%
0-200-2k-20k200k-2MS2 + 1 0%

Battery test.1.5V battery (100mA load current)
9V battery (6mA load current)
Protection
Fuse
Dims

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

130 x 72 x 33mm

KITS - COMPONENT
ATTENTION RETAILERS!! - Order 100 packs (may be mixed) and header cards can be printed with
your company name, address and logo. Contact our sales desk for
further details.
RESISTOR KIT - 0.25W (5 OFF)

A pack containing 305 resistors. Values as listed below. Each value individually packed and
each bag marked with the value enclosed.
CONTENTS: 5 OFF EACH VALUE:
108,

12R, 15R, 18R, 22R, 27R, 33R, 39R, 47R, 56R, 68R, 82R, 1008, 120R, 150R, 180R, 220R,
270R, 330R, 390R, 470R, 560R, 680R, 820R, 1K, 1K2, 1K5, 1K8, 2K2, 2K7, 3K3, 3K9, 4K7, 5K6,
6K8,

8K2,

10K,

12K,

15K,

18K,

27K,

22K,

33K,

47K,

39K,

180K, 220K, 270K, 330K, 390K, 470K, 560K, 680K, 820K,
ORDER CODE
1+
5+
KIT/RES/25/5
STAR
£3.75 £3.25
BUY

68K,

56K,

100K,

82K,

120K,

150K,

1M.

RESISTOR KIT - 0.25W (10 OFF)

A pack containing 610 resistors. Values as listed below. Each value individually packed and
each bag marked with the value enclosed.
CONTENTS: 10 OFF EACH VALUE:
10R.

12R, 15R, 18R, 22R, 27R, 33R, 39R, 47R, 56R, 68R, 82R, 100R, 120R, 150R, 1808, 2208,
270R, 330R, 390R, 470R, 560R, 6808, 820R, 1K, 1K2, 1K5, 1KB, 2K2, 2K7, 3K3, 3K9, 4K7, 5K6,
6K8, BK2, 10K, 12K, 15K, 18K, 22K, 27K, 33K, 39K, 47K, 56K, 68K, 82K, 100K, 120K, 150K,
180K, 220K, 270K, 330K, 390K, 470K, 560K, 680K, 820K, 1M.
ORDER CODE
5+
1+
KIT/RES/25/10

£5.10 £4.60
RESISTOR KIT - 0.25W POPULAR
A pack containing a total of 1,000 1/4W 5% carbon film resistors ranging in value from 100 to
10M

In this pack we have included larger quantities of the more popular values.
Each value individually packed.
CONTENTS:

No. VALUE
10
10
10
10
10
20
10
10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

108
12R
18R
212
33R
47R
56R
68R

No. VALUE
82R

10 x

20
10
10
10
20
20
20

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

100R
1208
1508
1808
220R
2708
330R

No. VALUE

No. VALUE
10
30
20
20
10
40

x
x
x
x
x
x

390R
4708
5608
680R
8208

15 x
15 x

1K2
1K5

1K8
2K2
2K7
3K3
3K9
4K7
5K6
6K8

10 x

1K

25

x

20
20
15
25
20
15

x
x
x
x
x
x

No. VALUE

No. VALUE

10 x
30 x
15 x

10
30
20
15
10

15

x

15
20
15
20

x
x
x
x

BK2
10K
12K
15K
18K
22K
27K
33K

x
x
x
x
x

39K
47K
56K
68K

82K
30 x 100K
20 x 120K
15 x 150K

No. VALUE
15 x 180K
20 x 220K
15 x 270K
15 x 330K
10 x 390K
20 x 470K
10 x 560K
10 x 680K

No. VALUE
5 x 820K
1M

20

2M2
3M3
4M7
688
10M

10 x
5

x

10 x
5

x

20 x

5+

1+
ORDER CODE
KIT/RES/25/POP
£6.99
RESISTOR KIT - 0.5W POPULAR

£5 .99

A pack containing a total of 1,000

5% carbon film resistors ranging in value from 282 to

1/2V1

10M
In

this pack we

have

Each value

included larger quantities of the more popular values.

individually packed.
CONTENTS:

No. VALUE
5

x

5

x

5

x

5

x

10 x
5

x

5

x

5

x

10 x

2R2
2R7
3R3
3R9
4R7
5R6
6R8
8R2
108

No. VALUE
10
10
10
10
20
10
10
10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

12R
168
22R
33R
47R
56R
68R
82R

20 x 1008

No. VALUE
20 x 6808
10 x 8208
1K
40 x

No. VALUE
10
10
10
20
20
20
10
30
2-

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1208
15OR
1808
2208
270R
3308
390R
4708
560R

10
10
10
25
20
20

10
25
20
10
10
30
15
15
10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3K9
4K7
5K6
6KB
8K2
10K
12K
15K
18K

No. VALUE
20
10
20
10
30
20
10
10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

22K
27K
33K
39K
47K
56K
68K
82K

30 x 100K

No. VALUE
20 x 120K
10 x

150K

10 x 180K
20 x 220K
15 x 270K
15 x 330K
10 x 390K
20 x 470K
10 x 560K

No. VALUE
10 x 680K
x 820K
5
20 x
10 x
5

x

10 x
5

x

20 x

1M

282
3M3
4M7
688
10M

5+

1+

ORDER CODE
KIT/RES/5/POP

1K2
1K5
1K8
2K2
2K7
3K3

x
x
x
x
x
x

No. VALUE

£10.75

£9.75

RESISTOR KIT - 0.5W (10 OFF)

individually packed and
A pack containing 730 resistors. Values as listed below. Each value
enclosed.
each bag marked with the value
CONTENTS: 10 OFF EACH VALUE:
12R, 15R, 188, 22R, 27R, 33R, 39R, 47R, 56R,
282, 2R7, 3R3, 3R9, 487, 5R6, 6R8, 882, 10R,
330R, 390R, 470R, 560R, 680R, 820R, 1K, 1K2,
100R, 120R, 150R, 180R, 220R, 2708,
68R,
1K5,
47K,

82R,
1K8,

3K9,

5K6,

4K7,

6K8,

8K2,

10K,

12K,

15K,

18K,

22K,

27K,

33K,

39K,

3K3,
330K, 390K, 470K, 560K, 680K, 820K,
56K, 68K, 82K, 100K, 120K, 150K, 180K, 220K, 270K,
18, 182, 1M5, 188, 2M2.
2K2,

ORDER CODE
KIT/RES/5/10

2K7,

5+

1+

£8.75

£7.75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15''o VAT

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER
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KITS - COMPONENT
RESISTOR KIT - 0.5W (5 OFF)
A pack containing 365 resistors. Values as listed below. Each value individually packed and
each bag marked with the value enclosed.
CONTENTS: 5 OFF EACH VALUE:
282,
68R,
1K5,
47K,

3R3, 3R9, 487, 5R6, 6R8, 882, 108, 12R, 15R, 188, 22R, 278,338, 39R, 47R, 56R,
18, 182,
100R, 1208, 1508, 180R, 220R, 2708, 330R, 390R, 470R, 560R, 680R, 820R,
27K, 33K, 39K,
282, 2K7, 383, 3K9, 487, 586, 6K8, 8K2, 10K, 12K, 158, 18K, 22K,
680K, 820K,
56K, 68K, 82K, 100K, 1208, 150K, 180K, 220K, 270K, 330K, 390K, 470K, 560K,
2R7,
828,
1K8,

182, 185, 188, 2M2.

1M,

5+

1+

ORDER CODE
KIT/RES/5/5

£5.00

£5.40

RESISTOR KIT - 1W
A pack containing 365 1W resistors. Values as listed
and each bag marked with the value enclosed

below. Each value individually packed

CONTENTS: 5 OFF EACH VALUE:
108,

12R,

15R,

18R,

270R, 3308, 390R,
6K8,

8,(2,

10K,

22R,

33R, 39R, 47R, 568, 68R, 828, 100R, 120R, 150R, 1808, 220R,
680R, 820R, 1K, 1K2, 1K5, 1K8, 2K2, 287, 3K3, 3K9, 4K7,
22K, 27K, 33K, 39K, 47K, 56K, 68K, 82K, 1008, 120K, 150K,
18K,

27R,

470R, 5608,

12K,

15K,

180K, 220K, 270K, 330K, 390K, 470K, 560K, 680K, 820K, 1M, 182,
487, 5M6, 6M8, 882, 10M.
5+

1+

ORDER CODE
KIT/RES/1/5

1M5, 188, 2M2, 287, 3M3, 3M9,

£14.00

£15.25

RESISTOR KIT - 2W
A pack containing 365 2W resistors. Values as listed below. Each value individually packed
and each bag marked with the value enclosed.
CONTENTS: 5 OFF EACH VALUE:
108,

12R,

270R, 330R,
6K8,

8K2,

15R, 188, 22R, 27R, 33R, 39R, 47R, 56R, 688, 82R, 100R, 120R, 1508, 180R, 220R,
390R, 470R, 560R, 680R, 820R, 1K, 1K2, 1K5, 1K8, 2K2, 2K7, 3K3, 3K9, 4K7, 5K6,
18K,
22K, 27K, 33K, 39K, 47K, 56K, 68K, 82K, 100K, 120K, 150K,
108, 12K, 15K,

180K, 220K, 270K, 330K, 390K, 470K, 560K, 680K, 820K, 18, 182, 1M5, 1M8, 2M2, 2M7, 3M3, 3M9,
4M7, 586, 688, 882, 10M.
5+
1+
ORDER CODE
KIT/RES/2/5
£25.00 £23.00
CERAMIC KIT - 50V - Over £9.70 worth at catalogue prices - Saving you £5.71!!
A
pack containing 125 50V disc and plate ceramics ranging in value from

1pF

to

lOnF

(0.01mF).

Each value individually packed and each bag marked with the value enclosed.
CONTENTS: 5 OFF EACH VALUE:
1.OpF, 1.8pF, 2.7pF, 3.3pF, 4.7pF, 5.6pF, 6.8pF, 8.2pF, lOpF, 12pF, 22pF, 27pF, 47pF, 68pF,
82pF, 100pF, 150pF, 180pF, 270pF, 470pF, 560pF, 1000pF, 2200pF, 4700pF, lOnF.
1+

ORDER CODE
KIT/CER/50V

5+

£3.99

£3.50

ELECTROLYTIC KIT - RADIAL - Over £11.00 worth at catalogue prices - Saving you £2.50.
A pack containing 100 miniature radial lead electrolytic capacitors. 12 different values_
Each value individually packed.
CONTENTS:
VALUE
VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE
No.
No.
VALUE
VOLTAGE
No.
VALUE
No.
VALUE
VOLTAGE
16V
16V
1000mF
5
25V
15
100mF
63V
10mF
15
lmF
10
1000mF
25V
16V
2
5
220mF
25V
22mF
63V
10
2.2mF
10
16V
2200mF
16V
3
5
470mF
47mF
25V
63V
10
10
4.7mF
ORDER CODE
KIT/ELEC/RAD

5+

1+

£7.50

£8.50

FUSE KIT - 20mm QUICK -BLOW

FUSE KIT - 20mm ANTI -SURGE

A pack containing 80 Quick -Blow 20mm Fuses.

Each value individually packed.

A pack containing 80 Anti -Surge 20mm Fuses.
Each value individually packed,

Contents:

CONTENTS:

No.
5

x

5

x

5

x

VALUE

No.

100mA
250mA
315mA

10 x

ORDER CODE
KIT/FUSE/QB2

12

VALUE

No.

VALUE

500mA

10 x

3.15A

No.

5 x

20

x

1A

5

x

5A

5

5

x

1.6A

5

x

6.3A

5

10

x

2A

1+

£4.75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15'r VAT

x
x

VALUE

No.

VALUE

No.

100mA
250mA
315mA

10 x
20 x

500mA

10 x

x

1.6A

10 x

2A

5

IA

VALUE

x

3.1511
5A

5 x

6.3A

5

1+

5+

ORDER CODE
KIT/FUSE/AS2

£4.25

£8.50

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

5+

£7.50

PRE-SET POTENTIOMETERS - VERTICAL

PRE-SET POTENTIOMETER KIT - HORIZONTAL

A pack containing a total of 120 miniature
vertical mounting pre-set potentiometers.
A total of 13 different values. Each value
individually packed.
CONTENTS:

A pack containing a total of 120 miniature
horizontal mounting pre-set potentiometers.
A total of 13 different values. Each value
individually packed.
CONTENTS:
No. VALUE

No. VALUE

No. VALUE

2K2
4K7
10K
22K

10 x 47K
20 x 100K
220K
5 x
5 x 470K

x

100R
220R
4708

15 x
20 x

x

1K

5 .x

5

x

5

x

5

15

5

x

5

1M

x

5

5
5

x 100R
x 220R
x 470R

15 x

1K

No. VALUE
5

x

15 x
20 x
5 x

2K2
4K7
10K
22K

No. VALUE

No. VALUE

47K
20 x 100K
5
x 220K
5 x 470K
10 x

ORDER CODE
KIT/POT/VERT

1M

x

5

5+

1+

5+

1+

ORDER CODE
KIT/POT/HORIZ

No. VALUE

No. VALUE

£7.25

£7.75

£7.25

£7.75

ZENER DIODE KIT - 400 M/W
A pack containing 55 zener diodes. 400M/W. Ranging from 3V6 to 30V. Each value individually
packed and each bag marked with the value enclosed.
CONTENTS: 5 OFF EACH VALUE:
3V3, 4V7, 7V5, 8V2, 11V, 12V, 13V, 15V, 16V, 20V, 24V.
5+

1+

ORDER CODE
KIT/ZEN/400

£3.50

£3.99
POLYESTER CAPACITOR KIT
ITT PMT type 100V miniature or similar. Pack contains 110 capacitors. Each value individually
packed and each bag marked with the value.
10 each value: 0.01uF, 0.015uF, 0.022uF, 0.033uF, 0.047uF, 0.068uF, 0.luF, 0.15uF, 0.22uF, 0.33uF
0.47uF.

Order Code:

£5-00

PRICE:

KIT/POLY

NUT & BOLT KIT
A useful pack containing 800 assorted BA nuts, bolts and washers. Bolts are cheesehead type. All
cadmium plated steel. All types are individually packed.
bolts, 68A nuts, 6BA washers.
bolts, 6BA
100 each: 6BA
STAR
bolts, 4BA nuts, 4BA washers.
bolts, 4BA
100 each; 4BA
BUY
£5-99
PRICE:
KIT/NB
ORDER CODE:
1/2"

1/2"

1/4"

1/2"

SELF TAPPING SCREW KIT
A choice of 3 kits, all slotted pan head self -tapping screws.
passivated zinc plate.
No. @ Size
Thread dia. 2.9mm. 200 screws:
No. 6 Size
Thread dia. 3.5mm. 220 screws:
NO. 10 SIZE
Thread dia. 4.8mm. 170 screws:
£3-75
ORDER CODE: KIT/ST4
TWIN FLUORESCENT LAMP - 12V

A

very

attractive

twin

Type AB screws finished in clear

50 x 12.7mm, 100 x 9.5mm, 50 x 6.4mm.

20 x 19.1mm, 100 x 12.7mm, 50 x 9.5mm, 50 x 6.4mm.
20 x 25.4mm,

50 x 19.1mm, 50 x 12.6mm, 50 x 9.5mm.
ORDER CODE: KIT/STIO
E3-25

E4 -00

ORDER CODE: KIT/ST6

lampholder
White
plastic ribbed

tube

with two 12V BW fluorescent tubes.
plastic

case

with

clear

diffuser and ON/OFF switch. Supplied with
90cms of twin flex for connection to 12V
battery (Red stripe to positive).
for caravans, boats, vans etc.

Ideal

Overall dimensions: 370 x 65 x 41mm.
1+
ORDER CODE
OPTO/TFL12 PRICE - £5.99

ORDER CODE
OPTO/DYN

10+

50+

£4.99

£4.50

ORDER CODE
OPTO/QHS QUARTZ

PRICE

HALOGEN SPOTLIGHT

1+

10+,

£5-99 £5-2

Hand held quartz halogen spotlight. 55W bulb produces more than
50,000 candle power. Highly polished reflector. Black plastic body.
On/off slide switch. Retractable hanger. 3.6m coiled lead fitted with car
cigar lighter plug.
Power
Dims

12V 4.5A 55W
m less handle

DYNAMO TORCH PRICE: £2-75

Handy dynamo powered torch which requires no batteries. Well
designed body fits neatly into hand and gives an easy hand -pumped
action to generate sufficient power to light bulb brightly. Yellow plastic
body with robust shock -proof construction. A must for every glove
compartment.
Dims
130 x 55mm

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°0 VAT

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER
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CAS I 0
44

4,0 40 kr
;4,4®4®
CALCULATOR HS8
Solar powered. 8 digit LCD.
+ / - / x f + /°,4i/ sq root keys. 3 key
memory. Operating brightness 150 lux.

Weight: 40g

Dims: (HWD) 14 x 66.5 x 116mm.

QUOTE: CAS HS8

PRICE: £2-99

NOTEBOOK LC403

SOLAR SL300

SOLAR SL760
Solar powered. 8 digit LCD.
+ / - / x / + i%/sq root keys. 3 key

Battery powered. 8 digit LCD.

+/-/x/+/%/ sq root keys.

4 key memory.
Dims: (HWD) 6.5 x 66.5 x 109mm.

memory Operating brightness: 50 lux
Dims: (HWD) 0.8 x 85.5 x 54mm.

QUOTE: CAS LC403

QUOTE: CAS SL760

PRICE: £3-99

PRICE: £3-99

Solar powered. 8 digit LCD.
4/ - / X /-i%i sq root keys. Floating
decimal point. 3 key memory.
Operating brightness: SO lux.

Weight: 4Ig.

Dims: (HWD) 7.1 x 60 x 10 I mm.

QUOTE: CAS SL300

PRICE: £4-45

DATA
CALCULATOR
DC150

SCIENTIFIC FX570

SCIENTIFIC FX82

Battery powered.
10 digit LCD.

Battery powered.
8 digit LCD.
keys.

Battery powered.
Stores up to 50 data items
alphabetically.

Secrecy function for private
data.

+/ - / x /+/sq root keys and
key memory.

59 scientific functions.
Independent memory
Algebraic logic.

Batter

96 scientific functions.
Binary. Octal and Hexadecimal

-1-ix', keys.

Independent memory.
Algebraic logic.

Weight: 64g.
Dims: (HWD)

19.6 x 76 x 149mm.

FX3400P

+/-/x/-. keys.

conversions.

Weight: i 35 g.
Dims: (HWD)

SCIENTIFIC
LpcowDered.

digit

171 scientific functions.
Floating decimal point.
I

independent memory.

6 constant memories.
5 statistical functions.

Weight: 59g.
Dims: (HWD)

Weight: 67g.

QUOTE: CAS FX82

8.7 x 71.5 x I34mm.

Dims: (HWD) 7x 68 x 115mm.

PRICE: £8-95

QUOTE: CAS FX570

85 x 73 x 140mm.

PRICE: £15-75

QUOTE: CAS FX3400P

QUOTE: CAS DC150

PRICE: £8-95

PRICE: -£15-95

SCIENTIFIC
FX45IM

GRAPHIC
CALCULATOR

Solar powered with battery
It'3Y5671190.4

back up.

FX7000G

10 digit LCD.

+/-/x/+ keys.

Battery powered.
10 + 2 digit dot matrix display.

116 scientific functions.
Fixed decimal point.
Binary. Octal and Hexadecimal

+/-/x/+/%/sq. root keys.

conversions.

Independent memory.
Algebraic logic.
Operating brightness: 50 lux.
I x GR927 back up battery.

Weight: 79.5g.
Dims: (HWD)

7.6x 16.2x 125mm.

QUOTE: CAS FX451M

PRICE: £17-90
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

CC CCCC

=CCCCC
==1====
CCCCCC
MCC= IC=

annoo
ril
13 101 12

ua

iv

20 built-in graphic functions.
92 scientific functions.
Programmable.

26 memories.
Algebraic logic.
Weight: 155.5g.

Dims: (HWD)
14 x 83.5 x 167mm.

QUOTE: CAS FX7000G

PRICE: £49-50

Sdi

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

DIGITAL DIARY
SF9000

DIGITAL DIARY

IC card system with 62.092

SF7500

character memory and memory
back-up.
Can be connected to an IBM
personal computer or SF7500
digital diary.

62.092 character memory.
6 line x 32 column dot matrix
display.

8 (unctions: telephone
directory, business card library.
memo (unman, schedule keeper,
calendar, home/world time,
calculator and schedule alarms.

6 line x 32 column dot matrix
display.

8 functions: telephone
directory, business card library,
memo function, schedule keeper,
calendar, home/world time,
calculator and schedule alarms.

Secrecy function for private
data.

12 digit calculations.

+/-/ x /./%/ -I./so root keys.

Secrecy function for private
data. 12 digit calculations.
/ x /,i9/0/ isq root keys.

4 key memory.
ASCII key layout.
Weight: 148g.

+

4 key memory.
ASCII key layout. Weight:
247g. Dims: (HWD)

Dims: (HWD)
I

5 x 133 x 74mm.

18 x I 50 x I 66mm.

QUOTE: CAS SF7500

QUOTE: CAS SF9000

PRICE: £125-00
TELE, -

PRICE: £160-00

ON

BATTERY CHARGER (Universal Nickel Cadmium)

TV -430
Colour. LCD 2" screen. Crisp clear
images. External antenna jack. earphone
jack, external power jack. UHF. ch 21-

68. Touch tuning. Power: 4 x UM3
batteries or mains operated with optional

AD -K65 adaptor. Battery life: 3 hours

approx. 3.2 watts approx. Weight:
330g. Dims: (HWD) I 33 x 92 x 32.5mm.
Case included.

attractive
nickel
cadmium
battery
charger ideal for charging to rechargeable
batteries detailed above. The charger will
:harge all the sizes listed: AAA, AA, C, D
nd PP3 and up to four AAA, AA, C and D
An

zypes
same

and one PP3 can be charged at
time.

The

charger

plastic dust cover for easy viewing. The

QUOTE: CAS TV430

five
battery
positions
have
L.E.D.
'CHARGE' indicators. The unit also has a

£99-99

switch allowing batteries to
for current state of charge.

SPECIFICATION

BATTERIES

Power

240V a.c.
210 x 100 x 50mm

Dimensions
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES - NI -CADS
range of Nickel Cadmium batteries
A
that will replace dry cell batteries.
Capable of being recharged some 1000
times they are very economical in all
applications.
(We offer a suitable charger for these
Ni-Cads at the end of this section)

1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V

C

C
D

PP3

9V

checked

be

9_99

QUOTE: CAS ADK65

AAA
AA

the

hinged

a

FINISH: Black.

Mains adaptor.

Order Code

Type Volt Ah

has

180mAh
500mAh
1.2Ah
2.0Ah
1.2Ah
4.0Ah
110mAn

BAT/AAA
BAT/AA
BAT/C
BAT/CI
BAT/D
BAT/DI
BAT/PP3

00
lIceg

r11
uniVersal ni-cd Batten.' chargcr

Price
1+

10+

£1-50
95p
£1-95
£3-40
£2-00
54-75
£3-90

£1-30
85p
£1-80
£3-20
£1-85
E4-50
£3-75

ORDER CODE
BAT/CHARGE/UNI
1+

PRICE - £4.99

KITS - SOLAR
kit,
Very useful educational
beginners. Safe energy drives

ideal
the

for

motor

which is included in the kit.
Price: E6-99
ORDER CODE: KIT/SOLAR

10+

STAR
Y

£4.75

SOLAR BATTERY CHARGER
Takes up to 4 x AA cells. Depending on
intensity the charging time is
sunlight
more for one battecy and
or
2-3 hours
four
all
for
more
or
hours
10-14
batteries.
PRICE: £8-50
ORDER CODE: SOLAR/BAT

(4%

SOLAR TURNTABLE
Solar powered turntable,
ideal for shop
window displays etc. Turns any display
items

up

to

301b's

in

weight

when

tha

solar panel is placed in direct sunlight.
ORDER CODE: SOLAR/SAT2

PRICE:£13-50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

SOLAR CELL - 700m/a 0.5V
combine
Complete in a plastic frame
these cells in series for higher voltage
5/or in parallel for a higher current
bright
700mA
in
Max
current
output.
sunlight.
Price: E3-99
ORDER CODE: SOLAR/CELL
,

SIMPLY ADD E1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER
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MICROPHONES
4.

mu ww MM ihr m

.4.4

noir-

Wireless microphone systems available as a complete kit or In seperate parts. All operate on the standard frequencies allocated to wireless
microphones systems (173.8MHz, 174.1MHz, 174.5MHz, 174.8MHz and 175.0MHz).
Please note that unless specific frequencies are requested, orders will be supplied with random frequencies from current stock.

ssrAntz,T4:

PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS MIC SYSTEM

G200

WMS202

A complete wireless microphone system comprising a G201 receiver with matching G202
microphone, windshield, 1.4m patch lead for connection of receiver to amp/mixer and one pair of
racking brackets for the receiver. All packed in a tough vinyl case.
Receiver
Receiving frequencies
Receiving system
Intermediate frequency
Antenna impedance

173.8MHz, 174.1MHz, 174.5MHz, 174.8MHz or 175.0MHz
Single super heterodyne conversion FM detector
10.7MHz

.

7511

RF sensitivity
S/N ratio
Squelch threshold
Image and spurious rejection
De -emphasis
Audio output level
Audio harmonic distortion
Power
Dims

0 71.11/

Better than 90dB
Adjustable from 10dBrIV l0 40dBuV

At least -80dB
75kiS
250mV at 60011

Less than 0.5%

240Vac 50Hzit2Vdc
190 x 54 x 200mm

Transmitter.
Receiving frequencies . . 173.8MHz, 174.1MHz, 174.5MHz, 174.8MHz or 175 OMHz
Frequency stability
0 005%
Modulation system
Crystal controlled FM
Harmonic and spurious output power
Less than -45dB below carrier level
.

754

Pre -emphasis

Max frequency deviation
Frequency response
Distortion
S/N ratio
Ambient temperature range
Operating voltage range

±50kHz
70Hz - 12000Hz
Less than 0.5%
Better than 87dB
0°C - 40°C
3 8V to 4.5Vdc

£79-75
c>17'74'

-

-

SIGNAL RECEIVER

G201

RC300

WIRELESS MIC

G202

HT300

Professional wireless microphone receiver for use with G202, G203
and G204 transmitters. Single super heterodyne system for dependable
operation. 2 -channel, 5 -LED indicators for carrier and output signal
levels. Output gain and signal squelch controls.
Power
. 240Vac 50Hz or 12Vdc via external adaptor (not supplied)

Professional wireless mic. Shock proofed high quality dynamic insert.
Crystal controlled direct FM transmission for stable oscillation
frequency under changing temperature and battery voltage conditions.
Low battery and mic on indicators on base.
Power
3 x AA batteries (not included)

Receiver specification same as G200 (WMS202)

Receiver specification same as G200 (WMS202)

.

.

.

£75-90

£78-50
TIE CLIP MIC
PT300
G203

GUITAR TRANSMITTER
G204
GT300

Tie clip wireless mic. High
quality electret insert connected
to transmitter pack by 1.6m
lightweight screened lead.
Lightweight transmitter pack
(125g with batteries) with belt
clip and on/off switch.
Power
3 x AA batteries
(not included).

Professional wireless guitar
transmitter. Guitar connected to
transmitter pack .,a a 1.4m
double screened noiseless lead,
with 6.35mm plug. Lightweight
transmitter pack (125g with
batteries) with on/off switch and
belt clip.
Power

Transmitter specification
same as G200 (WMS202)

SPECIAL OFFER
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..

Transmitter specification
same as G200 (WMS202)

PURCHASE G201 + G203 TOGETHER AND PAY ONLY £165-00
PURCHASE G201 + G204 TOGETHER AND PAY ONLY E160-00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°/o VAT

3 x AA batteries
(not included).

( Saving £15-50)

(Saving E17-90)

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

HOME ALARM PACKAGE SPECIAL

(t

sji.72f

iL!

T

ai

10

in in

I

1

61

10

T

We have sold hundreds of these Home Alarm Security Packages.
money offering a substantial saving on list prices
OK So what do you get? Contents as follows:

They are excellent value for

-

*

OPTIMA ALARM CONTROL PANEL

*

EXTERNAL RED BELL BOX

*

2 X INTERNAL P.I.R.'s

*

2

X DOOR CONTACTS

*

SIREN FOR BELL BOX

*

100Mts CABLE & CLIPS

FULL FITTING INSTRUCTIONS ** ***** ********* ***************
ORDER CODE: SEC/PACK/OPT

PRICE: £127-50

4L.

T

in in
T

A new package to our range, offering excellent value for money.
All our alarms come complete with full fitting instructions.
Logic 4 package contains:
*

LOGIC 4 CONTROL PANEL

*

EXTERNAL BELL BOX

*

SIREN FOR BELL BOX

*

2 X INTERNAL LYNX PI.R.'S

*

2 SETS oe DOOR CONTACTS

*

IOOMts Cable & Clips

FULL FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
ORDER CODE: SEC/LOG/PACK
* AVAILABLE OPTIONS
At no extra charge, a choice of colour of bell
normally be sent if no preference stated).

box

i.e

PRICE: £115-00
Red,

Yellow or White.

the anti -tamper on the P.I.R's 6 core will
you wish to use
If
(Anti -tamper on P.I.R's not really necessary on house installations).
4 -core cable will be sent unless 6-coLe requested. Again, at no extra charge.

Cable:

All

the

items

in

the

above

packages,

and

more,

are available seperately

be

in

(Red will
required.

our

1991

RECHARGEABLE LEAD ACID BACK UP BATTERY
12V 1.9Ah
Suitable lead acid battery for the above alarm system. Stays on contstant charge in Lhe Alarm
Price: £14-00
ORDER CODE: SEC/BAT/1.9A
Panel.
.eammiseummome.m.
LEAD ACID BATTERY CHARGER (MADE in UK) £19-99
YUASA
All the above panels have built in chargers but these are a most useful
accessory should you ever wish to charge Lead Acid's for Hobby use etc.

e

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°0 VAT

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER
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SECURITY EQUIPMENT
EXTERIOR FLOOD LIGHT
floodlight
exterior
Super weatherproof
which could be used with the External PIR
on the previous page.
Black in colour, supplied complete with
500W halogen bulb.
hinged glass
Adjustable mounting bracket
front for changing bulbs.

SPARE HALOGEN BULBS
Standard length bulbs in 3 Wattages.
200W
SEC/200W
PRICE: £3-50
300W
SEC/300W
PRICE: £3-75
500W
SEC/500W
PRICE: £4-00
TUNGSTEN _HALOGEN LAMP

SEC/EFL

PRICE: £19-99

SECURITY EQUIPMENT - SURVEILLANCE
C.C.T.V. CAMERA - (USED)
Ideal
for
closed-circuit monochrome TV camera.
A steel cased,
internal or outside (using the weatherproof housing) security and for
industrial surveillance.
All camera's are supplied with lens fitted - normally 8mm.
These units are secondhand the style and overall design may change to
the illustration shown. All camera's are thoroughly tested before
despatch and should give very long trouble free service. Never mount
the camera facing a window or bright light as this wilburn the camera
tube. Voltage generally 240V, if lower we will supply a suitable PSU
PRICE: £120-00
SEC/CAMERA/USED
C.C.T.V. MONITOR - (USED)
quality black & white monitors. Depending on
good
Steel cased,
availability we can offer sizes from 9" up to 17". State your
preferred size and we will send nearest size available.
Voltage: 240V
PRICE £75-00
SEC/MON/USED

C.C.T.V. CAMERA BRACKET - (NEW)
camera's
Quality, British made mounting bracket to suit not only our
but any standard CCTV camera.
White, plastic coated steel with standard 1/4"-20 mount. Locking swivel
allows camera to be adjusted and fixed -in any position
PRICE-: £7-75

SEC/CB

SPECIAL OFFER

BUY

0

THE COMPLETE

PACKAGE

ABOVE

i.e.

x Camera,
x Bracket

1

1

AND PAY ONLY

£ 1 7 5

()

1

x

Monitor,

&

(Extra Carr. £10-00)
Feamms inCWOO,

PASSIVE INFRA -RED DETECTOR - EXTERNAL

Interchangeable lenDes

Super quality, 1500W switching capability.
Full control of Range, Timing and Daylight
level.
Large
Coverage and
Full
R.F.I.
protection.
Weatherproof to I.P.64.Built in
junction

* 1500IN switch.,
* FWI control
* Large CO5erage
* Low cost
* 05.1 output

Dual SuPPlyl2S0Vac/12Ocicl
* Full A Fl protection
Wealherilsagl to I P
* 13m11nn manuai ort'.Ode

BudlLn juncPon Dos

DescrIptIonandSpeclAciallon
Range.

Standard lens

153. 110.
/5rn 1113.

Capacity:

Long Range Lens
Power Relay

0floln

Auses, Relay
C nnitnuously van..

33. s 35m /tour P.n.$)
300 watts Ocangesce.
mu 243dc SPC.0 relay
5 seconds lo 10 men..

Oaylign1 sensor level

WS cleM to loll

...plane Lens

box.

SEC/PIR/EX

PRICE:

£39-95

Cos.*:
Mano.Ces.rlde

Poww,por

FM TRANSMITTER - Made in U.K.

WealhosPDesein.

inner
Detection SI,Sktiray

IA..

sylph

5 'scones .10 rwnutes
009e ro aoorox 50.

In.,. ea we. .warn Is. le.
Oononal 2e0Dsc 0

tecto (see lest/

Desgnevl .11.4

":742

Very high quality 'Mini -Bug' - Ideal for baby alarm etc.!!
A very good
range is obtainable
we have obtained over
conditions.

mile,

but

it does depend on

Simply remove cover - insert battery - and you're
Reception can be obtained on any FM radio.
Frequency
105-109MHz FM
Power
PP3 9V Battery (Not Included)
Dimensions
4.25" x 2.25" x 3/4"
ORDER CODE
SEC/FMB1

PRICE: £9-99
FM TRANSMITTER KIT

For those of you who enjoy building kits - we now offer the above transmitter in kit form.
Ideal for the beginner - supplied complete with full, easy to follow, instructions.
Box NOT INCLUDED - See our BOXES Section for suitable housing.
ORDER CODE
SEC/FMKIT

PRICE: £7-50

PRICE - £7.50
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

ASTEC SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY
MODEL: AC 9355

AERIAL EXTENSION LEAD

104BA (5490)

Input: 115-230VAC

;Om coaxial aerial extension lead on a
compact wind.on reel. Peel contains a built-

DUTPUT: 65 Watts
+5V
+12V
+12V
-12V

V1

V2
V3
V4

@
@
@
@

in 1V/rodie spritter.

6A
1.5A
2.1A
0.25A

PRICE: £5-99

Dimensions: 195x115x45mm
these power supplies really are of the
-lighest quality.Demand will be high so they
dill be sold on a strictly first come first
served basis.
1+

DRDER CODE: ASTEC/9355

5+

PRICE: £19-99 £15-99

HI RES MONITOR Made in UK GREEN SCREEN
Very high quality monitor, complete apart
from the case.
Resolution at Centre is 900 lines therefore
ideal for computer applications.
Simply input 12V @ 1.2A.
COMPOSITE VIDEO!
Supplied complete with full handbook and
circuit diagram and full parts list.
(Manual available seperately £2-00 each)
SPEC:

SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY
ASTEC - MODEL BM -41001
Brand
new,
good
quality,
fitted
aluminium chassis. Size: 415 x 120mm
Input
115-230Vac
50-60 Hz
*
Output
IlOWatts

7" (178mm)
12V/1.2A
15-19KHz
50-60Hz
900 lines

CRT Size
Power
Line Frequency
Vertical Frequency
Resolution at Centre
Linearity
EHT Typical
Line Blanking
Vertical Blanking
Video Input unterminated
terminated
Video Response
Video Rise/Fall
Video in for 35V output

onto

ORDER CODE: SO/MONITOR

:

<2%

12.0Kv
12-7.5uS
750uS
12K
75R
22MHz
17nS
1Vp-p

PRICE: £27-50 each
4 for £100-00

:

VI
V2

:

+5V

:

+38V 2.5A

3A

TRANSFORMER Made in UK
25VA
DRAKE Type: C2515
Very high quality still in production at nearly
f.
three times the price!
Primary: 240Vac (0-120 0-120)
Secondary: 15v - 0 - 15v @ 1.6A
Dims: 70 x 55 x 50mm
Fixing Centres: 80mm
Approx 500 pcs available.

ORDER CODE: SO/ASTEC

PRICE: E9-99
SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY - WEIR
Made by Weir UK. Custom built PSU so no
further info, hence very low price. Some
of these units mays have been used.
Following spec. taken off units.
*

Input
Output
V1

:

120V ac 60Hz
200Watts
(4 way type Molex
plug for outputs)
+5V
4A

V2

:

-5V

4.5A

+16V

3.4A

-16V

3.4A

V3
V4

These

:

:

:

:

1+

ORDER CODE: so/308

must

have

50+

£3-00

E2-50

ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIER
Very handy illuminated magnifier with main lens
X2 and pull out lens X8 magnification.
Main lens
reading.

between
£100-£200 each originally. They really are
top quality.
units

£3-75

10+

cost

be illuminated for map or book

Uses 2x AA batteries, which are supplied!
Overall length extended 6" (150mm)
PRICE: £7-50
ORDER CODE: SO/ILLMAG
or 2 for £13-50

PRICE: £12

ORDER CODE/SO/WEIR-2

can

B.S.R. TURNTABLES
need no introduction,
brand new,
complete with cartridge and stylus.
Also, complete with turntable belt.
12V 0.06A motor fitted. Simply construct
your own plinth.
Absolute bargain.
ORDER CODE/ SO/BSR
PRICE: £9-99
These

SCREWDRIVER SET
6 piece set in a plastic hinged box.
Contains:One each
1.4,1.8,2.0,2.4,3.0,3.8mm
PRICE: 99p
ORDER CODE: SO/016A

POWER SUPPLIES - EUROPEAN - 2 PIN
Manufactured by Commodore Business Machines (CBM) ltd. These power supplies are ideal for
running radio's, cassette recorders, calculators etc etc. They fit the UK shaver adaptor
(See our Electrical section). We have substantial quantities of these items and can offer
attractive discounts for bulk buyers.
TYPE: EOB -DC
TYPE: MM3-AC
TYPE: E09 -DC
Input:
220/240V
220/240V
Input:
Input:
220/240V
Output: 4.5V @ 200mA
Output: 6V @ 200mA
Output: 6V @ 400mA
Plug:
2.5mm Jack
Plug:
3.5mm Jack
Plug:
3.5mm Jack
SO/POW/EOB
SO/POW/MM3
SO/POW/E09
1+

10+

100+

70p

60p

50p

1+

10+

100+

95p

90p

75p

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15' VAT

1+

10+

£1-20

£1-10

100+

90p

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER
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SPACERS - RS 606-692
Nickel plated hexagonal spacer, M3 hole
tapped at one end and an M/ threaded stud
at the other.
Stud
length: 8mm
15mm.
Spacer length:
Hole Depth: 8mm
RS Price: 14p ea
10
50
£4-00
£1-00
ORDER CODE: SO/261

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER
Made in UK
Manufactured to very high standard by
'St. Ives Windings'.
Primary: 0-120 Secondary: 9V @ 4A
0-120
15v -0-15v @ 500m/A
Dimensions: Dia: 75mm Thickness: 38mm
Subject to availability we will supply
fixing hardware. (Only while stocks last)
Original Price in tens,
£24-00 each!!
ORDER CODE: SO/268
PRICE: £10-00

r

IEC filter plug units

:

IEC FILTER PLUG UNIT - BELLING LEE
TYPE- L2133C/L
Chassis mountipg plug with integral mains
filter. Designed to filter mains borne
interference where capacitors alone may
."
by
Connection
inadequate.
prove
receptacles.
Widely used to protect business machines,
computer peripherals and electronic test
borne
mains
against
instruments
transients and interference.
Current Rating: 2Amp Operating Volt: 250
Line Frequency: 0-400Hz
Inductance 3mH per line.
RS Price: £9-50 each!
ORDER CODE: SO/262

PRICE: £4-50

IEC FILTER PLUG UNIT - BELLING LEE
TYPE - L2131C/L
Chassis style as above but: 6A
PRICE: E4-75
ORDER CODE: SO/262A
RIBBON CABLE CLIP - 20 way
RS 544-140
specifically
clips
cable
Aluminium
designed for use with ribbon cables. Self
adhesive base. Working temperature range
Width: 25.7mm
-40°C to +70°C.

M

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER - 50VA
Made in UK.
High Quality
Input: 120/240VAC
Output: 0-9v 0-15v
Max Load: 25VA per winding
Dimensions: Dia: 92mm
Thickness: 40mm
ORDER CODE: SO/268A
PRICE: £8-,50
JEWLERS EYEGLASS
Used for examination of small components,
Hall marks etc. Available in two focal
lengths. which is the optimum distance
from the lens to the work piece when the
item being viewed is in focus.
Focal length 2
SO/EYE-1
Price: £1-50
Focal length 3.5 SO/EYE-2
Price: £1-55

MINIATURE PUSH SWITCH - RS 332-830
Gold plated contacts for low level and
dry circuit switching.
N/0 + N/C. 4 tags. Complete with black
cap & fixing nuts etc.
Panel cut out: 6.5mm
Body Dia: lOmm
Rating: 100mA 30Vdc.
ORDER CODE: SO/253

RS Price: £2-24
OUR PRICE: £1-00

RS Price: by each
ORDER CODE: SO/267

PRICE: 10 for 45p

MAGNIFIERS - HANDHELD
choice of three sizes of magnifiers,
super quality at a very "Special Offer"
A

METAL OXIDE
OXIDE VARISTOR
Made By Philips.
RS 238-621
mains
borne
For suppressing
a.c.
transients, arcs etc.
Energy transient J 61. May be used on dc
circuits also. Further spec. upon request
Dia: 12.5mm Lead length: 20mm
RS Price: £1-03 each!
ORDER CODE: SO/269
PRICE: 50p each
JUMPER SOCKETS - 0-1'
giving
an
sockets
jumper
Stackable
alternative to the on board programming
method of DIL switches. They have twin
leaf Phosphor Bronze contacts plated with
Gold over Nickel, designed to be used
with 0.64mm round or square pins on a
2.54mm pitch.
Current Rating: 2A
PRICE: 10p
ORDER CODE: SO/270
COMPUTER LEAD
way

20

IDC

to

20 way

IDC. Grey Ribbon.

Length: 400mm.

ORDER CODE: SO/271

Black strong plastic surround.
DIA
60mm
70mm
85mm

etc.

400Vdc 40kA.
550Vac 80kA
Normal Price: over £7-50 each
HURRY HURRY
PRICE: £3-50
ORDER CODE: SO/272

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°/o VAT

ORDER CODE
SO/MAG-1
SO/MAG-2
SO/MAG-3

PRICE
£1-75
E2-75
£3-50

HEADER PLUG - Single Row - 36way
Gold Plated, very high quality
-1+
10+
ORDER CODE: SO/250
Price:
15p
12p
STICK ON FEET - RS 600-919
Moulded in non-conductive polyurethane
with a strong pressure sensitive
adhesive backing.
Height: 9.6mm
Dia: 22.4mm
Colour: Grey
per10
per 50
ORDER CODE: SO/251
£1-00
£4-50

2.5mm DC SOCKET
3 Tags, Black Plastic
Very large Quantity
1+

PRICE: £1-00

INDUSTRIAL FUSE - lOOAmp
Dorman (Hawker Siddeley) CEO100
Highest quality. To full 1975,

20

price.

10p

10+
8p

100+
6p

ROCKER SWITCH - ILLUMINATED
Very

high
quality.
Must
have
approval mark available!!
Push In fit, 4 tag.
Rating: 3A 250V.
Cut out required: 30mm x 22mm
1+
ORDER CODE: SO/252
85p

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

every

10+
75p

Equipment Wire
STAR
BUY

SPECIAL OFFER

DC MOTORS - MINIATURE
Model: 35-016
6-12V
Working Voltage
38 x 40mm
Approx. Body Dims
lOmm
Pulley Dia
49mm
Mounting Bracket fixing centres
ORDER CODE: SO/147

CABLE -CABLE -JUST ARRIVED- EQUIPMENT WIRE.
We have just purchased over 2000, 100 metre
reels of cable. Thats over 200,000 metres!!
This means, once again we can offer substantial
savings to you.
As always, first come first served.
All the cable is made in the UK and of the
highest quality.
Available in 10/0.1mm and 7/0.2mm.
10/0 lam (0.078mm2)
approx 1.05mm. Max voltage RMS 1000V
Nominal Current 0.5Amp.
Available in the following colours:
BLACK RED, BLUE, BROWN, GREEN.
Diam

7/0.2mm (0.22=2)
Dia. approx 1.2mm. Max voltage 1000Volts (RMS)
Nominal Current: 1.4Amps
Available in the following colours:
BLACK, RED, GREEN, WHITE,
GREEN/YELLOW,.' BLUE
We are selling this cable by the toll and you
may mix colours and types to get a better price
break.
1+

50+

10+

100+

Price per reel £1-95
£1--75
£1-50
£1-25
If we are out of stock of a paricular colour we
will substitute with another.
VIDEO CAMCORDER BATTERIES
Now in stock! Available
for
all
models,
telephone or fax with your model number & we
will quote you. Too many to list here but we
have listed the 2 market leaders
Simply quote
JVC or SONY.
PRICE:

JVC

£35-00

SONY

£27-95

VHS -C ADAPTOR (Motorised)
Simply put your VHS -C 30 minute tape into this

1+

10+

95p

80p

Model SPDC
FUJIYA motor, complete with speed control
Simply adjust speed by turning
board.
pre-set on the board.
12V
Working Voltage
Approx. Body Dims
32 x 38mm
Approx shaft Dia
2mm
PCB Dims
65 x 30mm

ORDER CODE: SO/148

10+

1+

£2-90
£2-50
HIGH TORQUE MINIATURE MOTOR
for
higher power requirements
Ideal
Operating voltages 1.5 to 3VDC. Clockwise
by
Solder
termination.
rotation.
Bi-directional rotation.
1.5V
3V

No load speed
Current (A)
At Max efficiency:
speed
current (A)
torque (g/cm)
efficiency (%)
Stall torque (g/cm)
Weight

4200
0.14

8300
0.17

2400
0.6
10.4
50.6

7020
0.94
18

56.1
117

56

42g

ORDER CODE: SO/148B

1+

10+

100i

60p

56p

48p

unit and then use as a normal VHS tape in your
VCR
This unit is a must for anyone using VHS -C
tapes

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE: £25-00
STEREO SLIDERS
60mm travel, manufactured by NOBLE.
Very
high
quality,
all
construction. Two values only:
500R LOG and 1Meg LOG

MINIATURE DC

1+

10+

100i

SO/131/500R

40p

35p

25p

SO/131/1MEG
ALUMINIUM SHEET

40p

35p

25p

500R
IMeg

A

mewl

You always need this. Limited quantity,
useful size, see below:

110111Y1

ORDER CODE: SO/014

Price: 65p

SPEAKER GRILL - CHROME - 12"
Very attractive chrome speaker cabinet
grill with black rubber surround. Robust
construction made from 1.1mm thick steel.
Grill pitch approx. 11 x Ilmm
ORDER CODE: SO/026
Price: £3-00
HEATSINKS
Several standard heatsinks to choose from
& OK for general purpose use.
L
W
D
Order Code
1+
10+
125 x
50 x 27 SO/045
70p
60p
125 x 115 x 27 SO/046
65p
55p
127 x
38 x 27 SO/044
£1.30
£1.15

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15', VAT

low cost miniature DC motor with many

applications including models, robotics
and educational demonstration equipment.
Operating voltage 1.5 to 3VDC. Ideally
suited for mounting to PCB's .icn two
Solder tag termination.
flat surfaces.
Bi-directional rotation
1.5V
3V
No load speed
8700
14000
0.32
Current (A)
0.38
At maximum efficiency
5800
Speed
9400
0.76
1
1
current (A)
5.3
8.6
torque (g/cm)
32
30.5
efficiency (%)
16
26
Stall torque (g/cm)
17g
Weight

ORDER CODE: SO/148A

1+

10+

100i

50p

42p

32p

SANYO AMPLIFIER - STK015
Sorry, no further info.
ORDER CODE: SO/086

Price: £3-50

TOOL WALLET
Very useful wallet, made from strong PVC
complete with 'belt loop'. Fix it to your
belt! Approx: 265 x 125mm.
Colour: Black

ORDER CODE: SO/273

PRICE: 50p

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER
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DIALATRON ZR HEADSET TELEPHONE.
A very impressive telephone with lots and
lots of features. i.e.
* Auto storage of last number dialled
of
transmission
to
mute
*
Facility
outgoing speech.

PHILIPS CCTV CO -AX LEADS
BRAND NEW - Leads, lOMtr long.
Co -Ax plug to Right Angle Co -Ax plug.
(Moulde6 Plugs)
Colour: GREY
1
10

ORDER CODE: SO/350

£1-50

£1-75

*

a,,,,..

luilm111111

ASTEC VIDEO MODULATOR TYPE - UM1286

A UHF modulator primarily intended for use
as an interface for a colour or black
white television and computer graphics,
computer games, Teletext and Viewdata etc.
performance
is
high
modulator
The
featuring low radiation and harmonics in
line with European specifications.
Pretuned to channel 36 and a 75 ohm output
from a standard phono socket. In addition
6Mhz
intercarrier
a
built
in
it
has
facility for use where a sound carrier is

Switch from decadic to DTMF signalling

by button depression.
* Variable 'Ringing' Tone (selected)
* Headset Operation
* May be used as normal telephone.
ETC ETC ETC
a
to
look
identical
telephones
These
normal telephone but have a socket on the
side for plugging in a headset.
BRAND NEW only one catch limited quantity
so, first come first served!
THIS
WITH
NOT
SUPPLIED
ARE
HEADSETS
BE
PURCHASED
MUST
THEY
TELEPHONE.
SEPERATELY.
The Headsets below are suitable_
NORMAL PRICE £99-99!!
OUR PRICE: E55-00
ORDER CODE: SO/356

required.
SPEC:
E36

E36
Cannel
Channel frequency (nominal)
Supply Voltage
Supply Current
Bandwidth
Sound subcarrier
Transfer characteristic
Audio Signal
Maximum RF output (nominal)

591.5Mhz
5V

9mA
8Mhz
6Mhz

Negative
5Vp-p
2.0mV

If you still require further info. send a
SAE. Normal price is over £10 each!
Full data sheet supplied with each order.
PRICE: £6-50
ORDER CODE: SO/351
SPIDER LEAD (4 way plug)

RACAL FREEDOM HEADSET Type RA130/1005
Highest
quality,
Racal
need
no
introduction.
Suitable
for
the
above
telephones.
Complete with headband, earpiece and boom
sic_ fitted with lead and plug.
Brand new, even supplied with neat cloth
storage bag.
Only one catch, yes, limited quantity.
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED!!
These monaurel headsets allow the operator
to listen to other people in the office at
the same time.
NORMAL PRICE OVER E130 each!!
ORDER CODE: SO/357
OUR PRICE: £60-00

4 way spider plug with the following size
plugs: One each size:
2.1mm
Jack.

DC,

2.5mm

2.5mm

DC,

Jack,

3.5mm

METAL AND VOLTAGE

DETECTOR

Fitted with moulded cable grip on other
end terminating in stripped wire.
Colour: Black with white tracer stripe.
Length: Approx 2.5Mtrs

Very high quality, every tool box should
ORDER CODE: SO/352

PRICE: 50p each

have one.

Locates power cables, gas & water pipes,
screws, metal conduit etc etc.
Helps
avoid
electric
shock,
power
disruption gas leaks and flooding.
Instant visual and audible warning.
Adjustable sensitivity control.
Uses PP3 9V battery (Not supplied)
Colour: Black

INSULATED CRIMP PACKS
quality
crimps,
highest
Super
offer,
random mix of Red, yellow & Blue.
Plugs & sockets_
mixed
100
Each
pack
contains approx.
crimps.

ORDER CODE:

SO/353

PRICE: £1-50

ORDER CODE: SO/355

SUPER POWER BEAM TORCH

PRICE: £8-50

TERMINAL BOX
thus
Fitted
with
HALOGEN
bulb,
brighter than a conventional torch.

300%

Waterproof, tested to a depth of 10 Mtrs.
(Should cope with the heaviest downpour!).
Robust plastic case, ring hanger for easy
storage/carrying.
Uses 2 x D cells (Not supplied) 1.5V HP2.
Spare bulbs available.
Colour: Black with Red trim.
ORDER CODE: SO/354

22

Terminal junction box for powering d.c.
accessories. Gives three pairs of pillar screw
terminals, colour coded red and black. 90cm
lead fed from cigar lighter plug.
Current:3A max.
Dims:84 x 55 a 32mm

ORDER CODE: SO/158

PRICE: £1-50

PRICE: E9-99

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15

VAT

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

JIARCO TRADING

ORDER FORM

SOPS: MINICOST TRADING_ LTD.

he Maltings, High Street,
VEM, Shrewsbury, SY4 5EN.

cr)

w
cc

a

cr a

EL: 0939 32763
AX: 0939 33800
ELEX: 35565

0

.A.T. REG. NO. 280 5760 51

as
UZ

Lu

(nZ

DATE-

DESCRIPTION

OTY

1991-132 page Catalogue

TOTAL
PRICE

PURNICITE

£1-50

TICK THE BOX BELOW TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE
4 x AA Ni-CAD BATTERIES. ORDERS MUST BE
OVER £30 AND PLACED BEFORE MARCH 31st91
SORRY NO PHOTO -COPIES!

SUB.TOTAL FROM OVERLEAF

I-.
IF PAYING BY CREDIT CARD,
PLEASE STATE:

.- Ai

NO.:

EXPIRY DATE:

,

ADD P & P
PAYMENT ENCLOSED: VISA/ACCESS, CHEQUE. POSTAL
ORDER. CASH, CREDIT NOTE.(DeleteAs Applicable.)
If any items are not available from stock,
tick appropriate box for action required.
Credit for
Hold Order
Send Order
Out of
Balance
Until
Stock Items
To Follow
Complete
h. S. A. P.

SIGNATURE:

--

here anyextra P&p for heavy items
SUBJOTAL

TOTAL

£1-75

DESCRIPTION

UNIT
PRICE

SUBTOTAL

CD PLAYER

G060 (CDP10)
3 -beam semi -conductor loser

16 track programmable memory
Repeat one - repeat ail facility
' Built-in 3' disc adaptor
'

Track search and index
Compact disc digital audio system
Optical pick-up
3 -beam semi-concuctor

£99-00

System

2 FOR

laser

Error correction
CRC
Sampling frequency 41.1kHz
D/A conversion
16 -bit linear
Filter
Digital filter + active filter
Frequence response 20-200CCi-tz
Harmonic distortion <0.09%
S/N ratio >80dB
Channel separation >7CCB
Max. output voltage 2Vrmns
Power
240Vac IOW

£180-00

Dims

CD DIGITAL HEADPHONES

350 x90 x 29Ornm

A080A (HP160JCS)
Uniquely designed high performance cigital
comparable neocionones. The rectanguicr ear
pads contain samarium coocit transcucers.
producing an exceptionaily brood frequency
response and excellent sound quality. The
ratchet adjustable broad stainless steel
heodband and poadea earpieces make for a
very comfortooie fit.
220
15-25000Hz
Frequency response
1COmW
Power
2.5mrn straight screened
Lead
3.5mm stereo + 6.35mm adaptor
Plug
125g
Weight

Impedance

PRICE: £16-75

£8-99

PRICE:

CD LENS AUTOCLEANER

A161A (TBY9112)
Wet or dry laser lens cleaning system utilising
two brushes built into a stancard disc.
Supplied complete with a storage case. spare
brusnes and a bottle of cleaning fluid.

CD DIGITAL EARPHONES

A084B (CD192)
Supero Quality stereo earcnones using the

Iciest tecnniques and materais, producing
excectiond sounc audity aver the brood
frequency range crodixec by aigitci audio
equipment. Comes compete with a darn snell
storage case.

Impeaance
Response
Power
Lead
Plug

-.0-2DOCCHz

30mW
1.2m straignr screened
3.5mm stereo
34g

Weignt

PRICE: £7-50

SCART ADAPTOR

£9-99

T113Z (2XSC)

Scar/ plug to two start sockets. For couping
togetner three pieces of audio/video
equipment with scar/ sockets.

SMOKE MACHINE
GOO2A (NSM2)
The 'Nimbus Superfog'
Is a high quality,
powerful smoke
machine using an
Industrial quality pump
and heater. Smoke
generation is remotely
controlled by an
electronic hanaset
connected by two core cable to the
smoke machine. The
fluid tank removaole
for clean Min

PRICE:

£2-99

POWER SUPPLY/BATTERY CHARGER
POO7G a2580)

Is

PRICE:

£250-00

6 minutes
1.5 sec/ nh m max.
30 seconds
Max. continuous output
Reheat time after max. output..1.5 mins approx.
0 -max. Infinitely variable
Smoke generation

Heat up time
Fluid flow

SMOKE MACHINE FLUID
5 litre bottle recommended for the above unit.
PRICE: £19-99
Non Toxic. Medium persistance.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

Plug-in 13.8Vdc 10CmA power supply designed
to cnarge 10x AA ni-cad batteries found in
etc. Plugs directly into a 13A
mooiie
socket. Output via integral lead with 2.5mm
DC power plug, tip positive. Thermal fuse
overload protection.
Input voltage
240Vac 50Hz

Output voltage
Output current
Stability
Ripple
Dims

13.8Vdc
1COmA
40%
1V

62 x 51 x 40mm1.00

2 -WAY ADAPTOR
F342E (CSA134)

An In -car adaptor to provide two
cigar lighter sockets from the single
socket provided In the cot. Internagy
fusd at 15A.

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

£2-25
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PAPST FAN - TYPE 6124
172 x 55mm 206CFM
Metal Fan housing, impeller of fibreglass
reinforced plastic (PA). Electronically
commutated
dc
motor.
Counterclockwise
rotation viewed from rotor, air output
over struts.
Super quality.
List Price: E82-00 each !!!
ORDER CODE: SO/256A
PRICE: £25-00

Mmenslons in mm

PAPST FAN - TYPE 8112 K
in
cast
aluminium
Super quality,
housing. Compact axial dc fan offering
high air flow and extremely low power
consumption.
SIZE: 80mm x 80mm Depth 38mm
Cut out req: 77mm
Voltage: 12VDC Voltage range: 8-16Vdc.
Power: 3Watts. Air Flow 36 cu.ft/min.
Farnell Price: E34-82!!
PRICE: E15-00
ORDER CODE: SO/255

Mmenslons M mm
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FINGER GUARD - PLASTIC - 80mm
PAPST finger guard to suit above fans.
(LZ32P)
Farnell Price: E1-32 ea
PRICE: E1-00
ORDER CODE: SO/256
EtM FAN - TYPE W2G075-AE21
80mm
Depth: 38mm
Super quality, latest model. 12V (8-16V)
2.6W 3450u/min. Made in West Germany.
All
aluminium construction. Would cost
you over E30-00 each!!
ORDER CODE: SO/257
PRICE: E15-00
TORIN FAN - TYPE TA300
80mm. Depth: 38mm
MADE IN UK
Aluminium Body
240VAC 0.060/.052 Amps
Super quality
Impedance protected.

timid&

n

o

-

CO -AXIAL SOCKET - PANEL MOUNTING

Very high qulity, Push In panel mounting
socket. Mounting hole 18 x 18mm.
[
ORDER CODE: SO/003
1+
10+
100+ L

PRICE: E5-95

18p

HEATSINK REDPOINT TYPE SW50-4
High performance heatsink, designed for
plastic
power
transistors
including

12.5
3

TO -220, TO -3P, TO -126, TO -218 and TO -202.
Fitted with solderable pins & may be

15p

10p

CAR STEREO KNOBS

.5

vertically mounted.
Design of fins adjacent to mounting face
prevents the metal
tab
touching
side
fins.Black anodised body. Pre -drilled
Length: 50mm Width: 34.5mm, Depth: 12.5mm
Thermal Rating: 8.6°C/W (List price 95p)

F209A

ORDER CODE: SO/260

Complete set of silver knobs for

1+

10+
45p

PRICE: 50p

RELAY MOUNTING PLATE - RS 349-119
Pre -punched aluminium mounting plate

mounting plate

to

'continental'
relays,
two or
types only, or their sockets,
side by side.
six
four -pole

leads,
D,

S,

all
FI,

1-1

the

N, etc.

fit standard 13A mains plug.
Colour: Black
RIGHT-ANGLE VERSION
Length: 2 metres
can
offer substantial
larger quantities.
ORDER CODE: SO/IEC/RA

PRICE -

26

1

1. 158 W 38

Moulded IEC socket on one end with 2 -pin
European style plug on other end. To use
in U.K. simply cut off European plug
and

We

1+

10+

100+

85p

80p

65p

discounts

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°/o VAT

with anti -rotation spigots.

34min

Max. dia:-

1.0.E.1-1.0.
1.

on

STAR
BUY

PRICE:

1+

10+

50p

40p

I6

IEC MAINS LEADS -

quality
moulded
approved marks i.e. VDE,

4 knobs gives one each for
volume, tuning, balance and
tone. Serrated edges. Push on

c;)

Length: 158mm Width: 38mm Thickness 1.6mm
RS Price: 46p each
ORDER CODE: SO/254
Price: 25p each

Good

S K05

car stereo radio/cassette player.

take

6A 250V

SO OM

DESOLDERING PUMP
Super aualit7v Desoldering tool. Supplied
_:umpiece with Tetion Tip.
E2-99
ORDER CODE: SO/DESOLD
EPROM SPECIAL - 27C256
Brand new, 250ns. Limited quantity, approx 800
pcs. First come first etc
1+
10+
ORDER CODE: SO/EPROM
E3-00
E2-50

!

ORDER CODE: SO/258

Static pressure v flow rate

14,

IEC LEAD 250V 10A Right Angle
Made By BELDEN
This may be the highest quality lead available.
one
Fully screened cable, moulded IEC socket
end with USA plug on the other.
To use in UK, simply cut off the USA plug and
wire up a standard 13A plug.
12,000 of
At time of printing we have over
offer very
these leads and therefore able to
attractive quantity prices.
Type SJT E -3462
18-3
Markings on cable:
LL -7874 Shielded GE
100+
Colour: BLACK
10+
1+
Length: 2 Mts
75p
E1-00
£1-25
ORDER CODE: SO/307

SIMPLY ADD £.1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

2 x 60W CLASS "A" AMPLIFIER
B005LA (CPA100)
Cass *A" stereo in -car amplifier capable of
delivering 2 x 60W stereo or 120W mono in bridge
mode. Inputs are low level pnono, with left and
right level controls. Full thermal and overlocd
protection.
2 x 6CW stereo 0.1%THD
Output power

PRICE

Signal to noise ratio
Frequency response
Input sensitivity

£39-99

Input impedance
Output impedcnce

12CW mono 0.1%THD
>80dB
20-200001-!z

1C0mV-3V.adjustaple
Low level input 2Cks11
dcl

Power

14.4Vdc 15A
240 x 120 x 5Cmm

Dims

2x 200W CLASS "A" AMPLIFIER
BOO5M CPA200
High power class 'A" amplifier capable of delivering
2x 200W stereo or 400W mono in brace mode. Inputs
are direct from the speaker outputs of the car

racio/cassetteor lowievei pnono inputs, with ieft cna
rignt level controls. Full thermal and overload
protection.
Output power
2x 200W stereo 0.08%THD

PRICE

£99-99

Signal to noise ratio
Frequency response
Input sensitivity

Input impedance

Output impedance
Damping factor

COMPONENT SPEAKER SYSTEM

B020 (TC6500)

Scecxer sizes

60-20000Hz

6.5" woofer. 4" mid range. 2.25" tweeter

Impedance

>90d13

10-50000Hz

100mV-3V adjustable
High level input 1COS1
Low level input 20k12

40

Power

>180 into 40
14.4Vdc 43A nom

Dims

240 x 130 x 5Cmm

40W SHELF SPEAKERS

PRICE: 19-99

Good quality 2 x 3 -way component soeaker system comprising: two
6.5" woofers. Iwo 4" mid range. two 2.25" tweeters and al ieccs, filters
and fixing screws. Finished In black with block mesh grilles.
Maximum power
Frequency response

400W mono 0.2% THO

B020B (TX300E)

PRICE: £10-50

Good cuality 3-wcy bass reflex shelf mounting speaker system. Dual
Porter:: wedge shaped black plastic case with metal grilles. dOW max.
power nark:fling per speaker.

Maximum power
Frequency response
Scecxer size

4CW
30-18CCCHz

3' woofer. 2" mid rcnce. 1" I-weerer

BATTERY ANALYSER /MAP LIGHT

12Vdc CAR FAN
B047 (SC711)

£4-99

A 12Vdc oscillating car fan with a large
suction cup for attacnrng the fan to me
dasnboard. Fully adjustable for tilt and angle.
Suppled with a 1.7m lead fitted with a cigar

CAR/PSU/1
DC to DC

£3-25

adaptor. Plugs into car cigar lighter

aperture. Outputs 3, 4.5,6, 7.5, 9. 1 2V @
800mA. Has universal output solder plug, also
9V battery snap and polarity reversing facility.

lighter plug.

B034A (L910)

£3-99

A plug-in car battery charge anctyser with
built-in two-colour map light. Three LEDs
Indicate the battery level. A switch on the
side switches on the reap light with either
green or white illumination. Flexible stem
claws adjustment for best view. Plugs directty
Into a cigar tignter socket.

IMMERSION HEATER

CAR/IH

£2-99

A handy mobile immersion heater for boiling water, soup, etc.
1 2Vdc 120W
Plugs into cigar lighter socket Power
Lead length 1 m.
nomr-alaw

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST& PACKING PER ORDER
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SECONDHAND TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIAL
All secondhand, good quality, therefore demand
is high. We offer a list of items available at
This list changes almost
time of printing.
daily. Contact us as soon as possible to avoid
disappointment.
HEWLETT PACKARD LOGIC ANALYZER & ACCESSORIES
Model HP1631D complete with Disc Drive HP9122D,
Printer HP2225A, various probes listed at over
£200!

This analyzer is a current model and would cost
you over £14,000 without the disc drive etc!
We c.nly have one left now, special price £1500.
Supplied complete with any manuals we have.
PRICE: £1500-00
ORDER CODE: SO/HP
BASF CASSETTES
as
erased
bulk
once,
Type 90 - used
above. All fully guaranteed.
Sorry, but at time of printing no inlay
cards with these tapes. If we get some we
will send them with the tapes.
£5-00 per 10
ORDER CODE: SO/BASF
E30-00 oer 100

TEKTRONIX 475 OSCILLOSCOPE
PRICE: £575
Dual Trace 200MHz Delay Sweep
PHILIPS PM3217 OSCILLOSCOPE
PRICE: E420
Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep
PHILIPS PM3312 OSCILLOSCOPE
PRICE: £320
Dual Trace 25MHz TV Trig.
PHILIPS PM321 OSCILLOSCOPE
Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Time Base PRICE: £775
CARRIAGE: £15-00 ON ALL SCOPES.
AVO 8 METERS
Complete with carrying case & leads
and user instruction booklet.
PRICE:£49
(Carr. E3-50)
SRC GX90 CASSETTES
Very high quality tapes. which although not
well known in the retail market ace indeed
well known to the professional user.
These tapes are supplied complete with inlay
cards and labels.
As with the BASF tapes, these tapes have been
used once and then bulk erased.
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

ORDER CODE: SO/SRC

£6-00 per 10
E40-00 per 100

NEONS
Highest quality IMO range of Neon indicators. Limited stock.
These neons are offered at almost half price, are perhaps the highest quality you can buy.
These neons are all in the 1991 IMO range of product.
Neon
Mount.
Volts
Colour
IMO CODE
Shape
Connect. ORDER CODE
Hole
Size

NI12RL240AS
NI12RL240GS
NI12RL24ORS
NI12RT240AS
NI12RT240CS
NI12RT2400S
NI12SL240AS
NI12SL240CS
NI12SL240GS
NI12SL24ORS
NI12ST240AS
NI12ST240CS
NI12ST240GS
NI12ST24ORS

240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC

AMBER
GREEN
RED
AMBER
CLEAR
GREEN
AMBER
CLEAR
GREEN
RED
AMBER
CLEAR
GREEN
RED

14mm
14mm
14mm
14mm
14mm
14mm

NI9RL240AS
NI9RL240CS
NI9RL240GS
NI9RL24ORS
NI9RT240AS
NI9RT240CS
NI9RT240GS
NI9RT24ORS
NI9SL240AS
NI9SL240CS
NI9SL240GS
NI9SL24ORS
N19ST240AS
NI9ST240CS
NI9ST240GS
NI9ST24ORS

240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC
240VAC

AMBER
CLEAR
GREEN
RED
AMBER
CLEAR
GREEN
RED
AMBER
CLEAR
GREEN
RED
AMBER
CLEAR
GREEN
RED

10mm

14x14mm
14x14mm
14x14mm
14x14mm
14x14mm
14x14mm
14x14mm
14x14mm
10mm
10mm
lOmm
10mm
10mm
10mm
10mm

10x1Omm
10x1Omm
lOxlOmm
10x1Omm
10x1Omm
10x1Omm
10x1Omm
10x1Omm

Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square

12mm
12mm
12mm
12mm
12mm
12mm
12x12mm

Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square

9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm

12x12mm
12x12mm
12x12mm
12x12mm
12x12mm
12x12mm
12x12mm

9x9mm
9x9mm
9x9mm
9x9mm
9x9mm
9x9mm
9x9mm
9x9mm

Lead
Lead
Lead
Tag
Tag
Tag
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag

SO/400
SO/401
SO/402
SO/403
SO/404
SO/405
SO/406
SO/407
SO/408
SO/409
SO/410
SO/411
SO/412
SO/413

Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag
Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag

SO/414
SO/415
SO/416
SO/417
SO/418
SO/419
SO/420
SO/421
SO/422
SO/423
SO/424
SO/425
SO/426
SO/427
SO/428
SO/429

GAS SOLDERING
IRON KIT
YO6OG (S1751)

Butane powered catalytic soldering Iron with cap
containing ine starting flint. A folly portable Soldering
Irpn, re.flApPle horn standard butane banter fuel
Canister.

28

10mm dia.

10 x 10mm

50p

PRICE:

£27-99

GAS SOLDERING IRON
YO6OH (SI752)

14 x 14mm

1+

Only a few hundred of each type, don't delay, order to -day
Colours and types may be mixed to obtain 10+ price.

£12-50

14mm dia.

Butane Powered catatyllc
sodertng ,on kit comprising:
gas lank and regulator.
Catalytic soldering Iron lip.
catalytla hot knife tip, heat

GAS SOLDERING IRON ACCESSOPIES

YO600A (GSM

YO60GF (GSTFT)

I non soklering Iron lip

Doiro,A110

Y060G8 (GST24)
2 4rnin soldering kon lip

Y060GG (GSTHA)
Hof or tip

Y060GC (GST36)
3 6rnm soldering Iron hp

YO60GH (0511(K)
Hot knife lip

Y060GD (05T48)

Y060G.1 (GSTPC)

blower tip. bkow torch. 3
auxiliary Cold look. sponge.

cap with flint and carrying
case. A Inky portable hot loot
kit. Refillable from standard
butane lighter fuel canisters.

4 ernrn soldering Iron tio

YO60GE (GSM) c3_
Dow torch tip

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT

10+
40p

SIMPLY ADD £1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER

Potylorm colt, lb

50 each

SPECIAL OFFER
Unexpectedly,

we
have obtained
stocks of
this
further
super
multimeter which was our December special offer. Therefore, we are
extending this amazing offer until our stock is all sold. Limited
quantity available,
order
to -day
to
avoid disappointment.
In
December we sold hundreds of these meters!!

10MS1 MULTIMETER

* 19 ranges
* 3Vz digit 12mm LCD display
* Signal injector function
* Diode test
* Fuse protection
* Automatic polarity and zero
* Test leads with 4mm plugs

AC volts
0-200-750Vac ±1.2%
0-200m-2-20-200-1000Vdc 10.8%
DC volts
0-200 -2m-20m-200m-2Adc ±1.0%
DC current
200-2k-20k-200k-2MQ ±0.8%
Resistance
Signal Injector
50Hz square wave.

5V peak to peak
126 x 70 x 24mm

Dims

Battery and instruction
manual Included.

Y122AJ (MX190)

SPECIAL PRICE £ 15-99
(NORMAL PRICE £39-50)

LATEST CATALOGUE,

MARCO
TRADING
1991
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
& EQUIPMENT
CATALOGUE

£1.50

MAIL ORDER WHOLESALE
RETAIL

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR COPY YET ???
132 illustrated pages
Super Free Gifts Offer
First Class Pre -paid Envelope

Full Colour Kit Catalogue
Full Colour 32 page New
Lines Supplement
10 Pages of Special Offers
Order Forms
Quanity Price Offers
Video & TV Spares section
Very latest Special Offer
List

Details of our 3 Retail Shops
ALL THIS FOR ONLY £1-50 !!!

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15°'o VAT

SIMPLY ADD E1-75 POST & PACKING PER ORDER
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3
3

41-e

HEAD OFFICE

0

MARCO TRADING,
THE MALTINGS,
HIGH STREET,
WEM,

8
8

8

SHREWSBURY. SY4 5EN

N

TEL:0939-32763

FAX:0939-33800 TELEX:35565

8
HOURS OF BUSINESS

MON.

8

TUES.

WED.
THURS.

8

FRI.

SAT.
SUN.

A
.4 ARE ..1111.

9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00

9.00-12.0

CLOSED

0

BRANCHES
65 HURST STREET,
BIRMINGHAM. B5 4TE

WALTONS,
55A WORCESTER STREET,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

TEL: 021 666 6504

TEL: 0902 22039

SUPERTRONICS,

WV2 4LL
SALOP ST

.1

TEMPLE ST.

N

;

z
i

Yg
V0
.

20

- tu,

NCP

CAR PARK

1

co

CHURCH ST.

2
JOHN'S ST

HOURS OF BUSINESS

8

MON.
TUES.

WED.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

14.

S

9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-8.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
CLOSED

HOURS OF BUSINESS

MON.
TUES.
WED.
THURS.
FRI.

SAT.
SUN.

9.00-8.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
9.00-6.00
CLOSED

